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ABSTRACT
In the Wausau School District (WSD), teachers were provided with an
environmental education (EE) curriculum guide, multiple EE resources, and
inservicing at some grade levels. With the knowledge that all teachers were not
utilizing these resources, this research project was designed to go beyond the regular
classroom environment with the intent to reach WSD students entering grades two
through seven and positively influence their environmental awareness, knowledge, and
behavior through participation in a summer camp setting.
Research suggested that camp settings and direct experiences with nature
contributes to the development of students' environmental awareness, knowledge, and
behavior.

This research was used to justify the implementation and funding . of a

sequential environmental education enrichment summer school program as a benefit to
the Wausau community. The Director of Elementary Curriculum authorized funding
through the summer school budget. Three sequential one-week camps were developed,
one each for grades two and three, four and five, and six and seven. The middle school
camp utilized Horace Mann Middle School's multimedia technology, the Wausau
School Forest, the Wisconsin Valley Improvement Environmental Science Laboratory,
and Blue Gill Bay Park. The intermediate camp was held at the Wausau School Forest
and included field trips to Industrial Recyclers and County Market Foods. The primary
camp was conducted at the Wausau School Forest.
All students completed pre and post-evaluations to provide data used to
determine if the camps positively influenced their environmental awareness,
knowledge, and behavior. Middle school and intermediate evaluation results indicated
a significant increase in student performance which was directly related to instruction
received in the camps.

Scores on the primary students' pre-evaluations were high,

therefore there was not room for significant increases to occur on the post-evaluations.
Results were used to develop recommendations to be implemented in future camp
programming.
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CHAPTERONE
THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING
Introduction
As our population becomes more urbanized and our daily lives increasingly tense,

getting close to nature, especially in a camp setting, is all the more important. We, as a
nation, have lost touch with the land and with nature, and we appear to have no reverence
for it. We prefer the man-made; the built-environment. As early as 1960, Arion Parkin
expressed the need for school camps brought on by the trend towards urbanization (Parkin
1960). Children today are so far removed from the food source, the earth and its soil and
land, to where they think that it actually comes from the supermarket. Therefore, it is now
more important than ever to reintroduce children to the environment and the appreciation
of it. As environmental leaders, we have an obligation to the children and their futures.
Nature and environmental education can, and must, be part of every child's experience.
We need to help prepare children to become environmentally literate citizens. As Baba
Dioum, a forester from Senegal in Africa, so eloquently states, "In the end, we will
conserve only what we love, we will love only what we understand, and we will
understand only what we are taught." (Miller 1993 ).

The Importance of the Study
The Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction has required every school district
in the state to develop a written EE curriculum (WI Administrative Code P13.05{4}). In
the Wausau School District there are available resources and curriculum to be utilized, but
there are no requirements for each grade level which would ensure instruction. Research
cited will show that participation in EE programs influences students' pro-environmental
awareness, knowledge, and behavior (Miller 1993). An EE summer school enrichment
program provides an opportunity for students to experience instruction in the entire range
of EE goals and objectives of awareness, knowledge, ethics, skills, and citizen action.

The Statement of the Problem

The purpose of this project is to develop, implement, and evaluate a sequential
grades two through seven EE enrichment summer school program in the Wausau School
District.

The Subproblems

I.

The first subproblem.

What has research shown regarding the influence of

environmental programs on students'

environmental awareness,

knowledge, and

behavior?
2.

The second subproblem. What strategies have others used to obtain approval and

funding to implement a new educational program?
3. The third subproblem. Development of the grades two through seven environmental
education summer school program.
4.

The fourth subproblem.

Implementation of the grades two through seven

environmental education summer school program.

5.

The fifth subproblem. Development and implementation of an evaluation tool based

on research regarding methods used to evaluate environmental education programs.

The Hypotheses

1.

The EE enrichment summer school program developed will positively influence

students' environmental awareness.
2.

The EE enrichment summer school program developed will positively influence

students' environmental knowledge.
3.

The EE enrichment summer school program developed will positively influence

students' environmental behavior.

J

The Limitations
The study will be limited to students who choose to participate in the program.
The study will be limited to an evaluation of the program conducted during the
summer of 1995.

The Definition of Terms

Enrichment Shall refer to an optional program offered in addition to the summer
school basic skills curriculum.

Influence Shall refer to the process of producing or enhancing a positive change
on students' environmental awareness, knowledge, and behavior.
Abbreviations
WSD- Wausau School District
EE- Environmental Education
Assumptions

The first assumption. The first assumption is that students in the Wausau School
District will choose to attend an enrichment environmental education program
offered during the summer.

The second assumption. The second assumption is that we will be able to secure
resources (i.e. funding, transportation, site) either through the school district or an
alternative source.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATIJRE

Environmental Education and Its Influence on Students' Awareness, Knowledge~
and Behavior.

A. Influence on Awareness

If we are to make an impact on the child, we must first make him aware.
Ecological issues, brought more to focus by the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio, have
generated interest in becoming more environmentally aware among both the young and
the old. It is now, more than ever, being recognized that environmental education is an
important component in preservation of the environment. Young children are increasingly
aware and involved in seeking solutions to environmental problems, and the focus of
programs geared toward children is to affect changes in attitude and behavior directed
toward conservation of our limited natural resources (Cohen 1992).
Barbara Johnson and Peter Fensham (1987) pointed out that most definitions of
environmental education, internationally and in Australia, emphasize the importance of
developing awareness concerning the environment alongside the more usual cognitive
knowledge and skills. They found that the more environmental language is used in a
program, along with a visual image for the effect, such as pollution, the more successful it
was in contributing to the students' awareness of environmental issues (Johnson and
Fensham 1987).
Another factor that contributes to students' increased awareness is the involvement
of the student in the search for solutions to issues (Cohen 1992). Outdoor programs are
one avenue in which children can rediscover how they actually interact with nature
(Peterson 1989). Outdoor programs that attempt to help children discover how they
interrelate with nature usually have experiences that answer "Where does it come from?"
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and "Where does it go to?" The source of water, and the energy needed to move it from
one place to another is one example of children directly experiencing a cognitive concept,
therefore, they are able to develop more of an awareness for it (Horwood 1990).
Awareness also is influenced by children's need for the wonder of nature.

Outdoor

programs which incorporate the use of silence and solitude allow the children to develop
an awareness of feeling related to the environment. Combined, these allow children,
through increased awareness, to develop hope and confidence to where they feel
empowered with responsibility and reverence for the well-being of our world (Peterson
1989).
With increasing population pressure on the environment, protection and
conservation of natural areas greatly depends on community awareness and participation
(Jacobson and Padua 1992). In 1989, there was concern in Malaysia and Brazil that
students needed to become more aware of their environment to be able to make better
informed decisions about the wise use of natural resources there.

This prompted

education researchers to design park programs which supplemented school curricula for
use at Morro do Diabo Park and Kinabalu Park. To determine the success of these
programs, measurable aims and objectives were identified, and local teachers of all
subjects were trained in special courses and activities.

Prior to participating in the

program, all students were administered a questionnaire on student opinions and
completed a test requiring the skills of listing, explaining, and identifying various
environmental concepts. The test was given to students after the program as well, and
was intended to evaluate cognitive and affective growth. While this article did not report
specific numerical data, the authors stated that results from the test demonstrated
significant change in students' attitudes and knowledge, which in tum would indicate an
increase in their awareness of environmental concepts and issues. This increased interest
and awareness was demonstrated by the willingness of 72 percent of the students to
voluntarily complete follow-up "Junior Ranger" worksheets (Jacobson and Padua 1992).

Another example of a program which demonstrated increases in environmental
awareness was sponsored by the Meewasin Valley Authority (MVA) in Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan (Ryan, C. 1991). The intent was to increase proconservationist attitudes in
schoolchildren one year after a five-day residential experience at Beaver Creek
Conservation Area.

Questionnaires were administered separately to students who had

previously visited the area with their family and those who had not. These consisted of a
combination of open-ended and true/false items. The study found that students who had
attended both with school and their family tended to marginally increase awareness of
"environmentally correct" responses (Ryan, C. 1991).
In New York City, some public elementary schools implemented the Urban
Environmental Program for Elementary School Pupils. The curriculum developed focused
on natural and man-made environments, utilizing instructional activities such as field trips
to nearby parks, lessons at an environmental center, a classroom-based environmental
program called Neighborhood Streetscapes, and a Built Environment program regarding
urban architecture (Monaco and Speiser 1990). This instructional method of providing
direct experiences for students in a variety of local settings, where learners can interact
with all the elements of their environment, has long been advocated by educators as an
effective way to positively influence students' awareness and pro-environmental attitudes
(Wilke 1983). Some 1,400 students took part in this program during 1988-89. The goal
of the project was for 80% of the students to demonstrate a gain of at least 25% from
pretest to posttest which would indicate an increase in their awareness and appreciation of
natural and urban environments. Three multiple choice tests were developed and
administered, one which focused on urban architecture and two related to natural and
man-made environments. While the Urban Environmental Program did not achieve its test
increase goal, 48.8% of students participating _met or surpassed the desired increase of
25%.

These results indicate that students' environmental awareness can be directly
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influenced by participation in programs specifically designed to achieve this goal (Monaco
and Speiser 1990).

B. Influence on Knowledge
Johnson and Fensham (1987) emphasized the importance of affective learning
concerning the environment alongside the more usual cognitive knowledge and skills.
They also felt that environmental background knowledge, combined with the affective
approach, is the tool that teachers can use to help the student become more actively
involved in environmental issues. Curriculum designed for environmental education has
many outcomes; however, knowledge gains are typically of central interest (Armstrong
1991), Environmental education programs may be effective on the knowledge rate of

children if they are used on a consistent basis. Most have been designed with naturalistic
classroom settings in mind (Ramsey and Hungerford 1989). Outdoor programs, in order
to be effective in environmental literacy, must incorporate the environmental context
within the "naturalist program". When environmental education is infused into the regular
programs, the skills that the children are learning are so interrelated that they learn one
does not function without the other. For example, the check points on an orienteering
course might be located at sites which point out important environmental characteristics.
A crafts program might focus on painting with natural pigments and the use of natural
products to increase the knowledge of how paints and pigments come from nature rather
than the craft store (Schatz 1993). Outdoor camps often provide a positive recreation
experience, but they can also better teach an understanding of the environment by making
environmental literacy an important aspect of their programming ( Armstrong 1991).
Conceptual understanding of complex subjects such as nature and ecology can be
more securely attained through engagement in integrated, concrete, and repeated openended activities. Hands-on activities that support conceptual learning need a focus that
allows children to engage all their senses. For example, children ages 6 - 11, at Menninger
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Summer Day Camp in Topeka, focused on "adopt-a-tree" activities that provided conceptbuilding experiences which fostered children's ecological knowledge (James 1992). After
the children had finished a unit on ecology, focusing on issues ranging from the tropical
rain forest to pollution, Surbeck and Glover (1992) encouraged students to create games
based on knowledge that was from the units. Piaget (1965), suggested that games with
rules encourage the intellectual growth in children, and Surbeck and Glover (1992) felt
that most children are capable of coming to content understanding with a broader
perspective than we sometimes assume. They asserted that this capability was evident in
the games the students produced.
Empowering children to have a voice in environmental discussions, and to know
ways to save the environment through content knowledge, has a great potential for
sustained interest. While content gleaned can be impressive, the richest gains occur when
children have the opportunities to use the content in the skills of investigating and
creating solutions to environmental problems (Surbeck and Glover 1992).
One program, Sunship Earth, gathered data which demonstrated students had
significantly increased their ecological knowledge at the end of a five-day residential
session. The teaching philosophy used with fifth and sixth graders emphasized holistic,
cooperative, and discovery learning rather than fragmented, competitive, and rote
learning. Activities were conducted in small groups in a natural setting and illustrated
seven ecological concepts such as energy flow, diversity, and adaptation. A pre and posttest evaluation method was developed and administered prior to program participation and
after six months had elapsed. The effect of the Sunship Earth program on ecological
knowledge was significant for both the fifth and sixth grade students. One example is a
comparison of the mean score for grade 5 which was 4.90 on the pretest and increased to
7.17 on the posttest.

This indicates the Sunship Earth program increased ecological

concept knowledge through providing a cognitive framework, direct experience with the
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natural environment, immediate application of ecological concepts and a small group
learning environment (Keen 1991).
In 1991, a study conducted by Armstrong and Impara evaluated the impact of

NatureScope lessons in fifth and seventh grade classrooms on student knowledge.
NatureScope is a K-7 environmental education supplement developed by the National
Wildlife Federation. A pretest/posttest/control design was used to assess environmental
knowledge gained from participation in the activities. While tremendous increases were
not expected, unfortunately only one issue demonstrated a significant gain in student
knowledge. However, in all but one case, the treatment group outscored the control
group on the knowledge tests, illustrating that direct instruction does positively influence
environmental knowledge (Armstrong and Impara 1991).
Judy Klippel (1985), designed a pre and post-evaluation tool to assess fourth, fifth
and sixth graders' achievement in cognitive learning at the Central Wisconsin
Environmental Center (CWEC).

Forty curriculum units were being taught at the center,

10 of which were evaluated. Both indoor and outdoor activities were conducted, including

Web of Life, Predator Prey, Skullduggary, and Pond Study.

The evaluation tool was

administered to both control and treatment groups. Out of 19 cases on which t scores
were conducted, 14 treatment groups "experienced significant gains without showing a
pretest learning effect (pS .05)"(Klippel 1985). These results imply that lessons taught by
the CWEC staff were effective in assisting student achievement of the knowledge
objectives of the program. This data further supports other research which indicates that
positive gains in knowledge can occur in an environmental camp setting as a direct result
of instruction by the staff (Klippel 1985).

C Influence on Behavior
The ultimate aim of education is shaping human behavior, and the ultimate goal of
EE is to promote responsible environmental behavior. Using the objectives for EE, as
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defined by the 1977 Tblisi Intergovernmental Conference on Environmental Education, an
environmentally responsible citizen might be defined as one who has (1) an awareness and
sensitivity to the total environment and its allied problems and/or issues, (2) a basic
understanding of the environment and its allied problems and/or issues, (3) feelings of
concern for the environment and motivation for actively participating in environmental
improvement and protection, (4) skills for identifying and solving environmental problems
and/or issues, and (5) active involvement at all levels in working toward resolution of
environmental problems and/or issues (Hungerford and Volk 1990).
But how might responsible environmental behavior be operationalized? The
traditional thinking in the field of EE has been that behavior can be changed by making
students more knowledgeable about the environment and its related issues, with the
assumption being that this knowledge will motivate them to act toward the environment in
more responsible ways. Another traditional approach relies on the belief that increasing
knowledge leads to favorable attitudes, which in tum lead to action promoting better
environmental quality. Unfortunately, research into environmental behavior shows these
assumptions to be invalid (Hungerford and Volk 1990).
Hungerford and Volk cite research done by Hines et al (1986-87) as inferring that
environmentally responsible behavior can be promoted by attention to ensuring that
students have knowledge of the problem, knowledge of potential actions to be taken, skills
in applying this knowledge, and a desire to act. The last of these is dependent on the
individual's locus of control, attitudes toward the environment and toward taking action,
and personal responsibility toward the environment (Hungerford and Volk 1990).
Research using an Issue Investigation and Action Training program with seventh
and eighth-grade students supports the conclusions of Hines et al. This training program
fostered

independent

environmental

behavior

after

an

18-week

exposure

to

interdisciplinary teaching modules introducing environmental issues, the skills needed to
analyze issues, the skills needed to investigate issues, the skills needed for information
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processing, and those skills needed by responsible citizens in applying action. Thus, it
appears that the superordinate goal of responsible citizenship behavior can be approached
via formal environmental instruction, provided this instruction is purposely directed at
environmental issue analysis, investigation, and resolution (Ramsey 1993).

Development and Implementation of the Environmental Education Enrichment
Program
A recurrent question in environmental education concerns whether an outdoor
environmental education program is more effective than an indoor program. Lewis (198182) reported on Howie's research to examine this question. The results suggested that a
combined indoor/outdoor strategy produces significantly higher achievement than either
alone (p < .05). The outdoor treatment alone indicated marginal achievement over indoor
treatment alone. As a result of this study, the authors proposed a four-stage treatment to
prepare teachers in environmental education. One of the treatments focused on outdoor
experiences to better enable teachers to utilize the outdoors as an educational medium
(Lewis 1981-82).
Parks, zoos, museums and other informal settings offer opportunities to enhance
environmental learning beyond formal education. In contrast to daily school attendance,
visits to places such as these provide novel, thought-provoking experiences that stimulate
students' curiosity and interest, which in tum facilitates information processing (Koran &
Longino 1983). Research also suggests that informal settings have a stronger impact on
the affective domain than more structured settings (Koran, Longino & Shafer 1983).
Outdoor education programs can benefit children's physical, emotional and spiritual
growth as well as intellectual growth (Grumbine 1988; Miles 1986/87). These cognitive
and affective changes may eventually effect behavioral changes (Hungerford & Volk
1990), especially important when dealing with nature conservation and environmental
protection. There are two positive aspects, then, to education programs in parks: that the
setting facilitates learning, and the learners protect the areas.

It is obviously desirable that any program which is designed to promote
appreciation of natural environments should be based solidly on an environmental ethic
which has a sound philosophical basis (McRae 1985 ).
A model which aids in development of a EE curriculum could be based on what
Barufaldi used to guide teachers in creating the 5-E model of the Biological Sciences
Curriculum Study (BSCS). It is based on a constructivist view of how children learn. The
5-E model includes the following five steps: 1) Engagement. Students participate in
activities designed to engage them with an event or question; teachers help students to
make connections with what they know and can do. 2) Exploration. Students work
cooperatively to explore ideas through hands-on/minds-on activities. 3) Explanation.
Students explain their understanding of concepts. 4) Elaboration. Students participate in
activities designed to challenge them to apply what they have learned. 5) Evaluation.
Students assess their own knowledge, skills, and abilities. Activities also allow teachers to
evaluate student progress (Estes 1990). This model was implemented in a summer science
camp setting.
In this summer science camp the students were divided into three groups according

to the grade level they had just completed: kindergarten and first grade, second and third
grade. Because the fourth and fifth grade group was so large, it was divided into four
subgroups that rotated through four different subject areas taught in 45-minute sessions.
The science camp began promptly at 8:30 a.m. To encourage the children to arrive on
time, enticing science-related activities were set up at the entrance to the building around
8 a.m. (Estes 1990).
Environmental Education lessons and activities are easily accessible within the
WSD

EE curriculum guide.

Resources referred to include NatureScope, Project

Leaming Tree, Project Wild, Aquatic Project Wild, Living Lightly in the City, Living
Lightly on the Planet, Ranger Rick, and Zoo Books. The guide is organized in a manner

by both grade and topic. For example, using the theme Human Responsibility, grades 2-3
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could do "C is for Caring"

from Living Lightly in the City, grades 4-5 might use

"Grasshopper Gravity" from Project Wild, and "Environmental Ethics" from Project Wild
would be appropriate for grades 6 and 7 (WSD 1990). Further activities are also available
in The Nature Specialist: A Complete Guide to Program and Activities by Lenore Hendler
Miller.

Enrichment Program Approval and Funding

In "Breaking the Barriers", Roger Tory Peterson (1992) felt that it is important for
environmental educators to look at the big picture. He felt strongly that political and
educational institutions need to support an ecological view of the world. He also felt that
the roadblocks environmental educators face when developing programs are our current
educational system, ill-prepared and over-stressed teachers, the social and political
climate, and the need for better communication among ourselves. By addressing these
roadblocks, Peterson felt that we could once again link children with nature.
One of the areas discussed focused on the need for better communication and
working together as a common goal.

Sharon Ryan, a teacher in the Wausau School

District, found out how important this was.

She developed the program Dreamflight

Wausau for fifth and sixth graders in the WSD. Communication was the key to get things
moving for Ryan.

She first approached the superintendent and worked closely with her

and the director of elementary education. They worked together on the resources, time,
and funding, and put together a proposal to be approved by the school board. At first the
school board rejected her idea; however, Ryan took her project to the Community
Foundation, a non-profit organization, which provided a one-time only $65,000 grant for
the project.
Next Ryan developed a steering committee, where two teachers from each grade
level, a special education teacher, parents from both sides of town, the director of
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elementary education, the assistant superintendent, Representative Huber, and Senator
Decker all gave input regarding the implementation of the project. Ryan felt that the most
frustrating experiences were the power struggles within administration and the lack of
communication between administrators. Dreamflight Wausau has been recognized
nationally, as a successful program and one to be modeled.
Ryan reinforced what Peterson (1992) was referring to when he stressed the need
for communication and working together. To implement an environmental program, she
suggested to have the plan ready, including site and amount of money. It is then important
to discuss it with the director of elementary education and the outdoor environmental
education coordinator, and to contact outside resources such as the Community
Foundation and Wausau Insurance to help fund and give community value to the project
(Ryan 1994). Securing community involvement was also cited as an important component
of ongoing program support by coordinators of the Youth and Environment Training
Project in London, England (Edbrooke, 1990).
Dick Ames and Eileen Richardson, two other educators who have developed and
implemented programs in the WSD, concurred with the protocol for securing approval
and funding outlined by Sharon Ryan. Their other suggestions include union
representation to ensure compensation for planning time, applying for various educational
grants, and maintaining flexibility to absorb unexpected changes during program
implementation (Ames 1994; Richardson 1994).

Evaluation Methods of Environmental Education Programs

While some aspects of environmental literacy, especially those dealing with affect
and attitude, may be difficult to measure, many evaluation methods have been developed
and used successfully by various researchers. Most assessment tools have been designed to
meet the specific needs of a particular study, but often they can be used by others with
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slight modifications. Some of these assessments address only one goal of EE, such as
awareness, while others attempt to evaluate the entire spectrum of EE goals.
Raymond Benton used a survey, developed by Maloney, Ward, and Braucht,
which measured environmental attitude and knowledge in MBA students. Four subscales
measured knowledge, concern, willingness to act, and past behavior regarding
environmental and ecological issues (Benton 1993). Another example of a scale intended
to measure more than one aspect of EE is "The Children's Attitudes Toward the
Environment Scale" , developed by Musser and Malkus (1994). This tool was designed
for children to respond to belief, affect, and behavior statements, and also represented the
different content domains. Responses were obtained using a checkmark to indicate
agreement on a one through four scale with an environmental statement such as, "Some
kids like to leave water running when they brush their teeth. but Other kids always tum
the water off while brushing their teeth." The individual had a choice between siding
mildly or strongly with each side of the statement (Musser et al 1994).
When Hungerford evaluated the Issue Investigation and Action Training Program,
all instruments and instrument items were modifications :from those used previously by
other researchers. This assessment tool was designed to measure students' responsible
environmental behavior (Ramsey 1993). A pretest and posttest focused on the following
dependent variables: overt environmental behavior, individual locus of control, group
locus of control, environmental action knowledge, perceived knowledge of environmental
action skills, perceived skill in the use of environmental action skills, and environmental
sensitivity. Five instruments were administered, three of which utilized Likert-type scale
items, and two requiring phenomenological responses. Examples of acceptable answers
on the latter two are, "I saved newspapers to be recycled" and "I wrote a letter to the
editor supporting recycling," both of which indicate direct involvement (Ramsey 1993).
Any educator wishing to evaluate EE goals, and the extent to which they are
being met in a particular program, can determine which methods would best serve the
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purpose at hand. Differing student populations and the influence of other factors, such as
parents, teachers, and background information, all play a factor in the reliability and
validity of the evaluation tool being used at any given time (Ryan, C. 1991).

It is

imperative to consider how these factors may be affecting the assessment outcomes when
evaluating the effectiveness of any program.

CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
SUBPROBLEM ONE
Application of research regarding the influence of environmental programs on
students' environmental awareness, knowledge and behavior.

In 1977, the Tblisi Intergovernmental Conference on Environmental Education
recognized the need and important role of environmental education in improving and
preserving the world's environment by adoption of the Tblisi Declaration (Appendix A).
Research articles and case studies referred to in our literature review indicated that EE
programs do positively influence a student's environmental awareness, knowledge, and
behavior.

In 1990, Horwood pointed out that children directly experiencing a cognitive

concept are able to develop more of an awareness for it (Horwood 1990).

The

Menninger Summer Day Camp fostered children's ecological knowledge (James 1992),
and an Issue Investigation and Action Training program with seventh and eighth gradestudents fostered independent environmental behavior (Ramsey 1993).
We designed three environmental education summer school camps which we
believed would increase students' environmental awareness, knowledge, and behavior.
Objectives were determined in accordance with WI Department of Public Instruction
(DPI) recommendations for grade-level emphasis on environmental education objective
categories (WI DPI 1992).

The primary camp for students entering second and third

grades primarily addressed the goals of awareness and knowledge. The intermediate camp
for students entering fourth and fifth grades primarily addressed the goals of knowledge
and skills, and the middle school camp for students entering sixth and seventh grades
primarily addressed the goals of knowledge, skills and behavior.
Based upon the research, we were able to justify implementation of our program
by identifying the importance of positively influencing environmental awareness,
knowledge and behavior in children. We demonstrated how providing an environmental
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education summer school program for students in the WSD would be beneficial to the
Wausau community.
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SUBPROBLEM TWO

Strategies for obtaining approval and funding to implement a new educational
program.
During the summer of 1994 telephone interviews were conducted with three
educators who were previously successful at having their projects approved in the WSD.
(Appendix B).

We interviewed Sharon Ryan regarding the Dream Flight Wausau

Program, Dick Ames for the Summer Science Camp, and

Eileen Richardson for

Kindergarten Portfolios. The interviews were conducted to gather information which
would guide us in following the district's protocol in receiving project approval. After
briefly explaining who we were and what our desired project consisted of, some of the
questions asked during the interviews were as follows: I .) What steps did you take to
work toward project approval? 2.) What obstacles, if any, did you encounter following
these steps? 3.) Do you have any suggestions or advice for seeking approval for our
project? (Appendix B).
The interview information we gathered indicated that the best route to take in
obtaining approval was to start by consulting the Director of Elementary Curriculum, Mr.
William Paul. We determined the curriculum topics for the three camps and identified the
ages and numbers of students needed for enrollment, locations, dates, times,
transportation, possible field trips, and funding needed for the program. At this time we
also researched alternative funding sources for the camp. We identified the Community
Foundation and Wisconsin Valley Improvement as two organizations available for
assistance, if necessary.
We scheduled a meeting with Mr. Paul and sent him our proposal and a copy of
the research prospectus prior to the meeting in January. During the meeting with Mr.
Paul, we discussed our plans for the camp. Mr. Paul was very helpful and shared written
information and activities on water studies for possible utilization in our middle school
camp. He asked us to discuss our plans with the elementary summer school principal
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Larry Tranberg, secondary summer school principal Steve Wermund, and Wausau School
Forest/Outdoor Education Director, DuWayne Heming.

At this time Mr. Paul also

informed us he would discuss the camp with the WSD Board of Education when all
necessary information was secured.
The following day we called Mr. Heming and briefly informed him of our summer
school camp plans. We received his approval to run the primary and intermediate camps
at the school forest during the mornings of June 13-23.
We met with Mr. Tranberg to discuss our project and determine locations, dates,
times, busing, supplies, and fees for students attending the classes. He informed us we
would need to charge an additional fee to cover snacks and field trips. We scheduled the
Intermediate Science Camp June 13-16, from 8:50 a.m. to 11:30 a.m., at the Wausau
School Forest~ and the Primary Science Camp June 19-23, from 8:50 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.,
at the Wausau School Forest. During the meeting, Mr. Tranberg contacted Laidlaw Bus
Company to ensure availability of busing to and from the Wausau School Forest and
Lincoln Elementary School (the elementary summer school site) for the primary and
intermediate camps. Mr. Tranberg also directed us to send a letter to Mr. Tom Fischer,
District Personnel Director, informing him of our intent to teach summer school. This was
due to the fact we had not gone through the standard procedure of applying for a summer
school teaching position.
We then spoke with Mr. Wermund and received his approval to hold the Middle
School Science Camp on June 5-9, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m., at Horace Mann Middle School.
He confirmed the fact that, because this camp was to be held one week earlier than the
official summer school time schedule, stucfents would not receive transportatiof} to and
from Horace Mann Middle School.

Horace Mann principal Joy Trollop also was

contacted to secure access to the facilities at that building.
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At this point we contacted Mr. Paul and gave him the verified information
regarding the locations, dates, times, and busing needed for our camps.
presented our project to the Board, and it was approved.

Mr. Paul
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SUBPROBLEM THREE
Development of the Sequential Environmental Education Summer School Program

The program was developed for three levels of instruction:

students entering

grades two or three, grades four or five, and grades six or seven. Each camp for students
from grades two through five was developed as a one-week, half-day program. The sixth
and seventh grade camp was developed as a one-week, full-day program. Sets of ageappropriate activities were developed for each camp with the intent to increase
environmental awareness, knowledge, and behavior. Goals and objectives for the entire
program were developed with input sought from UW-Stevens Point environmental
education faculty and additional EE resource people (Appendix C).
Curriculum was chosen from various EE sources, including Project Wild, Project

Leaming Tree, NatureScope, Living Lightly in the City, and Project Wild Aquatic
(Appendices D,E,F).

The WSD EE curriculum guide was utilized in planning the

sequential programming. Using these resources, we chose lessons which would address
our three hypotheses.

The primary camp consisted of 27 lessons encompassing 12

objectives for awareness, 23 for knowledge, and one for behavior. The intermediate camp
was composed of 15 lessons encompassing eight objectives for awareness, 15 for
knowledge, and ten for behavior. In the middle school camp there were 18
lessons/activities encompassing five objectives for awareness, 22 for knowledge, and 21
for behavior.
In order to keep student interest and motivation high, we developed our

curriculum to faciliate learning within a format that would be considered fun yet
educational. Maintaining a high interest level was particularly important because these
students had chosen to attend during the summer and were not expecting a traditional
classroom approach. While primary children typically look at school experiences as new
and exciting, children of the intermediate and middle school age tend to be judgemental
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toward activities they perceive to be too classroom oriented and are easily bored.
Although higher level concepts tend to become more book-oriented, we strove to
emphasize hands-on activities, field trips, and multi-media presentations, in addition to the
material presented in the traditional classroom setting.
To address the sequential nature of the program, we designed our curriculum to
have connections between the three levels of instruction.

An example of one of the

concepts developed and broadened at each level is the food web. At the primary level,
students expanded their awareness and knowledge of food webs by creating and/or
exploring five different models of food webs, and discovering and identifying the effects
of missing or removed elements (Appendix F).

The intermediate program further

addressed awareness and knowledge of this topic by having students dissect owl pellets,
construct mini-compostors, and role-play predator-prey relationships (Appendix E). To
focus on knowledge and behavior in the middle school program, students utilized food
web concepts by role-playing a marine biologist during the Great Ocean Rescue and
simulating lake conditions and analyzing the effects of non-point source pollution on
animal survival rates using Science 2000. Background knowledge discussed during
"Dragonfly Pond" applied food web concepts to wetlands, a pond study revealed tiny
organisms which provide food for numerous creatures, and "Turtle Hurdles" demonstrated
the role turtles play in an aquatic environment's food web. Throughout these activities,
students examined their own and others' behavior to identify choices humans make which
may have a negative effect on an aquatic habitat's ability to sustain a healthy food web
(Appendix D). Other environmental concepts are related in a similar manner between the
three camps.
The use of several locations provided the opportunity to enhance the curriculum
for each camp. The Wausau School Forest supplied an excellent site for developing all
students' environmental awareness, as well as varied habitats which allowed us to use
lessons which increased student knowledge.

Horace Mann Middle School provided
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access to computers, software, laser disc players, and associated audio visual equipment
(Appendix D).

A field trip to Industrial Recyclers introduced students to firsthand

knowledge of recycled material recovery concepts (Appendix E). At County Market
Foods, students identified packaging and waste issues associated with their role as
consumers (Appendix E). Students explored career opportunities in the Environmental
Science Lab at Wisconsin Valley Improvement Company by observing and participating in
lab studies with an environmental scientist (Appendix D).

A pontoon trip on the

Wisconsin River allowed students to identify local watershed surfaces, observe several
aquatic habitats, including a heron rookery; and conduct water quality tests under the
guidance of the environmental scientist (Appendix D).

Bluegill Bay Park provided

numerous examples of negative human impact on aquatic and land habitats due to litter
and run-off This gave students a chance to take citizen action which could easily be
duplicated on their own in the future (Appendix D).
All of the lessons, activities, and field trips combined contributed to the
achievement of our program goals and objectives and gave us data with which to test our
hypotheses.

SUBPROBLEM FOUR
Implementation of the Environmental Education Summer School Program.

To ensure maximum enrollments in our program, we took steps early to inform
potential students that the camps would be offered.

In February, prior to the April

summer school enrollment dates, we sent a letter to each school in the district asking them
to include a description of our camps in their upcoming school newsletters (Appendix G).
This description included a copy of the information which would be included in the district
summer school brochure (Appendix H). Large colorful posters decorated with nature
illustrations were created by Jodie's third grade class. These included camp information
and were displayed in the thirteen elementary and two middle schools. Because another
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middle school summer program was being advertised at the same time, daily
announcements were read at Horace Mann Middle School during the week prior to the
enrollment dates encouraging students to sign up for that camp (Appendix L).
After the original summer school enrollment numbers were obtained, we felt the
intermediate camp could benefit from additional students. As we analyzed why we did not
get more kids in this age group to enroll, we decided the informative paragraph we had
written for that camp may not have been as enticing as the others. On April 28, we wrote
a letter with a more enthusiastic description of the camp to all third and fourth grade
teachers and asked them to encourage their students to sign up, even though the original
enrollment dates had passed (Appendix I). This did result in two more students attending,
which increased our enrollment to ten. The district enrollment cap of 25 students per class
was nearly achieved with 23 in the primary camp and 21 in the middle school camp.
In May, we used confirmed student enrollment numbers to verify resource people
and field trip arrangements, order daily and field trip buses, and requisition supplies.
We wrote welcome letters to each camper which provided details about the schedule and
other expectations. Field trip permission slips were also sent at this time (Appendix J).
We sent a cover letter and highlighted enrollment list to principals requesting them to
distribute the welcome letters to the students at their school (Appendix J). One week
prior to the beginning of the first camp, a news release was designed to supplement the
basic camp schedules.

These were delivered in person to the three local television

affiliates and the local newspaper (Appendix L).
The middle school camp was held during the week of June 5th-9th (Appendix D).
The camp began with television coverage from one station filming the opening activities
and interviewing students and a teacher on the first morning. Two days later, another
television station did additional interviews and filmed students and a teacher utilizing the
simulated watershed and operating the Science 2000 computer program. We remained at
Horace Mann the first three days of the camp to utilize the technology and audio-visual
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equipment there.

The fourth day of the camp was spent at the Wausau School Forest to

make use of their location and equipment for a pond study and other environmental
activities.

Day five included a visit to Wisconsin Valley Improvement's Environmental

Science Lab where water quality testing demonstrations were conducted by Environmental
Scientist Kathy Wendt. She then accompanied us to Blue Gill Bay Park on the Wisconsin
River where she guided student participation in on-site water quality testing.

Other

activities at the park included observing a heron rookery, watershed identification, litter
clean-up, and an environmental game. Culmination of the week's activities consisted of
students writing informative letters to the editor of the local newspaper regarding their
viewpoints about environmental issues and then completing the post-test evaluation.
The intermediate camp began on the first official day of summer school which
was Tuesday, June 13th, and ended June 16th (Appendix E). There were two special
needs students enrolled in this camp: one confined to a wheelchair and one who was
cognitively disabled (CD). These circumstances required us to make modifications during
some activities and necessitated transportation by a specially equipped bus. An aide was
provided by the WSD to assist both students based upon their needs.
On the first, third and fourth days, all students arrived at the district summer
school location and then were transported to the Wausau School Forest. The first day's
activities resulted in the students bringing home a mini-compost and having an assignment
to write at least two questions to ask the resource person during the next day's trip to the
recycling center. Day two consisted of the tour of Industrial Recyclers, where students
observed first hand the results of their recycling efforts and participated in making
recycled paper. We then traveled to County Market grocery store and explored the aisles
for examples of products that would help us complete our packaging scavenger hunt
sheets. We were also photographed in action by their staff as part of their Kid's Week
promotion. On the third day, we made the most extensive modification for Samantha, the
student confined to the wheelchair. While the rest of the students participated in a nature
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walk to identify habitat components and make plaster casts of animal tracks along the
shoreline, Samantha and her aide remained at the top of the hill and looked for evidence of
animal homes in that area. They later conducted a tour for the rest of the group showing
the animal homes they had found. Another student was responsible for choosing a track
and making Samantha's plaster cast. Later that day the students developed and performed
their skits to complete the story starter for the intermediate version of "Something's Fishy
Here".

On the final day of camp students went home with their plaster casts as well as

the remains of prey found in their dissected owl pellets.

They wrote personal pledges

stating their intent to improve the environment. These were sent to the editor of the local
newspaper and to County Market for display. Throughout the week, the aide provided
physical assistance to the wheelchair-bound student, as well as monitoring the CD
student's behavior and helping him to complete academic tasks.
During the week of June 19th-23rd, the primary camp students were transported
from the district summer school site to the Wausau School Forest each day (Appendix F).
Students participated in environmental games, activities, arts, and crafts, and listened to
environmental literature. To reinforce the concepts taught, students were asked to write
their reflections in their personal environmental journal. Ask Me Sheets, which were sent
home daily, had questions relating to the concepts taught with the intent for parents to
interact with their children regarding those activities.

The first day's activities included

students examining a decomposing log for plant and animal homes, and participating in the
game, "Maple Seed Mix-Up", which emphasized the different factors that help or hinder
the growth of tree seeds.

To emphasize the interconnection of an ecosystem, students

participated in a game called "Web of Life". Day two included taking a nature walk,
listening to the story Animal Homes, and discussing the different types of habitats of the
animals.

To reinforce the importance of all the components of habitats, students

participated in "Habitat Lap Sit".

On the third day the media showed students

participating in the games, "Thumbless Relay" and "Birds 'n' Worms", which focused on
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adaptation. Some students were interviewed about their feelings about the environment
and the camp.

The Wausau School Forest/Outdoor Education Director, DuWayne

Heming, visited our program instructing the students about the importance of the food
web through the use of discussion and a nature walk. Day four reinforced the differences
between natural and man-made sounds by having students participate in "Sounds in City
and Forest". They wrote in their journals listing the sounds they heard in each location.
Students listened to the story, How The Leopard Got Its Spots and participated in "The
Thicket Game" reinforcing the concept of adaptation.

For the final day of the camp

students, using the environmental awareness and knowledge gained throughout the week,
participated in the activity, "Invent A Game", focusing on making decisions which help
keep the environment healthy.

SUBPROBLEM FIVE
Development and Implementation of an Evaluation Tool
Development
Research gathered identified methods used to evaluate the effects of other EE
programs on students' environmental awareness, knowledge, and behavior, which was the
basis for our three hypotheses. Once the curriculum was planned, and the program goals
and objectives were identified, we designed our evaluation tools to measure the outcomes
in relation to these hypotheses.
The

middle

school

and

intermediate

tools

(Appendix

M)

required

phenomenological responses to measure students' background of environmental
experiences both prior to, and following completion of, the camps. Identical items were
posed on a pre-evaluation and post-evaluation form for each camp. John Ramsey (1993)
reported that use of the pre and post-evaluation method with phenomenological responses
from students in this age group could effectively measure increases in environmental
knowledge and behavior ( Ramsey 1993).
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The primary camp evaluation tool (Appendix M) was partially modeled after "The
Children's Attitudes Toward the Environment Scale". This tool, developed by Musser and
Malkus (1994), was intended to measure more than one aspect of EE using Likert Scale
responses (Musser and Malkus 1994). Two of the items required this type of response,
while the remainder were presented in a true-false format. We chose the true-false format
to simplify response choices to meet the academic limitations of students in this age group.
Again, the identical form was filled out by all students both prior to and after completion
of the camp.

Implementation

A pre-evaluation was administered to all students at the beginning of the first day
of each camp. Special snacks, such as doughnuts, juice, and cookies, were served during
administration of both the pre and post-evaluations. This was done to deter students from
associating negative feelings with having to complete this task. Students were seated at
tables and provided with pencils. The middle school students were asked to add their
response to the questions "Would you like to attend the camp again? Why or why not?"
The primary test was read out loud, and students in all camps were allowed to ask
questions regarding the evaluation form.

No strict time limit was set, therefore, to

accommodate students' individual completion rates, there were puzzles, books and
nametag materials available while waiting for others to finish. The post evaluations were
administered in a similar manner at the end of the last day of each camp.

3{)

SUMMARY

Research

indicates that a camp setting which incorporates both indoor and

outdoor instructional activities positively influences environmental awareness, knowledge,
and behavior in students (Lewis 1981-82).

We used this approach to design three

environmental education summer school camps for students entering grades two and
three, four and five, and six and seven.

After interviewing several people who had

previously implemented new programs in our district, we worked with the WSD Director
of Elementary Education to secure approval and funding to implement our camps. Using
a variety of EE resources, we developed sets of age-appropriate activites for each camp to
achieve the goal of increasing students' environmental awareness, knowledge, and
behavior. Fifty-four students participated in the camps during three consecutive weeks in
June. All three camps utilized a variety of both indoor and outdoor settings, incorporated
field trips, and included presentations by community resource people. All of the lessons,
activities, and field trips combined contributed to the achievement of our program goals
and objectives and gave us data with which to test our hypotheses. Research supported
the use of phenomenological questioning, as well Likert-scale responses, within a pre and
post evaluation format.

Using this information, we designed our evaluation tools to

measure our instructional outcomes in relation to our hypotheses and activity objectives.
Identical items were posed on a pre and post evaluation for each camp. This evaluation
tool was administered to students at the beginning and end of each week's program.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS

The student responses on each camp's pre and post-evaluation forms were
analyzed and rated to determine if an increase in environmental awareness, knowledge and
behavior had occurred.

Each item was identified as addressing awareness, knowledge

and/or behavior. The following table identifies which items addressed awareness,
knowledge, and behavior for each camp
Table 1: Item Identification by Camp

Middle

Intermediate

Awareness 1, 4
Knowledge 1,2,3,4,5

3

1, 2,4,5,8,9

1,2,3,4,5

2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7,8

3,6

10, 11

6, 7,8,9, 10
Behavior

8,9, 10

Primary

To determine student scores, the phenomenological responses on the middle
school and intermediate forms were assigned point values.

These were based on the

amount of improvement in the quality of the response or the addition of an acceptable
response versus no original response. The following item and responses is an example of
points rewarded for improved quality.
Name two or more ways wetlands are important.

Pre-evaluation responses
I. So animals can live.
2. So people can enjoy the sights.
Assigned one point.
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Post-evaluation responses
1. Wetlands provide excellent habitat.
2. The plants clean chemicals in water.
Assigned two points.
Despite the fact that the original responses were marginally acceptable, the use of
specific environmental terminology (habitat), and the addition of knowledge that wetland
plants filter water, validated the increase in points given.
A comparison of the point totals for each item on the middle school and
intermediate evaluations indicated that significant increases in environmental awareness,
knowledge, and behavior had occurred. To test our hypotheses, and determine whether
these increases had occurred due to direct instruction rather than chance, t scores were
calculated for these sets of data. A t score was considered to be significant when the
probability was less than or equal to .05.

We performed repeated measures, one-tail

comparisons with the intent to determine whether significant differences occurred between
the pre and post camp responses. In the middle school camp all t score probabilities were
.0001 or less. In the intermediate school camp, there was a range of probabilities from
.0001 to .0443. The results of the t scores would appear to indicate that increases in
student performance might be directly related to instruction received during the camps.
However, control groups were not utilized in this study, so some variables may have
existed which were not addressed.
The following tables show the percent increases in appropriate student responses,
as well as t score results for individual items.
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Table 2: Student Percentages for Middle School & Intermediate Camp Evaluations
Student

Middle School
Pre Eval % Post Eval %

1
2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16

29
62
35
18

94
88
59

9

44

5

18
32
21
32
41
41

44
97
97

6
7
8
9

47
29
24
18
65
29
71
71
47

10

0

94

94
94

29

17

1
2
3

4

88
94

88
94
100
71
94

82
94

88

91
97
88
97
100
91
100
91
74

26
9
50
6
18
18
47
32
41

18
19
20
21

Student

Intermediate
Pre Eval % Post Eval %

85

100

Table 3: Item Percentages for Middle School and Intermediate Camp Evaluations

Item

Middle
ore to oost

1 26%
2 ~%
3 14%
4 0%
5 42%
6 38%
7 43%
8 30%
9 29%
10 33%

76%
92%
86%
80%
96%
83%
95%
87%
87%
94%

Intermediate

pre to oost

Item

1123%
77%
3 20%
4 43%
5 30%
6 50%
2

60%
100 %
97%
93%
93%
95%

TABLE 4

Middle School Pre and Post-Evaluation Point Values
Numbers 1-10 on top represent items 1-10 on Pre-eva.Il.uation
Numbers 1a-t0a on top represent items 1-10 on Post-evaluation
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TABLE 5

Middle School Evaluation T Scores for Items 1-5

J:5

1. Identify two common recreational activities and explain how they can be
Paired l-Tesl X1: 1

Y1: la

Mean Y - X

Paired t value:

I 1.952

1

Prob. (1-tail):
1.0001

5.605

2. Name four careers related to the environment and the ocean.
Paired t-Test X2: 2

Y2: 2a

Mean Y - X

Paired t value:

Prob. ( 1-tail):

j 1.762

1 ·6.847

1.0001

J. Name two or more ways to test the quality of lake water.
Paired t-Test X3: 3

Y3: 3a

Mean Y - x

Paired t value:

Prob. ( 1-tai I):

11.429

1 a.771

1.0001

4. Name three watershed surfaces and the problems or benefits associated with each.
Paired t-Test X4: 4

Mean Y - x

I 4.81

Y4:

◄a

Paired t value:

I 12.395

Prob. (I-tail):
1.0001

5. Name three or more types of aquatic pollution and their sources.
Paired l-Test X5: 5
DF:

Y5: Sa

Mean Y - X

Paired t value:

Prob. ( 1-tail):

12.19

1 7.562

1.0001

TABLE

cont.

5

Middie School Evaluation T Scores for Items 6-10
6. Describe three or more problems created by aqua.tic pollution'.
Paired t-Test X6: 6

,.,··'I
I

OF:

Mean Y - X

I

1.333

36

Y6: 6a

Paired t value:

I 6.693

Prob. ( I-tail):
1.0001

7, Name two or more ways wetlands are important.
Paired t-Test X7: 7
Mean 'Y - X

I
8.

1.048

Paired t value:

Prob. ( I-tail):

1 7.176

1.0001

Name three things that people can do to reduce or prevent damage
to aquatic environments.
Paired t-Test Xo: 8
DF

9.

Yo: 8a

Mean Y - X

Paired t value:

1 ·1.619

1

Prob. ( 1-tail)·

1.0001

s.059

List three or more ways that you directly or indirectly contribute
to an environmental problem.
Paired t-Test Xg: 9
Mean Y - ~

I
10.

Y7: 7a

1.762

Yg: 9a

Paired t value:
1

Prob. Cl-tail):
1.0001

a.113

Identify three or more changes you are willing to make in your
lifestyle that will help the environment.
Paired t-Test X10: 10
OF:

Mean Y - X

I

1.81

Y10: 10a

Paired t value:

I

8.047

Prob. ( 1-tail):
1.000 I

TABLE

6 Intennediate Pre and Post-evaluation Point Values
1-h
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1

1
2
3
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4
5

3

2

3

e

e

3
1
3
3
1

0

0
0

2
2
1
0

0
0
2

7
8

1

9

1

3
3
3

10

0

0

n.:i

1
0

+1

'T'f<~M8

')TI

5

4

1

1
1

6

"P-rl!-P.V;:t

la

6

2
0

1
1

1
8

1

0

0

e

2

2

2
3

0
2
2

2
2

1
2

2

e

e
e

1
2

3
0

0

-f..

2a

1
1

2
1
2
2

i

3

2
1

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

5a
3

3
3
3
3
2
3
2
3
3

TABLE 7 IntennediateEvaluation T Scores for Items 1-J

1, What is com ost?
Pairedl-TestX1:1

2.

Y1:la

Mean Y _x

Paired t value:

Prob. ( I-tail):

I 1.1

1 ·4.714

1.0005

Name three items that are recycled.
Paired t-Test X2: 2
Mean'/

_x

I .7

Y2: 2a

Paired t value:

Prob. (I-tail):

j 1.909

1.0443

J. Describe three ways to reduce/reuse items you use everyday.
Paired t-Test X3: 3

DF:

Mean Y -

X

Paired
1

Y3: 3a

t value:

·6.635

Prob. ( 1-tail):

1.0001

'7

t-eva 1 , '"' +. 1 nn

4a

3a

3

1

'Pn c

6a

2
3
3

2

I

2

3

2
2
2

2

1

3
3
3
3

2
2

3

,..,

2

2

TABLE ,7

Intermediate Evaluation T Scores for Items 4-6
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cont.

DF:

Mean Y -X

I 1.5

Paired t value:

I 4.392

Prob. ( 1-tai I l:

1.0009

5, Describe three problems that are caused by litter or other types of pollution.
Paired l-Tesl X5: 5
DF:

Y5: 5a

Mean Y - x

Paired t value:

Prob. (!-tail):

I 1.9

1 5.46

!.0002

6. Describe two actions that you and your classmates can take to have a clean
Paired t-Tesl X6: 6

Y6: 6a

Mean Y - X

Paired t value:

I .9

1

2.586

Prob. ( I-tail):

1.0147

Primary camp evaluation items one through nine were determined to be either·· 39

correct or incorrect due to the true/false format. A correct response was assigned one
point, and an incorrect response was worth zero.

Items 10 and 11, which were in the

Likert Scale format, were assigned points as follows: zero for the least pro-environmental
choice, one for undecided, and two for the most pro-environmental choice.
were also tabulated using the primary camp pre and post- evaluation data.

T scores

Probabilities

determined ranged from .0518 to .3741, indicating we could not assume post-evaluation
outcomes were due to participation in the camp program. The most significant increases
occurred on items 2, 5, 6, 7, and 9 (Appendix M). These items indicated an increase of 15
to 20% correct responses.

Table 8: Item Percentages for Primary Camp Evaluation
Item

Pre Eval % Post Eval %

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11

100
25
90
70
65

95
40
90

75
85

80

95

65
95

85

100

75
80
75

85
80

90

40

Table 9: Student Percentages for Primary Camp Evaluations
Pre Eval% Post Eval%
Student

1

92
85
77
77
77
70
62
70
77
92
92
92
85
46
92
85
85
85
62
62

2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

100
92
92
85
38
100
77
92
85
92
77
92
100
70
92
92
77
92
92
85

TABLE 10
Primary Camp Pre and Post-Evaluation Point Values
Numbers 1-11 on top represent items 1-11 on the Pre-Evaluation
Numbers 1a-11a on top represent items 1-11 on the Post-Evaluation

Items 1-11 on Pre-Evaluation
I
I

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
11
11

12
13
14

15
16
17

18
19
28

3

2
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
1
I
I
I
I
I

4

5
I
I
I
I
I

I

••
••
••

6
I
I

•
•• ••
• •
I
I

I
I
I
1
1

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
1

I
I
I
1

• •
1
I
I

•• ••

I
I
I
I
I

Items 1-11 on Post-d!valuation
8

7

••
I

•
•
I
I

I
I
I

•
1
1
1
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

•• •
I
I

9

I
1
I
1

11
2
2
2
I
I
2
2
I
2
2
2
2
1
2
2

2
2

1
1
1

2
2
2

11

ta
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
I
2
2
I
2

•
2
2
2
2

2

I

2a

4a

3a

I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

5a
I
I
I
I
I
I

6a

7a

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
1
I
1

Ba
I
I
I
I

••
• • •
• • •
•
•• •
••
I

I
I
I

••• •
••
•
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

•
I
I
I
I
I
1

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
1
I
I
I
I
I
I

9a
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

•
•
I

I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
1

Ila

Ila

2
2
2
2
I
2
2
2
2
2
I
2
2

2
I
2
I
I
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2

2

2
2

2
2
I
2
2

2

2
2
2
2
2

TABLE 11
1.

Primary Evaluation t Scores for Items 1-5

Plant and animal habitats are needed for the earth.
Paired t-Test X1: la

2.

Mean X - Y:

Paired t value:

Prob. ( 1-tail):

119

1-.os

l-1

1.1649

T F

Y2: 2

Mean X - Y:

Paired t value:

Prob. ( 1-tail):

1.15

!1.143

1.1337

If water is missing from a plant or animal habitat, it will survive.
Y3: 3

Mean X - Y:

Paired t value:

lo

lo

'f

Paired t-Test X4: 4a
!"lean X - Y:

Y4: 4

Paired t value:

1.os

Prob. ( 1-tail):
, .1649

A rotting log helps provide food and shelter for plants and
animals. T F
Paired l-Test X5: 5a
DF:

Mean X - Y:

I.2

Y5: 5

Paired t value:

I1.71

F

Prob. ( 1-tail):

If you see an animal track, the animal 's habitat is in that area,

'

5,

F

Trees are only useful for making paper and building houses.

Paired l-Test X3: 3a

4.

T

Y1: 1

DF:

Paired l-Test X2: 2a

J.
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Prob. ( 1-tail):
, .0518

T F

Primary Evaluation t Scores for Items 6-'tt
TABLE 11
cont.
6. Peoule's actions could cause plants' and animals' homes to
change. T F

Mean X - Y:

Paired t value:

I

Prob. ( 1-taiD:
1.0932

1.371

1.15
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7. Change occurs in all plants and animals because of their
surroundings.

T F
Paired l-Test X7: 7a
Mean X -Y:

I

.2

8•

Y7: 7

Paired t value:

Prob. (1-tail):

11.11

1.0518

Food chains are important for the environment.
Paired t-Tesl X5: 8a
Mean X - Y:

F

Y5: 8

Paired t value:

,.....
'ii
_.
I
....,

Prob. ( 1-tail):
1.1649

1 .05

9.

T

Nature provides a wide variey of materials for games.
Paired l-Tesl Xg: 9a
Mean X -Y:

1. ,s

T

F

Yg: 9

Paired t value:

I

1.371

Prob. Cl-tail):
, .0932
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~
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CD
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'1:11
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~

It is okay for someone to come in and cut down all of the trees
atforestdarea to build a shopping mall. You strongly agree,
ongl·
1sa.ree. or-.are undeeide'd.

Q.

V

r--

)C

I

10.

.0
0
L

~

Cl)

IJ)

C!

·;
0.

_.;..a...--'-----------------Y10: 10

Paired t-Test X10: 10a

LL

OF:

11.

Mean X - V:

Paired t value:

Prob. (1-lail):

1.05

1.438

1.3332

It is okay if you find out your friend leaves the water on
while brushing his or her teeth. You strongly agree, strongly
disagree, or are undecided.

0

0,
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

Our three hypotheses, that the enrichment EE summer school program developed
would positively influence students' environmental 1. )awareness, 2. )knowledge, and
3 .)behavior, were supported by the data collected.
Data reported in Table 1 identified each component of our hypotheses in relation
to evaluation items for each camp. Using this information, combined with the data in
tables 3, 5, and 7, comparisons can be made on pre and post evaluations for each
hypothesis. Addressing awareness, an example of a positive increase is in Table 7, item 5.
The item states, "A rotting log helps provide food and shelter for plants and animals," true
or false?

On the pre-evaluation, students' overall score for this item was 65%, which

increased to 85% on the post-evaluation. Addressing knowledge, an example of a positive
increase is found in Table 5, item 3. The item states, "Describe three ways to reduce/reuse
items you use every day." On this item, students' overall pre-evaluation score was 20%,
which increased to 97%. Addressing behavior, an example of a positive increase is found
in Table 3, item 8. The item states, "Name three things people can do to reduce or
prevent damage to aquatic environments." On this item, students' overall pre-evaluation
score was 33%, which increased to 87%. Table 12 illustrates the overall increases for
each camp in relation to each hypothesis.

.

. b1y 0 veraUPercent
Increases I n Awareness, K nowIedge, an dBehav1or
Primary
Intermediate
Middle
pre to post
pre to post
pre to post
20% 97%
72% 81%
Awareness 26% 78%

Table 12

Knowledge 30%

88%

39%

87%

70%

81%

Behavior

89%

35%

96%

78%

83%

31%
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Furthermore, the probabilities determined by t-score tabulations from the middle
school and intermediate camps suggest that those positive influences were due to
participation in our program, rather than a chance occurrence. However, the lack of
control groups presents the variable of outside influences having a possible effect on the
outcomes of the data. Our use of a combination indoor/outdoor setting, combined with
field trips and other community resources, verifies the findings of previous research that
these are effective methods for influencing students' environmental awareness, knowledge
and behavior. T scores show there were significant pre to post evaluation differences.
Writing activities in each camp, including letters to the newspaper editor, personal
pledges, and journal entries, indicated students' intent and willingness to become actively
involved as environmentally responsible citizens. In addition to demonstrating an increase
in environmental awareness, knowledge, and behavior on the evaluation tool, students also
revealed a positive attitude about the camps in general through their written comments.
Examples of these include the following:
"... it was fun and interesting at the same time, I learned a lot and we never seem
to learn a lot about aquatic environments in school."
"I would come to learn more about our environment and how to keep it healthy
and natural."
"Yes, it was a lot of fun and I learned a lot too."
"Yes, I would like to come to camp next year because I learned a lot and I like to
have fun while learning."
"It was the best camp."
"Today is are last day at camp. I had fun here. I like the games we played. I
made a losts of friends.
teachers."

I will miss the teachers.

They were very, very, very good
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Recommendations

Upon reflection on the entire process of developing and implementing these camps,
there is ample evidence this program was a success. Recommendations for improvement
during future implementation would include adjustments to the evaluation tools and some
camp curriculum and suggestions for increasing and maintaining enrollment levels.
The middle and intermediate evaluation tools both utilized a strictly
phenomenological response format.

While this format yielded valuable evidence of

student information with no chance of guessing correctly or using context clues in
suggested answers, it was also difficult for us to score their responses objectively. We
recommend a combination of multiple-choice, true or false, Likert-scale and
phenomenological items. The combination format would help to ensure that students with
different abilities have the option to complete answers in a variety of ways which may
better suit their academic strengths. For some students, having to write a description or
explanation is more intimidating than an objective type response.

This approach also

makes the data evaluation less subjective, because a portion of the responses would be
strictly objective.

While scrutinization of the evaluation tools reveals that not every

objective of each camp was referred to in a specific item, we deliberately chose not to
overburden the students with an even lengthier evaluation than already presented. The
items chosen reflect the major emphases of each camp's objectives and adequately
represent the goals and objectives of the program in its entirety.
The primary evaluation tool consisted of true/false and Likert-scale responses. We
recommend the use of fewer true/false items. The true/false format used in the primary
camp appeared to lend itself to guessing by the students. This supposition was reinforced
by a decrease in several students' pre to post-evaluation scores. The addition of more
Likert-scale and multiple-choice items would allow for a more thorough evaluation of
students' environmental awareness, knowledge and behavior. Finally, all three evaluations
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would benefit from the addition of attitudinal items on the post evaluations to obtain
feedback on the level of enjoyment students experienced during the camps.
A recommendation for the primary camp is to bring in additional resource people.
A possibility might be a representative from the Stevens Point Wildlife Sanctuary to
demonstrate to the students the importance of how humans can help animals with whom
we share habitats.
In future sessions of the intermediate camp, we recommend scheduling a full five
day week of activities. In 1995, the summer school schedule did not allow for us to
implement a five day week, so we were forced to limit our curriculum to four days.
To enhance the existing curriculum, we would further explore students' personal habits
and choices and how these impact animal habitats and the natural environment. Again, a
representative from the Stevens Point WIidlife Sanctuary might bring in an owl to illustrate
human effects on bird of prey populations. This would correlate well with the owl pellet
investigation activity.
To improve the middle school camp curriculum, we would schedule a litter cleanup activity earlier in the week to allow time to analyze and categorize the litter for
recycleability, potential danger to wildlife, and biodegradeability.

We would also add

another citizen action activity, such as planting vegetation in an area prone to erosion.
This would possibly be done under the guidance of a soil conservation specialist. If the
project was large in scope, community resources, such as boy/girl scouts, etc., might be
utilized as well.
In order to increase and maintain future camp enrollment numbers, there are
several approaches that may be beneficial.

There was a camp similar to ours offered for

primary students, so one possibility is to eliminate the primary camp and offer one for
students entering third, fourth, and fifth grades using the intermediate curriculum. Due to
the overlap of our camp with other enrichment classes offered through the summer school
program, some students had to choose between our camp and another course offered at
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the same time. Another factor contributing to low intermediate enrollment appeared to be
that our program only lasted one week, and parents indicated that they preferred their
child be enrolled for the entire six week session, so they chose other classes.

One

alternative to increase our enrollment and accommodate parents would be to develop a
combination package that could be worked out with other teachers. This combination
package could offer a variety of one or two week courses so students could sign up for a
series of enrichment classes that lasts the entire six weeks.
An approach to get students interested in signing up for the camps prior to the
enrollment dates would be to send out a mini-lesson on one of the topics from each camp
to teachers at that grade level. Teachers would be asked to follow up the lesson by
encouraging the students to sign up for the camps if they would like to learn more about
that environmental topic. Videotaped footage of past camps could be put together with
promotional literature advertising the camps and encouraging students to enroll.
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AppendixA

The Tbilisi Declaration
The World's First Intergovernmental Conference on Environmental
Education, organized by UNESCO in cooperation with the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP), was convened in Tbilisi, Georgia (USSR), from 14 to 26 October
1977.
Delegates from 66 Member States and observers from two non-Member States
participated as well as representatives and observers from eight agencies and
programmes of the United Nations system, three other intergovernmental organizations
and 20 international nongovernmen~al organizations. In all 265 delegates and 65
representatives and observers took part in the Conference.
The Conference was opened by Unesco's Director General Amadou-Mahtar M'Bow
and welcomed by message of greeting from Leonid I. Brezhnev, Secretary-General of the
Communist Party of the USSR and Chairman of the Presidum of the Supreme Soviet of
the USSR. Similarly participants were wekomed by Z.A. Pataridze, Chairman of the
Council of Ministers of the Georgian SSR, host of the Tbilisi Conference. UNEP's
Executive Director Mostafa K. Tolba then joined Mr. M'Bow in an address to the
participants before they began almost two weeks of working sessions.
Adopted by acclamation at the close of the Intergovernmental Conference, the Tbilisi
Declaration noted the harmony and consensus which had prevailed and the unanimous
accord in the important role of environmental education in the preservation and
improvement of the world's environment, as well as in the sound and balanced
development of the world's communities.

a

In the last few decades, man has, through his power to transform his environment,
wrought accelerated changes in the balance of nature. The result is frequent exposure of
living species to dangers which may prove irreversible.
The Declaration of the United Nations Conference on Human Environment organized
in Stockholm in 1972 proclaimed: "to defend and improve the environment for present
and future generations has become an imperative goal for mankind." This undertaking
urgently calls for new strategies, incorporated into development, which particularly in
the developing countries is a prerequisite for any such improvement. Solidarity and
equity in the relations between nations should constitute the basis of a new international
order, and bring together, as soon as possible, all available resources. Education utilizing
the findings of science and technology should play a leading role in creating an awareness
and a better understanding of environmental problems. It must foster positive patterns of
conduct towards the environment and nations' use of their resources.
Environmental education should be provided for all ages, at all levels and in both
formal and nonformal education. The mass media have a great responsibility to make
their immense resources available for this educational mission. Environmental
specialists, as well as those whose actions and decisions can have a marked effect on the
environment, should be provided in the course of their training with the necessary
knowledge and skills and be given a full sense of their responsibilities in this respect.
Environmental education, properly understood, should constitute a comprehensive
lifelong education, one responsive to changes in a rapidly changing world. It should
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prepare the individual for life through an understanding of the major problems of the
contemporary world, and the provision of skills and attributes needed to play a productive
role towards improving life and protecting the environment with due regard given to
ethical values. By adopting a holistic approach, rooted in a broad interdisciplinary base,
it recreates an overall perspective which acknowledges the fact that natural environment
and man-made environment are profoundly interdependent. It helps reveal the enduring
continuity which links the acts of today to the consequences for tomorrow. It
demonstrates the interdependencies among national communities and the need for
solidarity among all mankind.
Environmental education must look outward to the community. It should involve the
individual in an active problem-solving process within the context of specific realities,
and it should encourage initiative, a sense of responsibility and commitment to build a
better tomorrow. By its very nature, environmental education can make a powerful
contribution to the renovation of the educational process.
In order to achieve these goals, environmental education requires a number of specific
actions to fill the gaps which, despite outstanding endeavors, continue to exist in our
present education system.
Accordingly, the Tbilisi Conference:
Appeals to Member States to include in their educational policies measures designed
to introduce environmental concerns, activities and contents into their education
systems, on the basis of the above objectives and characteristics;
Invites educational authorities to promote and intensify thinking, research and
innovation in regard to environmental education;
Urges Member States to collaborate in this field, in particular by exchanging
experiences, research findings, documentation and materials and by making their
training facilities widely available to teachers and specialists from other countries;
and lastly,
Appeals to the international community to give generously of its aid in order to
strengthen this collaboration in a field which symbolizes the need for solidarity of all
peoples and may be regarded as particularly conducive to the promotion of
international understanding and to the cause of peace.

The Role, 0 bjectives and Characteristics ofEnvironmental Education
The Tbilisi Declaration together with two of the recommendations of the Conference
constitutes the framework, principles and guidelines for environmental education at all
levels-local, national, regional and international-and for all age groups both inside and
outside the formal school system.
I. The Conference recommends the adoption of certain criteria which will help to
guide efforts to develop environmental education at the national, regional and
global levels:
Whereas it is a fact that biological and physical features constitute the
natural basis of the human environment, its ethical, social, cultural and
economic dimensions also play their part in determining the lines of approach
and the instruments whereby people may understand and make better use of
natural resources in satisfying their needs.
Environmental education is the result of the reorientation and dovetailing of
different disciplines and educational experiences which facilitate an
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integrated perception of the problems of the environment, enabling more
rational actions capable of meeting social needs to be taken.
A basic aim of environmental education is to succeed in making individuals
and communities understand the complex nature of the natural and the built
environments resulting from the interaction of their biological, physical,
social,
economic and cultural aspects, and acquire the knowledge, values, attitudes
and practicalskills to participate in a responsible and effective way in
anticipating and solving environmental problems, and in the management of
the quality of the environment.
A further basic aim of environmental education is clearly to show the
economic, political and ecological interdependence of the modern world, in
which decisions and actions by different countries can have international
repercussions. Environmental education should, in this regard, help to
develop a sense of responsibility and solidarity among countries and regions
as the foundation for a new international order which will guarantee the
conservation and improvement of the environment.
Special attention should be paid to understanding the complex relations
between socio-economic development and the improvement of the
environment.
For this purpose, environmental education should provide the necessary
knowledge for interpretation of the complex phenomena that shape the
environment, encourage those ethical, economic, and esthetic values which,
constituting the basis of self-discipline, will further the development of
conduct compatible with the preservation and improvement of the
environment. It should also provide a wide range of practical skills required
in the devising and application of effective solutions to environmental
problems.
To carry out these tasks, environmental education should bring about a closer
link between educational processes and real life, building its activities around
the environmental problems that are faced by particular communities and
focusing analysis on these by means of an interdisciplinary, comprehensive
approach which will permit a proper understanding of environmental
problems.
Environmental education should cater to all ages and socio-professional
groups in the population. It should be addressed to (a) the general nonspecialist public of young people and adults whose daily conduct has a decisive
influence on the preservation and improvement of the environment; (b) to
particular social groups whose professional activities affect the quality of the
environment; and (c) to scientists and technicians whose specialized research
and work will lay the foundations of knowledge on which education, training,
and efficient management of the environment should be based.
To achieve the effective development of environmental education, full
advantage must be taken of all public and private facilities available to
society for the education of the population: the formal education system,
different forms of nonformal education, and the mass media.
To make an effective contribution towards improving the environment,
educational action must be linked with legislation, policies, measures of
control, and the decisions that governments may adopt in relation to the
human environment.
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II. The Conference endorses the following goals, objectives and guiding principles for
environmental education:
The goals of environmental education are:
To foster clear awareness of, and concern about, economic, social, political and
ecological interdependence in urban and rural areas;
To provide every person with opportunities to acquire the knowledge, values,
attitudes, commitment and skills needed to protect and improve the
environment;
To create new patterns of behavior of individuals, groups and society as a
whole towards the environment.
The categories of environmental education objectives are:
Awareness-to help social groups and individuals acquire an awareness and
sensitivity to the total environment and its allied problems.
Knowledge-to help social groups and individuals gain a variety of experience in,
and acquire a basic understanding of, the environment and its associated
problems.
Attitudes-to help social groups and individuals acquire a set of values and
feelings of concern for the environment and the motivation for actively participating
in environmental improvement and protection.
Skills-to help social groups and individuals acquire the. skills for identifying and
solving environmental problems.
Participation-to provide social groups and individuals with an opportunity to be
actively involved at all levels in working toward resolution of environmental
problems.
Guiding principles-environmental education should
consider the environment in its totality-natural and built, technological and
social (economic, political, cultural-historical, moral, esthetic);
be a continuous lifelong process, beginning at the preschool level and
continuing through all formal and nonformal stages;
be interdisciplinary in its approach, drawing on the specific content of each
discipline in making possible a holistic and balanced perspective;
examine major environmental issues from local, national, regional, and
international points of view so that students receive insights into
environmental conditions in other geographical areas;
focus on current and potential environmental situations while taking into
account the historical perspective;
promote the value and necessity of local, national and international
cooperation in the prevention and solution of environmental problems;
explicitly consider environmental aspects in plans for development and
growth;
enable learners to have a role in planning their learning experiences and
provide an opportunity for making decisions and accepting their
consequences;
relate environ~ental sensitivity, knowledge, problem-solving skills and
values clarification to every age, but with special emphasis on environmental
sensitivity to the learner's own community in early years;
help learners discover the symptoms and real causes of environmental
problems;
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emphasize the complexity of environmental problems and thus the need to
develop critical thinking and problem-solving skills;
utilize diverse learning environments and a broad array of educational
approaches to teaching, learning about and from the environment with due
stress on practical activities and first-hand experience.

Appen4ix
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TELEPHONE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS REGARDING PROJECTS/PROGRAMS
THAT HAVE BEEN IMPLEMENTED IN THE WAUSAU SCHOOL DISTRICT
1)

What I'm interest~d in is how you went about developing
and implementing your project/program.

2) Who decided OT what value this would be to the school
district?
3) How did you generate interest Tor your project?
4) Who were the key people to contact to get things moving
and in what order should they be contacted so as to not
step on anyone's toes?

5) Did you present your project/program to the board?
6)

What are some things to anticipate in presenting programs?

?) What are some obstacles that you ran into?
8) How did you get funding for your project/program?
9) What are some things that we might take for granted and we
shouldn't?
10)

Would you share the best pert of the process and the
worst part?
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Telephone interview with Sharon Ryan regarding the development and implementation of
the Dream Flight Wausau space program.
k, a regular sixth grade teacher in the Wausau School District, Sharon Ryan had developed a

keen interest in the work of NASA and realized the potential the subject of space exploration had
for being easily integrated into all areas of the curriculum. k, her experience and knowledge
grew, she formulated an idea to get more students aware of, and excited about, science and
space-related careers. Her dream was to build a simulated space shuttle which would travel to the
district's 13 elementary schools, involving all sixth grade students as astronauts, communicators,
experiment designers, or one of numerous other roles. Each school was to be transformed into a
planet for the week of space exploration.
To make her dream become a reafity, Mrs. Ryan first approached the superintendent and worked
closely with her and the director of elementary education. Together they identified the necessary
resources, time, and funding, and developed a proposal to be approved by the school board.
Once funding was obtained, Mrs. Ryan developed a steering committee made up of two teachers
from each grade level, a special education teacher, parents from both sides of town, the director
of elementary education, the assistant superintendent, Representative Huber, and Senator
Decker. This group gave valuable input regarding the implementation of the project and its varied
makeup secured community support for the project as well.

OBSTACLES
When Sharon Ryan first approached the school board with her project idea, it was rejected. She
was fortunately able to secure funding from the Wausau Community Foundation, which provided
her with a one-time only grant of $65,000. Since that time, the district has recognized the
success of the program by hiring Mrs. Ryan as the full-time Dream Flight Wausau coordinator.
They have also provided inservice time for other teachers to become more knowledgeable about
the NASA space program and the curriculum for Dream Flight Wausau, have moved the original
program to fifth grade, and have built a simulated space station with accompanying curriculum for
all sixth grade students.
She also felt that power struggles and lack of communication between administrators ·often
caused difficulties in achieving the implementation of her program.
FURTHER SUGGESTIONS
Mrs. Ryan's suggestion was to have our program's educational plan, site, and required amount of
money ready before attempting to have it approved. She fel the people to approach were the
director of elementary education and the outdoor environmental education coordinator. Possible
backup sources for funding she suggested were the Wausau Community Foundation and Wausau
Insurance.

•
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Telephone Interview with Dick Ames regarding the summer school physical science
camp development and implementatiou.

TI1e idea for this summer school science camp was originated by fourth grade teacher Di,k
Ames, who asked fifth grade teacher Sue Olson if she would be interested in team teaching
with him if the program were approved Dick visited Director of Elementary Education
Bill Paul and shared his idea verbally to see if the camp was likely to be approved.
Because Mr. Paul liked the idea, and felt there was a place for it in the summer school
enrichment program, he asked Dick to develop a formal written proposal and return at a
later date.
The proposal put together included the following: number of students to be serviced per
week, how many weeks the program would run, transportation r~quirements, s~hool forest
site approval, a weekly budget amount needed for supplies, permission slip with lunch and
field trip information, and a daily planner for the week listing all activiti~s. Toe original
proposal also included an extra fee to be charged to students to pay for supplies. but~ at the
time of submission, Mr. Paul said they could only charge the regular summer school foe,
and he would cover any bills incurred, within reason. Mr. Paul then took the completed
project proposal to obtain final approval from the schot1l bom-d. Dick does not know if
this program had to be individually approved, or if it wa-s just submitted as part ot a list of
enrichment courses to be offered.
OBSTACLES
In Dick's experience, the only event that was almost an obstacle was the frequent "threar"
that the enrichment portion of the summer school would be cut due to budge:t constraints.
The program is now in its fourth year, but changes such as different teachers, shorter days,
and fewer weeks have been implemented. He stressed that in implementing our program
we should be prepared to establish altemate funding for several reasons; enrichment and
summer school programs are likely to be the first cut when reducing budgets, we wiJI
require extra money when incorporating field trips, and our board is still very new after
our recent recall, so we don't know much about their tendencies to support this type of
programming.
FURTHER SUGGESTIONS
In seeking approval for our project, Dick suggested preparing separate letters for s_tudents

and parents to be sent upon enrollment. He also mentioned it might be helpful to run our
schedule of weeks the same as other summer school classes, because their program's
differing schedule had caused some confusion one year. We should be prepared to contact
building principals for approval ifwe need to use a separatt; fru.;ility from the main
program, :uid certainly need tn check with Sch(lol Fore~ Direl~tnr Dllwrlyn~ Hen1i11g ifwe
want to be located out tl1c;;re. \Ve also should pri;;pare k:tters to the Jin;}~tm of ovd.1 tht:
elementary and secondary summer schools, because om· program will span grade~ 1:\v,1
through seven. He had no problems with th~ process of procuring approval, anJ folt that
the only negative experienced incurred was that teaching the same curriculum all day for
four weeks the first year vvas physically and mentally draining. Toe best p~--t uf the whok
experience was the enthusiasm of the kids and working with •►neat people".
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Telephone interview with Eileen Richardson regarding the development and
implementation of the Kindergarten Portfolio in the Wausau Public School
District.
As a regular education kindergarten teacher in the Wausau School District,
Eileen Richardson had worked on a curriculum committee developing a
district-wide kindergarten portfolio. This portfolio is currently being used
by the 11 elementary schools and the kindergarten center. The committee's
goal was to design a uniform evaluation method.
The committee was asked by central office to design and develop a
portfolio system. People were chosen by volunteering or nomination.
Together the committee identified the necessary resources, time, and
funding, and developed a proposal to be approved by the finance committee
of the school board.
Once the proposal was approved, the committee met during the summer
and received release days during the fall of the school year. The following
spring, the committee inserviced the remaining kindergarten teachers in the
district.
OBSTACLES
Eileen stated that implementation of this program was relatively simple
because it was a directive from central office to begin with. She felt that it
was difficult to get funding for the release days and stated that union
support might be needed for future release days. She recommended that
we talk to the director of elementary education first and then to our building
principals. Eileen also recommended that we look for alternative sources
of funding due to the struggle they had getting funding for their release
days.

Appendix
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GOAL

The goal of our Environmental Education Summer School Enrichment Camp is
to produce students who are aware, knowledgeable, ethical, skilled, and action-oriented

in Environmental practices.

SUBGOALS

In the primary unit the focus will be on awareness, knowledge, and ethics.

In the intennediate unit the primary focus will be on awareness, knowledge, and
ethics. The secondary focus will be on citizen action skills.

In the middle school unit the primary focus will be on ethics, citizen action

skills, and citizen action experiences. The secondary focus will be on awareness and

knowledge.
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OBJECTIVES FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL SUMMER CAMP
DAY ONE
A.M.
See attached sheet for Grest Ocean Rescue unit objectives. (AWARENESS, KNOWLEDGE,
SKILLS, ETHICS)
P.M.
Great Ocean Rescue continued
DAYT'NO
A.M.
1. Students win identify potential cause and effect relationships invoMng aquatic poDution.
(AWARENESS, KNOWLEDGE)
2. Students win examine their personal attitudes regarding aquatic pollution. (ETHICS)
3. Students will generate and evaluate alternative solutions to problems of aquatic pollution.
(KNOWLEDGE)
4. Students will dramatize their environmental action plan for reduction of the negative
consequences of aquatic pollution. (SKILL)
5. Students will generate a fist of human activities that might be harmful to wildtife and the
environment. (KNOWLEDGE)
6. Students will discuss reasons these activities are inappropriate. (KNOWLEDGE, ETHICS)
7. Students will identify alternative activities that are not harmful to the environment. (SKILL,
ETHICS)

P.M.
1. Students wiD distinguish between games which are damaging and not damaging to the
environment. (AWARENESS, KNOWLEDGE)
2. Students wiU invent games with a benign or posHive effect on the environment. (SKILL)
DAY THREE
A.M.
1. Students wiU describe the characteristics of watersheds. (KNOWLEDGE)
2. Students wiD discuss the role of watersheds in providing wildlife habitat as wen as human
habitats. (KNOWLEDGE)
3. Students wiD give examples of how watersheds can be conserved and protected.
(KNOWLEDGE)
4. Students will compare the rate and amount of runoff on three simulated watersheds with
different surfaces. (SKILL)
5. Students will simulate secchi disk tubidHy tests and explore the effects of changing PH,
oxygen levels, phospherous, and nitrates on aquatic plant and animal survival rates using the
computer program Science 2000. (AWARENESS, KNOWLEDGE, SKILL)
6. Students will identify sources which cause variation in water quality. (KNOWLEDGE, SKILL)
7. Students will identify which of their personal actions may negatively effect water quafity.
(ETHICS)
.
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P.M.
Great Ocean Rescue, second mission. (AWARENESS, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ETHICS)

DAY FOUR
A.M.
1. Students will coUect and identify aquatic organisms and explain their role in the food web.
(KNOWLEDGE, SKILL)
2. Students will evaluate the effects of different kinds of land use on aquatic and wetland habitats.
(KNOWLEDGE, SKILL)
3. Students wiR discuss and evaluate fifestyle changes to minimize damaging effects on aquatic
and wetland habttats. (KNOWLEDGE, ETHICS)

P.M.
1. Students wiD examine their own values and befiefs related to wild fife and other elements of the
environment. (ETHICS)
2. Students wiU evaluate how their common activities may impact wildUfe and the environment.
(KNOWLEDGE, ETHICS)
CAY FIVE
A.M.
1. Students will Interview an environmental scientist and visit a water quaDty lab to explore
careers related to water quaDty. (KNOWLEDGE, SKILL)
2. Students wiD observe and/or participate in the use of water quafity tests, including those used
to determine PH, turbidity, oxygen levels, and algae growth. (KNOWLEDGE, SKILL)
3. Students will observe aquatic and riparian organisms and look for evidence of their various
activities. (KNOWLEDGE)
4. Students will improve the natural environment by coOecting and removing fitter along the
riverside. (ACTION)
5. Students will identify the dangers of litter to Dving organisms. (KNOWLEDGE)
6. Students will identify actual watersheds along the Wisconsin River and their potential effects
on water quality and living organisms. (KNOWLEDGE, SKILL)
7. Students will demonstrate the relationship between sea turtles, predators, humans, and the
ocean environment in a game format. (KNOWLEDGE, SKILL)

P.M.
1. Students will work in smaD groups to write a letter to the editor of the local newspaper to
inform the pubDc about the importance of preserving aquatic habitats. (ACTION)
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OBJECTIVES

Dav One

-

Science/Art: After examining a cross-section of a tree, students will be able to perceive
time from the perspective of tree growth and then will decorate for use as a .
nametag for camp. (KNOWLEDGE)
Science/Language Arts: After discussing endangered species, students will define
endangered, threatened, and extinct. They will .describe several characteristics that
. make an animal extremely susceptible to extinction
(AWARENESS/KNOWLEDGE)
Science/Phy. Ed.: By participating in an ice-breaker activity called "What Am I?",
students will be able to identify photographs of endangered species.
(AWARENESS/KNOWLEDGE)
Science: Students will describe the process of decomposition and identify how fertile soil
is formed naturally. (AWARENESS/KNOWLEDGE)
Science/Social Studies: By constructing a mini-composter, students will be able to
describe how decomposition works using worms and food scraps and how it is
beneficial to the reduction of landfill.(SKILLS/ETHICS)
Language Arts/Social Studies: Students will generate a list of questions that relate to
recycling practices and/or processes for a field trip to a recycling
facility.(KNOWLEDGE)
Day Two
Science/Social Studies: On a field trip to a recycling facility, students will observe the
amount of materials generated for recycling that were formally disposed of in
landfills. They will be able to list three things that are
recycled.(AWARENESS/KNOWLEDGE)
Science/Social Studies/Math/Reading: Students will identify the number and type of
wrappings us~d on commercial products and provide recommendations fo_r
alternative packaging for these products.(KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS)
Science/Social Studies/Reading: Students will list and compare ingredients, recycled
content, and price per roll of five brands of toilet paper to determine their possible
impacts on the environment.(KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS)
Social Studies: Students will choose a food item for a snack that requires no packaging as
an example for a discussion of how their buying habits impact the
environment.(ETHICS/Cl'l'JZ.l!:N ACTION)
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Dav. Three
Science/Language Arts/ Social Studies/ Art: Students will describe differences seen in

an environment as the result of casual and detailed observation and give reasons
for the importance of looking closely at any environment.(KNOWLEDGE)
Science/Language Arts: By participating in a nature walk, students will be able to state

humans and wildlife share environments and generalize that wildlife is present in
areas all over the earth. (AWARENESS)
Science/Art: Students will be able to identify common animal tracks and make plaster
casts of animal tracks.(KNOWLEDGE/SKILL)
Science/Language Arts/Social Studies: Students read and discuss a story, inventing their

own endings that lead to environmental action in their community by 1) identifying
potential cause and effect relationships involving aquatic related pollution; 2)
examining their personal attitudes regarding aquatic pollution; 3) generating and
evaluating alternative solutions to problems of aquatic pollution; 4) outlining a plan
to initiate environmental action to reduce the negative consequences of aquatic
pollution in their communities.(AW ARENESS/KNOWLEDGE/ETHICS)

D<IJ'Four
Science/Math/Phy. Ed./Social Studies: Students will play a game that will help them 1)

identify and describe food, water and shelter as three essential components of
habitat; 2) describe the importance of good habitat for animals; 3) define "limiting
factors" and give examples; and 4) recognize that some fluctuations in wildlife
populations are natural as ecological systems undergo a constant
change.(KNOWLEDGE)
Science: Students will construct a simple food chain, examine owl pellets for evidence of

predator/prey relationships, and reconstruct rodent
skeletons.(KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS)
Science/Phy. Ed./Language Arts: Students become predator and prey in a version of

"hide and seek" and are able to !)define "adaptation" in animals; and 2} generalize
that all animals make some adaptations in order to survive.(KNOWLEDGE)
Science/Language Arts/Social Studies: By participating in an outdoor scavenger hunt,

students will be able to observe and list ways that humans impact animal
habitats.(KNOWLEDGE/ETHICS)
Science/Language Arts/Social Studies: Students will create a pledge card signifying

some action that they will take in order to positively impact the environment.
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They will mail their cards to the local newspaper to be printed in the
"Letters to the Editor" in order to help influence others to take positive actions
regarding the environment.(AW ARENESS/KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS/ETHICS)
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OBJECTIVES

.

Dav One
Science/Art: After examining a cross-section of a tree (tree cookie), students will be able

to perceive time from the perspective of tree growth and then decorate the tree
cookie to use as a name tag for the camp. (KNOWLEDGE)
Language Arts: After listening to the story, The Great Kapok Tree, students will
participate in a discussion about trees as habitats. (KNOWLEDGE)
Science/Mathematics: By observing trees for evidence of animal inhabitants, students

will be able to portray and discuss interrelationships between trees and the animals
that inhabit them. (KNOWLEDGE)
Science/Physical Education: Students will examine a decomposing log and discuss its

importance in interrelationships. Then write about and illustrate findings in their
environmental education journals. (AWARENESS/KNOWLEDGE)
Science/Physical Education: By participating in the running game, "Maple Seed MixUp", students will be able to identify different factors that help or hinder the
growth of tree seeds. (KNOWLEDGE)
Science/Language Arts: After a discussion on food chains and food webs, students will

create a food web using yarn and word cards to demonstrate how everything is
interconnected, and then experience what happens when a part of the web is
destroyed. (AWARENESS/KNOWLEDGE)
Dtzy Two
Science/Physical Education: By participating in an ice-breaker activity, What Am I?,
students will be able to identify photographs of plants, animals, and insects.
(AWARENESS/KNOWLEDGE)
Language Arts: Students will listen to the story, Animal Homes, and discuss the
different habitats of animals. (KNOWLEDGE)
Language Arts: Students will be able to generalize that people and other animals share

basic needs to have a home. Students will draw pictures and write stories
comparing their habitat needs with those of other animals.
(AWARENESS/KNOWLEDGE)
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Science/Art: After a discussion on habitats, students will use various natural objects to
create a collage to reinforce the idea of the interconnection of plants and animals.
Students will be able to discuss nature as a source of art materials and inspiration
for people. (AWARENESS)
Science/Physical/Art: Students will be able to identify common animal tracks and then
make plaster casts of some tracks found. (KNOWLEDGE)
Science/Physical Education: Students will participate in a nature walk looking for signs
of organisms and their habitats. Students will be able to: 1) identify the
components of habitats; 2) recognize how humans and other animals depend upon
habitats; and 3) interpret the significance of or change in habitats in terms of
people and wildlife. Students will physically form an interconnected circle to
demonstrate components of habitats and the significance of loss or change in
habitats in terms of people and wildlife. (AWARENESS/KNOWLEDGE)

Day Three:
Science/Physical Education: Following a discussion on adaptation, the students will run
a thumbless relay. After the race, the students will describe how an opposable
thumb is useful. (AWARENESS)
Language Arts: Students will listen to the story, Heads and Feet. Then describe two or
three adaptations that animals have developed particular to the animals' habitats.
(KNOWLEDGE)
Language Arts/Social Studies: Students will generate a list of questions that relate to
adaptation and the food web for a guest speaker visiting the camp.
(KNOWLEDGE)
Social Studies: During a presentation on adaptation and the food web given by the
Wausau School Forest/Outdoor Education Director, DuWayne Heming, students
will participate in the discussions and be able to define and give examples of one or
two adaptations that animals have developed and a food web.
(AWARENESS/KNOWLEDGE)
Social Studies/ Language Arts/Art: During a visit to the Wausau School Forest
Museum, students will be able to: 1) identify wildlife portrayed in an art form; 2)
generalize that wildlife has sufficient aesthetic and spiritual value to inspire art; and
3) complete a search for favorite wildlife from museum. (KNOWLEDGE)
Science/Mathematics: Students will be able to describe the value of protective
coloration to living organisms after participating in a camouflage game, "Birds 'n'
Worms';. (KNOWLEDGE)
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Day Four
Social Studies/Language Arts: Students will use their sense of hearing to determine

differences between urban and forest environments and be able to describe these
differences in their environmental education journals.
(AWARENESS/KNOWLEDGE)
Language Arts: Students will listen to the story, Haw The Leopard Got Its Spots, and
participate in a discussion about adaptation. (KNOWLEDGE)
Science/Physical Education/Language Arts: After participating in a predator/prey

game, "The Thicket Game", students will be able to: I) define adaptation in
animals; and 2)generalize that all animals make some adaptations in order to
survive. (AWARENESS/KNOWLEDGE)
Science/Mathematics/Language Arts: Students will be able to identify characteristic life

forms in two different environments by creating picture collections of animals in
two different habitats. (KNOWLEDGE)
Science/Language Arts: Students will be able to: I) observe and describe their outdoor

surroundings; and 2) record their observations and descriptions in a written and
visual form. (KNOWLEDGE)

Dav. Five
Science/Art: After participating in a discussion on camouglage, students will create a

crayon rubbing of a habitat. They will create an animal that when placed on the
crayon rubbing is camouflaged by the habitat. (KNOWLEDGE)
Language Arts: Students will listen to the book, 50 Simple Things Kids Can Do To Save

The Earth. Then list five things they can do to help save the earth.
(KNOWLEDGE)
Science/Health: During a nature walk in the woods, students will be able to recognize

damage to plants and also the ability of trees to heal themselves.
(AWARENESS/KNOWLEDGE)
Social Studies/Physical Education/Science/Health: Students will look for evidence of

or think of games that harm the environment and then be able to: I) distinguish
between games that are damaging and not damaging to the environment; and
2) invent games with a benign effect on the environment.
(AWARENESS/ETHICS)

Appendix D

MIDDLE SCHOOL UNIT

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION SUMMER SCHOOL ENRICHMENT CAMP

GRADES6-7

JUNE 1995

GOAL : Students will become knowledgeable about the importance of
maintaining a clean water supply and healthy environment and develop skills to
achieve this goal and become action oriented citizens.
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OBJECTIVES FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL SUMMER CAMP
DAY ONE
A.M.
See attached sheet for Great Ocean Rescue unit objectives. (AWARENESS, KNOWLEDGE,
SKILLS, ETHICS)
P.M.
Great Ocean Rescue continued
DAYTWO
A.M.
1. Students will identify potential cause and effect relationships involving aquatic pollution.
(AWARENESS, KNOWLEDGE)
2. Students wiU examine their personal attitudes regarding aquatic pollution. (ETHICS)
3. Students wiU generate and evaluate aftemative solutions to problems of aquatic poUution.
(KNOWLEDGE)
4. Students will dramatize their environmental action plan for reduction of the negative
consequences of aquatic poRution. (SKILL)
5. Students will generate a fist of human activities that might be harmful to wildfife and the
environment. (KNOWLEDGE)
6. Students wiU discuss reasons these activities are inappropriate. (KNOWLEDGE, ETHICS)
7. Students wiU identify afternative activities that are not harmful to the environment. (SKILL,
ETHICS)

P.M.
1. Students win distinguish between games which are damaging and not damaging to the
environment. (AWARENESS, KNOWLEDGE)
2. Students wiU invent games with a benign or positive effect on the environment. (SKILL)
DAY THREE
A.M.
1. Students wiU describe the characteristics of watersheds. (KNOWLEDGE)
2. Students wiU discuss the role of watersheds in providing wildfife habitat as well as human
habitats. (KNOWLEDGE)
3. Students win give examples of how watersheds can be conserved and protected.
(KNOWLEDGE)
4. Students wiH compare the rate and amount of runoff on three simulated watersheds with
different surfaces. (SKILL)
5. Students wiH simulate secchi disk tubidltytests and explore the effects of changing PH,
oxygen levels, phospherous, and nitrates on aquatic plant and animal survival rates using the
computer program Science 2000. (AWARENESS, KNOWLEDGE, SKILL)
6. Students will identify sources which cause variation in water quafity. (KNOWLEDGE, SKILL)
7. Students wiU identify which of their personal actions may negatively effect water quafity.
(ETHICS)

P.M.
Great Ocean Rescue, second mission. (AWARENESS, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ETHICS)
DAY FOUR

A.M.
1. Students wil colect and identify aquatic organisms and explain their role in the food web.
(KNOWLEDGE, SKILL)
2. Students will evaluate the effects of different kinds of land use on aquatic and wetland habitats.
(KNOWLEDGE, SKILL)
3. Students will discuss and evaluate fifestyle changes to minimize damaging effects on aquatic
and wetland habitats. (KNOWLEDGE, ETHICS)

P.M.
1. Students wiD examine their own values and beliefs related to wildlife and other elements of the
environment. (ETHICS)
2. Students wiD evaluate how their common activities may impact wildlife and the environment.
(KNOWLEDGE, ETHICS}
DAY FIVE

A.M.
1. Students will lnten,iew an environmental scientist and visit a water quaDty lab to explore
careers related to water quality. (KNOWLEDGE, SKILL)
2. Students wiD observe and/or participate in the use of water quality tests, including those used
to determine PH, turbidity, oxygen levels, and algae growth. (KNOWLEDGE, SKILL}
3. Students wiU obsen,e aquatic and riparian organisms and look for evidence of their various
activities. (KNOWLEDGE)
4. Students win improve the natural environment by colecting and removing litter along the
riverside. (ACTION)
5. Students will identify the dangers of Utter to Nving organisms. (KNOWLEDGE)
6. Students wiH identify actual watersheds along the Wisconsin River and their potential effects
on water quafity and living organisms. (KNOWLEDGE, SKILL}
7. Students wiH demonstrate the relationship between sea turtles, predators, humans, and the
ocean environment in a game format. (KNOWLEDGE, SKILL)

P.M.
1. Students wiB work in smaH groups to write a letter to the editor of the local newspaper to
inform the pubfic about the importance of preserving aquatic habitats. (ACTION)
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SCHEDULE FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL SUMMER CAMP
MONDAY- Horace Mann
A.M.
Complete pre-camp evaluation form
Icebreaker Activities (indoor/ outdoor)
-name tags, explore simulated ocean and puzzles, posters, shells, etc.
-play Name Game and Time Challenge
Classroom- Great Ocean Rescue, 'Fishin' Mission•
-smalVlarge group activities utilizing computer, laser disc, video projector, and
information packets
Lunch

P.M.
Continue 'Great Ocean Rescue·
TUESDAY-Horace Mann
A.M.
Discuss and pass out permission s6ps for Thursday and Friday
Project Wild Aquatic activity,'Something's Fishy Here•, pp. 169-173, (indoor/outdoor)
-smaU group skits instead of writing
Project Wild activity • Ethi-Thinking•, pp. 209-21 0
-used as introduction for afternoon activity
Lunch

P.M.
Project Wild activity- 'Playing Lightly on the Earth', pp. 211-212
-outdoor games

WEDNESDAY- Horace Mann
A.M.
Divide class into two groups. Each wiH alternate between the watershed and Science 2000
Modified Project Wild Aquatic activity • Watershed', pp. 163-166 (indoor/outdoor)
-introduce background information on watersheds
-identify and discuss uses of, and potential problems associated with, sod, gravel, and
smooth (concrete/blacktop) surfaces in simulator
-half of group times and measures amount of drainage and runoff in watershed simulator
-other half of group identifies actual watershed surfaces in the surrounding area outdoors
-exchange activities
Science 2000
-introduce background knowledge and vocabulary for activities •secchi Disk' and 'Lake
Choices•
-Give students instruction sheet for each activity
-half of group does each activity with two students per computer, then exchange
activities.
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WEDNESDAY (continued)
Lunch
P.M.
Great Ocean Rescue , • The Leaky Bottom•
THURSDAY- Wausau School Forest
A.M.
Pond Study: collect and identify water organisms, discuss their dependence on clean water
habitats and their importance in the food web
Project Wild Aquatic activity 'Dragonfly Pond', pp. 143-148
Lunch

P.M.
Project Wild activity- 'Ethi-Reasoning• pp. 219-222, and/or 1 Enviro-Ethics1 pp.227-228
FRIOAYA.M.
Visit to Wisconsin Valley Improvement lab with Environmental Scientist Kathy Wendt
Visit to Blue GiH Bay Park
-divide into two groups and exchange activities midway through the morning
Activity One
-travel on pontoon to heron rookery, conduct water quality testing with
environmental scientist, locate various watershed surfaces along the lake, and
discuss potential benefits and problems
Activity Two
-participate in Project Wild Aquatic activity 'Turtle Hurdles' pp. 153-155, pick up
Hiter along the pond and lakeshores, and identify the dangers this litter poses to
wildlfe
Lunch
P.M.
Return to Horace Mann Middle School
Complete post-camp evaluation form
Review major activities and concepts from the week
Work in smaH groups to write letters to the editor of the Wausau Daily Herald to inform the pubic
about why and how to preserve and protect our aquatic habitats

Anytime if Needed
Project Learning Tree activity •school Yard Diversity', pg. 70
Project Wild activity 'Environmental Barometer', pp.73-74

AQUATIC ACTION ADVENTURE EVALUATION

1.) Identify two common recreational activities and explain how they can be harmful or he_,ful to
the environment.
1._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2.) Name four careers related to the environment and the ocean.
1._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
3. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

3.) Name two or more ways to test the quality of lake water.
1._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2. _____________________________

4.) Name three watershed surfaces and the problems or benefits associated with each.

1. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Pffi_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Pffi_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
3._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Pffi_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

5.) Name three or more types of aquatic polltion and their sources.

P. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _s. _________________

P. ____________s._________________
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6.) Describe three or more problems created by aquatic polltion.

1._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2._____________________________
3._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

7 .) Name
two
1._
_or
_more
_ _ways
_ _wetlands
_ _ _are
_important.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2._____________________________

8.)

Name three things that people can do to reduce or prevent damage to aquatic environments.

1.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2 . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
3 . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

9.) List three or more ways that you directly or indirectly contribute to an environmental
problem.

1._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2._____________________________
3._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

10.) Identify three or more changes you are wilng to make in your Bfestyle that wil help the
environment.
1._____________________________

2._____________________________
3 . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Name Game/ Time Challenge
Objectives
1.
Students will learn some or all of the names of others in the class.

2.
Students will work cooperatively with their new classmates to solve a problem
related to the Name Game.

Materials Needed
Name tags, three balls, or one ball and two other items for tossing. ( The crazier these
items are, the more fun the game. I usually use an old slipper or sandal and a
large rubber pteradactyl. Keep these hidden in a bag, and swprise students with
them llllexpectedly during the game.)

Procedure
Name Game
Students and teachers stand in a circle facing each other with their name tags
showing. Make it clear to students that the purpose of the game they're about to play is
to learn the names of people they don't already know. Using the "name nugget" (ball),
the teacher demonstrates the following procedW"C:
Read the name tag of someone you don't already know and say "Hello, _ _ "
Then toss them the name nugget
They respond by saying, "Thank you, _ _( the throwers name). They then
proceed to greet and throw the name nugget to someone else.
Jns1ruct all students to listen carefully while others are playing to help them learn
the names. If they can't see the name tag of a person they wish to throw to or thank,
they should ask. This veiy polite procedlll'C continues llll1il people are comfortable with
knowing what to do.
While students are playjng, add another ball or other item to be used in addition
to the name nugget. Now two pairs are always playing at once. A few minutes later,
add the third item.
After several more minutes, have all students stop and listen. Jns1ruct them to
remove their name tags and continue the game, asking people for their name, jf
necessaiy. Remind them of the goal to learn eveiyone's name.
When they seem to be ready to move on, stop the game and ask jf anyone can
name all of the people standing in the circle. Give several students a chance to do so
and clap and celebrate accordingly.
Time Challenge
Now each person will receive the ball only once, and they must remember who
threw it to them and who they threw it to. Once a person has caught and tossed the
ball they must sit down or raise their hand to indicate they are no longer available to
receive the ball. After each person has participated, it should go back to the person
who tossed it first.
Once this has been done, tell students they must now repeat the exact order they
just completed. If they remembered correctly, they should be able to accomplish this.
......
t•
1
c.aap accoramgi:y.

Ask students how long they thought it took to toss the ball through the order,
and do it again with someone timing to see how close they were. Ask students if they
could do it faster if they tried again, and check with the timer for improvement.
State that you're wondering-fast they could actually go through the order, as
long as the rule of everyone touching the ball in order is followed. That's the only rule.
If students do not start to come up with alternative ideas for how to get faster,
guide them to try things such as standing closer together, standing in a line, etc, witil
they've lost interest or feel they have come up with the best idea and the best possible
time.
Most groups get very creative and drastically reduce their original time. Of
course, clapping and celebrating each success helps to add cohesiveness and reinforce
positive attitudes within the group.
This activity helps break down some of the shyness between new members of a
group, and it also gives the teachers some first inklings ofleadership and higher level
thinking present among the students.

Can your students rescue our oceans?7
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The Great
Ocean Rescue™
VIDEODISC • GRADES 5-8
(with optional MAC or WINDOWS software)

The Great Ocean Rescue is a videodisc-based package
designed to engage students in learning about the ocean
and related topics in Earth science, environmental science,
and life science. The 2-sided videodisc contains The Great
Ocean Rescue Activities on side one and an extensive
Video Lesson Library on side two.

A complete
middle school
science unit!

SIDE ONE
Content and Skill Highlights
EARTH SCIENCE: plate tectonics; sea floor
features and characteristics; geological history.
MARINE BIOLOGY: animal adaptations; food
web; primary production; ocean life; vertical
mixing. ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE:
pollution; water cycle; land•sea connections.
OCEANOGRAPHY: currents; water pressure .
and depth; climate and weather. GEOGRAPHY:
names, locations, and characteristics of the
world's oceans and continents. GENERAL
SKILLS: analyze both written and visual
infonnation; collaborate; problem solve;
convey infonnation to others.

Recommended Class Time
SIDE ONE: 4 Rescue Activities take a.12
class periods. SIDE TWO: Video Lesson
Library with 40 lesson plans.
Enough material for 8-24 weeks!

Award Winner!
•

The Great Ocean
Rescue Activities

Here's
How it
Works:

1. The whole class views an
emergency transmission from
SeaWatch that calls your
students to action.

2. Groups of students
consult their reference
materials and analyze the
data from the transmission. They log the information and develop theories
about the location of the
trouble spot.

Winner of the· Technology and
Leaming Award of Excellence
3. Each group makes a
recommendation, and together
the whole class decides the
trouble spot location.

Here's What You Get
2•sided CAV videodisc; 28 Student Expert
Booklets (1 sets of 4); Teacher's Guide with
extensive lesson plans, activities, and reproduction
masters; and a complete set of Rescue Activities
worksheets. All in a sturdy storage box.

System Requirements
CAV laserdisc player with monitor.
The optional software is available for Mac 3112
(2 Megs, color), or Windows 3112 (256K).

ORDER INFORMATION

4 . When the trouble spot
is located. groups reconvene to
select tests to complete the
mission.

You must specify computer type and disk size on
all software orders. See system requirements above.

Classroom Kit .•...•..·-··-···GOR:J

$349.95

Software (optional) .......... GORS-J

$49.95

Additional 4-book sets .... GORB-J

$8.00

5 . The whole class decides
which option wil l best
complete the mission.

Our oceans are in danger!
Thank goodness SeaWatch
is on guard. When their sea
stations spot trouble, students
spring into action. Working
in cooperative teams, each
student takes the role of one
of four scientific experts an oceanographer, a geologist, a marine biologist, or
an environmental scientist.
Using their expert reference
materials, student teams
analyze information from
the videodisc to solve the
problems. Teams can succeed
only by sharing their expert
knowledge and ideas.

Critical thinking, multimedia, and REAL science
Not only will students learn
important science content;
they'll learn how to use that
content. And they'll have fun
doing it. The engaging missions and activities in The
Great Ocean Rescue require
thoughtful analysis and
decision-making. You'll be
amazed at what your students
can do and understand.
D eveloped by Tom Snyder Productions anc The
Chedd -Ang1er Production Company 1n conJunct1on w ith the M assach usetts Corporation for
Educational T elecommunicat1ons

"/ liked 1t because 1t
makes your brO/n work.
Not because you hove to
but because you wont to. "

;_
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SIDE
The Video Lesson Library
In addition to the dynamic
classroom activities, The
Great Ocean Rescue also
offers a fantastic library of
movies and activities. Each
video segment is tied to a
comprehensive lesson plan
in the Teacher's Guide.
Open up the world of the
oceans as never before, and
turn your students into real
hands-on scientists!

Lesson Library Highlights

Optional, supplementary

SOFTWARE~,·
,
for Macintosh
or Windows!
OCEAN BASICS: Ten introductory lessons
show the main features of the ocean, its
size and scope, some of it-s varied environments, how the oceans affect climate, and
how the process of plate tectonics works.

Hands-on science lessons
Experiments and demonstrations illustrate the properties of water, the movements of Earth's crust,
methods of pollution control, and much, much more.
From the amazing adaptations of sea creatures to the
startling features of sea floor
geology, from ocean pollution to ocean currents, this
videodisc package crosses
scientific disciplines to provide a comprehensive curriculum unit.

'These are the only authentic
cooperative learning activities
I've ever seen! The booklets,
graphics, and whole program
ore superb!"
Knren Scott, teacher, OR

Connect your computer
to your videodisc player,
and this incredibly helpful software
will take you step-by-step through
The Great Ocean Rescue videodisc
Activities and Lesson Library. The
easy-to-use software includes:
• management tools
• mission log which records all
student moves and expenses
• pointers to the student books
and worksheets
• index to the Video Lesson Library

THE LIVING SEAS: From intertidal life to
bioluminescent creatures, from penguins to
jellyfish, this marvelous set of twenty-two
movie shorts examines the incredible array
of life found in and around the oceans.

The computer-videodisc connection
makes this amazing classroom package even easier to use.

System Requirements
The optional Great Ocean Rescue
software is available for Mac 31 n
(2 Megs, color), or Windows 31n
(256K). See order infonnation on p. 6.

on Y"",. l<H 7•• .... ,11
St.t. ••" o( ti,, w"14'~
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PROTECTING OUR OCEANS: Twelve video
lessons examine how pollution threatens
our oceans and what we can do to keep
our waters clean.

I

THE GREAT OCEAN RESCUE

General Learning Objectives
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Content Goals

The Great Ocean Rescue introduces important science and social science
content in the context of a Rescue Activity and related lessons. The main
areas covered include:
Earth Science

•
•
•
•
•

plate tectonics and sea floor spreading
basic geological structure of the earth
sea floor features and characteristics
geological history of the earth
comparative ocean structure

Marine Biology

• the ocean food web
• primary production
• the necessities of life in the ocean
• vertical life in the ocean
• upwelling and vertical mixing
• adaptations
Environmental Science

• the water cycle
·
• sources, types, and effects of water pollution
• the land-sea connection
• ocean resources
• methods for remediating and preventing water pollution
Oceanography
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• ocean currents
• characteristics of ocean water
• water pressure and depth
• oceans and climate
• oceans and weather
Geography

• names and locations of the world's oceans
• names and locations of the world's continents
• locations and characteristics of tropical, temperate, and polar climate zones

..
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.('GBEAT OCEAN RESCUE

General Learning Objectives
Skill and Process Goals
In addition to introducing valuable content, The Great Ocean Rescue builds and
reinforces essential critbl thinking and social skills. Playing in small groups and
analyzing scientific infonnation, students practice scientific problem-solving and
the individual skills that go with that process. They will become familiar with the
scientific method and the steps in building and supporting an hypothesis.

I

'/

Skills addressed Include:

I

'

• Analyzing graphic, numerical, and textual infonnation

• Interpreting visual infonnation
• Making hypotheses
• Testing hypotheses
• Validating theories
• Identifying cause and effect relationships
• Weighing alternatives
• listening and communicating with others
• Appreciating the complexities involved in decision-making
• Sharing obligations
• Furnishing support for one's beliefs
• Collaborating with the members of a group
• Making judgments and drawing conclusions
Cooperative Leaming
The Rescue Activity of The Great Ocean Rescue will create a cooperative learning
environment in your clqsroom Within this context, students will develop important social and leadership skills which they will carry with them into other content areas and throughout their lives.
Within their i,oups and within the class students will:
• become members of an interdependent team

• discover the value of delegating respoI1S1'bilities
• renew their respect for authority
• learn how to work with those of varying abilities
• participate in a small democratic organization
• enhance their ability to communicate with others

r
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_____

Where's the Problem?
What to do:
I) watch the mission transmission once without
taking notes (look for visual clues);
2) view the transmission again while taking notes
on important information.
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What do you know about the location of
the problem?
3) Compare notes with the information on pages 3-7.
For more information about your mission and the
possible locations refer to the following pages in your
expert booklets:

Notes from transmission:
important clues mentioned in the
mission transmission

The Fishin' Mission:
The Case of the Pollution Pirates:
Grief on the Reef Mission:
The Leaky Bottom Mission:

pages 8-9
pages 12-13
pages 16-17
pages 20-21

4) Listall the locations that could match the
transmission description.

S) Share your listand reasons with your teammates
to complete the Group Report.
6) Work with your group to determine the most
likely location of the problem.

7) Your group recommends the following location:
8) The class chooses the following location:
_ _ _($10,000).

Once you choose the correct location, refer to the
appropriate mission pages in your expert booklet.
Use the Tests to determine how to complete the
mission successfully.

• diMH¥,'@Mtt!tUifiNII._____________

a,

Complete the Mission
Once you've located the problem, you need to complete the mission. Use the tests and this chart to help you
determine the bestoptiontocompleteyourmission. Remember,each test costs only $500.

Test Used

·

Results

Your Group Recommends

Option(s) that won't work Option(s) that may work

The Class Decides

Option recommended: - - - - - - - Action taken: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Reasons: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Results: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Option recommended: _______

Action taken: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Results: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Reasons: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Option recommended: _ _ _ _ _ __
Reasons: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Action taken: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Results: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

--=THE=--=G~REP.=T---=-OC.:;:EAN='--'RE=S=CUE=-=-_ _ _. .

HM+·M·M,•iiffli _.___________;;8:;.;;2;;;;....._

Group Report for _ _ _ _

(nam-.o-,miss-ion)_ _ __

Step1

Locate the problem.
View the video transmission. Each expert on your team should use his or her materials to determine the possible
locations of the problem. Record their reasons and recommendations below:

Env. Scientist

Geologist

Marine Biologist Oceanographer

The transmission could be
describing:

The transmission could be
describing:

The transmission could be
describing:

The transmission could be
describing:

The reasons I make these
recommendations are:

The reasons I make these
recommendations are:

The reasons I make these
recommendations are:

The reasons I make these
recommendations are:

Our group recommends the following location:
The class chooses the following location:

($10,000)

__:a~3"'----------------8M+IM+i,i#Mf-.______________
Step2

Complete the Mission
Once you have located the problem, you must complete the mission. Tumtotheappropriate mission pages in your
expert booklets. Use the tests to determine which option is best to complete the mission.

A: Use Tests to gather Information.
Tests and Complete the Mission Options are found on
the following pages ofyour expert booklets:
Fishin'Mission:
pages 10-11
Case ofthe Polludon Pirates:
pages I 4-15
GriefontheReefMission:
Leaky Bottom Mission:

pages 18-19
pages 22-23

B: Use the Information to pick a option
to complete the mission.
Our group recommends thefollowingoption:

Reas.ons (useinformation from the Test results to justify
your recommendation):

In what order should the class do the Testsl

'·-----------------

2, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

3, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

◄------------------ The class chooses the following option:
Why is this the bestorderl
Explainthedass's reasoning.

How Much Did You Spend?
number chosen

cost of each

$ spent

Selecta location

X$10,000.00

=

Do Test

X $S00.00

=

Pick option to complete mission

X $S,000.00=

Unexpected Costs

=

Total spent on this Mission

=

SOMETHING'S FISHY HERE!

Objectives

Students will be able to: 1) identify potential
cause and effect relationships involving aquaticrelated pollution: 2) examine their personal attitudes regarding aquatic pollution: 3) generate
and evaluate alternative solutions to problems
of aquatic pollution: and 4) outline a plan to initiate environmental action to reduce the negative consequences of aquatic pollution in their
communities.

Method

Students read and discuss a story. inventing their
own endings that lead to environmental action
in their community.

Background
Environmental pollution is an issue everywhere
on the planet. Often individual citizens feel
helpless given the scope of the problems. Yet successful action to reduce environmental problems
often originates through individual actions.
School children have initiated projects that
improved the safety of neighborhoods. created
parkland. and preserved major habitats for
wildlife.
There is much to be done to protect aquatic habitats in any community. Reducing or eliminating
pollution is one example of an area in which individual people can make a difference. Significant
aesthetic improvement can result from reducing
the most common forms of water pollutionlitter and siltation. Other forms of pollution are
far more elusive and more difficult to detect and
eliminate. Much work needs to be done to identify and eliminate sources of pollution in groundwater. brooks. streams. lakes. rivers. and oceans.
Yet in each of these habitats. aquatic wildlife is
threatened-and. often. so are people!

------------------------©1987 Western Regional Environmental Education Council.

Pollution is a term that is difficult to define. In
nature. pure water cannot be found. Even as
water falls from the sky. it picks up carbon
dioxide and other gases and becomes more acid
and capable of dissolving some rocks. Water is
known as the universal solvent. which means
that it can dissolve many kinds of substances.
Water also can carry suspended particles such as
soil and plant material. These particles affect the
penetration of light and in turn. the plants living below the surface. Water temperature and
the amount of dissolved gases also change and
affect the life in it.
We tend to think of pollution as something that
is damaging and is unnatural. although some
forms of pollution may have natural causes.
Water pollution is usually described in relation
to the use humans make of the water in which
it is found. For example. when the conditions of
a trout stream reach the point where trout die.
it is then labeled polluted. That same stream was
probably unfit to drink for a long time and could
have been labeled polluted much earlier. It could
also still support other types of fish and not be
considered polluted for that species. In other
words. water could be described as polluted for
some purposes and not for others.

Age: Grades 2-8
Subjects: Language Arts. Science. Social Studies
Skills: analysis, application. classification. description.
discussion. evaluation. generalization. hypothesizing.
identification. inference. interpretation, listening.
listing. problem solving. reading. reporting. synthesis.
visualization
Duration: two or more 30-45 minute periods
Group Size: any
Setting: indoors
Conceptual Framework Reference: VII.A.. VII.A.1..
VII.A.2 .. VII.A.3 .. VII.A.4 .. VII.B.. Vll.8.1 .. VII.B.2 .. VII.B.3 ..
Vll.8.4 .. Vll.8.5 .. Vll.8.6 .. Vll.8.7.
Key Vocabulary: pollution. action. responsibility

~~
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The addition of chemicals to water affects certain organisms depending upon the concentration. Some chemicals can be toxic to some
organisms even at very low concentrations.
Scientists usually measure concentrations of
materials by comparing the parts of that
substance to the parts of water containing it.
When concentrations of materials reach critical
levels. certain organisms die.
Living things need the oxygen that is dissolved
in water. When oxygen levels fall below certain
points. organisms die. The temperature affects
the amount of dissolved oxygen that can be present in water. The warmer the water. the less
oxygen it can hold. Some animals need more oxygen than others and therefore warm water can
be described as polluted for some kinds of fish
and not polluted for others.
The major purpose of this activity is for students
to recognize their potential for making a contribution to the environmental quality of life in
their own community-and their own responsibilities for actions affecting wildlife and the
environment .

Materials
one copy for each student of the story: writing
materials

Procedure
1. Have each student silently read the story or
read it aloud to them .
2. After the students have all finished. discuss
the story with them. Ask the students to think
about as many different endings to the story as
possible. OPTIONAL: Ask each student to write
an ending for the story.
3. In small groups. ask the students to share
their own recommendation for how the story
should end.
4. Ask each group to decide on the ending they
most prefer. If they cannot agree. that is okay.
Have each group report aloud for all the other
groups to hear which ending or endings they
recommend . List the essential points of each
ending on the chalk board.
5. Discuss the various endings with the entire
class. Identify cause and effect relationships.
Look for possible relationships between the story
and problems regarding water use and aquatic
habitats that might or do exist in the students'
own community.

6. Next have the students generate a list of
possible aquatic wildlife problems related to
aquatic pollution that they believe do exist in
their own environment. Have them form groups
that have a common interest in one or more of
the problems and develop a plan to find out more
about the problem . Once they have targeted a
problem . have each group report back to the
class. Or. decide on one problem and work on it
as a class.
NOTE: Coach the students to choose problems
that they might actually solve. For example.
pollution in a nearby brook is far more realistic
for them to address than an entire river system .
Remember, it is important that students be able
to experience some success in developing the
plan and tackling the problem .
7. If several groups were each working on a
separate problem. ask the class to vote on the
problem they would most like to address. Assure
them that their choosing one does not make the
others less important. It is useful for all to get
behind one effort. Remind the students to
develop an attitude for a clean environment.
Have them seek solutions rather than only
blame.
8. Once a specific issue is chosen. have the class
list ten things that can be done to make that
problem less damaging to aquatic wildlife.
9. Facilitate the class taking specific action. by
helping them develop a plan to implement.
Establish a time line and specific assignments.

---------------------------------------.-------THE SWIMMING HOLE TRAGEDY

The swimming hole in the Creston River below
Midvale was one of the most popular places to
swim. meet, and party, especially during the
long. hot summer months. Even as early as May,
groups in our class piled into cars after school
and took off to enjoy this special spot. We had
to drive five miles of unpaved road to a place
where the river widened out and deepened.
There we could take turns jumping off the overhanging branch of a big cottonwood tree into the
cool dark waters. Most kids in town had known
about this swimming hole since they were
young. It was where most of us learned to swim.
We went there to catch frogs and fish. and float
around on old truck inner tubes. That place
brought back those special memories of childhood that still seemed as fresh as yesterday, even
though years had passed.
On hot. lazy, vacation days the Midvale residents
would be drawn to that wet oasis to play and
relax and learn some important lessons of life.
It was there that I first learned that dragonfly
"dive bombers" really didn't sting or sew up your
lips. It's strange how those old stories get
started. Sometimes I'm sorry that those myths
have to die. They always added excitement and
mystery to growing up and playing along the
river. It was there that I learned that the best
way to find stonefly larvae was to carefully lift
a stone from the river bottom and scrape the
clinging animals off with a leaf. It was easy to
figure out how they got their name.
I reached the point where I knew almost every
log that jutted out into the river's current below
the surface. That was where those Junker bass
hung out. I knew the locations of the best logs
like I knew the back of my hand-at least until
the next heavy rain and high water came along.
I can still close my eyes and see the sparkle of
sunlight on the rippling waters. I can feel and
smell the dank moisture down under the big
trees by the swimming hole. All of these
memories and more made the swimming hole a
special place-both in my head and in my heart.
You probably know some special places in the
outdoors that do the same thing for you.
No one could ever guess that such a paradise
would turn our hearts so dark. This place took
my sister's hearing away and came close to claiming her life. I was crushed and I never will forget
the feeling. Here's how I think it all happened.
One day my sister Jenny, Jeff. and I went down
to swim at our favorite spot. The swimming hole
©1987 Western Regional Environmental Education Council.

gradually had changed over the years. No one had
been able to catch any big bass recently. More
junk was floating downstream and the water
wasn't as deep as it used to be. Fewer insects
were hatching and piles of trash were gathered
around fence posts.
That day we went swimming the water was
especially warm and it had a greenish tinge, but
that didn't stop us. In fact. we invented a contest to see who could dive down and bring up
the biggest rock from the bottom. We stayed
longer than usual that day and made over 50
trips diving from top to bottom. A couple of days
later, we all had earaches and had to stay home
from school. There was little doubt how our
pains came about. We had not told our families
that we were going to go to the swimming hole.
When my Mom found out, she said that the river
had become an open sewer. She said that we had
taken our last swim in the river. It was too late
for my sister. Jenny. Jenny's ears got worse and,
after an intense fever. she lost her hearing
forever.
We called the health department officials and
soon after someone came to the swimming hole
to take water samples. In fact, they took samples
all along a stretch of river that passed by three
towns, including Midvale. I was there to watch
them take the samples. The person from the
health department told me that they suspected
one or more of the towns might be dumping raw
sewage directly into the river. The sewage treatment plants were all over 40 years old and the
towns had grown by leaps and bounds since
then. Human sewage can carry germs that can
cause more damage than just earaches, the official told me.
It was a long time before I could again return to
the river but when I did I noticed that it was
harder to find stoneflies and other creatures
that lived in the river. I also noticed that the
water color had become greener and murkier. It
all had happened so slowly that. until our earache incident. I didn't pull all the pieces together.
When I did. the conclusion was clear-even if the
water in the river wasn't. The Creston River was
polluted, and now I had a painful reminder that
this was hurting the living things I cared
about-including my sister.
It seemed ironic that the river that had taught
me-so much and had given me so much pleasure
was now a source of danger and despair. disease
and sadness. What should I do about it? Could
one person make a difference? I had to. I had
some important reasons to try.
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ETHI-THINKING

Objectives

Students will be able
to : 1) generate a list of activities done outside
that are harmful to wildlife and the environment; 2) discuss reasons these activities are
inappropriate; and 3) recommend alternative
activities that are not harmful.

Method

Students list activities that
might be harmful to wild plants and animals.
and use photos or drawings to visualize. discuss.
interpret. and evaluate these activities.

Background

Note:Thisactivity
can be used as an introduction to "Playing Lightly
on the Earth ."
The major purpose of this activity is for students
to discriminate between outdoor activities that
are harmful to wildlife and the environment. and
those which are not.

Materials

art materials (crayons.
construction paper. magazines for photos) to
make discussion cards

Procedure
1. Ask students to help you make a list of activities people do that seem harmful to wild
plants and animals. Ask them to think about
things they·ve seen or know about that might
be harmful. Some of these things could be:
• picking up baby wild animals in the environment (birds. fawns, etc.)
• carving initials in trees
• driving vehicles (cars, motorcycles) over fragile
environments
• removing plants from environment. like digging up cactus

Age: Grades K-8
Subjects: Social Studies. Science. Art , Language Arts
Skills: analysis, application. description . discussion .
drawing. evaluation. generalization. media construction. problem-solving. small group work. synthesis
Duration: one or two 20-40-minute periods
Group Size: any
Setting: indoors or outdoors
Conceptual Framework Reference: I.D .. V.A .. V.A.5 ..
V.A.6 .. V.8.1.. VI.A.. VI.A.2 .. VI.A.3 .. VI.A .4 .. VI.A.5 ..
VI.B.. Vl.8.1.. Vl.8.2 .. Vl.8.3 .. Vl.8.4. . V!.8.5 . VI.C..
VI.C.1.. VI.C .2 .. VI.C.12.. VI.C.16 .. VII.A .. VII.A.1 .. VII.A.2 ..
VII.A.3 .. VII.A.4 .. VII.B.. Vll.8.1.. Vll.8.2 .. Vll.8.3 .. VII.B.7.
Key Vocabulary: harm . wildlife
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• destroying bird nests
• illegally killing. collecting, harassing, or posessing wildlife
2. Have students use cut-out photos or drawings
to make these activities into cards showing pictures and describing what is happening. (Or.
teacher can prepare cards in advance; laminate;
and use again.) Or. older students can dramatize
the situation in skits. "commercials," songs.
poems. etc.
3. Collect the cards. Count students off to make
groups of four each. Hand out one card to each
group and ask them to discuss (or present the
skits. poems. etc.):
• What is happening?
• Does it harm wildlife? How?
• Does it seem to be appropriate or inappropriate
behavior? Why?
• Is the person doing it having fun?
• What else could he or she do that would satisy
his or her needs and interests without harming
wildlife or the environment?
4. Ask each group to report to everyone else
about: a) their feelings concerning what is happening in the outdoor activity shown in the picture; and Q) their recommendation for an alternative activity the people could do that would
not be harmful.

Extensions
For Grades K-2:
Ask the students to draw pictures of things they
know about or have seen happen that would
hurt wild plants and animals. Ask them to
describe what is happening in their drawing. and
what could happen instead that would not be
harmful.
For Older Students:
1. Choose something you or your family owns.
like a car. television. refrigerator. etc. Imagine
you are that object-and explore how you ...
from invention to garbage dump ... affect
wildlife I

2. Distinguish between actions that are harmful
to individual plants and animals. and those which
are harmful to large numbers of plants and
animals. In what situations. if any. does it seem
appropriate to harm a single animal or plant? In
what situations. if any. does it seem appropriate
to harm large numbers of animals or plants? In
what situations. if any. does it seem inappropriate to harm a single animal or plant? In what
situations. if any. does it seem inappropriate
to harm large numbers of animals or plants?
(Remember the definitions of wildlife and
domesticated animals. Don't forget that wildlife
includes, but is not limited to. insects. spiders.
birds. reptiles. fish. amphibians. and mammals.)
3. Sometimes it is difficult to decide what is
harmful and what is not. Usually if something
is against the law. it is harmful in some way.
Sometimes actions may be legal or there simply
may be "no law against it", and people differ in
their judgement as to whether the actions are
harmful or not. Sometimes we may recognize
that some of our actions are harmful in some
ways-like some of our choices for housing.
transportation. and consumer products in our
daily lives-and we still take those actions
because of our perceptions of the importance of
our wants and needs. One way to examine wants
and needs is to categorize them according to:
Luxury. Useful But Not Necessary, and Necessary
for Survival. We begin to get into the area of
personal value judgements. Think about personal
ethics. What are ethics? How do we each make
responsible decisions in. our daily lives? (See
"Enviro-Ethics" for an activity aimed at identifying a "Personal Code of Environmental Ethics.")

Evaluation

Make a list of five things which people do that
harm wildlife.
Make a list of five things which people do that
harm wildlife habitat.
For each thing listed, describe what you can do
about it.
Make a list of ten things which people do that
help wildlife.
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PLAYING LIGHTLY
ON THE EARTH

0 bj ecti ves

Students will be able
to: 1) distinguish between games that are
damaging and not damaging to the environment; and 2) invent games with a benign effect
on the environment.

Method

to consciously experience games that have a
benign effect on the environment. The activity
is designed for students to experience success,
at a personal and immediate level, in maintaining and improving the quality of their own
environments.

Students look for evidence
of games that harm the environment: and then
invent and play games with a benign effect on
the environment.

Materials

BaCk aro und.

Age: Grades K-8
Subjects: Social Studies. Physical Education. Science
Skills: analysis. comparing similarities and differences.

Personal choices of
all kinds can'1iave an effect on the environment.
Young people can look at the games they play
outside-and choose those which have little or
no damaging impact on the environment. rather
than those which leave scars-aesthetically and
ecologically.
The major purpose of this activity is for students
to become actively aware of the choices they
make each time they play a game outside. and

access to going outside

evaluation. invention. psychomotor development.
problem-solving. small group work, synthesis
Duration: one 30-45 minute period
Group Size: any
Setting: outdoors
Conceptual Framework Reference: I.D .. VII.A .. VII.A.1..

VII.A.2 .. VII.A.3 .. VII.A.4 .. VII.B.. VII.B.1.. VII.B.2. VII.B.3 ..
VII.B.7.
Key Vocabulary: game. harm
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Procedure
1. Most of us like to play. In fact, playing is an
important way to learn-as well as to have a
good time. Ask the students to think of examples of ways to play outside that do no serious
.or permanent damage to the environment, and
ways that are damaging. The damage might
affect non-living things-like putting graffiti on
cement walls. It might be damaging to plants
:and animals-like carving initials on tree trunks.
Both are damage. Are there any games we can
play that do no damage? There may not be, but
we can think about how much damage, how permanent it is, and what it affects.
2. Go outside on the school grounds and look for
evidence of games that have damaged the environment. Ask students what could have caused
the damage and how it might have been
prevented.
3. Introduce the concept of playing games that
do not seriously harm the environment.
4. Ask the students to work together in small
groups-from two to seven or eight-to invent
a game that does no serious harm to the environ-

ment, including the plants and animals living
there. The students could also try to invent
games that could make this a better environment in some ways. Give the students about
15 minutes to invent their games.
5. Ask each group to present their game to the
other students. Play each of the games. Ask the
students to talk about their feelings about the
importance of playing games that do little if any
damage to the environment.

Extension

For older students: Analyze a variety of kinds of
recreation for their impact on wildlife, vegetation, other natural resources, etc.

Evaluation

Keep a record of the games you play outside for
one week. Identify which, if any, are harmful to
the environment. For one week, or longer, play
only games that do no harm to the environment.
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Watershed Activity
Objectives

1.
Students will describe the characteristics of watersheds.
2.
Students will discuss the interrelatedness of watersheds with wildlife habitats as
well as human habitats.
3.
Students will compare the rate and amount of runoff on three simulated
watersheds with different surfaces.
This activity was based on information found in the "Watershed" lesson in
Project Wild Aquatic. We developed a simplified, less mathematical version to
illustrate these concepts. We also built an eight foot long watershed simulator with
three compartments open on one end to allow collection of runoff for examination.
Materials Needed

watershed simulator with three compartments for different watershed surfaces; sod to
fill one compartment; gravel or sand to fill another; colored chemical fertilizer;
dishsoap; buckets to pour water and collect runoff
Procedure

Discuss the following. It is ideal to actually be outdoors in a watershed area and
refer specifically to what can be seen.
What is a watershed?
Elicit suggestions and remind students of the following definition if necessary: A
watershed is the land area where the water drains from and enters a body of water.
What are some naturally occurring land covers which might be in a/this watershed?
Suggestions could include fields, forests, shoreline, etc.
Is there anything that occurs in the watershed that could contaminate the water?
Suggestions include feces, dead bodies, disturbed soil, etc.

Are there any man-made land covers which might be in this watershed?
Suggestions could include residential areas, industry, agricultural
How could human activities affect this watershed?
Suggestions include fertilizer, pesticides, sediment, soaps, various chemicals
Explain to students that we have chosen three types of land covers which may
occur in a watershed area: sod, gravel/sand, and concrete. Ask them to identify
whether each of these would be naturally occurring, man-made, or either, and explain
why.
Have students pour water on each surface and collect runoff at the base. Add
fertilizer to the sod, and soap to the "concrete", and note the amount of these
substances collected at the base. Also discuss the amount of sediment collected and
relate that to erosion problems. Have students identify which of these watershed effects
may occur as a result of their habits or those of their family. What are some less

harmful a)temativas?
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What Is A Watershed
Lake Management Program
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
PUBL-WR-174 87REV
November 1987

Keeping Wisconsin's lakes clean demands more
than dockside diligence. Even if you don't live
on the lakeshore you may be contributing to the
pollution of lakes and streams. A lake Is larger
than its shoreline. It's part of a larger system a watershed.

What Is A Watershed?
Water from rainfall or snowmelt that doesn't
evaporate or soak into the soU runs into ditches,
streams, wetlands or lakes. The land area where
the water drains from is a watershed.
Watersheds vary in size. If water from a few
acres drains into a little stream, those few acres
are its watershed. This stream and others like it
run into larger streams or into lakes. Therefore,
small watersheds make up larger ones. It's easy
to see how the watersheds of Wisconsin's lakes
can have land areas many times larger than
their lake surfaces!

How Do You Fit Into Your
Watershed?
Wherever you live in Wisconsin you are in a
watershed. Your watershed may be covered
with towns, suburban development, industrial
plants or farmland. Any excess nutrients,
sediments and pollutants in your watershed are

carried by stormwater runoff into lakes and
streams. You and all the other people who live
in the watershed potentially influence the water
quality in nearby streams and lakes depending
on how careful you are in your day-to-day
activities.
Understanding that activities on land affect water
quality should lead you to cast a aitical eye on
many common activities such as gardening,
lawn care, automotive maintenance, and
farming. These and many other activities can
contribute excess nutrients, sediment and
pollutants to lakes and streams in your
watershed.

What Are The Results Of
Human Activity In Your
Watershed?
The by-products of our activities can degrade
nearby waters when we're not careful. Excess
nutrients increase algae and weed growth.
Sediments carry nutrients and may also cloud
the receiving water, resulting in increased
turbidity that can harm fish populations and
make the water less pleasant for recreation.
Pollutants carried from the watershed can harm
fish and plant life in lakes and streams. In some
situations these pollutants contaminate well
water .c1.nd other drinking water sources.
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What Can You Do For Your Watershed?·

You can:
• adopt practices that slow the flow of water
over your property to minimize erosion;

• collect waste oil and other automotive wastes
to be recycled rather than letting them run into
the ground.

• reduce excess nutrients that could wash off
your land;

What Practices Reduce Runoff?
In rural areas you can adopt:
Contour farming
Conservation tillage
Delaying tillage and fertilizing until
spring
Rotating crops
Strip-cropping
Terracing
Diversion "channels"
Grassed waterways
Filter strips for runoff from animal lots
Retiring highly erodible cropland
Practicing sound pesticide and fertilizer
use

In urban and suburban areas you can:
Maintain plant cover or a tree canopy to
reduce erosion
Mulch gardens and exposed soil
Terrace land to slow runoff
Direct runoff from rooftop downspouts
to areas where It can soak into the soil
Minimize paved and Impermeable
surfaces
Avoid overloading banks or steep slopes
Minimize soil disturbance during
construction
Maintain natural vegetation or plant
vegetation to form a buffer zone along
the water's edge
Maintain septic systems
Use low- or no-phosphate soaps and
detergents

WATERSHED

Objectives

Students will be able to: 1) describe the characteristics of watersheds: 2) discuss the role of
watersheds in providing wildlife habitat as well
as human habitats: and 3) give examples of how
watersheds can be conserved and protected.

Method

Students measure the area of a small watershed,
calculate the amount of water it receives each
year, and discuss the varied roles the watershed
plays in human and wildlife habitat.

~~s~~!a?t~ ~n~area that contributes
runoff to a particular body of water. It is a catch
basin that guides all the precipitation and runoff
into a specific river system. A watershed is the
geographic locus of a water-driven dynamic that
affects all living and non-living things within its
boundaries.
Water is a necessary human commodity, and yet
it is more than that. All plant and animal life is
dependent upon the water within each watershed. Prior to human intervention and use,
watersheds tended to be in a natural balance
with the ecological components of the
environment.
Part of the natural process of a watershed is selfdestructive. The rivers that give it its form are
engaged in the gradual erosion and wearing
down of the highlands that contain it. The key
here is "gradual," part of a natural dynamic
balance.
©1987 Western Regional Environmental Education Council.

Human settlement began to affect the gradual
rate at which watersheds erode and other conditions within watersheds through actions such
as land clearing, dam building, farming, and
industrial development. Demands on water
shifted from domestic use to agricultural use
and then expanded to industrial use. Today about
eight percent of the water consumed in the
United States is for domestic use. 33% for
agriculture, and 59% for industrial use. (U.S.
Geological Survey Circular 1001.)
Clearly the patterns of consumption vary from
watershed to watershed, but the outcome is
discouragingly clear. The quality of water in most
watersheds has deteriorated during the past 200
years. There are many experts who believe that
there is no uncontaminated drinking water in
the United States.

Age: Grades 4-12
Subjects: Science. Math, Social Studies
Skills: analysis. computation. description. discussion,
drawing, evaluation, generalization. identification,
inference, interpretation. invention, mapping. measuring, media construction, observation. psychomotor
development, reading (limited). recognition, small
group work, synthesis, using time and space.
visualization
Duration: one or more 30-60 minute periods
Group Size: small groups of three to five students each
Setting: outdoors and indoors
Conceptual Framework Reference: VII.A.. VII.A.1..
VII.A.2 .• VII.A.3., VII.A.4.• Vll.B.. Vll.8.1., Vll.8.2.. Vll.8.3.,
Vll.8.4.. Vll.8.5., VII.8.6., Vll.8.7., VI.A., VI.A.2 .• VI.A.3.,
VI.A.4., VI.A.5 .• VI.8., VI.C., VI.D., V.A.2., IV.A., IV.A.1.,
IV.A.2., IV.A.3., IV.A.4.. IV.8., IV.C .• IV.D., IV.E.• IV.F.. I.D.
Key Vocabulary: runoff, precipitation, watershed,
erosion

What are the sources of these contaminants?
They may be the result of natural processes that
have been accelerated, like soil erosion. They may
result from human activities with inadvertent
consequences for the quality of watersheds.
Because water from watersheds tends to gather
and accumulate in the form of runoff into central locations. watersheds affect wildlife and
humans alike. A range of materials-including
nutrients as well as toxins-found anywhere in
a watershed will eventually show up in the
waterways and water cycle. In some instances
these materials are viewed as beneficial to life
unless they are considered excessive. Nutrients
are an example. They are typically considered
beneficial unless their rate of entry accelerates
to the point of "nutrient loading" and the environment is dramatically changed. In other cases.
they are viewed as damaging. Pollutants such as
toxic chemicals are an example. See the Project
WILD Aquatic Education Activity "Deadly
Waters" for more background.
Human use of waters in watersheds usually
takes the form of diversion of water from the
natural flow of streams. ponds, rivers. and lakes.
The growth of human populations in the area of
a watershed may result in greater and greater
diversion. For example, the need for water and
hydroelectric power often motivates the building
of dams. Dams may radically alter stream habitat. yet they do provide predictable water supplies for agriculture. domestic uses. and
industry.
Both agriculture and industry use water commercially. Both release water back into the
watershed that has been altered by their use.
Fertilizers and pesticides are the major sources
of agricultural contamination. Industrial wastewater can contain a myriad of contaminants
from oil and PCBs to mercury and radioactive
wastes. There are approximately 270,000
sources in the United States where hazardous
wastes are produced: all of these are real or
potential threats to the watersheds in which
they are found.
Certainly, contamination of watersheds is a
serious problem for humans. but it is as great
or a greater problem for wildlife. Most often it
is the wildlife and particularly the aquatic wildlife that suffers the most directly and immediately from contaminated water. Slight changes
in pH (acidity) can destroy the natural balance
in a body of water. Natural food chains can be
damaged for decades by a single contamination.

Perhaps the single most important thing. to
remember about watersheds i~ that they are
single units. connected to other watersheds as
they are traced downstream. What affects a
watershed in one place eventually affects other
sites downstream. Damage often accumulates as
water proceeds downstream. Most scientists feel
that it is far more economical to prevent contaminants from entering water systems than to
clean up pollution after it takes place. There are
obviously tradeoffs to consider in decisions
affecting watersheds.
The major purpose of this activity is to introduce
students to some of the basic characteristics of
watersheds-encouraging them to explore some
of the ways in which responsible human action
can protect. conserve, and restore the environmental quality of watersheds for people and
wildlife.

Materials

six stakes or markers: hammer; two 50 foot
measuring tapes: two 100 foot measuring tapes:
writing materials: clipboards: large pad of paper
for display
NOTE: 1wine or heavy string can be marked at
intervals and used instead of measuring tapes.

Procedure
1. Prior to the activity,

select a site that
resembles a small watershed. If possible there
should be a visible drainage pattern. The site
should be about 100 feet square. Often there is
an area on or near the schoolground or in a
nearby park that will suffice. There should
be enough relief so the students will be able
to visualize the watershed concept.
OPTIONAL FOR OLDER STUDENTS: Find out or
plan to assign students to find out the annual
rainfall amounts for your area. Local television
weather broadcasters and newspapers are a good
source.

2. Discuss the concept of a watershed. Use local
maps and local stream systems as examples.
Topographical maps or raised relief maps are
valuable tools. Emphasize that there are all scales
of watersheds from tiny tributaries to total river
systems like the Mississippi. Choose a drainage
system and demonstrate how the boundaries of
a watershed can be determined by tracing the
ridge lines between adjacent watersheds. Transparent overlays on standard paper maps are
useful. Some teachers have used water-soluble
marking pens on plastic raised-relief maps.

Demonstrate how ·two students facing each
other can extend their hands, palm-upward and
can illustrate two watersheds joined at a
common ridge. Introduce the notion of the ridgeline being the border between two designated
watersheds.
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3. Explain to the class that they will be going to
a small watershed. They will be measuring its
area in much the same way large watersheds are
measured. Show them the equipment that you
will be taking along and explain how five of the
stakes will be used to mark the top of the ridge
line of the watershed. Indicate the '"control'"
stake which will represent the bottom of the
drainage system. You may choose to read the
rest of the procedure and illustrate the process
of measuring a watershed on the chalkboard
before going to the site. Some teachers have used
the large pad and markers to review the procedures visually at the site.
4. Upon reaching the site, divide the students
into groups of three to five. Have the students
determine the ridgeline of the watershed and
drive the stakes or markers along the upper
boundary of their watershed. The ridge stakes
should be 20 to 40 feet apart.
5. As a group, have the students determine the
location of the control stake at the '"bottom'" of
the watershed. The control stake is the one from
which measurements to the other stakes are
made. The control stake should be 60 to 100 feet
from the ridge stakes.
6. Once this is done, begin the measurements
that will result in a map of the watershed. Each
small team should draw a map of this miniature
watershed. Ask the students to record their
results to scale on a large pad (use about 1/ 4 or
1/8 inch on the map for each foot on the
ground), as shown below. The scale will depend
upon the size of the paper.

7. OPTIONAL FOR OLDER STUDENTS: Once the
watershed is mapped, you may choose to conduct the rest of this activity in the field or you
may wish to return to the classroom. Have each
team determine the area of the watershed. To
do this. have the students do the following:

• Turn each triangle segment into a rectangle
and then determine the area by multiplying
length X width.
L x W = Area
of a rectangle
(in square feet)
Then divide by 2 since the area of the triangle
will be ½ the area of the rectangle.

• Repeat for each triangle.
• Add the areas of all five triangles together to
get the area of the watershed (in square feet).

If your students are enthusiastic about math,
you may want to use the formula for the area
of a triangle. It is:
Area = ½ Base x Height

8. OPTIONAL FOR OLDER STUDENTS: Next calculate the amount of precipitation that falls on
the miniature watershed each year. This is where
the value for the annual rainfall is needed. The
rainfall value must be expressed in feet. Thus:
Rainfall x Area = Volume of rain
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NOTE: Remember this technique for determining area is an effort to simplify the arithmetic.
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9. Discuss with the students the effects that the
water that falls on a watershed might have. How
does the watershed work? How does it affect
humans? How does it affect wildlife? What precautions might be taken to prevent toxic substances from entering into the watershed on its
Journey. How is groundwater affected by conditions in your watershed? What kinds of things
can be done to protect. conserve. and improve
watershed quality? What are some of the
reasons. if any. to protect and conserve watersheds? What are some of the potential tradeoffs
involved? When. if ever. might it seem inappropriate to protect and conserve a watershed?
10. OPTIONAL: Explore actual conditions in the
watershed in which the students live. Identify
locations of water diversion from natural pathways. determine the use of the diverted water
and describe the condition of the water when
it is returned to the natural drainage.

Extensions
1. Calculate the total area of an actual watershed
in your area using county or state maps.
2. Calculate the total water that falls annually
on your watershed.
3. Determine the number of people in your
watershed and see how much of the total water
is used each year. Use the following figures for
each person each day:
Industrial Use = 1.040 gallons
Agricultural Use = 600 gallons
Domestic Use = 160 gallons
© 1987 Western Regional Environmental Education Council.

4. Determine if your watershed is unhealthy and
what can be done about it.
5. Simulate a watershed on your schoolground
by having students stand in a circle with quart
containers of water which they all empty on cue
toward the center of the circle.
Have them trace the ··natural"' paths taken
by the water and see if they can trace out the
watersheds indicated by the diverse flow
pattern.
6. Calculate the amount in gallons of rain that
falls on your schoolground each year.
7. Trace out the watersheds of the maJor North
American rivers. Use tracing paper or acetate
overlays on large scale maps.
8. On a map, locate the habitat of specific life
forms in your local watershed.
9. A noted scientist once remarked that. ··Human
activities speed up the flow of water while
nature slows it down .·· Is this true for the watershed in which you live?

Evaluation
Describe and draw a watershed.
How are watersheds related to wildlife habitats?
Why are watersheds important to people?
Select a plan with which you and your class could
assist and describe what you would do to pro tect. conserve. or restore a watershed.
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SCIENCE 2000
Decision Develoµnent Corporation-.
2680 Bishop Dr., Ste. 122
San Ramon, CA
94583
Call 1-(800)-800-4332

SECCHI DISK
How do lake scientists determine the depth to which
photosynthesis can occur in a particular lake? Some lakes are
very turbid--too turbid for sunlight to penetrate all the way
to the bottom of the lake--so the process of photosynthesis can
not take place down at the bottom of such lakes. Other lakes
are very shallow and clear, allowing photosynthesis to occur
even at the very bottom of the lake basin!
Limnologists (scientists who study bodies of fresh water such
as lakes) investigate the transparency of a lake (and thus the
depth to which photosynthesis can occur) with the use of a
Secchi diak--a white disk that is lowered into the lake and
then raised up to a point where it is just visible from the
surface. The distance from the surface to a point halfway
between the points of disappearance and reappearance of the
disk is called the Secchi depth. This depth measures how far
light will penetrate into the water, thus making photosynthesis
possible.
You will now investigate your lake by using a Secchi disk and
measuring the Secchi depth of your lake over the course of
several years. Then you will graph your results and compare
your own results to the actual data for your lake.
Use the Help button in the simulation menu to obtain detailed
directions for this simulation.
Click here to start SECCHI DISK.
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How are lakes affected by erosion/siltation, eutrophication,
acid rain, or pesticides? How are the different aspects of a
lake--its depth, its pH value, the number of fish and algae,
and so on--related to each other? You have already predicted
the main problem contributing to the health condition of your
Unit 2 lake (California, Florida, Missouri, or New York). The
data in Investigations 17-lal, 17-la2, 17-la3, or 17-la4 for
1975 and the present day give you an indication of how the
problem at your lake can affect certain lake parameters over
time, such as the Secchi depth and the rate of photosynthesis.
In this simulation, you will be able to take a fairly healthy
lake and actually input your own changes in the data to create
an acidic lake, a lake suffering from erosion and siltation, a
eutrophic lake, or a lake full of pesticides. How is this
accomplished? What happens to the lake when you change one
factor? Do any other factors change also? You will
investigate your lake over time, manipulating the parameters to
change the health condition of that lake. For example, you may
wish to recreate the human choices that might have led, over
time, to an erosion/siltation problem at the lake.
You should record, in your notebooks, the possible human
choices (the "scenarios") that may have led to this particular
lake condition. For example, you may invent a logging company
that has decided to clearcut the trees from the surrounding
watershed. The result? Well, you decide that the loose soil
and debris is all washed into the lake during the next
rainstorm! How does this affect the lake? Choose a few
parameters to vary--for example, perhaps you decide that the
soil and debris will decrease the lake depth. Go ahead and
decrease the depth of the simulated lake on the computer. How
does this change affect the other lake parameters, such as the
number of fish? Why do these parameters change? How are they
related? Investigate how these other parameters change when
you decrease the depth of your lake and then record possible
reasons for these changes.
You will investigate the lake over a period of several
years--starting with year one then investigating the lake in
five-year intervals (year 1, year 6, year 11, and so on).
You should work toward either (1) recreating one of the lake
problems that you have investigated during Unit 2, or (2)
creating an unhealthy lake and then improving its health
condition over the years to regain a healthy lake. What needs
to change for a lake to regain its health?
Investigation 17-1 (al, a2, a3, and a4) will give you a good
idea of the general values of the different parameters of a
healthy or an unhealthy lake.
It will also give you an idea of
the general trends--in pH, for instance--that occur in a lake
as it gradually develops a particular health problem. You may
want to review these four Investigations with the other
students (in the other lake groups) to learn about the trends
in all four lakes with different health problems before
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beginning this simulation.

Specific instructions:
1. Choose one of the lake parameters to manipulate from the
boxes in the middle of the screen. See how this change affects
other lake parameters.
NOTE:

Click the mouse for the cursor to appear on the screen.

2. Create a scenario for each change you decide to make
(record possible reasons or human choices for the changes you
have decided to make).
3. Observe how these changes affect other factors of the lake.
Record how and why these changes affect the other lake
parameters.
4. After you have made all of the changes you want to at the
lake for year one, click on the Next button to move ahead five
years to year 6. Then observe the effects of your changes on
the lake and make additional changes, as desired.
NOTE: The left box of parameters on the screen shows the
parameters you are currently manipulating; the right box shows
the parameters of the lake five years ago. For example, if you
have already investigated year 1 at your lake and are now
investigating year 6, the data for year 6 will appear in the
left box; the data for year 1 will appear in the right box.
The lake parameters you will be investigating are:
1. Secchi Depth (in feet)
2. Rate of Photosynthesis (in "units" on a scale from 1 10; 1 being extremely low, 10 extremely high)
3. Lake Depth (in feet)
4. pH Value (pH scale from 1 (extremely acidic) to 14
(extremely basic) with a value of 7 being neutral
5. Nitrogen Concentration (micrograms/liter)
6. Phosphorus Concentration (micrograms/liter)
7. Number of Algae (cells per cubic millimeter)
8. Number of Fish (average number caught per month)
9. Pesticide Concentration (micrograms/liter)
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Pond Study
Objectives

1.
Students will become aware of the number and variety of small and microscopic
organisms present in still, shallow bodies of water.
2.
Students will collect and identify these live organisms.
3.
Students will explain these organisms' dependence on clean water habitats and
their importance in the food web.
4.
Students will list and discuss human activities which may affect the survival of
these organisms.
Materials Needed

waders; collection containers and nets; specimen boxes; droppers; water organism
identification booklets and charts; magnifying glasses
Procedure

Review the food web. Participants from The Great Ocean Rescue should remember
that it is the tiny phytoplankton and zooplankton that fonn the basis for all
aquatic life.
Infonn students they will be searching for and collecting some of these smaller
organisms from a freshwater location.
Give explicit instructions for courtesy and safety in and aroWld the water.
Demonstrate how to properly use all equipment.
Have students work in pairs or small groups to collect and investigate their organisms.
Each group should have a set of all equipment and materials.
Use infonnation on the specimins collected, other backgroW1d knowledge, and the
objectives of this activity to engage students in discussion.
Retwn organisms to their natw-al habitat before cleaning equipment.
Refer to the following activity, "Who's Who in the Water", for
additional infonnation and materials.
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• Science: living organisms
and their environments,
plants and animals
• Social Studies: participate
in class activities with. confidence, work cooperatively
in large and small groups,
collect information through
field trips and interviews
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Grade3
• Science: living and non-living things, plants and animals, interdependence, environment
• Social Studies: participate
confidently in class activities, work cooperatively ln
large and small groups, collect information through interviews and field trips, natural and man-made environments
Grade4
• Communications Skills: listening, reading, vocabulary
and viewing comprehension,
study skills using environmental sources
• Guidance: group interaction
• Library/Media Skills: work
independently and creatively
in preparing assignments
• Science: living things animals, adaptation to environment, interdependence of
animals
. • Social Studies: gather, organize and analyze information, draw conclusions, participate effectively in groups

Location:
Cove with the accessible pier
and/or pool below the quarry
in the river section of the park

Lake James State Park. NC

............. -..........,
-~----:"

Group Size:
30 students, class size, in
groups of 5 or less
Estimated Time:
2 - 2 1/2 hours
Appropriate Season:
Spring, summer, fall
Credits:
Adapted from "A Field
Manual for Water Quality
Monitoring, an Environmental
Education Program for
Schools" by Mark K. Mitchell
and William B. Stapp
I

Materials:
,
Provided by the student:
complete change of clothes
Provided by the educator:
Per group: pencils, clipboard,
"Who's Who in the Water"
worksheets, "Key to Aquatic
Animals of Lake James"
Provided by park:
Per student: life jackets
Per group: kick nets, seine nets,
dip nets, plastic cups, aquarium
or white tray, dissecting scope,
magnifying glass, tweezers or
plastic spoons, field guides,
table, laminated "Key to
Aquatic Animals of Lake
James," rubber gloves, extra
activity sheets, examples of
juvenile and adult macroinvertebrates

Major Concepts:
• Water quality
• Aquatic sampling
• Aquatic habitats
• Basic anatomy
• Adaptations
• Species identification
• Human influence on water
quality
Objectives:

• Use a picture key to identify three aquatic animals.
• List three or more ways
humans affect aquatic life.
Speclal Considerations:
Carry a rescue throw rope. All
students must wear life jackets
during this activity. Students
should wear gloves when sorting
samples. Handle organisms
carefully so that they are not
banned and return them to the
water after the activity. Before
the activity, advise students of
appropriate dress (i.e. old shoes
without holes in them. old jeans,
· etc.) Make sure participants
bring a complete change of
clothes to change into so they do
not have to go back to school
wet and dirty.
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Educator's Information:

T

.

his activity will help the
students gain an appreciation of the diversity of life in
an aquatic environment as
they use different methods of
water monitoring. To prepare
your students for their visit,
we recommend completing
the pre-visit activity "Are You
Me?"
Water that is able to support
a rich and varied range of
aquatic creatures is usually
a healthy environment,
whereas water with just a few
different species usually indicates less healthy conditions.
Healthy is used here to indicate an environment supportive of life. Pollution generally
reduces the quality of the environment, and in tum, the diversity of life fonns. In some
cases the actual biomass, or
amount of'living material, wilt
increase due to pollution, but

Lnke James Stale Pm-k, NC

·-

-- ---·

using a kick net

the diversity inevi_tably goes
down•
The students
will
be collect•
•
i
mg macromvertebrates in
the lake and the river section,
and must be dressed appropriately. Life jackets must be
worn at all times. A first-aid
kit and a rescue tHrow rope
will be available.
Park staff will discuss
safety considerations and the
educator will assi~t in seeing
that all safety precautions are
followed. The students will
work in groups of four or five,
with at least one adult leader
per group.

teers to ensure the safety of the
children. A ratio of 1 adult to
every 5 children is recomm~nded for upper elementary;
a I to 3.fcltiO would be better
for lower elementary.) Prepare
name tags, or have the students
make name tags. The groups
could name themselves after
one of th~ aquatic animals they
learned about during the "Are
You Me?" pre-visit activity.
2. Xerox one copy of "Key to
Aquatic Animals of Lake
James" for each group. Let
the children look at the picture
key with their teammates and
discuss how they might catch
some of the aquatic critters
Instructions:
without injuring them. Some
1. Before going to the park,
students may have stories to
have the students tcad, or read tell about the animals; others
to them, the Student's lnfonna- may find some of the animals
tion. Divide the students into
frightening! Which ones might
groups and locate at least one
bite? What do they look like in
adult leader for each group.
different stages of metamor(The teacher is responsible for phosis? If you have attended
getting enough adult volunan EELE works.hop, you can
October 1994
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g. Using tweezers, carefully
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describe basic water sampling
:: techniques to the students. At remove the orgamsnis and
trays
the same time, you can empha• place them in the
size the importance of wearing for observation/identification.
·
- -. ;·lfi111i1,.r
appropriate clothing for the
h. Use the pictJre key to idensampling activity at the pnrk
tify the animals~ Tell tlicf stuand following the safety n1lcs. dents that the k~y ts _n~!_~~mIf desired, students could be
plete and they should try to
-assigned different roles in their find pictures th!t look'as much
groups; for example, critterlike the animals as possible.
catcher, data recorder, animal
i. Complete theworksheet.
identifier, animal cnretaker,
Write the name of each kind of
etc.
animal and recdrd the number
3. When you arrive at the pnrk, of each kind.
the staff will give a brief intro- j. Carefully retJm ail organduction to aquatic animals
isms to the lake, or river after
and metamorphosis. The park
the research is done.
staff will assist you in demonstrating how to collect bottom 4. Park staff will explain water
safety procedures, including
samples using dip nets. kick
the use of life jackets and the
nets, and/or seine nets. (The
rescue throw rope. Ask the
type of nets used will depend
on the grade level and abilities _students to get i~to their groups
of the students.) The educator with their adult leader. Have
the groups pick up their equipand park staff should demonstrate the following procedure: ment. Adult leaders could
cany the worksheets and pena. Fill the white trays halfway
cils for the group. Before colwith clear water.
lecting their samples, each
b. Put on rubber gloves and
group should fiJJ in part A of
collect a bottom sample using
their worksheet by predicting
a kick net or seine net.
how many diffe:rent kinds of
c. Allow excess water to drain animals µtey expect to find.
The groups should then spread
from the net.
out in the sampling area. cold. Spread the sample out
lect samples, and analyze the
evenly on the net. Keep the
samples.
The adult leader in
seine net at least one inch off
each group should assist the
the ground whenever there is
students
in identifying the
a sample in it.
animals and recording infore. Carefully pour water over
mation on their worksheets.
the sample using a plastic cup
There may be time for
to wash away silt ar.d debris.
several collection atr. Search for the animals. Use tempts, depending on
magnifying glasses to aid the
students' abilities and
search.
behavior.

white

1

I

L:ike James Stale Park, NC
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?· ~n~; ~~~ 9fihe activity,

ask the groups to pick up all
the!i._equipment and return it
'Y.h~~ey found it. Gather
the whple ·c1ass· together and
h~Y~£.~~~ gl'2~P present their
findmgs.~The park staff and/or
educator,-can assist the students
hi determining what their
study tells them about the
water·quality in the sampling
area. Note: Students will be
reporting their observations
and making inferences from
these observations during this
discussion. The teacher and
ranger can also present different scenarios and ask students
to predict how the water quality might be affected in each
case.
14,~,,,,,.

;~·

.~ .. \,.~

Suggested Extensions:
1. Sample different locations
on the Jake and river, and compare and contrast the results.
(Keep separate worksheets for
each sampling area.)
2. Sample different streams
that feed into the lake and
compare and contrast results.
What does this tell you about
the watershed?

October 1994
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need to know more about water in the form of a lake and a
river.
What is a lake? A lake is
defined as a large inland body
.
.
...
0
of fresh or salt water. Lake
l\'t1/('r
.•
.
, \\,·11<-r
. .· . . . ·, - .
James is the first in a series
('\ ;( '/'\.'\.\ 'l/('I( I I,, Jf 't II I\'>. of man-made reservoirs located along the Catawba
IO
River. The river is the result
of springs, streams and creeks
may have heard the saying
joining together. These smaller
"Water is life." Think about it
bodies of water are called
for a minute. Can you think of tributaries. The land that a
any living thing that does not
river and its tributaries flow
depend on water?
through is called a watershed.
Water comes in many
A healthy river mu~t have a
fonns. To really appreciate
well protected watershed bewater you need to pick one of
cause any kind of change to
its many fonns and get to
the watershed has an effect on
know it well. For your visit to the river and the lake into
Lake James State Park you
which it flows.
Water covers more than 70
percent of the Earth's surface,
and it makes up about 60 percent of the human body. You

"Water. Water everywhere
nor any drop to drink." So
says the sailor in Samuel Taylor Coleridge's "Rime of the
Ancient Mariner" as their
sailing ship is drifting at sea
with no wind. Fortunately. in
our area. water is everywhere
and there seems to be plenty
to drink. But that may be
changing as Lake James becomes more developed and is
used by more people. Let's
take a closer look at water and
discover what a fragile and
sensitive resource it is.
What is water? The dictionary defines water as a clear,
odorless liquid occurring on
Earth as rivers, lakes, oceans,
etc., and falling from the
clouds as rain, snow, ice, etc.
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Life in a Lake

and River
A lake or a river can be

compared to a good stew or
soup. Usually the more good
things you add. the better the
stew. The same is true for a
lake or river. A stew also
needs small amounts of spices
to make it taste just right. If
you try to make a stew from
only one thing. or if you leave
out an important spice. your
stew or soup is not going to be
good.
Here is a recipe for a fine,
healthy lake and river.
1. Some sunlight -just enough
for aquatic plants to grow.
(Too much sun heats up the
water too much.)
Lake James State Park, NC
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• Dissolved oxygen nnd
carbon dioxide• all the nnimals living in the lake need
oxygen to breathe. There is
oxygen in the water even if
you cannot see it. Think of
the sugar in soft drinks or in
sweet tea. The sugar is tr1(!re,
but you cannot see it because
it is dissolved, however, yuu
can taste it. The oxygen that
fish and aquatic insects breathe
is dissolved in the water.
These same aninials breathe
out carbon dioxide which is
essential for aquatic plants.
These plants in turn take in
the carbon dioxide and give
off. ~i1t~£:::tmals
livlu
fiflM~: ··
.·.
3. ~~~~:'irieyfm,vide
the main source offood for
animals living in the river ru1d
the lake. In the fall, leaves
urift down from the trees l:lto
the water where they sink <o
the bottom. Bacteria anei
fungi begin to eat the leaves
causing them to decay, or
hreak down into smaller
pieces. The half-eaten leaves,
along with the bacteria and
fungi, provide food for many
other aquatic animals living in
the river and in the lake, such
as baby stone-flies. mayflies.
and caddisflies. These animals
break down the leaves even
more.

Lake James State Park. NC

Other aquatic
nnlmnls such
ns dragonfly
nymphs,· prey on
the leaf eaters. Lots
of dlfferent kinds of aquatic
nnimals are n sign of a healthy
lake or river.
4. Aquatic plnnts and animal
aquatic plnnts provide cover
for small aquatic insects and
baby fish called minnows. All
the aquatic animals in the lake
provide food for each other
and non-aquatic animals in a
complex food web. Just like
the different strands in a
spider's web are all connected,
so are all the plants and animals
in a habitat. such as a lake or
river.
These are just a few of the
things needed for a healthy
lake or river. Now mind you,
a lake or river needs only natural ingredients. Unnatural
things, such as oil, soap and
other pollutants can have u
bad effect on n river or lake.
David Quammen sums up
what makes a healthy lake or
river when he'talks about a
trout stream. "A good trout
stream must first be an excellent insect stream. a superior

108
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haven for nlgne nnd fungi nnd
bacteria, n prime dumping
ground for dead leaves, a surpassing reservoir of oxygen
and calcium. It will then
also, and thereby, be a good
osprey stream, a favorite
nmong otters, a snlvatio/

I,
,.,,.

....-,,,_,

to dippers and kingfishers
and bank swallows and heron,
mergansers and Canada geese
and water shrews, mink and
muskrat and beaver. Not to
mention the occasional grizzly
bear. And who knows but that.
sometime, a human might
want to drink."
If there are large numbers
of many different species of
plants and animals in a lake,
then the lake is healthy. Collecting and counting these
aquatic plants and animals is a
good way to find out the water
quality of a lake or river.
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Aquatic Animals
with shells
I
singlJ shell

I

I

shell attached to
submerged objects
•

three pairs oflegs

shell unattached

I

I

,,,,,s.,he:.
. obl:~s.
*Zcbra.~usscl (T)

obvious legs

•~~"

I.

0.

e

Native freshwater
mussel (1)

• Asian clam (T)
sucking mouth p31tS
(true bugs)

I

thin
long
,spider-like legs

.._I_ _ _ __

· hind 1!gs not
paddle-likeJcrawls on
submerge objects)

I

txk\',

·hind 1Jgs long
__
hindllcg,s
paddle-like
(swims rapidly)

I

two pairs
ofwmgs

chewing mouth parts,
front wings thick (beetles)
hind lcks short
swims on surface)

.I

no wmss, some
undc,·clopcd ,,ing p:ids

I

I
skates on

thick~\·,
up to 3" long

I

·water surface

walks on bottom
near plants

Whirligig beetle
Adult (M)

Giant water bu1:t
adult (M)

C'

rrcdaceous
dhing beetle
(M)

Riffle beetle
adult (M)
Water strider
adult (M)

Water scorpion
adult (M)

entire body soft except
head and. thorax
dark bro\\11 to black bod,·.
prominent pinching jaws

white to greenish bod\',
\\ith or v.ithout ·

~5.
CaddisOy laiva (I)

HeU~mite,
Dobsnnfly (M)
• Non-natfrt nuisanct sptcies. Tht Ztbra mus.st/ is
not ytt lcnownfrom North Carolina. It is moving into
tht southtm starts. Rtport its occurrtnct to Park or
Wildlift authoritits.
Lake James State Park, NC

~
Caddisfly lan·a
v.ith case (I)

October 1994
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of Lake James
LEGEND.
l'oUudon Tolerance
Inda Value
(I) • Intolerant
(M) •

(T) • Tolerant

without shel!J

more than three pair
oflegs (crustacea)

I
small claws on

I
body tlattcncd

I

I

I
wually a flattened pad

large claws on
front legs

I

sponge or jell -like, grows on
submerged objects

wonn-like

front legs

Group 1
Group2
Group3

Moderate

I

body flattened
top... to bottom
_,,. ......

side to side

Freshwater sponge (M)

Bryozoa (M)

} C

An phi pod scud (M)

Isopod, Sowbug (M)

no ob\ious head
(li\'es on submerged
leaves and moss)

small appendages

no appendages
I

,

obvious head

I
rounded abdomen

(attached to rodes and
sticks, lives in groups)

I

slender abdomen

I
Cranetly larva (M)

,,,-~

L ~y to
fl atteneu,
black color
Leech (T)

cylindril•ca1 ,

red color

Aquatic worm (T)

I

small hairs on body
(lives in stagnant water)

~J-bl;'
Chronomld midge (T)

Mosquito larva (T)

entire bodv exoskeleton
hardenea, flattened
obvious tail

no obvious tail

,

three tails

I

Dragonfly nymph (M)

-

tails broa~, leaf-like

.... ---~,

~...

I

two taµs 1 no gills
on aoaomen

talls slender,
gills on abdomen

.Damselfly nymph
' '
(I)
C

Stonefly nymph (I)
Mayfly nymph (I}

Lake James State Park, NC
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Group Name:
Location:
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.

Date:

'

..
Weather:
A. Predict how many different kinds of aquatic animals you expect to find in Lake James or the
Catawba River section of the park.
B. Instructions:

1. Use key or picture charts to identify aqu~tic animals you find.
2. Record the types of aquatic animals on the chart below.

How Many? (#)

Animal Name

)I JI )I )I

example: Mayfly

I

.

Total # or dilTerent kinds of animals =

Lake James State Park, NC

I

I
October 1994

DRAGONFLY POND
Objectives
Students will be able to: 1) evaluate the effects
of different kinds of land use on wetland habitats; and 2) discuss and evaluate lifestyle
changes to minimize damaging effects on
wetlands.

Method
Students create a collage of human land-use
activities around an image of a pond.

Background
Every human use of land affects wildlife habitat.
positively or negatively. What humans do with
land is a reflection of human priorities and lifestyles. The search for a modern day "good life"
and all of its conveniences produces mixed
results for wildlife and the natural environment.
Sometimes people see undeveloped areas of
natural environment as little more than raw
material for human use. Others believe that the
natural environment is to be preserved without
regard for human needs. Still others yearn for
a balance between economic growth and a
healthy and vigorous natural environment. Very
real differences of opinion regarding balance
exist between well-meaning people.
At the core of land use issues is the concept of
growth. Growth in natural systems has inherent
limits. imposed by a dynamic balance of energy
between all parts of the system. Energy in
natural systems is translated into food. water.
shelter. space. and continued survival. This
means that the vitality of natural systems is
expressed by their ability to be self-regulating.
This capacity for self-regulation makes it possible
for all natural members of an ecosystem to live
in harmony. All the life forms of any ecosystem
must be considered. The microbes in the soil are
just as necessary to a habitat as the plants and
predators. It is this natural dynamic balance.
with all its inherent and essential parts. that
much of human land use has tended to disturb.
Human activities can often go beyond the
©1987 Western Regional Environmental Education Council.

natural limits of a setting. Humans have the
ability to import energy sources that allow a
system to exceed its natural limits-or to remove
energy sources that are necessary for a system
to stay in balance. For example. people can build
dams to create power. water can be captured for
irrigation. wetlands can be drained for homes
and buildings. All of these activities affect
wildlife habitat.

Age: Grades 4-12
Subjects: Science. Social Studies
Skills: analysis. application. classification. communication. comparing similarities and differences. description. discussion. drawing. evaluation. generalization.
inference, interpretation. invention. listening. listing.
mapping. media construction. prediction. problem
solving. psychomotor development. small group work.
synthesis, using time and space. visualization
Duration: one to three 45-60 minute periods
Group Size: designed for a classroom of several small
groups: can be modified to be an individual activity
Setting: indoors
Conceptual Framework Reference: Vil.A.. Vll.A.1..
Vll.A.2 .. Vll.A.3 .. Vll.A.4.. Vll.8.. Vll.8.1.. Vll.8.2 .. Vll.8.3 ..
Vll.8.4 .. Vll.8.5 .. Vll.8.6., Vll.8.7 .. VI.A., Vl.A.2 .. Vl.A.3 ..
Vl.A.4., Vl.A.5 .. Vl.8. Vl.8.1.. Vl.8.2 .. Vl.8.3 .. Vl.8.4 ..
VI.8.5 .. Vl.8.6 .. Vl.C.. Vl.C.2 .. Vl.C.12., Vl.C.15 .. Vl.C.16 ..
Vl.D., Vl.D.1.
Key Vocabulary: land use planning. wetlands.
tradeoffs. lifestyle

Wetlands. for example. are often seen as swampy
wastelands. yet they are the nurseries for hundreds of forms of wildlife. Fish. frogs. toads.
migrating birds. snakes. insects. and a remarkable variety of plants all make a home of wetlands. Wetlands are highly vulnerable to development. pollution and a variety of forms of human
interference with the natural flow of water. Hundreds of thousands of acres of valuable wetlands
are lost each year-for example. to draining.
dredging. filling. and pollution.
Given the extensive impacts humans have
already had and continue to have on the land.
a major challenge now facing humans is how to
have a more responsible impact. How can we
develop the awareness. knowledge. skills. and
commitment that are necessary in order for
humans to take responsible actions affecting the
remaining areas of natural wildlife habitat? How
can we develop the necessary understanding to
restore a more natural dynamic balance in places
where human disturbance has existed for
centuries?
The major purpose of this activity is to encourage students to wrestle with these concerns. In
this simulation. students use the "'Dragonfly
Pond" as a microcosm of environmental concerns
involved in management decisions. They struggle
with the arrangement of overlapping and conflicting land uses in an effort to preserve a
wetlands habitat. When the students reach
some kind of agreement about the local issues.
the activity shifts to how what they have done
affects other dragonfly ponds downstream. The
activity ends with consideration of the idea that
the planet is. in fact. a single "Dragonfly Pond.'"

Materials

for each three students: scissors: masking tape;
paste or glue; paper; one set of land use cutouts;
one Dragonfly Pond cutout; a large piece of paper
(18" x 24") upon which to fasten the cutouts

Procedure
1. Prepare copies of the two cutout sheets ahead
of time. Explain the activity. Tell the students
that they will be responsible for arranging the
pattern of land use around the Dragonfly Pond
in such a way as to do the best they can to
preserve the health of this beautiful aquatic
area.
2. Divide the class into groups of three to five.
with each group representing one of the interest
groups. Students will stay in these groups until
the end of the activity. Possible interest groups
are:
• residents - want to live in the area
• farmers - want to use the land to raise food
and livestock
• business interests - want to use the land for
commerce and economic growth
• gas station owners - want to make a living in
servicing and repairing cars
• parks department personnel - want people to
have a place for recreation
• highway department personnel - want to
maintain access in the area
• bleach factory representatives - want to
preserve jobs and commerce
• NOTE: Add others that you think may be
locally important.
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invite them to periodically, throughout the
school year, report on their progress in carrying
out these new practices. Consider with them in
discussion the idea that all the waters of the
planet are. in fact, part of a single "Dragonfly
Pond."

Extensions
1. Set up an action team to locate a dragonfly

.....
10. Ask the students to brainstorm possible
problems that could be faced within each of
these aquatic systems as a result of the human
activities at Dragonfly Pond. Make inferences and
predictions about the potential consequences of
these activities. For example, you could emphasize the effluent from the bleach factory. How
will it be treated? Where? By whom? Where will
it go? With what effects?
11. Ask the students to look again at all of the
land uses in this activity. If they had been considering any of them as inherently bad, have
them consider a different question. What could
the people who are actually in charge of these
various land uses do in their practices to minimize the damage to Dragonfly Pond? Have the
activity end with an emphasis on solutions
rather than on problems. Point out, for example,
the revolution taking place in the "mining" of
industrial effluents through "scrubbers·· to
extract wastes as profitable resources. (Perhaps
the students need to make a "scrubbing filter"
for the bleach factory.) Agricultural practices are
changing so as to reduce the use of potentially
lethal agents. Petroleum wastes are being
recycled and domestic awareness regarding uses
of pesticides and detergents is evolving.
12. Ask the students to create a list of things
they think they personally can do to begin to
reduce the potentially damaging effects of their
own lifestyles on the "downstream" habitats
they may never have thought about. If possible,

pond in your community. Determine the overall
quality of the wetlands with which it is
connected.
2. Trace any stream or river system that passes
through your community from its source to its
final entrance into the seas. List all the sites that
you can identify that lower the quality of the
waters in their journey and suggest how to
reverse the process.
3. Collect newspaper articles for local waterrelated· and land use issues as a current events
activity.
4. Learn more about environmental impact statements. Try to obtain actual copies of statements
about wetlands in your area. See what concerns
are addressed in these documents.
5. Learn about the national wildlife refuge
system. Are there any wildlife refuges in your
area? What animals find refuge in them? Visit
a national wildlife refuge.
6. Find out about private organizations that
work to protect wetlands. lwo examples are The
Nature Conservancy and Ducks Unlimited. Find
out about what they do and how they do it.
7. Find out about zoning laws and land use
regulations in your area. Would the plan your
group proposed for Dragonfly Pond be allowed
in your community?

Evaluation

Name three things that people can do to reduce
or prevent damage to wetlands. Under what conditions. if any, do you think actions to reduce
damage to wetlands would be appropriate?
Under what conditions, if any, do you think
actions to reduce damage to wetlands would be
inappropriate? Select any action that you personally think would be appropriate and that you
could take to reduce or prevent damage to
wetlands. Describe what you would do.

3. Pass out the land use materials. Pass out the
1a·· x 24" paper that will serve as the base for
each group's pond and its associated land use
activities. Have the students cut out the land use
pieces and Dragonfly Pond. Tell them that all the
land use cutouts must be used; park and farm
land may be cut to smaller sizes. but all the
pieces must be used. Parts may touch, but not
overlap. The students may also create additional
land uses of their choosing. When they fasten
the cutouts to their large base sheet, suggest
that they use small loops of tape. This will allow
them to change their minds before pasting the
pieces down.
4. Once the students have cut out the necessary
materials and are ready to begin the process of
making land -use decisions. have them first create
a list of pros and cons for each land use. Guide
the class discussion so that they consider the
consequences of each land use. Record these on
the chalkboard. The following are only a few of
the many possible examples:
PRO
Farms:
• produce food
•economic value
• provide jobs through
seasonal employment

CON
• use pesticides (herbicides, insecticides) that may
damage people and
environment
•source of natural soil
erosion
•sometimes drain
wetlands for farm
lands
• use chemical fertilizers that may
damage water
supplies

Businesses:
• produce employment • produce wastes and
• provide commerce
sewage
•create economic
• may contaminate
stability
water (detergents.
pesticides)
• use chemical fertilizers (lawns, etc.)
Homes:
• provide a sense of
•generate wastes and
sewage
place
*develop a sense
•use water
community
•contribute to loss of
wildlife habitat
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5. Have the students work in their teams for a
long enough period of time to begin to seriously
grapple with the challenge.
6. Invite each group to volunteer to display and
describe their work in progress. Encourage discussion of their choices. In the discussions
emphasize that:
• no land use can be excluded
• wildlife habitat must be preserved
• everyone must agree
Look for the consequences of their proposed land
use plan. Be firm about the issues, but fair about
this being a very difficult set of choices. Ask
additional groups to volunteer to show their
work in progress, and discuss theirs similarly.
NITTE: For wildlife habitat this is a "no-win" activity in many ways. The best that can be hoped
for is that the land use plans will minimize the
threats to the Dragonfly Pond.
7. Continue the discussion by asking more
students to share their proposed plans. Again,
be firm in discussing the consequences. Point out
that shutting down the factory and businesses
will be likely to destroy the economic base of
Dragonfly Town. Abandoning the farm affects
food supplies and employment. Farmlands provide habitat for some wildlife. However, if wetlands are drained to create farm land, that
results in a loss of habitat for some wildlife as
well as a loss of other important values of
wetlands.
8. Give the students additional time working in
their groups to come up with what they believe
to be the best possible land use plan. under the
circumstances. Being sensitive to their frustrations. display all the final land use plans above
a chalkboard for all to see and discuss. Analyze
and discuss the merits of each of the approaches.
Point out that although their solutions may not
be perfect, they can minimize the damage to
Dragonfly Pond.
9. Choose one of the students' images above the
chalkboard. Next, on the chalkboard. continue
Dragonfly Creek downstream. Many students
tend to dump effluent below Dragonfly Pond and
let it flow downstream. Show the route the
stream might travel. On the chalkboard drawing,
have the downstream part of Dragonfly Creek
become another pond and wetland, and label the
new area Laughing Gull Lake. Continue the drawing to Sea Oats Estuary and finally into Gray
Whale Gulf.
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ETHI-REASONING
Objectives

Students will be able
to: 1) examine their own values and beliefs
related to wildlife and other elements of the environment: and 2) evaluate possible actions they
might take that have impact on wildlife and the
environment.

Method

Students read, discuss. make
judgements, and write about hypothetical
dilemmas concerning wildlife and/or natural
resources.

Background

This activity is designed to give students the opportunity to examine their own values and beliefs as they relate
to wildlife and other elements of the environment. It is not the intent of this activity to
prescribe "right" and "wrong" answers for the
students. One exception is in the areas where
information about laws is conveyed.
There are variations from state to state in laws
affecting wildlife and the environment. Eacl'I
state has an official public agency which is legally
responsible for caring for most wildlife within
the state. This agency can be contacted in your
state to request general information about laws
affecting most wildlife in your area. For example, it is legal to hunt and fish for some animals
in all states: however. what animals and under
what conditions are specified by laws and regulations for which the state wildlife agency is
responsible. There are also federal regulations
affecting wildlife. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service can be contacted for information about
such laws. For example, federal law protects all
birds of prey-eagles. hawks, and owls-from
shooting or any other intentional cause of death,
injury. or harassment. All threatened and endangered species are protected by law. Songbirds are
protected by law; that is, it is against the law
to intentionally harm songbirds. It is also generally illegal to possess birds' nests. eggs, and
feathers. even those found lying on the ground.
It is generally against the law to pick up the
carcass of an animal which has been killed by a
vehicle along a highway or road. Instead, local
wildlife authorities should be notified. In many

cases, it is against the law to take an injured wild
animal home to care for it. For example, birds of
prey cannot be cared for by private citizens
unless those citizens have a permit to do so.
There are many laws. and they are complex.
Again. it is useful and important to contact local
authorities about the laws protecting and affecting wildlife in your area.
Whether right or wrong. questions of law can
be separated from questions of ethics. At a personal level, an individual's choices as to what
seem right or wrong for him or her in terms of
values and behaviors may be described as a personal code of ethics. Hunting, for example. is
controversial for some people from an ethical
point of view. Some people say that even though
hunting is legal, it is unethical, because a human
being is taking the life of a wild animal. Others
believe hunting to be a responsible and ethical
form of recreation, acquiring food, or animal
population control. These differences of belief
may be sincerely held. Whether or not a person
chooses to hunt is a personal choice dictated by
one's personal ethics. Conflicts arise, however.
when a person motivated by one set of ethics
tries to force his or her ethics on others through
activities such as arguments. harassment. or
legislative action.
It is the major purpose of this activity to provide students with an opportunity to come to
their own judgements about what they think
are the most responsible and appropriate actions
to take in situations affecting wildlife and the
environment.

Age: Grades 5-12
Subjects: Social Studies. Science. Language Arts
Skills: analysis. application, discussion, evaluation.
problem-solving, small group work, synthesis. writing

Duration: one 30-45-minute period
Group Size: any: small groups of two to four students
recommended

Setting: indoors or outdoors
Conceptual Framework Reference: I.D.. V.A.. V.B.. V.B.1 ..
VI.B.• Vl.8.1., Vl.8.2., Vl.8.4., VI.B.5 .. VI.C., VI.C.1..
VI.C.2., VI.C.7.. VI.C.12 .. VI.C.16., VII.A., VII.A.1., VII.A.2.,
VII.A.3., Vll.A.4., VII.B., Vll.8.1 .. Vll.8.2., Vll.8.3., Vll.8.4.,
Vll.8.7.
Key_ yocabulary: dilemma, responsibility
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Materials

copies of "dilemma

cards"

Procedure
1. From the attached pages the teacher should
copy and cut up the dilemma cards. Other dilemmas could be written that are more specific to
problems in your area. Students could also be
involved in the process of creating the dilemma
cards. with each student responsible for one
card. Dilemmas can be left entirely open:-ended,
with no options suggested for consideration.
2. Divide the class into groups of four, and give
each group a stack of dilemma cards. Place them
face down at the center of the group.
3. The first student draws a card from the top
of the stack. The student studies the situation,
decides what he or she should do, and formulates
his or her reasons.
4. When the student is ready-typically in less
than two minutes-the student reads tt:te situation and the options aloud to the rest of the
group. The student gives the decision he or she
has chosen, and briefly describes the reasoning
involved. In turn, each of the other members of
the group is invited to comment on the dilemma,
and what he or she would do in the situation.
The discussion of each dilemma by the members
of the group should take about five minutes. The
person whose dilemma is being discussed should
have the opportunity to ask questions of the
other members of the group, and to offer clarification about his or her decision. The discussion gives the students experience in having
Ideas examined by peers, and is Intended to
remind the students of the need to take personal
responsibility for decision-making. It is not
necessary and may not ·be desirable for the students to reach consensus; there are legitimately
ranging views of the most appropriate and responsible actions to take in many situations. The
purpose is to provide students with an opportunity to examine, express. clarify, and take
responsibility for their own reasoning.
5. The card is then returned to the bottom of
the stack and the next student selects a card
from the top of the stack. Continue this process
until all students have had the opportunity to
express their decision and rationale about a
dilemma.

Extensions and
-Variations

1. Here are a few other general topics, around
which dilemma cards could be created: abandoning pets to fend for themselves to try to find
new homes: impact of pets on wildlife, like cats
catching wild birds, and dogs chasing deer: use
of pesticides in gardens: live Christmas trees
versus artificial:acid rain:picking wild flowers and
fruit; feeding wildlife around your home, etc.
2. Adapt this to a debate format!
3. Write and discuss you own dilemmas!

Evaluation

Choose a dilemma. Write a short paragraph on
the positive and negative effects of all the
options listed for that dilemma. Indicate what
additional information, if any, is needed in order
to make a responsible and informed decision.
Identify what seems, in your judgement, to be
the most responsible decision-and explain your
reasoning.

For use with Aquatic Action Adventure, choose the starred activities.

_ _ _.;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,.,.,M .....__._.,.
____
•
r

Dilemma Card
You are president of a large corporation. You are
very interested in pollution control and have had
a task force assigned to study the pollution your
plant is creating. The task force reports that you
are barely within the legal requirements. The
plant is polluting the community. To add the
necessary equipment to reduce pollution would
cost so much that you have to fire SO employees.
Should you:
• add the equipment and fire the employees
• not add the equipment
• wait a few years to see if the cost of the .
equipment will drop
• hire an engineering firm to provide further
recommendations
• other
Dilemma Card
A deer herd has grown so large during the past
ten years that many of the deer appear to be
starving. The herd is severely damaging the
habitat. eliminating much of the vegetation that
the animals use for food or shelter. There is a
disagreement within your community as to
what course of action is best to take. You are
personally opposed to hunting. A limited legal
hunt has been proposed in order to reduce the
size of the herd in this area. Should you:
• investigate and consider the situation to see
what, in your judgement, seems to be the
most humane and reasonable solution, including the feasibility of options such as moving some of the deer to other areas, understanding that they still may not survive
• attempt to identify the causes of this population increase and propose action to return the
system to· a balance:
• organize a protest to bring people opposed to
hunting to the recreation area at the time the
legal hunt Is to begin:
• allow the habitat degradation to continue and
the deer to starve
• leave it to the state wildlife agency to work
with the land holder to arrive at a solution
• other

.,t<
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Dilemma Card
You are fishing at a secluded lake and have
caught seven fish during your first day at the
lake. Now, on the second day, the fishing has
been great and you have caught five fish in the
first hour, all of which are bigger than yesterday's fish. The law allows you to possess 12 fish.
Should you:
• continue to fish and keep all the fish
• dispose of the smaller fish you caught yesterday and keep the big ones to stay within your
limit
• have fish for lunch
• quit fishing and go for a hike
• other
Dilemma Card
You are a member of a country club that has
recently voted to build a game farm to raise
animals for members to hunt. You are not a
hunter, you think that hunting is only okay to
do in the wild, and you are opposed to the
building of the game farm. Should you:
• stay in the club and do nothing
• stay in the club and speak out strongly
against the subject
• resign from the club
• other
Dilemma Card
You are finally able to build the home your family
has dreamed about. After reviewing the plans
for your home. you realize that you cannot include all of the features you had planned for, due
to rising construction costs. You must decide
which one of the following you will include:
• solar heating
• recreation room with fireplace
• hot tub and sauna
• greenhouse
• other
Dilemma Card
You love children and would like to have a large
family. You are aware. however, of the world's
population projections for the future. Should
you:
• plan to have a large family anyway
• decide not to have children
• limit yourself to one or two children
• other
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Dilemma Card
You are on a field trip with your class to the zoo.
Although you know that feeding of the animals
by zoo visitors is prohibited, some of your friends
are feeding marshmallows to the bears. Should
you:
• tell them that feeding marshmallows may
harm the bears and ask them to stop
• report their behavior to the nearest zoo
keeper
• ask the teacher to ask them to stop
• not do anything
• other

Dilemma Card
You have found a young screech owl which you
have managed to raise to maturity. You have
been told that you cannot keep the owl any
longer because keeping it without the proper
permit is in violation of state and federal laws.
Should you:
• offer it to your local zoo
• keep it as a pet
• call the fish and wildlife agency and ask their
advice
• determine whether it could survive in the
wild and, if it appears it could, release it in a
suitable area
• other
Dilemma Card
You are walking in the woods and come upon
a young fawn. There is no sign of the fawn's
mother. Should you:
• leave it where it is
• move it to a sheltered area
• take it home
• other
Dilemma Card
You are out in the woods with a friend when you
spot a hawk perched on a high limb. Before you
realize what is happening, your friend shoots the
hawk. An hour later. you are leaving the woods
and are approached by a state wildlife officer.
who tells you a hawk has been illegally shot and
asks if you know anything about it. Should you:
• deny any knowledge of the incident
• admit your friend did it
• make up a story implicating someone else
• say nothing, but call the fish and wildlife office later with an anonymous phone tip
• other
Dilemma Card
You have purchased a beautiful ten acre property
in the mountains to build a summer home. One
hillside of the property has a beautiful view of
the valley and lake below and is your choice for
your homesite. However. you discover there is an
active bald eagle nest site on that hillside. The
bald eagle is sensitive to disturbance around its
nest tree and is a protected species. Bald eagles
are highly selective in choosing nest sites and
usually return to the same nest year after year.
Should you:
• select a different site on the property to build
your home
• sell the property
• chop down the tree and build your home
• other

*
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Dilemma Card
You are an influential member of the community. On your way home from work. you are
stopped by a police officer and cited for having
excessive auto emmissions. Should you:
• use your influence to have the ticket invalidated
• sell the car to some unsuspecting person
• work to change the law
• get your car fixed and pay the :ticket
• other
Dilemma Card .- .( specify near water)
You are on a picnic with your family and you see
another family leaving to go home. without having picked up their own trash. It, is clear the
other family is going to leave litter all around.
Should you:
• move quickly and ask them to pick up their
trash before they leave.
• wait for them to leave and pick up the trash
for them
• do nothing
• other
Dilemma Card
You are a farmer. You've been studying and hearIng about farming practices like leaving edge
areas for wildlife and organic pest control.
Although these practices may improve your longterm benefits.they may reduce you'r short-term
profits. You are already having trouble paying you.
taxes and keeping up with expenses. Should you:
• sell the farm
• keep studying farming practices but make no
changes for now
• try a few methods on some of you:· acreage
and compare the results with other similar
areas on your land
• other
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ENVIRO-ETHICS

Obiectives

Students will be able
to: 1) cfistinguish between actions that are harmful and beneficial to the environment: and 2)
evaluate the appropriateness and feasibility of
making changes in their own behaviors related
to the environment.

Procedure

Method

1. Involve the students in discussion about the
impact each of us has each day on aspects of the
environment-from using electricity to make
breakfast to putting on clothes that were derived from some natural resources and
transported to us by some means, to use of the
varied products we choose and employ each day,
to our choices of recreation and entertainment .
We are consumers, and our impact is formidable.

Background

Age: Grades 6-12
Subjects: Language Arts, Social Studies. Science. Home

Students develop and use a
"Personal Code of Environmental Ethics."

Themajorpurpose
of this activity is to provide students with the
encouragement and opportunity to look at their
own lifestyles in light of their impact on natural
resources and the environment.

Materials

none needed

Economics
Skills: analysis, application. comparing similarities and
differences, description, discussion. evaluation. invention. problem-solving, reporting, synthesis. wr iting
(optional)
Duration: one or two 30-45-minute periods
Group Size: any
Setting: indoors or outdoors
Conceptual Framework Reference: 1.0 .. V.A .. V.B.1..
VI.A. , VI.B .. VI.B.2. , VI.B.3., VI.B.4. . VI.B.5. . VI.C., VII.A ..
VII.A.1.. VII.A.2 .. VII.A.3., VII.A.4 .. VII.B .. VII.B.1.. VII.B.2 ..
VII.B.3 .. VII.B.6 .. VII.B.7.
Key Vocabulary: ethics, responsibility. lifestyle
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codes, keeping track of how easy or difficult it
is for them to live by them. "Progress reports"
are appropriate. again in the spirit of each person paying attention to his or her own actions.
and bearing responsibility for them.

2. Ask each student to work alone to devise a
"Personal Code of Environmental Ethics." This
code may be written or not. Emphasize the importance of the code being for the person who
creates it. The code should take into consideration daily actions that are harmful to the
environment. and those which are beneficial: the
students should consciously create their code
based on actions they believe are beneficial, or
at least not harmful, to elements of the environment. We will always have some impact: we can
make choices about the kinds of impacts we
make. their extensiveness, etc.
3. Ask for any volunteers to share their "Personal
Code of Environmental Ethics." They might share
the entire code, or a segment of it. They might
describe the thinking that went into the decisions they made in constructing their code.
Students might illustrate a part of their code-if
they chose not to write it-to convey a major
idea. Encourage the students to ask each other
questions about the codes. in the spirit of learning more about each person·s priorities, but not
in a judgemental approach. The purpose is for
each student to evaluate his or her own
priorities. in a responsible consideration of dayto-day actions that affect the environment. but
not to be actively critical of another student's
approach to the same problem. In this way, each
student is simply encouraged to take responsibility for his or her own actions.
4. Encourage the students to try using their

Variations and
Extensions
1. Reflect for a few minutes on your daily life.
In fact, close your eyes and follow yourself
through a typical day. What natural resources do
you use? What choices do you make that have
an impact on the environment? What choices do
you make that have an impact on wildlife and
its habitat? What choices do you make that have
an impact on other people, here and elsewhere
on the planet? If you could, what things-if
any-would you change about your daily life in
order to have a more beneficial, or less harmful,
impact on the environment? What things-if
any-do you already do that you think are
helpful. or at least not harmful. to the environment? Brainstorm ten words that come to mind
when you think of actions and behaviors you
value. Create a sentence, paragraph, or poem
that might capture the essence of your own
"Personal Code of Environmental Ethics:·
2. Develop a "life map." It could include where
you want to live, whether you want a family,
what kind of home, transportation, food sources.
job, recreation, etc. Look at the costs and
benefits of your choices-for you personally,
other people in your community, wildlife, other
natural resources, etc.

Evaluation

List five environmental issues.
List one way that you directly or indirectly contribute to an environmental problem.
Identify, describe, and evaluate one way you
could lessen your role in contributing to an environmental problem.
Make at least one change in your lifestyle that
will reduce your role in contributing to an environmental problem.
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Objectives

Students will be able
to: 1) identify and evaluate ways that litter pollution can endanger wildlife: and 2) propose ways
they can help eliminate these dangers.

Method

Students collect
evaluate litter. making collages.

Backorou nd

to take off when they fly. The fish line prevents
this. It also interferes with their swimming .
Birds with long bills often get line wrapped
around their bills and cannot open them to eat.
They starve to death. The line also gets tangled
in their wings, preventing the birds from flying.

and

Environmental
pollution affects all forms of life. Litter is
unsightly. It also exposes wildlife and other
animals to illness. injury, and death .
Monofilament fish line may get tangled on legs
and beaks of water birds like geese and herons.
Some of these birds need to run short distances

Age: Grades 4-6
Subjects: Social Studies. Language Arts. Science. Art.
Math
Skills: analysis. classification. computation. discussion.
evaluation. media construction. observation. problem
solving. small group work. synthesis
Duration: minimum of 45 minutes
Group Size: small teams of three to five students
Conceptual Framework Reference: I.B .. I.B.2 .. I.B.3 .. I.C ..
I.C.3 .. I.C.4., I.D .. V.A .. V.A.5 .. V.B.1.. VI.A.5 .. VII.A.
VII.A.1.. VII.A.2.. VII.A.3 .. VII.A4 .. VII.B .. VII.B 1. VII.B.2 ..
VII.B.3 . VII.B.7
Key Vocabulary: litter. pollution
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Sometimes fish or birds get into the loop portions of plastic six-pack can holders. The animal
continues to grow, but the loop won't stretch.
A slow death results. These loops can also get
tangled around the feet of waterfowl.
Half-open cans are a problem. Animals, like deer,
can cut their tongues on the cans. Sometimes
smaller animals get their heads stuck inside such
cans and they can't eat. Starvation is the result.
Mice and chipmunks crawl into opened bottles
and get trapped inside, unable to get a footing
on the slippery glass to push themselves out
through the small opening.
Shiny bottle caps or pop-tops may be eaten by
wildlife. including fish, injuring or killing them.
Cigarette butts, cellophane wrappers. and
styrofoam cups. eaten by deer. can cause internal problems.
Broken glass from bottles and other glass objects can injure people. pets. and wildlife.

You can contact your state fish and wildlife
agency, or other state agencies. for additional
information about problems resulting from litter. including local examples. Such personnel and
others. including representatives of private environmental. conservation, and animal welfare organizations may also be available to assist you
in considering alternatives for reducing litter
problems.
The major purpose of this activity is to alert
students to the dangers of litter pollution. and
to consideration of responsible actions people
can take to minimize consequences of litter
pollution.

Materials

large sheets of butcher
paper for mounting collages. glue. different
types of litter
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Procedure
1. Divide the class into three or four teams.
Z. Ask each team to bring a collection of litter
to class in a paper bag. Suggest they look in
parks. camping areas. or school grounds. NOTE: •
They should not take things out of garbage cans.
3. Have the teams make and display collages of
these items.
4. Discuss the effects of litter. Optional: Ask a
wildlife expert to join the class for the discussion . If available. show a film or read brochures
on the subject.
5. Ask the students to assign a numerical value
to each kind of litter. The item potentially most
harmful to wildlife has the highest score. least
harmful has the lowest score.
6. Have each team figure a total score for their
collage based on the numerical values of each
piece of litter.
7. Propose and evaluate ways that people can
eliminate litter pollution. Can manufacturers

make cans with openings other than pop-tops?
Could they devise another method of packaging
six-packs? How could people fishing have more
control over losing their fishing line? How can individuals be instructed about the dangers as well
as the unsightliness of littering? What can the
students do personally-as individuals. as
groups, or as family units-to eliminate or
reduce their own litter?

Evaluation

Name four ways that litter can harm wildlife.
List three things you can do to eliminate these
dangers.
Propose what you consider to be one of the most
effective ways to eliminate or reduce litter.

© 1983. 1985 Western Regional Environmental Education Council.
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PLASTIC JELLYFISH

Objectives

.

Students will be able to: 1) describe the potential effects of plastic waste on aquatic wildlife:
and 2) identify specific actions they can take to
help remedy the problem.

Method

Students monitor the plastic waste production
in their own households. research its effect on
freshwater and marine life. and propose various
ways to lessen the problem.

Background

In both marine and freshwater environments.
plastic waste materials have potential negative
impacts on wildlife. For example. aquatic animals
mistake some plastics for food. In other cases.
they become entangled in plastic debris and
subsequently die.
The Cousteau Society estimates that six million
tons of litter enter the sea each year. Most of
this is the product of merchant ships and the
practice of dumping garbage in the sea. Among
the most damaging kinds of solid waste from
litter are non-biodegradable plastics. Plastics
simply do not decay. Commercial fishing fleets
are estimated to have lost nearly 300 million
pounds of plastic fishing gear in 1975 alone. It
is this plastic netting material that may be the
greatest hazard to marine life. Few fish or marine
mammals can swim backward. Once entangled,
nearly all animals perish.
©1987 Western Regional Environmental Education Council.

Scientists estimate that plastics are killing up to
a million seabirds and over 100,000 sea mammals a year. Recently plastics have been found
in the stomachs of whales. dolphins. fish. birds,
and manatees. Leatherback turtles often mistake plastic bags floating in the sea for jellyfish.
one of their favorite foods. As plastics accumulate in the intestines of such animals. starvation
occurs slowly.
It is not just in marine environments that plastic
litter can be found which has potential to harm
aquatic life. Plastic holders for beverage cans.
plastic bags, and lost or discarded fishing line on
land can all be damaging to wildlife.
Some creative actions are also being explored to
use plastics and other materials to enhance.
rather than damage, habitat for wildlife. For
example, wildlife specialists are experimenting
with ways to use plastics intentionally to provide
anchoring sites for aquatic organisms in lakes
where grasses no longer grow. Some are using

Age: Grades K-12
Subjects: Science. Social Studies
Skills: analysis. application. classification. discussion.
hypothesizing. identification. inference. interpretation.
observation. problem solving. recognition. synthesis
Duration: one 20-60 minute period or longer
Group Size: any
Setting: outdoors and indoors
Conceptual Framework Reference: VII.A .. VII.A.1.,
VII.A.2.. VII.A.3.. Vll.A.4.. Vll.8.. Vll.8.1., Vll.8.2.. Vll.8.3..
Vll.8.4.. Vll.8.5., Vll.8.6.• Vll.8.7 .. VI.A., VI.A.2.. VI.A.3 ..
VI.A.4.. VI.A.5 .. VI.B.. VI.C .. Vl.D.. 1.0.. I.C.3.
Key Vocabulary: pollution, litter. plastic. biodegradable
.

'
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plastic bottles and jugs to provide a microhabitat for certain fish. These actions are beginning to have what appear to be beneficial effects.
These positive examples, however, are presently
overshadowed by the considerable damage being
done to wildlife and its habitat as a result of
plastic litter.
There are a variety of sources of useful information about the subject of plastic litter and its
impacts. One helpful reference is the publication
Plastics in the Ocean: More Than a Litter Problem. prepared by and available from The Center
for Environmental Education, 1725 DeSales
Street N.W.. Suite 500, Washington. D.C. 20036.
Actions can be taken to help reduce plastic litter
and its negative consequences.
The major purpose of this activity is to enhance
students· awareness of the hazards of plastic
waste for wildlife in aquatic environments. having them explore ways they can take action to
reduce its effects.

Materials

plastic waste from home

Procedure
1. Ask the students to collect and save every
piece of plastic waste produced in their homes
for a two-day period. Have them bring these
materials to school. Or. have them bring a sample
if the quantity is too great! Caution the students
to clean the plastics before bringing them to
school so that they are free of food or drink
remains. Also caution them about toxins such as
ammonia. chlorine bleach. etc. which may be in
the containers. These should be emptied and
rinsed completely.

2. Ask the students to separate these plastic
waste materials into categories. Have them
classify them in terms of how they might be
perceived by aquatic wildlife as food. e.g. very
likely to be perceived as food. somewhat likely.
or unlikely. Identify the species that might
attempt to eat the plastic. Also classify the
materials according to the likelihood of aquatic
animals becoming entangled with them and subsequently dying.
3. Ask the students to hypothesize about how
these materials might affect aquatic animals.
Have them check their hypotheses against current findings reported in the literature. or provide them with sufficient information to do so.
Ask the students to summarize what they have
learned about the potential hazards to aquatic
wildlife from plastic waste materials.
4. Invite the students to survey their schoolgrounds or community for plastic litter. LDok to
see if and where it exists. Investigate its potential negative impact on animals in the community. If there is damaging plastic litter in the community. ask the students to create an action plan
that will increase awareness of the problem and
help take care of it. e.g .. setting up a plastic
recycling depot.
5. Help the students put the plan into effect!

Extensions

1. Contact local environmental. conservation.
animal welfare. and wildlife groups to see what
is being done about the impact of litter on local
wildlife and if specific help is needed.
2. Establish a litter patrol. Designate specific
targets such as nearby beaches. lakes. and
stream beds. Establish scheduled tours of these
areas to pick up plastic and other forms of litter.

3. Write a plastic consumption conservation plan!
Is plastic recycled in your home or community?
If so, how? If it seems appropriate, see if you can
break some of your own plastic habits. Consider
whether your own uses of plastics could be
potentially damaging to wildlife as well as
wasteful of natural resources. What courses of
action might you personally take?
4. Toke various types of plastic and put them
some place outdoors where they will not be
disturbed for one month. Set up an observation
schedule and a means of recording the date and
the changes you observe in the plastic samples.
What conclusions can you draw from your
observations?
5. Investigate the processes for making plastic
biodegradable. What progress is being made in
this technology? (You will need to do some
research in the library for this activity. Perhaps
you can ask an "expert.")
6. Find out if there are any laws in place in your
city, county, or state which attempt to address
the problem of plastic pollution. What about
national and international law? Are there any
bills before the legislature? Before Congress?

©1987 Western Regional Environmental Education Council.

Evaluation
For Younger Students
Which of these things might be most likely to
harm animals that live in water: styrofoam
pieces, comb, six-pack holder. rope, toothbrush,
fishing net. fishing line, candy wrapper, toy
airplane.
Toll how animals might be harmed by each of
these plastics: fishing net, toy car, clear plastic
bags. Which might be most harmful, and why?
Write two things you can do to prevent harm to
wildlife from plastic litter.

For Older Students
Give three examples of ways that plastic waste
could enter an aquatic food chain. For each.
discuss two possible consequences of plastic
waste entering the food chain.
Describe some actions you and others can take
to help remedy the problems associated with
plastic wastes.
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Field Trip Activity One: Tours with Environmental Scientist

EE Subgoals: Knowledge, Skill
Objectives
1. Students will interact with an environmental scientist and visit a water quality lab to
explore careers related to water quality.
2. Students will observe and/or participate in the use of water quality tests, including
those used to determine PH, turbidity, oxygen levels, and algae growth. This will occur
both in the laboratory and on the pontoon.
3. Students will travel by pontoon to observe aquatic and riparian organisms and look
for evidence of their various activities.
4. Students will identify actual watersheds along the Wisconsin River and their
potential effects on water quality and living organisms.
Materials Needed
pontoon and life jackets, binoculars, other materials provided by environmental scientist
Procedure
Prior to the field trip, inform the environmental scientist of the following plan for the
outing:
-This should be as active as possible for the students
-Tour lab
-Explore non-point source pollution in the area
-lawn fertilizer, spilled gas, etc.
-Perform secchi disc and/or other water quality tests
-Students should come away with an understanding of how their actions, and
land use in general, can affect water quality.
During the outing, assist the environmental scientist by reminding students of
discussion material covered during the "Watershed" activity conducted on Wednesday.

Field Trip Activity Two: Litter Collection and Turde Hurdles
EE Subgoals: Knowledge, Skill, Action
Objectives
1. Students will improve the natural environment by collecting and removing litter
along the riverside.
2. Students will identify the dangers of litter to living organisms.
3. Students will demonstrate the relationships between sea turtles, predators, humans,
and the ocean environment in a game format.
Materials
used shopping bags for collecting litter; background information from "Plastic Jellyfish"
in Project Wild Aquatic and "Litter We Know" in Project Wild; see "Turtle
Hurdles" for additional materials list
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Procedure

Collect Jitter along the shoreline and the park.
Use backgr01md knowledge from the Jitter activities to discuss potential hann:ful effects
on wildlife and identify actions the students can take to avoid those problems.
Participate in "Turtle Hurdles"

Letters to the Editor

EE Subgoal: Action
Objective
1. Students will work in small groups to write a letter to the editor of the local
newspaper to inform the public about the importance of preserving the aquatic habitats.
Materials Needed

pencils and paper, guidelines for proper letter writing
Procedure
Review major activities and concepts from the week
Write letters to the editor

TURTLE HURDLES

Objectives
Students will be able to: 1) describe the life cycle
of sea turtles: 2) identify specific mortality factors re lated to sea turtles: 3) make inferences
about the effects of limiting factors on sea turtle
populations: and 4) make recommendations for
ways to minimize the factors which contribute
to the possible extinction of sea turtles.

Method

or seeks new nest sites. The eggs are on their
own for nearly two months. If the eggs survive
predation by raccoons. ghost crabs. foxes. dogs.
and humans-the sea turtles hatch. dig their
way upward through the sand . and promptly
head toward the sea.
The hatch lings· journey across the beach is typically accompanied by predatory crabs. raccoons.
and dogs. with gulls and frigate birds joining in.
Once hatched. only about one to five percent of
the turtles survive the first year. In the sea. the
turtles must mature for nearly a decade before

Students become sea turtles and limiting factors
in a highly active simulation game.

Background
Sea turtles are survivors of the great age of
dinosaurs and yet at this time are threatened
with extinction. They live in nearly all the oceans
of the world and leave the water only during
nesting periods. It is during these nesting
periods that the turtles and their offspring are
the most vulnerable.
As with most reptiles. turtles lay eggs. The eggs
look somewhat like wet. pliable. table tennis
balls. Female sea turtles dig deep holes on
beaches with their rear flippers. They lay and
bury their eggs in these holes. Sometimes the
females make repeated nesting visits in one
season. Mature female sea turtles may deposit
several hundred eggs in one season. Once the
eggs are buried. the female returns to the sea
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Age: Grades 4-12
Subjects: Science. Social Studies. Math
Skills: analysis. application. computation (lim ited ).

description. discussion. evaluation . generali zation .
identification. inference. interpretation. kinesthetic
concept development. listing. observation.
psychomotor development. synthesis. using time and
space
Duration : one 45-minute period
Group Size: 20 to 40 students or more
Setting: outdoors or large indoor area
Conceptual Framework Reference: VII.A. VI I.A 1 .
VII.A.2. VI I.A.3 .. VII.A.4. VII.B. VII.B 1.. VII.B.2 .. VII.B.3 ..
VII.B4 .. VII.B.5 .. VII.B.6 .. VII.B.7 .. VI.A.. VI.A.1.. VI.AZ.
VI.A.3 .. VI.A.4 .. VI.A.5 .. VI.B .. VI.B.1.. VI B.2 .. VI.B.3 ..
VI.B.4 .. VI.B.5. . VI.B6 .. VI.C.. IV.C.. IV.Cl.. IVL2. IV.C3 ..
IV.C.4 .. Ill.A .. II1.A.1 .. II1.A.2 .. II1.A.3 .. II1.B .. II1.B 1.. Ill B2 ..
II1.B.3 .. II1.E .. II1.E 1.. II1.E.2 .. I.D.
Key Vocabulary: life cycle. endangered species. prey.
predator. limiting factors. sea turt les

returning to nesting sites as a natural part of
their life cycle. Biologists are uncertain how long
sea turtles reproduce and live. They are preyed
upon by fish. sharks, killer whales, and humans.
Here is an illustration of the life cycle of a sea
turtle:
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The motives for human predation are based predominantly on products that are outlawed in
many countries. Jewelry, leather. oil. and food are
the primary uses. Turtle eggs are seen by some
as a boost to longevity and vigor; tens of
thousands of eggs are illegally harvested for
vanity sales. Evidence suggests that a serious
human threat to the turtles is the poaching of
their eggs in their nesting sites.
There are other. human-caused factors. Dune
buggies may break the eggs buried in the sand.
More damaging, given the scope of the impact,

is commercial and private construction (condominiums. private homes, hotels. etc.) on
coastal sites. This may create a barricade that
prevents the turtles from reaching their traditional nesting sites and eliminates many nest
sites. Entanglement in discarded fishing gear
and plastic waste cast into the oceans is a serious
hazard. killing many sea turtles each year. Many
turtles fall accidental victim to the nets of large
fishing trawlers. Once caught in the nets. they
drown. Efforts are being made to popularize
special trawling devices that will prevent turtles
from getting into the nets. One of the turtles·
favorite foods is jellyfish. Many turtles mistake
the human-produced litter of floating plastic
bags for this food. The result is that their digestive tracts become blocked with the discarded
plastic and they perish.
Six of the seven known sea turtle species are
officially designated either endangered or
threatened. The leathery or Leatherback, Olive
Ridley, Kemp's Ridley, Hawksbill, Green. and
Loggerhead are all either officially endangered
or threatened. Only the Australian Flatback is
not so designated.
If laws are obeyed protecting the turtles from
use for commercial and personal products. they
are more likely to survive.
The major purpose of this activity is for students
to become familiar with some of the limiting factors affecting the survival of sea turtles. as well
as the role of human beings in contributing to
the endangerment of other species.

Materials
string or rope to mark the playing area (~bout
500 feet): traffic cones for corners (optional);
turtle cards copied from masters provided (about
1500 cards for a class of 30): identity tag for each
limiting factor: two packets of 3 x 5 cards for
year tokens: container (wastebasket) for the
mortality zone

Procedure
1. Set up the playing field as shown . The
""dead turtle" container (wastebasket) is to be
placed in the mortality zone.
2. Divide the class into two groups. Half the
students will represent a population of turtles
that hatch in a single nest. The other half of the
students will be predators or other limiting factors to the turtle population. (Class size is
estimated to be 25 to 30 students.)
3. TURTLES - Give each student who represents
a population of sea turtles a packet of 100 baby
turtle cards. These are made by copying the
reproduction master in a copy machine. There are
32 cards per sheet. so approximately 45 sheets
will be required. The sheets will need to be cut
into individual cards. NOTE: Some teachers have
substituted dried beans for the paper cards.
4. LIMITING FACTORS - Give each student who
represents a predator or other limiting factor a
tag that designates what threat he or she
represents to the turtle. About half this group
(or ¼ of the class) should be on-land predators
and limiting factors. The other half (¼ of the
class) should be in-sea predators and limiting
factors.
On-land wild predators (for eggs and hatchlings):
raccoons. dogs. foxes. ghost crabs. gulls.
Other on-land limiting factors (for eggs and
hatchlings): dune buggies. human egg collectors,
shoreline development.
In-sea wild predators: sharks. killer whales. .
Other in-sea limiting factors: entanglement m
fishing gear. eating plastic litter. illegal killing by
humans.
5 Explain the playing field as follows:
N~st Zone: the place where the eggs are laid and
hatch. This is the zone to which the surviving
turtles will return in ten years. This is where the
baby turtles hatch and begin their journey to the
sea.
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Beach Zone: the zone the hatch lings must cross
to get to the sea. It is a place of high predation
and other limiting factors.
Sea Zone: the area where the turtles must
mature for a period of ten years before returning to nest.
Year Zones: the two zones that the turtles must
visit to get the year cards necessary to ""mature"
to ten years of age. One card is awarded for each
one way trip between the zones. During the trip
between the zones the turtles are vulnerable to
predators and other limiting factors. Turtles are
safe from other limiting factors when they are
inside either year zone.
Sea Grass Zones: places where the turtles are
safe until they reach four years of age. At that
age they are too large to hide from predators.
Mortality Zone: the place where the mortality
container is kept. (It prevents the turtle cards
from getting scattered.)
6. Explain the rules as follows:
A. Turtles must hatch. cross the beach. spend
ten years in the open sea, and return to the
nest area to reproduce.
B. The turtles must survive the limiting factors they encounter. Limiting factors cost
the turtles a specific number of their
original 100 turtle cards. The penalties are
as follows:
Togged in the beach zone: 15 turtle cards.
Togged in open ocean under four years
of age: 10 turtle cards.
Togged in open ocean over four years of
age: 1 turtle card.
c. Students who are limiting factors must
obey the following rules:
They cannot tag the same turtle twice
in a row.
After they have tagged three turtles.
they must leave the field and place their
turtle cards in the mortality container.
Then they can return to being limiting
factors.
They cannot tag turtles that are paying
out their turtle cards to another limiting
factor.
They must stay four steps away from any
turtle that is finishing off a payment to
another limiting factor.
Limiting factors cannot tag turtles while
going to deposit turtle cards in the mortality container.

D. Any turtle that loses all 100 turtle cards is
dead and must go to the beach zone and
become a condominium. If the condominiums (sitting side by side) eventually block
access to the nesting site. the remaining
turtles die without reproducing and starting the next cycle.
E. The game is over when all the turtles have
returned to the nest area or are dead.
7. Review the rules two times to make sure the
students understand their roles and the procedures. Become endangered sea turtles and
limiting factors and conduct the activity!
8. After completing the activity. encourage the
students to discuss the results. It is likely that
some students will be disturbed by the high mortality of the turtles and will benefit from the
realization that there are groups actively trying
to diminish human contributions to such high
mortality. However. it is also important to
emphasize that natural limiting factors are built
into the scheme of things. If all sea turtle eggs
survived. there might well be an overabundance
of these creatures. Many animals produce more
young than will survive. serving as food for other
species as a part of nature's dynamic balance.
Ask the students to briefly describe the life cycle
of sea turtles.

9. Summarize the importance of the high
numbers of turtles that result from the
reproduction. Identify and discuss the factors
that limit the turtles· survival. Since sea turtles
are threatened with extinction. the limiting factors affecting their survival seem to be out of
balance. What specific recommendations would
the students suggest to increase the successful
reproduction and survival of sea turtles?

Extensions
1. Change the ratio of predators and hazards to
turtles (1/3 predators or hazards I 2h sea turtles)
and replay the simulation. Describe and discuss
the differences.
2. Set up a sea turtle information center.
3. Where possible. visit sea turtle restoration
sites and determine what actions may be taken
to enhance the stability of sea turtle
populations.
4. Replay the activity with all human factors
removed from influence.

Evaluation
Describe and illustrate the major stages of sea
turtles· life cycle. beginning with the egg.
Name at least four limiting factors that prevent
sea turtles from reaching the adult breeding
stage.
Write a law that would help protect sea turtles.
What would the law include? Who would enforce
it?
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Middle School Supply List

ball, other objects for tossing, tree cookie name tags
television, computer, laser disc player, video projector, Ocean Rescue teaching kit
discussion cards for •Ethi-Thinking•
watershed simulator with different surfaces; one sod, one gravel/sand, one smooth
granules to represent fertilzer/pesticide
dishsoap
buckets to pour and collect water
group copies of "Something's Fishy Here" story
computer lab and related materials for "Science 2000"
rules for "Playing Lightly on the Earth•
pond study supplies at school forest; waders, collection containers, specimen
boxes, nets, droppers, identification booklets and charts.
dilemma cards for •Ethi-Reasoning"
paper and pencils for group letters to editor
used bags for litter clean-up
other for river ride- life jackets, boat, etc.?
materials for "Turtle Hurdles"

Appendix E
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INTERMEDIATE UNIT

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION SillvfMER SCHOOL ENRICHMENT CAMP

GRADES 4-5

JUNE 1995

GOAL: Students will become knowledgeable regarding the choices they make every day
as citizens and consumers and how those choices impact the natural environment.
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OBJECTIVES

Day One
Science/Art: After examining a cross-section of a tree, students will be able to perceive
time from the perspective of tree growth and then will decorate for use as a .. ·.·
nametag for camp. (KNOWLEDGE)
Science/Language Arts: After discussing endangered species, students will define
endangered, threatened, and extinct. They will describe several characteristics that ·
. make an animal extremely susceptible to extinction
(AWARENESS/KNOWLEDGE)
Science/Phy. Ed.: By participating in an ice-breaker activity called "What Am I?",
students will be able to identify photographs of endangered species.
(AWARENESS/KNOWLEDGE)
Science: Students will describe the process of decomposition and identify how fertile soil
is formed naturally. (AWARENESS/KNOWLEDGE)
Science/Social Studies: By constructing a mini-composter, students will be able to
describe how decomposition works using worms and food scraps and how it is
beneficial to the reduction oflandfill.(SKILLS/ETHICS)
Language Arts/Social Studies: Students will generate a list of questions that relate to
recycling practices and/or processes for a field trip to a recycling
facility.(KNOWLEDGE)

Dav Two

-

Science/Social Studies: On a field trip to a recycling facility, students will observe the
amount of materials generated for recycling that were formally disposed of in
landfills. They will be able to list three things that are
recycled.(AW ARENESS/KNOWLEDGE)
Science/Social Studies/Math/Reading: Students will identify the number and type of
wrappings used on commercial products and provide recommendations for
alternative packaging for these products.(KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS) .
Science/Social Studies/Reading: Students will list and compare ingredients, recycled .
content, and price per roll of five brands of toilet paper to determine their possible
impacts on the environment.(KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS)
Social Studies: Students will choose a food item for a snack that requires no packaging as
an example for a discussion of how their buying habits impact the
environment.(ETHICS/CITIZEN ACTION)
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Dav
. Three .
Science/Language Arts/ Social Studies/ Art: Students will describe differences seen in
an environment as the result of casual and detailed observation and give reasons
for the importance oflooking closely at any environment.(KNOWLEDGE)
Science/Language Arts: By participating in a nature walk, students will be able to state
humans and wildlife share environments and generalize that wildlife is present in
areas all over the earth. (AWARENESS)
Science/Art: Students will be able to identify common animal tracks and make plaster
casts of animal tracks.(KNOWLEDGE/SKILL)
Science/Language Arts/Social Studies: Students read and discuss a story, inventing their
own endings that lead to environmental action in their community by I) identifying
potential cause and effect relationships involving aquatic related pollution; 2)
examining their personal attitudes regarding aquatic pollution; 3) generating and
evaluating alternative solutions to problems of aquatic pollution; 4) outlining a plan
to initiate environmental action to reduce the negative consequences of aquatic
pollution in their communities.(AWARENESS/KNOWLEDGE/ETHICS)

Day Four
Science/Math/Phy. Ed./Social Studies: Students will play a game that will help them 1)
identify and describe food, water and shelter as three essential components of
habitat; 2) describe the importance of good habitat for animals; 3) define "limiting
factors" and give examples; and 4) recognize that some fluctuations in wildlife
populations are natural as ecological systems undergo a constant
change.(KNOWLEDGE)
Science: Students will construct a simple food chain, examine owl pellets for evidence of
predator/prey relationships, and reconstruct rodent
_ skeletons.(KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS)
Science/Phy. Ed./Language Arts: Students become predator and prey in a version of
"hide and seek" and are able to I)define "adaptation" in animals; and 2) generalize
that all animals make some adaptations in order to survive.(KNOWLEDGE)
Science/Language Arts/Social Studies: By participating in an outdoor scavenger hunt,
students will be able to observe and list ways that humans impact animal
habitats.(KNOWLEDGE/ETHICS)
Science/Language Arts/Social Studies: Students will create a pledge card signifying
some action that they will take in order to positively impact the environment.
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They will mail their cards to the local newspaper to be printed in the
"Letters to the Editor" in order to help influence others to take positive actions
regarding the environment.(AW ARENESS/KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS/ETHICS)

OUTLINE FOR INTERMEDIATE CAMP BY DAY
Day One
8:50-9: IO-Registration/Administer pre-test
9: IO-Decorate Nametag
9: 15 -Game-name recollection
9:30- Introduce "What am I?" game for endangered species
9:45- Snack-ants on a log
10:00- Decomposition discussion-recycling, reducing, and reusing Nature's way
10:30-Construct a mini-compost container
11:00- Write up questions for field trip to recycling center
11:30-Dismissal
Day Two
8:30-10:00- Field trip to Industrial Recyclers- View how plant operates, what kinds of
materials are brought in for recycling, discuss options for alternative uses for
materials, and watch paper making demonstration
10: 15-11:30-Field trip to County Market grocery store. Tour recycling operations within
the store such as packaging removal. Complete worksheets which indicate how
much materials are used in packaging and if materials that are packaged are
harmful to the environment.
11:30-Dismissal
Day Three
8:50-Observation game
9: 15-9:30-Discussion of different animal habitats and signs of animal or human impact
upon the habitats
•
9:30-10:30-Nature walk and making of plaster casts
10:30-11 :30-Skits involving choices people make regarding use of materials that might
harm an aquatic habitat
11 :30-Dismissal
Day Four
8:50-9:30-Play "Oh Deer"
9:30-10:30-Food Chain-dissection of owl pellets
.,
10:30-11:00-Play "The Thicket Game" and Scavenger Hunt
11 :00-11 :30-Post-tesl
11 :30-Dismissal

~·
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INTERMEDIATE EVALUATION

1) What is compost?

2) Name three items that are recycled.

3) Describe three ways to reduce/reuse items you use everyday.

4) Describe a simple food chain.

5) Describe three problems that are caused by litter or other types of pollution.

6) Describe two actions that you and your classmates can take to have a clean and
healthy environment.
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Tree Cookies

OBJECTIVE
Students will be able to perceive time from the perspective of tree
growth.

ACTIVITY
Obtain a large cross section of a tree which has recently been cut.
Using large map pins, mark the annual rings and connect by string to
a bulletin board indicating important events in a particular year of the
tree's growth. How large was the tree when the school was built? When
the class entered school? When the last president of the United States
was elected? When the students were born? Identify differences in sizes
and spaces between tree rings. Discuss with the students various
reasons for these differences (drought, lack of light, etc.).
Note: The more sophisticated the class, the greater the time span that
might be dealt with in this lesson.

SUBJECTS
Social Studies
Mathematics
Science
GRADES
K-6

PLT PRINCIPLE
3. Cultural ·Contexts
CONCEPTS
3.3 History and
Environment
3.33 Forest Influence on
U.S. History
SKILL
I. Gaining Information

(Continued)

VARIATION (Especially Appropriate for Younger Students)
Using 2 to 3 inch (5 to 8 centimeter) diameter tree limbs (cross
section), ask students to count the rings. (Use polished pieces with no
more than 10 rings.)
Explain that each ring equals approximately one year of growth for
the tree or tree limb, depending on where your tree section was located
on the tree. Ask:
• How old is the tree (or limb)?
• Do we have a tree (or limb) as old as you?
• How many rings would you have if you were a tree?
• Is the cross section you have "more than" or "less than" the
number of rings you are old?

EXTENSION
Foresters often use a tool called an increment borer to extract a core
of wood from standing trees, logs, poles, or timbers. Students could
also take such cores for study. Using the technique of taking a core of
wood, the age and condition of trees can be determined without
destroying the tree. Students could also study such cores and analyze
growth rate of trees or the penetration of wood preservative solutions
on posts, pilings, or timbers. For information about the increment
borer and suggestions for its use, write to: Forestry Suppliers, Inc., 205
W. Rankin St., Jackson, MS 39204.

RESOURCES
A tree (or limb) cross section can usually be obtained from a local
tree-trimming service, forest industry, or utility company that is
clearing or trimming trees for power or telephone lines.
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WHAT AMI?
EE SUBGOALS: Awareness/Knowledge
OBJECTIVES: After discussing endangered species, students will define endangered,
threatened and extinct. They will describe several characteristics that make an animal
extremely susceptible to extinction. Then, by participating in an ice-breaker activity called
"What Am I?", students will be able to identify photographs of endangered species.
MATERIALS: String, photographs of different flora and fauna that are endangered
found in National Geographic Magazines, Zoobooks, and Ranger Rick magazines,
construction paper and glue.
PROCEDURE:
1. Discuss with students what circumstances leads to a species becoming threatened,
endangered and or extinct. Focus on "steno" species(dependent upon one food source or
type of habitat), habitat destruction, poaching, overuse (fishing) and species decline due to
low birth rates.
2. Pass out magazines and allow the students to find species that have been identified as
endangered or threatened and cut out and paste onto pieces of construction paper. Punch
holes so that string can be strung through to wear like a necklace.
3. Students give one of the pictures that they found to another student without letting the
student see what the picture is and they wear it around their neck with the picture on their
back.
4. Students ask three yes or no questions regarding their species picture. The questions
could include: Am I a mammal? ls my habitat a desert? Do I eat only one kind of food?
5. Once the species picture has been identified, the students are able to go and help others
having difficulty identifying their pictures.
EVALUATION: Student participation
EXTENSIONS: The students could be grouped by type of species: plant, mammal,
insects.
Research could be done on individual species to see what changes we could make to help
save the species involved.
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NATURE'S WAY TO DECOMPOSE TODAY
EE SUBGOALS: Awareness/Knowledge
OBJECTIVES: Students will describe the process of decomposition and identify how
fertile soil is formed naturally.
MATERIALS: Poster on mushrooms. Poster of forest floor. Video "The Puzzle of the
Rotting Log" Vol. 2 in the Life Habitat Video Series. Dead log( small enough to be
brought into the classroom and returned) Drawing paper, pencils, crayons. The
book: Trees and Forests .
PROCEDURES:
J. Introduce students to various pictures of items in the forest such as mushrooms,

decomposing logs, leaves, and insects and ask them to keep in mind "What these items
have in common?" while they watch the video "The Puzzle of the Rotting Log."
2. Discuss with the students how these items play an important role in decomposition.
Read the book Trees and Forests and then explore the forest floor poster. Then have the
students lists the various stages of a leave or tree from birth to death.
3. Have the students examine a dead log to see how the wood fibers start to breakdown
and to see if any insects or signs of insects can be found.
4. Students will draw a forest floor showing different decomposers such as mushrooms,
leaves, worms, and others.
EVALUATION: Students will draw natural decomposers found on a forest floor.
Students will list things that could be placed in a composter rather than a landfill.
EXTENSIONS:
Construct a mini-composter.
Visit a local garden and hardware store and price composters for home.
Start a composter for a school cafeteria
SOURCES: Forest Floor Poster
"The Puzzle of the Rotting Log" Vol. 2 in the Life Habitat Video Series 12 min.
MBGVideos
2025 S. Brentwood Blvd.
St. Louis, MO. 63144 (800) 927-9229
Eco-Enrichers-Project Wild pg. 69
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ECO-ENRICHERS

Objectives

Materials

Students will be able
to 1) evaluate the importance of plant and animal
matter as contributors to soil; and 2) recognize
that wildlife in many forms contributes to the
diversity and balance of ecological systems.

enough soil from the
same source to fill three 1' x 1' x 1' containers. earthworms. composting material (like
kitchen scraps and yard leaves)

Method

Age: Grades 6-12
Subject: Science
Skills: analysis. application: classification. comparing

Students experiment with
soil and earthworms.

Background

Wildlife is an important contributor to healthy ecosystems.
The major purpose of this activity is for students
to recognize one example of the kinds of significant contributions from wildlife. In this case. earthworms (not always recognized as wildlife)
enrich a growing medium. soil.

~

similarities and differences. computation. description,
discussion. generalization. kinesthetic concept
development. observation. psychomotor development.
reporting. research. writing
Duration: minimum of two SO-minute class periods,
plus observation of soil boxes for six weeks
Group Size: whole class
Setting: indoors
Conceptual Framework Reference: I 1.8.. 11. 8.1.. 11.F.,
111.8.1.
Key Vocabulary: ecosystem. soil. nutrients. fertility,
acidity. alkalinity. porosity. organic. composting

1983. 1985 Western Regional Environmental Education Council.
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Prc)cedure

1. Select some soil that is not particularly rich-it
might be heavily compacted: by a roadside: or in
an area where there has been a lot of erosion.
Note, however, that soil may look infertile but
be rich with inorganic nutrients. Toke a large
enough sample of the soil to fill three 1' x 1'
x 1' containers.
2. With your students, do some simple soil tests
to determine the quality of the soil. For example:
a. Look for signs of plant or animal matter in the
soil-count the number of species you can identify: examine a sample under a microscope: count
the number of organisms in the sample:
estimate the number of organisms in the entire
quantity of soil in the container based on the
number of the sample.
b. Test acidity and alkalinity with pH kits.
c. Check porosity by determining how fast water
will run through.
d. Conduct a settling test to see what general
proportions of soil components are present: i.e.•
sand, silt, clay. organic matter.
3. After the soil tests have been completed and
recorded. it is time to see what contributions at
least one form of wildlife can make to the richness of soil. Divide the soil into the three containers. One container is the "control." The
second is for soil and compost only. The third is
for soil. compost. and earthworms.
4. Begin adding composting materials (plant and
animal matter)-like table scraps. grass clippings.
leaves. etc:-to the second and third containers.
Add earthworms to the third container. Occasionally water the soil lightly-to simulate a
rainstorm. You can also lightly water the first
box-but do nothing else to the first box of soil.
NOTE: You can begin with a larger number of earthworms if your soil box is large, and if you want
to speed up the process.
5. Since the worms are in a limited environment,
you and the students will need to keep adding
the food and other composting materials. Compost may be added to the second container. also.
Plan on adding materials once a week for three
weeks, and watering lightly once a week. Encourage the students to watch for changes in
any of the boxes. An observation sheet can be
attached to the outside of each box for the
students· reporting purposes.
6. At the end of the three-week period. conduct
the same set of experiments you originally conducted with the soil. Conduct the tests with all
three boxes. In testing the soil in the earthworm
box. make sure the students take care not to

harm the earthworms: many may die anyway. Be
prepared for this possibility, and add additional
earthworms as necessary.
7. Discuss the findings. What differences are
there in the three soil samples?
8. Now plant some seeds in all three of the soil
boxes. Pick a fast-growing seed. like radishes.
-Seeds from plants native to the area might be
available as well. Plant the same number of seeds
in each of the soil boxes. Record the date of
planting. Record all watering procedures. and
changes in the boxes as the plants begin to grow.
After three weeks. compare and discuss the
results. Describe the importance of plant and
animal matter as contributors to soil. Tulk about
earthworms as one example of the role of
wildlife in contributing to healthy environments!

Evaluation

List three ways that earthworms have a positive
effect on soil.
Name three other types of wildlife. and describe
briefly how each contributes to improving or
maintaining soil.
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RETURN TO SENDER
EE SUBGOALS: Skills/Ethics
OBJECTIVES: By constructing a mini-composter, students will be able to describe how
decomposition works using worms and food scraps and how it is beneficial to the
reduction of landfill.
PROCEDURE:
1. Review with students how nature decomposes things naturally. Discuss how food
decomposes and ask them how fast something decomposes if bacteria or other
decomposers can't get to it such as in a landfill? Have students list things that are found in
landfills that could be placed in other places such as a compost pile.
2. Discuss how nearly 442,000 tons of yard waste displace a large chunk of Wisconsin
landfills and after 1993 no greenery from the yard and garden could be buried in any
Wisconsin landfill. Explain to the students how they can have their own cycle of naturecreation of compost that can be used to dig into flower beds, or on houseplants.
3. Students will construct their own mini-composter using empty half-gallon milk jugs.
They should cut out the top part leaving the handle attached for easier handling.
4. Start with bottom layer ofleaves that the students collected from around the immediate
area. Add to the layers potting soil, garden debris which could include the celery tops
from the snack, sawdust, and vegetable or fruit peelings.
5. Add a little water to moisten the material-as much as a wrung-out sponge and then add
anitrogen source such as grass clippings or lake weeds.
EVALUATION:
On a written evaluation, students will describe what compost is in their own words.
EXTENSIONS:
Visit a recycling center to see various methods of recycling objects rather than placing
them in a landfill.
Support recycled products such as recycled paper. Catalog address: EarthCare Paper, PO
Box 3335, Madison, WI. 53704
Write to your community to find out if grass clippings and yard waste is collected and
where and when it is done.
Make posters and place in community resources such as the library, city hall, and grocery
stores showing how composting works and an address where people can write for more
information.

RECYCLING AWAY
EE SUBGOALS: Awareness/Knowledge
OBJECTIVE: By attending a field trip to a recycling center, students will be able to list
three things that are recycled and discuss what steps they can do personally to reduce the
amount of material generated for landfill.
MATERIALS: Questions generated by students about recycling and landfill, nametags,
diagram oflandfill, thank-you cards.
PROCEDURE:
1. Discuss with the students what a landfill is. Have the students list the types of materials
that may be found in landfills and relate back to the what they found decomposed easily.
Show a diagram of how a landfill is built and share how som+hings take years to
decompose.
2. Prior to leaving for the field trip, students will generate a list of questions that they can
ask the resource person. Have the students focus on what is recycled, how much is
recycled, and what types of products are produced from the material that is recycled.
3. While on the bus to the field trip, have the students think of other materials that aren't
recycled now (paper, plastic, tin, cardboard, and aluminum) and come up with many,
varied and unusual items that could be recycled.
4. During the field trip, encourage the students to ask as many of the questions that they
generated. If time permits after the tour, have a question and answer period with the
resource person involved.
5. After the recycling visit, have the students write thank-you to the resource person.
EVALUATION: Have the students list three items that are recycled.
Have the students discuss ways in which they can change their lifestyle to reduce the
amount of material generated for either recycling or the landfill.
EXTENSIONS:
Write letters to the newspaper informing them of how much material is recycled and what
is not recycled and list the ways that they can reduce or reuse items.
Write their Congress people asking them for more incentives for private businesses to
become more environmentally friendly or to help generate businesses such as recycling
facilities.
Designate a REDUCE, REUSE, RECYCLE (DAY/WEEK/MONTH/or YEAR) at their
school or with their environmental clubs.
Ask their school principals or administrators to buy recycled paper or to waste less paper
in their buildings.
Have a strawless week in their building.
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RETURN TO SENDERI
Grass clippings and leaves should go back where they came from!

A

a nitrogen source. such as green
bout 16 to 25 percent of all housegrass clippings. manure or lake
weeds. Or sprinkle one cup of 10hold waste comes
from the yard 10-10 fertilizer or bloodmeal per
grass
clippings
25 square feet of surface area on
leaves, brush, weeds, garden detop of the pile. Heat is created as
bris. Every year , nearly -H2.000
materials decompose .
4. Add a one-inch layer of
tons of yard waste displace a hefty
garden soil to supply the pile with
chunk of space in Wisconsin landfills. But not for long. After Janumicroorganisms.
ary 1. 1993, no greenery from the
5. Repeat the layers until the
yard and garden can be buried in
heap is about four feet high or the
bin is nearly full. A final layer of
any Wisconsin landfill. Which
means you will have the rare opstraw helps shed heavy , soaking
portunity to witness the eternal
rains.
When the pile has settled afcycles of nature right in your own
backyard or community.
ter three or four "'·eeks. fork the
How? By composting
materials into a new pile, turning
speeding up the slow natural prothe outside of the old heap into
the center of the new pile. Add a
cess governing the decomposition of organic matter.
little water if the heap seems dry.
Turning the pile every three to
To compost leaves. grass clippings and food scraps at home. you can
four weeks will hasten decomposition.
In two to three months. in place of that
make a freestanding compost heap or build
bulky pile of yard cast-offs. you·ll have a
a simple bin out of snow fence. stacked
cement blocks or wood to contain your
small mound of dark brown, crumbly.
pile . The pile should be no smaller than -t x
earthy-smeiling compost. Dig it into your
4 x 4 feet and no larger than 'i x 5 x 'i feet.
garden and flmver beds. l"se it as a mulch
1. Start with 8 to 10 inches of hulk\·
for trees and shrubs. or spread it on your
organic matter such as le:l\·es . chipped
lawn. Mix sterilized compost with potting
brush, garden debris. sawdust and fruit and
soil for healthy houseplants. If you have
From bin .. to compost.
vegetable peelings . Lay coarser material on
more than you can use . share it'
the bottom to allow air to circulate.
For information on composting or yard waste regulations,
2. Add water to the pile until it's as moisr as a \Hungcall (608) 267-7565.
out sponge.
3. Get the heap cooking by :.idding a onL· -im·h Lt,·n of

COMMUNITY COMPOSTING
If it hasn·t :.ilre:.idy. your communit, likL·h· ,, ill hl'
embarking on a large-scale composting and hrL1.sh-d1ipping
program to meet the 1993 landfill ban.
Your cooperation will m:.ike the program a succl's.s .
You m:.iy be asked to place leaves in special hags for
curbside pickup. Or you might he directed to bring your
grass clippings and brush to drop-off sites. The ultim:.ite go al
of anv composting program is to save you mone\· by saving
costly space in your landfill - so take a little time nm\· to find
out how your community is handling vard materi:.ils and
what you can do to help.
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WHAT'S IT WRAPPED UP IN?
EE SUBGOALS: Awareness/Knowledge
OBJECTIVE: Students will identify the number and type of wrappings used on
commercial products and provide recommendations for alternative packaging for these
products. Part two: Students will list and compare ingredients, recycled content and price
per roll of five brands of toilet paper to determine their possible impacts on the
environment.
MATERIALS: Worksheet Activity #6: Packaging, and Activity #16: Hazardous Waste,
pencils
PROCEDURE:
1. Discuss with the students proper behavior in a grocery store. Point out that we are
guests and should not disturb other shoppers while completing our packaging and product
surveys.
2. Have the students discuss how much aluminum, cardboard, cellophane, foil, paper, and
polystyrene foam is used to package the foods we eat.
3. Working in groups of four have the groups go on a packaging scavenger hunt (see
Activity #6: Packaging).
4. Have the students go over the results in a small group and then choose one food that
had the least amount of packaging and one that has the most amount of packaging to
present to the group.
5. Students will present to the group alternative types of packaging for the products that
used the most packaging.
6. Students will choose a snack that has little or no packaging.
EVALUATION: During a discussion, students will be able to describe why one type of
food product might have more or less packaging than another and provide at least two
types of alternative packaging for that product.
EXTENSIONS:
Have students write letters to the companies whose products have the least amount of
packaging and thank them for contributing to less waste.
Have students write letters to the companies where there was excess packaging and
provide alternative ways to package their products.
Part two
PROCEDURE:
1. Discuss with the students that they can help the environment by becoming a cautious
and informed consumer, especially where it concerns the products you use everyday.
2. In groups of four, students should examine five brands of toilet paper (see Activity
#16-Hazardous Waste)
3. Bring the groups back together to discuss their :findings. Have the students discuss and
determine a way that they can let advertisers know that they are aware of things that go
into their products that can be harmful to the environment.
Evaluation: Students will list the ways that they can let people know about the amount of
hazardous material in products they use everyday.
Extensions:Students can write letters to manufactures regarding the hazardous materials
they use in their products.

r

EARTH SMART: Reduce, ,\.ianage, Reuse -
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Section I

IActivity
PACKAGING
#6:

Think about how much aluminum, cardboard, cellophane, foil, paper, plastic, and polystyrene foam
is used to package the foods you eat.
1. Using the grocery advertisements in your daily newspaper, go on a packagin_g scavenger hunt. See
how many foods you can find that are packaged with no wrapping, with one wrapping, with two
wrappings, and with three or more wrappings. Recreate the chart below on poster board.
2. list the foods you find on your chart and explain how each is packaged.
FOODS WITH NO WRAPPING

FOODS WITH ONE WRAPPING

Example: apples

Example: bread (a paper or plastic bag)

/,

i.

2.

2.

3.

3.

45.

<f,

5.
FOODS WITH TWO WRAPPINGS
.

Example: cereal (a paper bag inside a cardboard box)

FOODS WITH THREE OR MORE WRAPPINGS

Example: microwaveable meals
(a plastic tray with a foil lid inside a cardboard box)

I
2_.
~

..,J.

4

'I
'5.

. ·-.,,~,

..... -···,-·-·-

...

and-your family do. Then, see how many items-from each column you can find advertfs~d in.the
:f:lewspaper. Which products are advertised more, disposable products or rel.!sable products?

154..:---------------------•--,-------------.
WE BUY OR USE..........

INSTEAD OF ......... .

cloth towels
_wax paper
_ baking soda
_ reusable eating utensils
_ reusable plates, cups, bowls
_ food in glass jars/ metal lids
_ eggs in cardboard cartons
_ bottled drinks/ glass containers
_ canned drinks/ cardboard carriers
_ toothpaste in tubes
_ bars of hand and bath soap
_ cotton diapers
_ rechargeable batteries

paper towels
plastic wrap
air fresheners
plastic knives, forks, spoons
disposable plates, cups, bowls
food in plastic bottles or jars
eggs in polystyrene foam cartons
bottled drinks/ plastic containers
canned drinks/ plastic rings
toothpaste in pump dispensers
liquid soap/ plastic containers
disposable diapers
nonrechargeable batteries

Some household cleaners, like drain cleaners., are very poisonous (see note 1).
Others, like bleach, can hurt your septic system. Many, like laundry spot remover
and some floor cleaners contain substances classified as priority pollutants by the
EPA (see note 2). Septic systems can't detoxify all of the chemical compounds found
in these products and, consequently, some end up in groundwater. Following is a list
of alternatives to cleaners you may have used in the past:

Abrasive Cleanser: Mix salt, baking soda and water into a paste.
Bleach: Substitute borax.

B~: Mix equal parts flour and ~alt into a little vinegar.
Carpets: Sprinkle borax and vacuum. For stains. rub borax into dampened area,
let dry. vacuum.

Coolers: Wipe the inside of insulated plastic coolers with vanilla to eliminate
odors.

Deodorizers: Buy house plants, use {)Otpourri, candles. cedar shavings
(available in pet shops).

Disinfectants: 1/2 cup borax plus 1/2 cup rubbing alcohol in 1 gallon hot water.
Drains: Pour 1/4 cup baking soda down drain, follow with 1/2 cup vinegar.
When fizzing stops. flush with 1 quart boiling water.

Fabric softener: Add 114 cup baking soda to final rinse.
Flea collar: Substitute brewer's yeast in pet's dieL

Floors and toilets: 2 tablespoons borax plus 2 tablespoons dish detergent in
1 gallon hot water.
Furniture: 1 ounce lemon juice plus two ounces mineral oil. Toothpaste
removes water stains.

Hands: To clean paint and grease off of hands, rub them with baby oil or
margarine. Wipe dry on paper towel, then wash with soap and water.
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EARTH ISSUES: Air, Land, Water

#16:
IActivity
HAZARDOUS WASTE
Don't assume a product is toxic-free just because there are no toxics listed on the label. The
government does not require manufacturers to list every ingredient if the product does not violate
federal safety standards.
You can help the environment oy
becoming a cautious and informed consumer, especially where it concerns the products you use
everyday.
Take toilet paper, for example! Some of the dyes used to color toilet paper produce toxins. These
substances are poisonous to the environment when the paper decomposes. Some of the perfumes
used to scent toilet paper also produce toxins. Conduct your own "Toilet Paper Stud'(."
l~ Take the chart with you to the supermarket. Examine all five brands of toilet paper. Check the
package labels to see if dyes and perfumes are listed. How is each brand packaged? Is it packaged
in paper rather than plastic? Is the toilet paper made from recycled paper?
BRAND
NAME

2..

PAPER
WRAPPER·

USES
DYES

USES
PERFUMES

IS MADE FROM
RECYCLED PAPER

PRICE
PER ROLL

Based on the results of your study, which brand is the best buy for the consumer? Which brand
is the best buy for the environment? Are these two "best buys" the same? Why or why not?

THINK, DISCUSS, REACT:
There are a surprising amount of toxics in your home, hidden in everything from oven cleaner to
toilet paper. They are a hazard, not only to you and your family when they are used, but to the
environment when they are first manufactured, and when they are finally disposed of.
Billions of dollars are spent every year in advertising to convince consumers that these products are
necessary and will enhance their lives, when in fact they are dangerous. What can be done about
this? (Notice how many of these products are advertised in your daily newspaper, on the radio, and
on television.)
Earm Watch: For A Cleaner & Safer Environment

Copyright 1993. CJHatcher & Associates, Inc.

~
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Section II

EARTH ISSUES: Air, Land, Water

I

Activity #12:
AIR POLLUTION

Perfume and after-shave lotion seem harmless enough until you splash them on. When the alcohol
evaporates, it eventually meets up with sunlight, where it reacts with nitrogen oxides and helps
produce smog. It is difficult to imagine how a splash or two can cause much harm, but when the
action is performed by millions of people each day, the effects add up. In California, for example,
where 30 million people splash, spray, and clean their homes on a regular basis, emissions of
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from consumer products like spray starch, charcoal lighter fluid,
automotive brake cleaner, and disinfectant make up 10% of the state's total VOC emissions (or about
200 tons a day). How do voe emissions affect your state?
CATEGORY

CONSUMER
PRODUCTS

AEROSOL OR
NON-AEROSOU

DO YOU USE
THIS ITEM?

HOW
OFTEN?

COOKING PRODUCTS
CLEANING PRODUCTS
PERSONAL PRODUCTS
INSECTICIDES
AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS

.

HOUSEHOLD ADHESIVES

THINK, DISCUSS, REACT:
The cost to clean-up the consumer product industry is likely to be passed on to the end user. ·
However, consumers may receive a greater percentage of the real product (less pollutant) as more
products are water-based or as solid forms are substituted for aerosols. How do you feel about this?
Is the cost worth the cost? Explain.
Watch the daily newspaper for information regarding VOC emissions and/or articles concerning
state or federal regulation of the consumer product industry.
urth W.atch: For A Cluner & ~fr!r Environment

Copyright 1993. CJHiteher & Associates, Inc.
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LEARNING TO LOOK,
LOOKING TO SEE

Objectives

Students will be able
to: 1) describe differences seen in an environment as the result of casual and detailed observation: and 2) give reasons for the importance
of looking closely at any environment.

Method

Students list what they
remember seeing in a familiar environment.
check their accuracy. and discuss the results: and
then apply their experiences and new skills to
an unfamiliar outdoor setting.

Background
NOTE: Use this as an introductory activity.
especially for activities requiring observation
skills.

Looking and seeing can be entirely different
things depending on who we are. where we are,
what we are concerned about. and our purposes
for looking. We look at our classrooms every
school day, but if questioned about simple
details. we may find that we are totally unaware
of the existence of certain objects. colors.
sounds, and textures. As we walk through our
neighborhoods. we have probably learned to
notice only those things which are necessary to
aid us in getting to our destination. We may not
see a soaring hawk although we may be looking
Age: Grades K-8
Subjects: Language Arts, Science. Social Studies. Art
Skills: description, discussion, listing, observation
Duration: 20-45 minutes
Group Size: any
Setting: outdoors and indoors
Conceptual Framework Reference: I., IV.D.2 .. IV.E.5.,
VI.B.• Vl.8.2.

Key Vocabulary: observe. see. appreciate, sense
© 1983, 1985 Western Regional Environmental Education Council.
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. at the sky. We may not see a community of ants
even though we are looking at the sidewalk. During a walk in the woods, we may leave the trail
to see a tree better-and then not see the
wildflower we trample even though we are looking at the forest floor as we walk to the tree.

thought they saw there before the area was
covered. When their lists are completed, ask
them to turn over their papers. Remove the
sheet. On the backside of their first lists. have
the students make a new li?t of what they see.
What kinds of things did they remember? What
kinds of things were most often missed? Let
them come up with reasons why they think this
happened.
2. Have the students go outdoors and pick one
spot near a tree, a fence, a brook, a field, etc.
Each student should find a spot alone. at least
50 feet from the closest human neighbor. Allow
15 minutes for this solo, or approximately five
minutes for younger students. The students
should look in a broad sense of the word-seeing,
touching, listening, and smelling. They should

Each of us can train ourselves to see. It takes at
least three elements: 1) to learn to be a careful
observer. even if we do not have sight through
our eyes; 2) to be aware of our surroundings; and
3) to recognize any part of our environment as
being part of a larger whole. As we enter a forest
community, for example, we are a part of that
. community as much as we are part of our school
community or neighborhood community. At a
level, we are members of any community we
enter. As a result, we have an opportunity and
an obligation to see our neighbors and to be
responsible members of each community we
enter.
The major purpose of this activity is for students
to be given an opportunity to enhance their
powers of "seeing."

Materials
Procedure

note pads

1. Let's practice seeing things. Cover a desk.
bulletin board. other wall display. or table with
a large sheet before students come to class. Ask
the students to write down all the things they

record everything they "see." (See "Wild Words"
for a journal-making activity to use in recording
their observations.) Fifteen minutes will provide
time for an initial spurt of observations. a
plateau, and then another spurt as they begin
to realize how much they missed the first time
around. (Younger children need only record in
their minds; no need to write.)
3. Bring the students together for a discussion.
centering on the process they went through as
well as their list of sightings. Did they focus on
any one area for a long time? Did they continue
to shift their gaze? How did they focus their
hearing and smelling? Cupping hands around
their ears to simulate animal hearing has a
dramatic effect on abilities to hear. Blindfolding
seems to cause a compensation toward better
hearing as well. Moistening the undersurface of
the nose and the entire upper lip area increases
smelling ability. Note: Our role as teachers is a
difficult one in that we are most effective when
we teach our students how to look and see
without telling them what to see.
4. Talk with the students about the joy and importance of seeing as fully as we can-as a way
of appreciating, respecting, and learning more
about the world in which we live. Older students:
Discuss the importance of careful observation of
our environments beginning with the basis for
our fundamental life support systems-air,
water. soil, plants, animals.
5. Optional, with older students: Talk about the
process of continuing to develop our senses as
being a life-long process for each of us. We are
always learning, and can learn even more. Sensing more in our surroundings can help us detect
changes in our environment, cause us to become
curious and ask questions. and help us to become
better, more aware and informed decisionmakers.
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Extensions
1. Blur your eyes. What patterns and shapes do
you see?
2. What else did you see? Any living things?
What were they? Were they plant or animal?
3. Categorize what was observed as living/nonliving-and/or as animal, plant, mineral.
4. Play the game "Animal, Vegetable, Mineral" or
"What Am 17."

Evaluation

Think of three of your friends. Without looking
at them, write down the color of their eyes, and
a description of what they were wearing last
time you were together. Check to see if you were
right.

~
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TRACKS!
Objectives

Students will be able
to identify common animal tracks.

Method

Students make plaster casts

of animal tracks.

Backg_r9und

Looking for_ ~vidence of wildlife 1s one method of determining
what types of animals are around. Signs such as
burrows. nests. droppings. or food litter can be
identified-but the easiest signs to interpret are
animal tracks.
An[ mal tracks can be the basis for several types
of investigations. Identifying the tracks you find
will help fill in a species list of those animals
found in your area. Wildlife population estimates
can be made from observing the number of
tracks found during a specified length of time.
Habitat requirements of individuals can be determined by finding their tracks in certain areas and
not finding them in others.
Track hunting is really very easy. Just find a spot
of level ground with fairly soft. fine. textured
soil. Smooth it over. and come back later to see
what has been there! Obvious places for your
smooth spot would be near water or on well
worn trails. Larger animals will use the more
open areas. while a small spot the size of your
hand cleared under some.bushes will reward you
with many different little.tracks of mice. shrews.
and reptiles. .
Tracks can be preserved and collected by making
plaster casts of them.' This simple procedure will
allow you to "collect" tracks and add them to
other evidence like bones. nests. or scats that
you already may have collected.
Once these tracks have been observed or preserved. a lot of information about the animal
that made them can be discovered. For example.
all mammals have basically the same foot structure. They just use the parts in different ways.
If we look at an animal's foot in relation to the
human hand. we find that some animals walk
on their hands-like raccoons and bears. Others
walk or run on their toes. like cats and coyotes.
while some walk on their "toenails" or hooves
like deer and elk.

By looking at a track, we can make some determinations about how that animal lives. We can
notice what part of the foot it· walks on.
whether claws are present. and how many steps
are taken in a measured distance.
The major purpose of this activity is for students
to become sufficiently familiar with evidence of
wildlife to be able to identify a few animal tracks
common to their area.

Materials

plaster of Paris. containers for mixing. spray shellac or plastic. vaseline. cardboard. knives. sandpaper. loops of wire
(optional). black ink or paint

Procedure
1. Take your class on a field trip to a nearby lake,
stream. or wildlife refuge area-somewhere
where there will be lots of tracks!
2. Divide into small groups to find tracks. You
may want to divide the students into groups
according to areas in which they will look for
tracks; e.g .. one group under bushes. one group
at a meadow's edge, one group near a pond's
edge. Prepare the students in advance to assist
them in looking carefully and responsibly.
3. Once a track is found. clean it of loose particles
of soil, twigs, leaves, and other litter.
4. Spray the track. with shellac or plastic from
a pressurized can if available.
5. Form a two-inch wide strip of cardboard or tin
into a ring surrounding the track. Press firmly
into the ground to give support. but allow at
least one inch to form the edge of the mold for
-the plaster. Square forms can be made by cutting milk cartons horizontally-one of the
easiest ways to make the forms!

Age: Grades 4-7
Subjects: Science. Art
Skills: analysis, application. comparing similarities and
differences. psychomotor development. synthesis
Duration: two 45-minute periods or longer
Group Size: small groups of two to five
Setting: outdoors
Conceptual Framework Reference: 1.8.. 1.8.1 .. 1.8.3..
1.8.4.
Key Vocabulary: tracks. evidence

© 1983. 1985 Western Regional Environmental Education Council.
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6. Mix about two cups of plaster of Paris in a tin
can or plastic bowl. adding water slowly until it
is about as thick as heavy cream. Pour carefully
into the mold until the plaster is about to the
top. Ailow plaster to harden at least 15 minutes
before lifting it out of the track. If the soil is
damp, hardening may take longer.
7. When the cast is hardened, lift the cast out,
remove the ring, and clean the cast by scraping
it with a knife blade and washing.
8. Back in class. apply a thin coating of vaseline
to the track and surface of the cast. Place it on
a flat surface and surround the casting with a
two-inch strip of cardboard or tin as before.
9. Mix plaster of Paris and pour into the mold,
making certain that the top surface of the
casting is smooth and level with the mold. If you
plan to use the casting as a wall plaque. place
a loop of wire in back of the casting while the
plaster is still soft. Allow two hours for plaster
to harden.

10. Carefully remove the mold when the plaster
is dry. Separate the two layers and wipe the
excess vaseline from the face of the cast and
:track. Scrape any rough places with a knife ·blade,
or use fine sandpaper to smooth the surface.
Wash the completed cast in running water.
11 . When the cast is thoroughly dry. paint the
inside of the track with India ink or black poster
paint. Label each cast with the name of the
track, and the student's name. A coat of clear
shellac or clear plastic may be applied to protect
and preserve the casting.

Evaluation

Draw and label tracks of animals common to
your area.
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SOMETHING'S FISHY HERE!

Objectives . .
.
Students will be able to: 1) 1dent1fy potential
cause and effect relationships involving aquaticrelated pollution: 2) examine their personal attitudes regarding aquatic pollution: 3) generate
and evaluate alternative solutions to problems
of aquatic pollution: and 4) outline a plan to initiate environmental action to reduce the negative consequences of aquatic pollution in their
communities.

Method
Students read and discuss a story. inventing their
own endings that lead to environmental action
in their community.

Background
Environmental pollution is an issue everywhere
on the planet. Often individual citizens feel
helpless given the scope of the problems. Yet successful action to reduce environmental problems
often originates through individual actions.
School children have initiated projects that
improved the safety of neighborhoods, created
parkland. and preserved major habitats for
wildlife.
There is much to be done to protect aquatic habitats in any community. Reducing or eliminating
pollution is one example of an area in which individual people can make a difference. Significant
aesthetic improvement can result from reducing
the most common forms of water pollutionlitter and siltation. Other forms of pollution are
far more elusive and more difficult to detect and
eliminate. Much work needs to be done to identify and eliminate sources of pollution in groundwater. brooks. streams. lakes. rivers. and oceans.
Yet in each of these habitats. aquatic wildlife is
threatened-and. often. so are people!
'.s1987 Western Regional Environmental Education Council.

Pollution is a term that is difficult to define. In
nature. pure water cannot be found. Even as
water falls from the sky. it picks up carbon
dioxide and other gases and becomes more acid
and capable of dissolving some rocks. Water is
known as the universal solvent. which means
that it can dissolve many kinds of substances.
Water also can carry suspended particles such as
soil and plant material. These particles affect the
penetration of light and in turn. the plants living below the surface. Water temperature and
the amount of dissolved gases also change and
affect the life in it.
We tend to think of pollution as something that
is damaging and is unnatural. although some
forms of pollution may have natural causes.
Water pollution is usually described in relation
to the use humans make of the water in which
it is found. For example. when the conditions of
a trout stream reach the point where trout die.
it is then labeled polluted. That same stream was
probably unfit to drink for a long time and could
have been labeled polluted much earlier. It could
also still support other types of fish and not be
considered polluted for that species. In other
words. water could be described as polluted for
some purposes and not for others.

Age: Grades 2-8
Subjects: Language Arts. Science. Social Studies
Skills: analysis. application. classification. description.
discussion. evaluation. generalization. hypothesizing.
identification. inference. interpretation. listening.
listing. problem solving. reading. reporting. synthesis.
visualization
Duration: two or more 30-45 minute periods
Group Size: any
Setting: indoors

Conceptual Framework Reference: VII.A .. VII.A .1..
VII.A.2 .. VII.A.3 .. VII.A.4.. VII.B.. VII.B.1 .. VII.B.2 .. VII.B.3 ..
VII.B.4 .. VII.B.5 .. VII.B.6 .. VII.B.7.
Key Vocabulary: pollution. action. responsibility
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The addition of chemicals to water affects certain organisms depending upon the concentration. Some chemicals can be toxic to some
organisms even at very low concentrations.
Scientists usually measure concentrations of
materials by comparing the parts of that
substance to the parts of water containing it.
When concentrations of materials reach critical
levels. certain organisms die.
Living things need the oxygen that is dissolved
in water. When oxygen levels fall below certain
points. organisms die. The temperature affects
the amount of dissolved oxygen that can be present in water. The warmer the water. the less
oxygen it can hold. Some animals need more oxygen than others and therefore warm water can
be described as polluted for some kinds of fish
and not polluted for others.
The major purpose of this activity is for students
to recognize their potential for making a contribution to the environmental quality of life in
their own community-and their own responsibilities for actions affecting wildlife and the
environment.

Materials
one copy for each student of the story: writing
materials

Procedure
1. Have each student silently read the story or
read it aloud to them .
2. After the students have all finished. discuss
the story with them. Ask the students to think
about as many different endings to the story as
possible. OPTIONAL: Ask each student to write
an ending for the story.
3. In small groups. ask the students to share
their own recommendation for how the story
should end.
4. Ask each group to decide on the ending they
most prefer. If they cannot agree. that is okay.
Have each group report aloud for all the other
groups to hear which ending or endings they
recommend. List the essential points of each
ending on the chalk board.
5. Discuss the various endings with the entire
class. Identify cause and effect relationships.
Look for possible relationships between the story
and problems regarding water use and aquatic
habitats that might or do exist in the students·
own community.

6. Next have the students generate a list of
possible aquatic wildlife problems related to
aquatic pollution that they believe do exist in
their own environment. Have them form groups
that have a common interest in one or more of
the problems and develop a plan to find out more
about the problem . Once they have targeted a
problem. have each group report back to the
class. Or. decide on one problem and work on it
as a class.
NOTE: Coach the students to choose problems
that they might actually solve. For example.
pollution in a nearby brook is far more realistic
for them to address than an entire river system.
Remember. it is important that students be able
to experience some success in developing the
plan and tackling the problem.
7. If several groups were each working on a
separate problem. ask the class to vote on the
problem they would most like to address. Assure
them that their choosing one does not make the
others less important. It is useful for all to get
behind one effort. Remind the students to
develop an attitude for a clean environment.
Have them seek solutions rather than only
blame.
8. Once a specific issue is chosen. have the class
list ten things that can be done to make that
problem less damaging to aquatic wildlife.
9. Facilitate the class taking specific action. by
helping them develop a plan to implement.
Establish a time line and specific assignments.
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SOMETHING'S FISHY HERE!

Extensions
1. Follow through on the plan to initiate environmental action to reduce the negative consequences of aquatic pollution in the community.
2. Continue working on the other issues on the
list.
3. Find a way to publicize what the class has
done. Contact broadcast media. the city council .
garden clubs. parent-teacher association. etc.
4. Work to raise interest among other students
to address additional important aquatic wildlife
and habitat-related issues.

Evaluation
Name three types of aquatic pollution. Identify
the pollution source. Describe some of the problems caused by each of these kinds of pollution .
Water is taken from a river. treated. used by
people of a community. sent to a city sewage
treatment plant. and put back into the river. Is
this aquatic pollution? Defend your response.
Sam Smith and Jill Jones each caught their
fishing line on a dead tree in a stream . They
couldn't get their line loose. so cut off about 15
feet of line. Is this aquatic pollution? Defend your
response.
Describe two actions that you and your classmates can take to have a clean and healthy
environment.

©1987 Western Regional Environmental Education Council.

Charlie and Alex were true friends of the
"forever" type. Rarely on different wavelengths.
they lived as neighbors and played together in
the same coastal community for all their young
lives. Both were in fifth grade.
Spring fever attacked them with equal intensity.
usually right before their school's spring vacation. This particular spring. they planned to liven
up the Annual Pet Show with an unusual entry.
Charlie (whose name was short for Charlotte)
and Alex were going to produce a "surprise"
entry-some crayfish!
For many springtimes the friends had regularly
captured and observed these interesting
creatures. Both loved the lively and fascinating
crayfish . They both learned how to handle the
animals with no harm to themselves or the crayfish. They could watch the crayfish for hours in
the aquarium they made for them and then
return them to their habitat. unharmed. The
supply was seemingly endless. Winning the prize
for "Most Unusual Pet" was guaranteed.
Planning their adventure was easy as they
walked from school. Charlie would bring the
nets: Alex. the containers with covers.
Their science class was dealing with the subject
of environmental protection. Both students liked
the topic so when it was announced. Charlie and
Alex gave each other the eye. Not much of a problem here in our community. they agreed . Anyway. their minds were drifting somewhere away
to their secret stream. They had dreams of
zillions of crayfish crawling all over the pet show
poodles. birds. and fabulous felines. They could
hardly wait to go to the stream.
As they walked down the woods trail. the
familiar smells inspired the explorers as they
anticipated their adventure. All the signs were
there: the ground flowers had bloomed by the
path. the willow buds were bursting. and green
fuzz crowded the understory. It was "crayfish
time" for sure!
They made their way down to the banks of the
stream. near the deep water pools and around
the grassy rock ledges . . . what anticipation!
Charlie crept into the shallow water and started
to probe in tr1e rocky bottom to get the crayfish
moving toward Alex . Alex was net-ready. Their
adventure began to lose its luster when Charlie
noticed several of the crayfish not moving at all.

In fact. they were dead! In moments the companions were looking bewildered: there were
more than a couple that were dead, there were
hundreds!
It took a few moments to register. They forgot
what this would mean for the pet show. They
felt genuine concern. These fascinating animals
that had provided them with hours of enjoyment
were all dead I Bewilderment. puzzlement. What
could have happened? It was moments before
the team was working again. They both recognized at once that there was a mystery to be
solved!•
What would "Encyclopedia Brown" have done
under similar circumstances? Right! Look for
clues! Forget the ''.jokes," this is important stuff
right here. Hundreds of crayfish don't keel over
from fear of being over-exposed in public at a pet
showll There has to be a really strong reason.
The explorers determined to discover what it
was.
A quick glance over the surrounding area
revealed little evidence of foul play. Alex did note
. that there was a condition common to all the
dead crayfish. They were sticky to the touch.
They seemed to be coated with a soapy substance. Charlie saw the foamy suds first. The
suds clung to the rocks above the falls. The two
students went further upstream searching for
more signs. Beyond the falls the suds were
sparse. Then they noticed that on the flat marsh
where the stream meanders from the town,
there were none of the common spring flowers.
Charlie noticed this because she had planned to
decorate the biggest crayfish with a garland of
violets, but none were to be found. Another
moment of sadness. Where were the violets?
Closer to town the stream flowed through a

gorge of sandstone embankments. Beyond this
a new black-topped parking lot signaled the edge
of the town. sporting a brand new mini-shopping
center. There they discovered something new.
Under fresh packed soil, tucked beside the fence,
storm drains were partially buried. They were
opened to allow flow of water into the streams.
That night at dinner Charlie and Alex consulted
with Charlie's sister. She had a great sense of
how things worked and always seemed ready to
help these younger explorers. She advised mapping the area of the new shopping center and
identifying the stores in the area that might
have soap in their waste water. Alex and Charlie sat down and compiled a list of
the shopping center's stores. 1l.hey produced
several possibilities-The Ritz Cleaners, The Wash
and Dry Laundromat, Sparkie's Car Wash. and
Johnny's Auto Body. They decided to record
observations on a daily basis for a week. They
agreed to take turns looking for evidence. (Good ·
detectives keep records, note patterns. and
follow trails l:>efore they draw conclusions or
make accusations.)
One evening when it was Charlie's turn to
observe, her mother drove her to the shopping
center. What she found out caused her to call
Alex at once. Her voice rang with excitement.
"We've got" eml" she cried. "When Mom drove
me to the center we drove over a bump in the
parking lot, near the car wash. They have a big
black hose running into the drain pipe. They connect it after dark! I saw it-I know itl They let
it flow into the storm drains from their storage
tanks. That's where the soap is coming from I We
gotta do something Alexi Where do we go? What
do we dol7 Who can we trust!?"...
(Younger Student Version)
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WILDLIFE IS
EVERYWHERE I

Objectives

Students will be able
to: 1) state that humans and wildlife share environments; and 2) generalize that wildlife is
present in areas all over the earth.

Method

Students search their environment for evidence of wildlife.

B~~kground

People often think
of w1ldhfe only as large animals like those they
see in pictures of Africa,_ with lions and elephants. They might think of creatures of the
North American forests that they ,bave seen
themselves. like deer and elk. But 0'ildlife includes all animals that have not been
domesticated by people.
Domesticated animals are those which have been
tamed, made captive and bred for special purposes; Farm animals and pets are considered
domesticated animals. (See "What's Wild?" and
"Animal Charades.")
Wild animals are all the rest. What may be surprising is that wildlife includes the smallest
animal organisms-even those that can be seen
only through a microscope. Spiders. insects. reptiles. worms. and most species of fish. birds. and
mammals may be considered wildlife. Wildlife
occurs in a tremendous variety of forms and
colors. And wildlife can be found all around us.
Even when we think we can see or hear no animals at all-they exist somewhere around us© 1983, 1985 Western Regional Environmental Education
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maybe even under our feet! There are even tens
of thousands of life forms on our skin . in our
hair. and inside our bodies! In fact, each of us
would die if all the organisms that inhabit our
bodies were to disappear. People are never truly
alone in an environment. Some form of wildlife
is near.
The major purpose of this activity is for students
to understand that people and wildlife share environments. By investigating microenvironments
or microhabitats. the students should be en°
couraged to generalize from the information
they acquire to the entire planet. coming to the
understanding that wildlife exists in some form
in all areas of the planet. In the deserts of the
southern hemisphere; the oceans. tropical
jungles. and cities of the earth; from the Antarctic snow fields to the glaciers of the Arctic
region. wildlife exists in a variety of forms.

Materials

string (optional)

Age: Grades K-3 (and older)
Subjects: Science. Language Arts
Skills: analysis. discussion. generalization. observation
Duration: 30 to 45 minutes
Group Size: any
Setting: indoors and outdoors
Conceptual Framework Reference: J.B .. 1.8.1. 1.8.3.
Key Vocabulary: wildlife. wild. domesticated. environment. evidence
Council.

Procedure

CAUTION: Ask students to observe but not touch
or disturb animals they see.
1. Invite your students to explore the classroom.
looking for signs of wildlife. Even in the most
cleanly-swept classrooms. you can usually find
some signs of life-either past or present. It
might be a spider web, dead insects near lights.
or insect holes along baseboards and behind
books. After the search and a discussion with the students about what-if anything-they found, _
introduce the idea that people and other animals
share environments. Sometimes we don't even
notice that we are sharing our environment with
other living things. but we are.
2. Expand the search for other animals to the
out-of-doors. Take the students on the school
grounds and give everyone, working in pairs. five
minutes to find an animal or some sign that an
animal had been there. l.Dok for indirect evidence, such as tracks. webs. droppings, feathers.
and nests. (Be sure not to harm or seriously
disturb anything.) After five minutes. sit down
and talk about what everyone found.
Or. in advance, create a wildlife trail for your
students to follow-looking for signs of animals
along the way-by placing a long piece of string
around an area of the school grounds and
"salting" the path along the string with evidence
of animals: bones. feathers. etc. The students
can explore the trail in a "follow the leader"
fashion. The students should remain quiet.
observing to themselves. At the end of the trail.
everyone should sit and discuss what they saw.
3. Talk with the children about what they
learned. Emphasize that they have seen that
people and wildlife share environments. They

have seen evidence of wildlife at their school. Ask
the children to guess whether they think different kinds of animals are found all over the
earth-in the deserts. oceans. mountains. and
cities. They may harvest their own experiences
and talk about places they have been and have
seen animals. Encourage the students to make
the generalization that wildlife is present all over
the earth.

Extensions
1. Survey your yard. kitchen. neighborhood, or
city park ... looking for wildlife.
2. Search magazines and books for wildlife from
all over the planet.
3. "Invent"' names and describe the wildlife found
outside during searches. Older students can
observe the animals. write a written description
-and then check their invented names and descriptions against the scientific names and information found in reference materials.
4. Use state maps. Look up names of towns.
cities. and counties with wild animal names!

Evaluation

In which of the following places would you be
likely to find animals living? in a forest: in a hot.
dry. desert: in a lake: at the top of a mountain:
at the North Pole: in New York City. What kinds
of animals might you find in these places? Name
any areas on earth where you couldn't find any
animals.
Name the things you saw. heard. or smelled
which showed you that wildlife lives in the classroom and on the schoolgrounds.

OH DEER!
0 bj ectives Students will be able to:
1) identify and describe food, water, and shelter
as three essential components of habitat; 2)
describe the importance of good habitat for animals; 3) define "limiting factors" and give examples; and 4) recognize that some fluctuations
in wildlife populations are natural as ecological
systems undergo a constant change.

Method

Students become "deer" and
components of habitat in a highly-involving
physical activity.

Ba Ckg round

A variety of factors
affects the ability of wildlife to successfully
reproduce and to maintain their populations over
time. Disease. predator/prey relationships, varying impacts of weather conditions from season
to season (e.g., early freezing, heavy snows, flooding, drought). accidents, environmental pollution.
and habitat destruction and degradation are
among these factors.
Some naturally-caused as well as culturallyinduced limiting factors serve to prevent wildlife populations from reproducing in numbers
greater than their habitat can support. An excess
of such limiting factors, however, leads to threatening, endangering, and eliminating whole species of animals.
The most fundamental of life's necessities for
any animal are food, water, shelter, and space in
a suitable arrangement. Without.these essential
components. animal cannot survive.
This activity is designed for students to learn
that:
a) good habitat is the key to wildlife survival;
b) a population will continue to increase in size
until some limiting factors are imposed;
c) limiting factors contribute to fluctuations in
wildlife populations; and
d) nature is never in "balance," but is constantly
changing.
Wildlife populations are not static. They continuously fluctuate in response to a variety of
stimulating and limiting factors. We tend to
speak of limiting factors as applying to a single
species, although one factor may affect many
species. Natural limiting factors. or those
modeled after factors in natural systems, tend

to rrialntain populations of species at levels
within predictable ranges. This kind of "balance
in nature" is not static, but is more like a teetertotter than a balance. Some species fluctuate or
cycle annually. Quail, for example, may start with
a population of 100 pairs in early spring; grow
to a population of 1200 birds by late spring; and
decline slowly to a winter population of 100 pairs
again. This cycle appears to be almost totally
controlled by the habitat components of food.
water, shelter. and space. which are also limiting
factors. Habitat components are the most fundamental and thereby the most critical of limiting
factors in most natural settings.
This activity is intended to be a simple but
powerful way for students to grasp some basic
concepts: that everything in natural systems is
interrelated; that populations of organisms are
continuously affected by elements of their envi. ronment; and that populations of animals do not
stay at the same static number year after year
in their environment, but rather are continually
changing in a process of maintaining dynamic
equilibria in natural systems. The major purpose
of this activity is for students to understand the
importance of suitable habitat as well as factors
that may affect wildlife populations in constantly changing ecosystems.

Materials

area-either indoors or
outdoors-large enough for students to run; e.g.,
, playing field; chalkboard or flip chart; writing
materials

Age: Grades 4-12
Subjects: Science, Math, Social Studies, Physical
Education
Skills: application, comparing similarities and differences, description. discussion. generalization.
graphing. kinesthetic concept development, observation. psychomotor development
Duration: 30-45 minutes
Group size: 15 and larger recommended
Setting: indoors or outdoors: large area for running
needed

Conceptual Framework Reference: I.C.2 .. 111.B.. 111.B.2 ..
111.B.3.. 111.B.5., 111.C .. 111.C.1., 111.C.2.. 111.E., 111.E.1.. 111.E.2..
111.F., 111.F.1., 111.F.2 .. 111.F.3., 111.F.4.. 111.F.5 .. IV.C., lV.C.1. •.
IV.C.2.
Key Vocabulary: habitat, limiting factors, predator,

prey, population, balance of nature. ecosystem
© 1983, 1985 Western Regional Environmental Education Council.

Procedure
1. Begin by telling students that they are about
to participate in an activity that emphasizes the
most essential things that animals need in order
to survive. Review the essential components of
habitat with the students: food, water. shelter,
and space in a suitable arrangement. This activity emphasizes three of those habitat components-food, water, and shelter-but the
students should not forget the importance of
the animals having sufficient space in which to
live, and that all the components have to be in
a suitable arrangement or the animals will die.
2. Ask your students to count off in four"s. Have
all the one's go to one area: all two·s. three's, and
four"s go together to another area. Mark two
parallel lines on the ground or floor ten to 20
yards apart. Have the one's line up behind one
line: the rest of the students line up behind the
other line.
3. The one's become "deer." All deer need good
habitat in order to survive. Ask the students
what the essential components of habitat are

again: food, water, shelter, and space in a
suitable arrangement. For the purposes of this
activity, we -:will assume that the deer have
enough space in which to live. We are emphasizing food, water, and shelter. The deer (the one's)
need to find food, water. and shelter in order to
survive. When a deer is looking for food, it should
clamp its hands over its stomach. When it is looking for water, it puts its hands over its mouth.
When it is looking for shelter, it holds its hands
together over its head. A deer can choose to look
for any one of its needs during each round or segment of the activity; the deer cannot, however,
change what it is looking for; e.g., when it sees
what is available. during that round. It can
change again what it is looking for in the next
round, if it survives.
4. The two's, three's, and four's are food, water,
and shelter-components of habitat. Each student gets to choose at the beginning of each
round which component he or she will be during
that round. The students depict which component they are in the same way the deer show
what they are looking for; that is, hands on
stomach for food, etc.

5. The game starts with all players lined up on
their respective lines (deer on one side: habitat
components on the other side)-and with their

backs to the students at the other line.
6. The facilitator or teacher begins the first
round by asking all of the students to make their
signs-each deer deciding what it is looking for.
each habitat component deciding what it is. Give
the students a few moments to get their hands
in place-over stomachs. mouths. or over their
heads. (As you look at the two lines of students.
you will normally see a lot of variety-with some
students water. some food, some shelter. As the
game proceeds. sometimes the students confer
with each other and all make the same sign.
That's okay. although don't encourage it. For example. all the students in habitat might decide
to be shelter. That could represent a drought
year with no available food or water.)
7. When you can see that the students are ready,
.count: "One . .. two ... three." At the count of
three. each deer and each habitat component
turn to face the opposite group. continuing to
hold their signs clearly.
8. When deer see the habitat component they
need. they are to run to it. Each deer must hold
the sign of what it is looking for until getting
to the habitat component person with the same
sign. Each deer that reaches its necessary
habitat component takes the "food," "water," or
"shelter" back to the deer side of the line. This
is to represent the deer's successfully meeting
its needs. and successfully reproducing as a
result. Any deer that fails to find its food. water.
or shelter dies and becomes part·of .the habitat.
That is. in the next round. the deer that died is
a habitat component and so is available as food,
water. or shelter to the deer who are still alive.
NOTE: When more than one deer reaches a
habitat component. the student who gets there
first survives. Habitat components stay in place
on their line until a deer needs them. If no deer
needs a particular habitat component during a
round. the habitat component just stays where
it is in the habitat. The habitat person can.
however. change which component it is from
round to round.
9. You as the facilitator or teacher keep track of
how many deer there are at the beginning of the
game. and at the end of each round you record
the number of deer also. Continue the game for
approximately 15 rounds. Keep the pace brisk.
and the students will thoroughly enjoy it.
10. At the end of the 15 rounds. gather the
students together to discuss the activity.
Encourage them to talk about what they ex-

perienced and saw. For example. they saw~ small
herd of deer (seven students in a class size of 28)
begin by finding more than enough of its habitat
needs. The population of deer expanded over two
to three rounds of the game. until the habitat
was depleted and there was not sufficient food.
water. and shelter for all the members of the
herd. At that point. deer starved or died of thirst
or lack of shelter. and they returned as part of
the habitat. Such things happen in nature also.
11. Using a flip chart pad or an available
chalkboard. post the data recorded during the
game. The number of deer at the beginning of
the game and at the end of each round represent the number of deer in a series of years. That
is. the beginning of the game is year one; each
round is an additional year. Deer can be posted
by five's for convenience. For example:
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The students will see this visual reminder of
what they experienced during the game: the
deer population fluctuated over a period of years.
This is a natural process. as long as the factors
which limit the population do not become excessive. to the point where the animals cannot
successfully reproduce. The wildlife populations
will tend to peak. decline. and rebuild. peak.
decline. and rebuild-as long as there is good
habitat and sufficient numbers of animals to
successfully reproduce.
12. In discussion. ask the students to summarize
some of the things they have learned from this
activity. What do animals need to survive? What
are some of the "limiting factors" that affect
their survival? Are wildlife populations static. or
do they tend to fluctuate. as part of an overall
"balance of nature?" Is nature ever really in
"balance," or are ecological systems involved in
a process of constant change?

Extensions
1. When you have finished tabulating the graph
data and discussing it, ask the students if they

© 1983, 1985 Western Regional Environmental Education Council.
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havl:!
heard of the Hudson Bay trappers in
Arti'erican history. Tell them, briefly, who they
were.
There is a hundred years, or more, of records of
the activities of these trappers. In those records
are some interesting data. These data refer to
pelts shipped from America to Europe, particularly the pelts of snowshoe hares and lynx.
Researchers have found that snowshoe hare
populations seem to peak about every seven to
nine years and then crash. repeating the process
over each comparable time period. So, a snowshoe hare population graph would look like this:

AiEfZA{,e 1'0P/AI.ATIOAJ
/
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times the habitat-when the dea population
"gets on top of it" and destroys the vegetative
food and cover.)
2. Some recent research has added a new dimension to the story of the snowshoe hares and the
lynx.
It has been found that a major winter food of
the hare is a small willow. As hare populations
grow. the use of the willow plants grows too.
But. when the willow plant has been "hedged"
or eaten back so far, the plant generates a toxin
(poison) which precludes use by the hare. That
is when the hare population crashes. followed by
the crash of the lynx population about a year
later. Then the willow, relieved of pressure,
begins to grow again. The hare population begins
to grow in response. and last of all, within a year
or so, the lynx population follows. And the cycle
has begun again-over and over-every seven to
nine years.
Discuss the "balance of nature." Is it ever in
"balance?"

Evaluation
It has also been discovered that lynx populations
do the same thing-except that they do it one
year behind the hare populations. The combined
graph would look like this:
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Name three essential components of habitat.
Define "limiting factors." Give three examples.
Examine the graph. What factors may have
caused the following population changes:
a. between years 1 and 27
b. between years 3 and 47
c. between years 5 and 6?
d. between years 7 and 87
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Graph this right over the deer graph that you
made, adding first the hares, and then the lynx.
Ask the students:
• Which animal is the predator? Which prey?
• Are predators controlling the prey, or are prey
controlling the predators? (We have been
brought up to "know" that predators control the
prey-and are now discovering that this is not
so. The number of prey animals available tells us
how many predators can live in the area.)
• Is this like the deer habitat game we just
played? Who controls? (Sometimes the habitatwhen the deer population is not too large; some-
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Which of the following graphs represents the
more typically balanced population?
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OWL PELLETS

Objective

Students will be able
to construct a simple food chain.

Method

Students examine owl
pellets and reconstruct rodent skeletons.

Backaround

On the floor of
abandoned 'E'uildings, beneath a grove of tall
trees, or under other structures that offer
shelter from daylight, you may find some very
interesting outdoor study items. They are
uniformly dark gray, from one and one-half to
three inches long and three-quarters to one inch

in diameter. You might think of them as mouse
kits. Complete with bones and fur of one or
several small rodents such as field mice, owl
pellets offer a unique opportunity for learning
about wildlife around us.

Age: Grades 3-7
Subject: Science
Skills: analysis, comparing similarities and differences,
generalization
Duration: 20-45 minutes
Group Size: two or three students working in groups
Setting: indoors

Conceptual Framework Reference: 111.B.• 111.B.1.. 111.B.2.
Key Vocabulary: owl. pellets, food chain

© 1983, 1985 Western Regional Environmental Education Council.
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Owls are not picky eaters like certain other raptors. They swallow their prey as nearly whole as
possible. Fur and bones however. cannot be
digested, nor will they pass through the digestive system. About 12 hours after consuming a
meal. the "pellet" is coughed up and dropped to
the ground below.
Owl pellets are clean of all flesh and virtually
odorless. After a short drying period they can be
handled easily by all age groups. Because they
are found under the perch they may occasionally
be "whitewashed" by the bird. PeBets will keep
almost indefinitely if dry and protected in a
plastic bag or closed jar. Those collected on a field
trip or during the summer can be saved for later
examination. Pellets may also . be purchased
through scientific supply catalogs.
·
Owl pellets have been used for scientific study
of small mammals and their distribution. With
owls doing the collecting, the scientist must only
locate the owl roost to obtain the skulls and
bones of the small prey living in the area. From
these parts, the species can be identified. This
has helped map the areas occupied by certain
smaq creatures that might .otherwise have
escaped detection.
Once the bones are separated from the mass of
fur in the pellet. a number of anatomy lessons
ar~ P?Ssibl~. Hip bones and the upper leg bone
with its large ball joint are readily identified. The
scapula or shoulder blade. ribs, other leg bones.
vertebrae and foot bones along with the skull
are all recognizable when sorted out.

The major purpose of this activity is for students
~o construct a simple food chain. recognizing
interdependence in ecological systems through
study of owl pellets.

Materials

owl pellets, dissecting

tools, posterboard, glue

Procedure
1. Locate some owl pellets under trees or in aban-

doned buildings where owls may roost. Or.
pellets may be purchased from a scientific supply
distributor.
. 2. Divide the students into small groups of two
to three. Give each group of students an owl
pellet and basic dissecting tools.
3. Have groups of students separate the bones
from the fur in their pellet.
4. Determine if there are bones from more than
one animal in the pellet.
5. Lay out the bones to form as complete a
skeleton as possible. Skeletons may be glued
onto posterboard for display.
6. See which group can make the most complete
skeleton!

Evaluation

Draw a picture of a simple food chain.
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Barn Owl Pellets - #From the Source'
Dear Educator.
Welcome to the world of owl pellets and Pellets, Inc. we have been in the owl pellet business
for over ten vears building our reputation on qualitv. availabilitv and service.
I personallv am a raptor biologist involved in consulting and field work, as well as an avid owl pe/lel
collector. Though I studv manv species, I still remain fascinated bV the range of learning
experiences that can be enjoved with this simple vet wonderfUI lab.
Pellets, Inc. takes pride In specializing onlv in owl pellets and the finest support products available.
we also pride ourselves in providing the highest qualitv product for the best price. we sort everv
owl pellet to insure that vou will never receive tinv or fragmented owl pellets.
we look forward to continuing to provide vou with the best owl pellets and support products
available in the world. Thank vou verv much and enjov the lab!

Sincere1A

~

/;£lL~
President
Pellets, Inc.

~ Pellets,. Inc.

~o. Box 5484 • Bellingham, WA 98227-5484 · 206) 733-3012 · Fax (206) 738-3402

Bulk Barn Owl .Pellets
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• Pellets are a natural teachlng·tool.
• The pellet Is a fantastic example of the food chain, the principles
of ecology, animal structure and function, skeletal anatomy,
and natural history.
·
• Because we collect, dry, sort.wrap, and ship every
pellet we sell, we can GUARANTEE quality pellets.
• All in a small surprise package for kids.
• No minimum order.
• All our pellets are professionally fumigated and individually wrapped.

~~

·,.

·_ .-··
. ,)
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Item #1 • • • Bulk Barn Owl Pellets • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $1.45 ea. plus shipping

:t•~1t•J~--------------------------------Toe·Barn Owl ~ The Pellet
~

.

J

The most complete instructor's guide available. Featuring chapters on:
• Owl folklore.
• The pellet.
• The barn owl.
• Prey species.
• conservation.
• Skull keys and more.
This fully illustrated, twenty-three page guide is a valuable resource you
and your students will enjoy.
·
. •.

Item #5 • • • Instructor's Guide • • • • • • • • • • • • $7.00 ea. plus shipping

-Posters
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• items 6, 7, and 8 are included in the Classroom Owl Pellet Kit.
Item #6 • • • • Bone Sorting Chart Poster
Item #7 • .. • Food Web Poster
Item #8 • • • • Vole Skeleton Poster
Item #9 • • • • Bird Skeleton Poster
Item #10 • • • Mole Skeleton Poster
Item #11 • .. Shrew Skeleton Poster
tern #16 • • • HumanNole Poster

Items #6 -

#11 & #16 • • • Posters • • •

• • • $2.25 ea. plus shipping

aried Thrush

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Figure #1 • • • • The Pellet
Figure #2 • • • • Pellet Formation
Figure #3 • • • • Moth Life cycle
Figure #4 • • • • Food Web
Figure #5 • • • • 1Wo Simple Food Chains
Figure #6 • • • • Population Fluctuations
Figure #7 • • • • Nest and Roost Sites
Figure #8 • • • • The Barn Owl

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

--

Figure #10 • • • • The Vole
Figure #11 ••••The Mole
Figure #13 ••••The Shrew
Figure #14 • • • • The Starling
Figure #15 • • • • Nest Box
Figure #16 • • • • Skull Key
Figure #17 ••••Skull Key

Item #3 • • • Individual Transparencies • • $2.25 ea. plus shipping
set of all 15 Transparencies • • • $29.25 plus shipping

Vole

Pellet Formation
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Bone Sorting Charts
• A great classroom aid.
• Available in paper or cardstock.
• Primary skeletal features of rodents, shrews, moles, and birds.
• Packages of 15 for classroom convenience.
• 8½ x 11 inches.

Item #12 • • • Bone sorting Charts - Paper• • • • • • $4.50 plus shipping
Item #13 • • • Bone sorting Charts - cardstock • . $6.00 plus shipping
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Student Owl Pellet l<its
student Owl Pellet Kit includes:
• Three huge pellets .
• An illustrated eight-page study guide for individualized study.
• Plastic forceps.
. • one magnifying lens with holder.
· • All in a colorful 9" x 6" x 2" box .

. item #15 · · · student Kits • • • • • • • • $15.50 ea. plus shipping
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Classroom Owl Pellet I<its
Classroom Owl Pellet Kit includes:
• A teacher's guide containing background
information, suggested teaching strategies,
a laboratory guide, projects, skull keys
and references.
• one Food Web poster.
• One Vole Skeleton poster.·
• One Bone Sorting Chart showing bones for
rodents, shrews, moles, and birds.
• Fifteen professionally fumigated, individually
wrapped barn owl pellets.

Item #14 • • • Classroom Kit• • • • • • • • • ... $31.00 ea. plus shipping

You asked the Questions so we made the VIDEO!

Owls ~ Their Pellets Video
What you'll see and hear:
• A hissing baby owl.
• Fields where barn owls hunt.
• Close-up of owl features. • Barns where pellets accumulate.
• Roosting owls.
• Targeted for elementary level.
owls & Their Pellets... Join Shawn and Harmony, two Jr. High students. along
with Bret, as they visit barn owl habitats and learn about owls, their pellets,
and their habits. 16:50 minutes live action video with 10 page Teacher's Guide.

,tem #4 · · · Owls & Their Pellets Video · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · $56.00 ea. plus shipping

:.ag1es, Hawks, Falcons and
JWls of America Coloring Album
:Artwork by Donald L. Malick. Text by Frances Hamerstrom and foreword by
Roger Tory Peterson.
'.ihis coloring album is designed to acquaint you with most of the predatory birds
raptors> of North America. It is a series of personal vignettes based upon decades
Of intimate observations of the artist and author.
·1he coloring album includes 48 pages of predatory birds to color along with finished
,examples for your students.

':em #2 •••Coloring Album - - - - - - - - - - - - .. • $6.00 ea. plus shipping

,-----

:

School:_·-·
- ~~..:•'L-. t::...._, ~-'-'
street: ___ ·__., sTP""',,.

cc:

_;;.;.

~PF.r~ ONLY -

~_0__. _,

....

--2c. ,. ·.\ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

~ - - _;.:_ ___ _ : . _ · > = . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

UPS CANNOT;:,:,, ,ER TO cU. 6OXES.

City: _ _
'·--~_.: -~r-·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State: _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip:
.

,

Date: _____,__'"'""
.. _.·,__'_7-=,.j_ __
Fax your P.O_ to t206J 738-3402 or mail your order with payment to:

Item

Qty.

Description

#

Pellets. Inc.
P.O. Box 5484
Bellingham, WA 98227-5484
(206) 733-3012-PhOne
(206) 738-3402-Fax

1

Bulk Barn Owl Pellets

2

Coloring Album

3

Transparencies - Qty. per Figure: #1 :_ #2:_ #3:-

·-

Unit
Price

$1.45

#6: _#7:_ #8: #15:_ #16:#17:-

#10: -

#11:-

#13: -

#4:-

...

·'

·:::::___

2.25

#14:-

set of all 15 Transparencies

29.25

4

Owls & Their Pellets Video

56.00

5

Instructor's Guide

7.00

6

Bone sorting Chart Poster

2.25

7

Food Web Poster

2.25

8

Vole Skeleton Poster

2.25

9

Bird Skeleton Poster

2.25

10

Mole Skeleton Poster

2.25

11

Shrew Skeleton Poster

2.25

16

HumanNole Poster - NEW!

2.25

12

Bone sorting Chart- Paper <15/pkg.>

4.50

13

Bone sorting Chart- cardstock <15/pkg.>

6.00

14

Classroom Owl Pellet Kit

31.00

15

Student Owl Pellet Kit

15.50

*Shipping Charges <Alaska, Hawaii & Canada orders use Air Delivery Schedule>
Regular Delivery
Merchandise Total
Air Delivery

r

;r

6.00

#5:-

Up to $100.00
00.01 - r50.00
250.01 - 600.00
600.01 - 900.00

Total

.t-1--·

14.00
8.00
112.00
16.00

rrices effective to September 1. 1993

$7.00
r2.00
20.00
27.00

W/Lf. 50

Sub Total
WA Residents 7.8% Tax

<.;,oo

*Shipping Charge
Total Enclosed ,

i;i.so

U.S. funds only.

]~ P.O. Box 5484 · Bellingham, WA 98227-5484 · (206) 733-3012 · Fax (206) 738-3402
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OWL PELLET i<IT

- -- - .

Teacher '.s Guide

BACKGROUND
Owl pellets are masses of bones, teeth, hair, feathers,
scales, and insect skeletons. They are produced and
regurgitated, not only by owls, but also by hawks, eagles,
and other raptors which swallow their prey whole or in
large pieces.- The soft parts of the prey are dissolved
.by proteolytic enzymes (protein digesters) and strong
acids which occur in high concentrations in the stomachs
of raptors. The relatively weak stomach muscles of the
bird fonn the undigested fur, bones, feathers, etc. into
wet, slimy pellets. In this process, even the most fragile
_
bones are usually preserved unbroken. Because the pyloric
·
opening of the stomach into the intestine is narrow, only finely divided materials
pass into the intestine. As A result, tiny bones only occasionally Pl$S throu~h
the digestive system. Each whole owl pellet usually contains virtually complete
skeletons of the animals which the owl ate the night before the pellet was fanned.
·rhis kit contains pellets from the bam owl, Tyto alba. These owls feed early
in the evening, and the~ regurgitate a single pellet 18 to 20 hours after
.
feeding. If the owls roost· fn unprotected areas, the pellets fall to the ground
and decompose quickly. However, ff. the owls roost in barns, steeples, or caves,
he pellets will accumulate fn large numbers on the prot~cted floors.
Bdr~ ow.1 pellets are egg-shaped masses averaging 47 mn in length by 33 mn fn
~idth. Their dry weight is about 52 percent_ fur and 48 percent bone, and each
~llet contains an average of 3.3.animals.

From these data, ft is estimated that an adult barn owl requires 80 to 100 grams
of prey daily. The kinds of prey species 1n each pellet varies, but a sample
of 135 barn owl pellets in the Pacific Northwest contained the following
averages: 2.5 voles (Mi.crotusJ, 0.7 shrews (Sorez), and 0.1 of other species.
~~jor factors detennining the kinds and ratios of species found in owl pellets
are where the owl lives and what prey are seasonally most abundant.
Owl pellets themselves are ·ecosystems, providing food and shelter for
co111111unities which may include clothes moths, carpet beetles and fungi.
Clothes moth larvae are frequently abundant in pellets, feedin~ on fur and
feathers. The black spheres about the size of perjods {.) that are found
in the 'pellets are the droppings of the caterpillars {larvae). The larvae
metamorphose near,the surface of a pellet in cocoons made of the fur.

(
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OBJECTIVES
Through a study of owl pellets students will be able to do the following:
1. Dissect one complete pellet of the barn owl, Tyto alba.
2. Identify the mamals whose skulls are found in the pellets.
3. Identify individual bones and show where they belong in the
mamnalfan skeleton.
4. Describe the mamnal populations which provide prey for T. al.ba in
Northwestern Washington State.
5. Construct a food web with the owl ·at the highest trophic level.

TEACHING STRATEGIES
A. Discovery Approach.
You •Y choose NOT to provide students with any background fnfonnatfon about
the owl pellets or even to identify the study objects as owl pellets. Place
- a pellet on a sheet of white paper fn front of each student or pair of
students. Direct students to describe and record the characteristics of the
pellet as they observe and dismantle ft using ·dissecting tools and lenses.
Observations ~n then be poolld and recorded.
Next, invite the students to infer as much as they are able from the pool of
their observations. For example, they might describe:
..

~

the nllftber and species of manmals found in the pellets.

- the skeletal anatomy of manmals found in the pellets.
- the origin of the pellets.
- the anatomy, physiology and h~bits of the animal that made the pellet.
- the characteristics·of the ecosystem in which the pellet-maker fed.
The course and outcome of free inquiry are often difficult to predict. Talking
with students and asking them appropriate questions can help direct their
observations. If possible, have reference materials on owls, their prey and
manmalian anatomy available in the classroom.
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At some point during the investigatlon you.may wish to impose some structure to
the study of owl pellets. Activities listed in the "Directed Labof'itory
Approach",as described below can be used to accomplish this.
B.

Dire<:te!!_ Laboratory ~pproach.

For this approach. hang the posters of #icrotus anat{lfflY and the owl food web in
a place where students can us,· tt,em for u:ferenct!. Put a chart for the class
data record on the board or have students do this. You have pennission to
duplicate the "Owl Pellet Analysis" directions that follow for the students in
your class.

OWL PELLET ANALYSIS
Materials:
owl pellet
white paper .
dissection tools~
exhibit of mannal skulls and skeletons
Key to HOf!ntZ'L Slo.l'LZs Found in °"11. PeZZets

CoZZected in flBetern Ilashington

Procedures:~
1. Place a pellet on a sheet of white paper.
2. Using dissecting needles and forceps, separate the bones of the
animals from the fur and/or feathers.
3. Clean the bones of debris and sort them according to type (e.g ••
skulls, vertebrae. etc.). Clean the skulls as thoroughly as
possible since these are the best bones for fdentffyinq the prey.
4.

Use .the Kay to Namna'L SkuZ'Ls Found in OlJZ PBZZets CoZZectea. in
flestsm flaahingtcn (attached) to.·identify prey manmals.
·•·

5.

Record the kinds and numbers of prey you find in your pellet on your
data sheet (attached) and on a chart on the chalkboard. After the
class record 1s complete. copy the class data onto your.record sheet.

6. Answer the questions on the data sheet about the ecology of owls.
7.

Identify some of the larger bones from your pellets by referring to
the poster drawing.of the skeleton of Microtus. Compare the
Microtus bones from your pellet with homologous bones of another
species of manmal found in other owl pellets. You might also wish
to compare bones from the pellets wit~ bones of the human skeleton.
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DATA SHEET
•1.

Number of skulls (or pairs of jaw bones) found in your owl pellet:

2.

SpeciP.S and number of prey manvnals found in your pellet:
Species
Number of Individuals

----

----------------

·-·--·---------

The Class Record. ·
Total number of prey animals found: _________________
Total number of pellets examined:__________________
Average number of prey animals per pellet: _______________
Numbers
Prey Animals
Numbers
Prey Animals
3.

81 rd

___

Sore= bendiri

(Bendire Shrew)
Rattus sp. (Rat)

NflUZ'Otrichus gibbsi
(Shrew mole) .
Scapanus tm.msendi

Mi.ar-ot;us tOJJnSendi -

(Townsend vole)

(Townsend mole}

Microtu.s oregon~

Scapanus ozoarius

(Creeping vole)

(Coast mole)

Percmyscus manicu Zatus

(Deer mouse)
:,s

.':?USCU lus

Pause mouse)
-·re= vagrans

3nr:er1ng shrew}
i..

If a barn owl,produces one pellet.each day, estimate how much food the owl
would eat in a year.

>ne class study suggested _the foZ'LorJi.ng annual. consumption foze one OtJZ: 906
8 m0Zes 1 S deeze mi.c_e, S rats, 5 Jumping mice 1 and 2 birds •

'icrotus, 259 shzoe,i,s 1

•
. The skeletons in these owl pellets provide information about
the small animal·
populations found in owl habitats in Northwestern Washington. But how
accurately do you think information gained from pellet analysis reflects the
kind and abundance of ALL the small animal populations in the owls' habitat?
(Hint: Think about where the owls feed.)

ince barn <NZ.S feed du.zting late wening .and nights in open fields, animals that
roe active during the daytime and animals that Zive in tJOodlands r..ri.Z.l not appear
'1 significant numbers in OtJ1. pel.1.ets.

-·

..... -
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6.

Env1rorvnenta11sts are con~erned· about the accumulation of certain poisons tn
the body systems of predators. Why do you think owls, eagles, swordfish,
lions and humans are often the most threatened organisms.of a_ corrmunity that
is exposed to DDT or mercury? (Both DOT and mercury are stored and not
broken down in ani~als.)

Being at t}uz highest trophic leve"/.:J in .food LJeb!'~ these ar.imals will concentrate
poisons that accumulate in tissues of their pr~y.

7. Make a diagram of a food web in which the Northwestern Washington barn owl
fs positioned at the highest trophic level. Make your diagrams as comprehensive as possible.· Use dotted lines to indicate uncertain relationships.
If you have problems, refer to the owl food web poster.

,

.

.

{

.

.......,,"'

-~

$~i ~~. :, f / _ ·; "*'·• * •-- -~♦ ~
t_

/I,

-.
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8.

Reexamine the bones that have been separated
from fur, feathers, and other debris and
grouped according to type. These bones may
be laid out corresponding to their position .
in the natural skeleton. The poster picture
of the skeleton of the vole will help in
classifying, positioning and naming the
bones. Bones of animals other than voles
will usually show differences in size and
shape. For instance, the same bone, like
the shoulder blade, will appear similar in
mice, shrews and weasels. Bones of a
skeleton may be laid out flat on a piece of
cardboard (in this position the bones can be
glued to the cardboard and hung as a picture).

Or the bones of an animal may be glued together to fonn a free standing
skeleton.

9. _Make a collection of drawings or specimens of organisms found .living in
unpreserved owl pellets. Most visible are the various stages in the life
cycle of clothes moths, carpet beetles and fungi.

10.

Find out how many kinds of owls live in your area. Compare the way they
live with what you know about the barn owl that produced the pellet you
studied.
I.

---=-, Bone Sorting Chart-------,s-4,~---RODENTS
Skulls

SHREWS

MOLES

BIRDS

~

Jaws

Loose Teeth

~

Hind Lq1

)))
::::::.

[1J d? ~ ):r., 0
~

--•

~.
~

ij •

~

...................

QUICK FROZEN
CRITTERS
0 bj ectives Students will be able to:
1) discuss predator/prey relationships, including
adaptations; 2) describe the importance of adaptations in predator/prey relationships; and 3)
recognize that limiting factors-including
predator/prey relationships-affect wildlife
populations.

Method

Students play an active version of "freeze tag."

Background
NOTE:
This activity is best done after one or more that
introduces the concepts of "adaptation" and
"limiting factors." See the cross references for
suggestions.
Predator: An animal that kills and eats other
animals for food.
Prey: An animal that is killed and eaten by other
animals for food.
Limiting Factors: There are many influences in
the life history of any animal. When one of these
(e.g., disease. climate. pollution. accidents. shortages of food) exceeds the limits of tolerance of
that animal. it becomes a limiting factor. It then
drastically affects the well-being of that animal.
Predators are limiting factors for prey. Prey are
limiting factors for predators.
Animals display a variety of behaviors in
predator/prey relationships. These are adaptations to survive.
Some prey behaviors are: signalling to others.
flight. posturing in a fighting position. scrambling for cover. and even "freezing" on the spot
to escape detection or capture by predators. The
kind of behavior exhibited partly depends on
how close the predator is when detected by the
prey. Each animal has a threshold for threat
levels. If a predator is far enough away for the
prey to feel some safety, the prey may signal to
others that a predator is near. If the predator
comes closer. the prey may try to run away. If
the predator is too close to make running away
feasible, the prey may attempt to scurry to a
hiding place. If the predator is so close that none

of these alternatives is available, the prey may
freeze in place. The closer the predator comes
to the prey animal. the more likely it is that the
prey will "freeze" in place. This "freezing" occurs
as a kind of physiological shock in the animal.
(Shelter or camouflage may also make them invisible to the predator when they freeze.) Too
often people who come upon animals quickly and
see them immobile infer that the animals are
unafraid when. in reality, the animals are
"frozen", or. as the adage goes. "frozen stiff."
The major purpose of this activity is for students
to recognize the importance of adaptations to
both predators and prey and to gain insight into
limiting factors affecting wildlife populations.
Age: Grades 4-6 (can be modified for younger and
older students: simplify the discussion for younger
students.)
Subjects: Science. Physical Education (Language Arts
optional: See Variations and Extensions.)
Skills: analysis. description. discussion. evaluation.
generalization. kinesthetic concept development.
observation. psychomotor development
Duration: 20 to 45 minutes
Group Size: best with at least ten students: one
"predator" per every four to six "prey."
Setting: indoors or outdoors
Conceptual Framework Reference: 111.D.. II1.0.1 .. II1.D.2 ..
II1.E .. 111.E.1.. 111.E.2.
Key Vocabulary: predator. prey, adaptation

© 1983, 1985 Western Regional Environmental Education Council.

M·aterials

food tokens (pieces of
cardboard). enough for three per student; gym
vests or other labelling devices to mark predators; four or five hula hoops to serve as "cover"
markers; pencil and paper to record number of
captures. if desired

5. Predators should be clearly identified. Gym
vests or safety patrol vests might be available.

Procedure
1. Select any of the following pairs of animals:
Prey
cottontails
ground squirrels
deer
quail

Predators
coyotes
hawks
cougar
foxes

Identify students as either "predators" or "prey"
for a version of "freeze tag·:.......with approximately one predator per every four to six prey.
2. Using a gymnasium or playing field. identify
one end of the field as the "food source" and the
other end as the "shelter."
3. Four to five hula hoops are placed in the open
area between the "shelter" and the "food:· These
represent additional shelter or "cover" for the
prey and can be randomly distributed on the
field. (If hula hoops are not available, string
might be used-or chalk on asphalt.)
4. Food tokens are placed in the "food source"
zone on the ground. Allow three food tokens for
each prey animal. For example:

~tar~

SttELTI:12.

6. Use a whistle or some other pre-arranged
signal to start each round. When a round begins,
prey start from their "shelter." The task of the
prey animals is to move from the primary shelter
to the food source, collecting one food token
each trip, and returning to the primary shelter.
To survive, prey have to obtain three food tokens.
Their travel is hazardous, however. They need to
be alert to possible predators. If they spot a
predator. they can use various appropriate prey
behaviors-including warning other prey that a
predator is near. Prey have two ways to prevent
themselves from being caught by predators; they
may "freeze" any time a predator is within five
feet of them; or they may run to cover (with at
least one foot within one of the hula hoops.)
Frozen prey may blink. but otherwise should be
basically still without talking.
7. Predators start the game anywhere in the
upen area between ends of the field. and thus
are randomly distributed between the prey's
food and primary shelter. Predators attempt to
capture prey to survive. tagging only moving (not
"frozen") prey. (Optional: Prey can have bandannas in their pockets that the predators have to
capture to represent the successful predation.)
Predators must each capture two prey in order
to survive. Captured prey are taken to the
sidelines by the predator who captured them.

Variations and
Extensions

8. A time limit of five to seven minutes is suggested for each round of the game. (Captured
prey on the sidelines will get restless if rounds
are much longer.)
9. Play the game twice, allowing each student
to be both prey and predator.
10. Discuss with the students the ways they
escaped capture when they were prey. Which
ways were easiest? Which were most effective?
What means did they use as predators to capture prey? Which ways were best? What did the
predators do in response to a prey animal who
"froze?" In what ways are adaptations important
to both predator and prey? Ask the students to
summarize what they have learned about
predator/prey relationships. How do predator/
prey relationships serve as natural limiting
factors affecting wildlife?

1. Play the game for three or four rounds, recording the number of captures each playing period.
Have students who are captured become
predators, and each predator not getting enough
food become a prey animal in the succeeding
round. This quickly leads to the concept of
dynamic balance as prey and predator populations fluctuate in response to each other.
2. Have the students walk only, or assign different locomotive forms to each animal.
3. Students could select an animal and research
its behavior patterns for avoiding detection and
capture. Reports or demonstrations of the
behavior could be presented to the class.

NOTE: Establish a ground rule for student
behavior: Behave in ways that are not harmful
to other students. even when simulating predator behavior; e.g., no full tackles!

Pick any predator and prey. Describe each
animal's adaptations.

Evaluation

© 1983, 1985 Western Regional Environmental Education Council.
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SCAVEN GER HUNT
EE SUBGOALS: KNOWLEDGE/ETHICS
OBJECTIVE: By participating in an outdoor scavenger hunt, students will be able to
observe and list ways that humans impact animal habitats.
MATERIALS: Scavenger Hunt activity sheet, pencils, and paper bags.
PROCEDURE:
1. Discuss with the students different ways that they interact with animals and their
habitats in a positive way such as putting out bird feeders, bird baths, picking up litter and
debris, and planting trees for future habitats. Discuss ways that humans can negatively
impact animals and their habitats such as littering, destroying their homes, and changing
the area into something that wasn't there before e.g. meadow to parking lot.
2. Designate an area that the students are to walk through that they can observe signs of
positive or negative human impact.
3. Set a time limit of20 - 30 minutes that students will have to complete their Scavenger
Hunt activity sheet.
4. Remind them to pick up any litter that they would find and put into the bag they are
bringing with.
EVALUATION: Students will discuss their Scavenger Hunt sheets in small groups and
write down a list of ways that humans have im_pacted the area negatively or positively.
EXTENSIONS: Students can adopt an area to keep "litter-free"
Students could build bluebird houses and place in areas where songbirds nest.
Students could write to a developer and encourage green spaces for animals that might be
displaced by the developer's intervention in that area.
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"I PLEDGE ...

II

EE SUBGOALS: AWARENESS/KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS/ETHICS
OBJECTIVE: Students will create a pledge card signifying some action that they will
take in order to positively impact the environment. They will mail their cards to the local
newspaper to be printed in the "Letters to the Editor" in order to help influence others to
take positive actions regarding the environment.
MATERIALS: Pledge cards, pencils, address oflocal newspaper, envelopes, and
stamps.
PROCEDURES:
1. Have the students discuss all the things that they had experienced through the week.
Remind them about the recycling tours, packaging hunts, litter pick-up, animal habitats,
and choice making with the skits.
2. Make a semantic map showing how everything has a connection to something. The
overuse of packaging can affect animals and their habitats by litter and landfills being built,
the choices we make about recycling and use of items affects our everyday life.
3. Have the students brainstorm different ways that they make choices and how they can
make choices that will help the environment. Examples could include: buying things with
less packaging, conserving paper, and making decisions whether something is helpful or
harmful to the environment and then acting upon it.
4. The students then choose one thing that they would like to do and will do to help the
environment and write it on their pledge card.
5. Remind students that they are making a stand by doing tlns and sending it to a public
forum like "Letters to the Editor", and someone might indirectly be affected by their stand.
6. Have the students address the letter and send their pledge cards in.
EVALUATION:
Student participation and clarity of their written pledge.
EXTENSIONS: Students could make posters for at their schools indicating things others
could do to help keep the environment clean and healthy.
Students could write letters to their congress people to inform them of what they are
doing to help keep the environment clean and healthy.
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Supply list for Environmental Education Science Camp
30 no. 2 pencils
15 glue bottles
30 scissors
18" X 11" white construction paper - one pack
20 - 8 pack thin crayons
20 watercolor painting sets and brushes
10 - 8 pack markers
1 roll masking tape
1 stapler
1 box staples
These lists were extrememly beneficial because everything was provided and put together by the
summer school staff. All we had to do was supply the list and it was ready for us on the first
day.
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INSTRUCTION
ELEMENTARY & SECONDARY/INSTRUCTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS
Conduct for Field Trips/Activitiesffravel

r, !cl

Activity:
t;
Location: .T 1 .J, ;..-·

'> ··1c:"rTn a r 1

·,7 .? O ,,

>-'. . .

Dates of Activity: _.._(,._."I.... 1/_q..__:S:...___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Days:

;

1/lh

viorf c

·

Wed -

Time Leaving:
.-- .' 2 , c lY'\
Appro)dmate Time Returning:--'--/-'-/_;~'i-=5-.:...:o...:.1_'r..;..1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Transportation by:
5 cAce;/ b L 1S
Name of Lodging Site: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

---------------------------------

Address:
Ci~________________ State: _ _ _ _ P h o n e : - - - - - - . The goal of. the Wausau· School Board is to provide opportunities for students to
experience a v~riety of learning situations that are available outside of the building. To
promote ma)dmum learning and enjoyment from participation in these travel activities, it is
necessary to identify proper student behavior and conduct of all participants. These rules of
conduct are district policies that will govern behavior during all aspects of the trip. Please
remember that violations of these rules may affect the group in future trips. Students are
required to behave in a manner where they will represent their family,- school, and community
in a positive manner.
RULES OF CONDUCT
1. Dress appropriately for the activity.

.

· 2. Be punctual for departures, me~tings, breaks,
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

1

o. Follow all curfew rules.

Be in assigned room

at curfew and stay there. Do not allow other

etc. Do not leave meetings, etc. until finished.
participants Into the room after curfew.
Radios/boomboxes/lV/tape players/instruments
Unnecessary noises are prohibited. The hotel
rooms may be Inspected at any time to ensure
and other distracting devices are not allowed.
Walkmans. miniature radios with headphones may be comptiance with the Field Trip Policy and other ·
pem1itted, with advisor approval.
District rules.
Profanity, abusive language, obscene gestures,
11. Rooming arrangements and visitation privileges
suggestive slogans on apparel or accessories is
determined by advisor.
never allowed.
12. No alcoholic beverages, tobacco, or controlled
Show a positive attitude, be respectful and
substances are allowed.
courteous, and use common sense at all times.
13. The advisor must be informed of any participant
Follow all rules/policies of transportation, housing
on prescribed medication or any existing illness
school d"astrict. state and any other policies
in advance of the trip.
·14_ Damage or vandalism to property of others wilt
established by others including studenVparent .
become the responsibility of the participant(s).
handbook.
15. Rowdiness in the rooms or corridors will not be
Attend all activities, events, and meetings.
Do not leave the facilities or have unauthorized
permitted.
16. Chaperones have full authority to enforce all
visitors without the consent of the advisor.
Use the "buddy system" and do not go anywhere
rules/policies.
OTHER POLICIES AFFECTING THIS TRIP
alone.

17. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , : - - 18. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(Please complete reverse side)

I

Pa!)C 2

Condu_c.i for r=icld Trip::;/Activitics/Travcl

,.
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HOLD HARMLESS CLAUSE

POSSIBLE CONSEQUENCES

1. Conference with advisor.
2. Loss of further field trip privileges.
3. Parents will be called and student sent
home at student/pa ·ent expense, with the
understanding that the student will not
be accompanied by a District employee or
other adult supervisor.
,
4. Suspension from school.
5. Police referral when necessary
6. Further disciplinary action as determined by
th~ advisor, actMties director, principal, and
Board of Education.
PARtNTs/GUARCIANS

Please review these policies with your son or
daughter and ask for his/her cooperation. They

are to make no assumptions. If not sure of the
policy, ask the advisor/teacher or chaperone.
Thank you for your support. ·

INve waive any damages and will hold the Wausau School
District, their agents, and employees. harmless from
any damages or liabilities arising whatsoever in any
ad.ion or proceeding brought by ourselves or on behalf
of our son/daughter or by a third party relating to
acts of our son/daughter based upon any and all acts
and events occurring during the trip.
·
MEDICAL STATEMENT

l hereby authorize the school district. its officecs,
agents, and employees to call or drive my child to the
physician. dentist or hospital if a need for emergency
C;c.~ 1.;;c-.:;<.s. h1 2m1Ju!ance may be called if nece.~sar:,,
I do hereby authorize the treatment by a licensed
physician/dentist. of my child in the event of a medical
emergency which, in the opinion of the attending
physician/dentist. may endanger his/her life. cause
<f'ISfigurement. physical impairment. or undue <f&SCOmfort
if ~fayed.

PERMISSION FOR FIELD TRIP AND EMERGENCY TREATMENT

~
·
·
________ _______

Student St'gnature

......,.

Home Phone:
Emergencv Phone:_____________
-----

-

Guardian Signature
Work Phone:_________
Date_ Sigped:__ _

.---

Principal Signature

.,

Advisorrre.acher SignaWire

--.: ~t. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Activity Director Signature (if applicable)

The Wausau School District does not discriminate against pupils on the basis of sex,
race, national origin, ancestry, creed, pregnancy, marital or parental status, sexual
orientation, or physical, mental, emotional, or learning disability or handicap in its
education programs ·or activities. Federal law prohibits discrimination in employment
on the basis of age, race, color, national origin, sex religion, or handicap.

....

Appertdix F
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PRIMARY UNIT

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION SUMMER SCHOOL ENRICHMENT CAMP

GRADES 2-3

JUNE 1995

GOAL: After attending the summer school enrichment camp, students will become aware
and knowledgeable about plant and animal habitats and the impact of human activities
upon them.

196 _, '
OBJECTIVES

Dav. Orie
Science/Art: After examining a cross-section of a tree (tree cookie), students will be able

to perceive time from the perspective of tree growth and then decorate the tree
cookie to use as a name tag for the camp. (KNOWLEDGE)
Language Arts: After listening to the story, The Great Kapok Tree, students will
participate in a discussion about trees as habitats. (KNOWLEDGE)
Science/Mathematics: By observing trees for evidence of animal inhabitants, students

will be able to portray and discuss interrelationships between trees and the animals
that inhabit them. (KNOWLEDGE)
Science/Physical Education: Students will examine a decomposing log and discuss its

importance in interrelationships. Then write about and illustrate findings in their
environmental education journals. (AWARENESS/KNOWLEDGE)
Science/Physical Education: By participating in the running game, "Maple Seed Mix-

Up", students will be able to identify different factors that help or hinder the
growth of tree seeds. (KNOWLEDGE)
Science/Language Arts: After a discussion on food chains and food webs, students will

create a food web using yam and word cards to demonstrate how everything is
interconnected, and then experience what happens when a part of the web is
destroyed. (AWARENESS/KNOWLEDGE)

.

Dav Two
Science/Physical Education: By participating in an ice-breaker activity, What Am I?,

students will be able to identify photographs of plants, animals, and insects.
(AWARENESS/KNOWLEDGE)
Language Arts: Students will listen to the story, Animal Homes, and discuss the
different habitats of animals. (KNOWLEDGE)
Language Arts: Students will be able to generalize that people and other animals share

basic needs to have a home. Students will draw pictures and write stories
comparing their habitat needs with those of other animals.
(AWARENESS/KNOWLEDGE)
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Science/Art: After a discussion on habitats, students will use various natural objects to
create a collage to reinforce the idea of the interconnection of plants and animals.
Students will be able to discuss nature as a source of art materials and inspiration
for people. (AWARENESS)
Science/Physical/Art: Students will be able to identify common animal tracks and then
make plaster casts of some tracks found. (KNOWLEDGE)
Science/Physical Education: Students will participate in a nature walk looking for signs
of organisms and their habitats. Students will be able to: 1) identify the
components of habitats; 2) recognize how humans and other animals depend upon
habitats; and 3) interpret the significance of or change in habitats in terms of
people and wildlife. Students will physically form an interconnected circle to
demonstrate components of habitats and the significance of loss or change in
habitats in terms of people and wildlife. (AWARENESS/KNOWLEDGE)

Dav. Three:
Science/Physical Education: Following a discussion on adaptation, the students will run
a thumbless relay. After the race, the students will describe how an opposable
thumb is useful. (AWARENESS)
Language Arts: Students will listen to the story, Heads and Feet. Then describe two or
three adaptations that animals have developed particular to the animals' habitats.
(KNOWLEDGE)
Language Arts/Social Studies: Students will generate a list of questions that relate to
adaptation and the food web for a guest speaker visiting the camp.

(KNOWLEDGE)
Social Studies: During a presentation on adaptation and the food web given by the
Wausau School Forest/Outdoor Education Director, DuWayne Heming, students
will participate in the discussions and be able to define and give examples of one or
two adaptations that animals have developed and a food web.
(AWARENESS/KNOWLEDGE)
Social Studies/ Language Arts/Art: During a visit to the Wausau School Forest
Museum, students will be able to: 1) identify wildlife portrayed in an art form; 2)
generalize that wildlife has sufficient aesthetic and spiritual value to inspire art; and
3) complete a search for favorite wildlife from museum. (KNOWLEDGE)
Science/Mathematics: Students will be able to describe the value of protective
coloration to living organisms after participating in a camouflage game, "Birds 'n'
Worms;;_ (KNOWLEDGE)

Day Four
Social Studies/Language Arts: Students will use their sense of hearing to determine

differences between urban and forest environments and be able to describe these
differences in their environmental education journals.
(AWARENESS/KNOWLEDGE)
Language Arts: Students will listen to the story, How The Leopard Got Its Spots, and
participate in a discussion about adaptation. (KNOWLEDGE)
Science/Physical Education/Language Arts: After participating in a predator/prey

game, "The Thicket Game", students will be able to: 1) define adaptation in
animals; and 2)generalize that all animals make some adaptations in order to
survive. (AWARENESS/KNOWLEDGE)
Science/Mathematics/Language Arts: Students will be able to identify characteristic life

forms in two different environments by creating picture collections of animals in
two different habitats. (KNOWLEDGE)
Science/Language Arts: Students will be able to: 1) observe and describe their outdoor

surroundings; and 2) record their observations and descriptions in a written and
visual form. (KNOWLEDGE)

Dav. Five
Science/Art: After participating in a discussion on camouglage, students will create a

crayon rubbing of a habitat. They will create an animal that when placed on the
crayon rubbing is camouflaged by the habitat. (KNOWLEDGE)
Language Arts: Students will listen to the book, 50 Simple Things Kids Can Do To Save
The Earth. Then list five things they can do to help save the earth.
(KNOWLEDGE)
Science/Health: During a nature walk in the woods, students will be able to recognize

damage to plants and also the ability of trees to heal themselves.
(AWARENESS/KNOWLEDGE)
Social Studies/Physical Education/Science/Health: Students will look for evidence of

or think of games that harm the environment and then be able to: I) distinguish
between games that are damaging and not damaging to the environment; and
2) invent games with a benign effect on the environment.
(AWARENESS/ETIDCS)
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OUTLINE FOR PRIMARY CAMP BY DAY
Day One
8:50- Registration/Administer pre-test
9: 10- Tree Cookie Name Tags
9: 15- Story The Great Kapok Tree
9:30- Trees As Habitats
10:00- A Rottin' Place To Live with journal entry
10:30- Snack-Fruit Kabobs
10:35- Maple Seed Mix-Up
11:05- Web ofLife
11 :30- Ask Me Sheet to go home/Dismissal
Day Two
8:50- What Am I?
9:00- Story Animal Homes
9: 15- Everybody Needs A Home with journal entry
9:45- Nature Walk/Collage
10:25- Tracks
11:00- Snack-Trail Mix
11: 05- Habitat Lap Sit
11:30- Ask Me Sheet to go home/Dismissal •
Day Three
8:50- Thumbless Relay
9: 15- Story Heads
9:30- Guest Speaker with journal entry
10: 15- Museum Search For Wildlife
10:55- Snack-Dirt Cake
11:00- Birds 'n' Worms
11: 3 0- Ask Me Sheet to go home/Dismissal
Day Four
8:50- Sounds in the City and Forest with journal entry
9:30- Story How The Leopard Got Its Spots
9:45- The Thicket Game
10:30- Snack-Animal Crackers
10:35- Graphananimal
11:00- Wild Words... A Journal-Making Activity
11 :30- Ask Me Sheet to go home/Dismissal

Day Five
8:50- Crayon Rubbings
9:20- Story 50 Simple Things Kids Can Do To Save The Earth with journal entry.
9:35- Healing Wounds
1O: 15- Snack-Butterfly Bites
10:20- Playing Lightly On The Earth
11 :00- Administer post-test
11:30- Ask Me Sheet to go home/Dismissal

,..
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Name

----------PRIMARY EVALUATION

1) Plant and animal habitats are needed for the earth.

T F

2) Trees are only useful for making paper and building houses.

T F

3) If water is missing from a plant or animal habitat, it will
survtve.

T F

4) If you see an animal track, the animal's habitat is in that area.

T F

5) A rotting log helps provide food and shelter for plants and
animals.

T F

6) People's actions could cause plants' and animals' homes to
change.

T F

7) Change occurs in all plants and animals because of their
surroundings.

T F

8) Food chains are important for the environment.

T F

9) Nature provides a wide variety of materials for games.

T F

10) It is okay for someone to come in and cut down all of the trees in a forest area to build
a shopping mall. You
strongly agree

strongly disagree

undecided

11) It is okay if you find out your friend leaves the water on while brushing his or her
teeth. You
strongly agree

strongly disagree

undecided
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Tree Cookies

OBJECTIVE

SUBJECTS
Social Studies
Mathematics
Science

Students will be able to perceive time from the perspective of tree
growth.

GRADES
K-6
PLT PRINCIPLE

ACTIVITY

3. Cultural Contexts

Obtain a large cross section of a tree which has recently been cut.
Using large map pins, mark the annual rings and connect by string to
a bulletin board indicating important events in a particular year of the
tree's growth. How large was the tree when the school was built? When
the class entered school? When the last president of the United States
was elected? When the students were born? Identify differences in sizes
and spaces between tree rings. Discuss with the students various
reasons for these differences (drought, lackoflight, etc.).
Note: The more sophisticated the class, the greater the time span that
might be dealt with in this lesson.
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CONCEPTS
3.3 History and
Environment
3.33 Forest Influence on
U.S. History

SKILL
I. Gaining Information
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(Continued)

VARIATI ON (Especially Appropriate for Younger Students)
Using 2 to 3 inch (5 to 8 centimeter) diameter tree limbs (cross
section), ask students to count the rings. (Use polished pieces with no
more than 10 rings.)
Explain that each ring equals approximately one year of growth for
the tree or tree limb, depending on where your tree section was located
on the tree. Ask:
• How old is the·tree (or limb)?
• Do we have a tree (or limb) as old as you?
• How many rings would you have if you were a tree?
• Is the cross section you have "more than" or "less than" the
number of-rings you are old?
I

EXTENSION
Foresters often use a tool called an increment borer to extract a core
of wood from standing trees, logs, poles, or timbers. Students could
also take such cores for study. Using the technique of taking a core of
wood, the age and condition of trees can be determined without
destroying the tree. Students could also study such cores and analyze
growth rate of trees or the penetration of wood preservative solutions
on posts, pilings, or timbers. For information about the increment
borer and suggestions for its use, write to: Forestry Suppliers, Inc., 205
W. Rankin St.,Jackson, MS 39204.

RESOURCES
A tree (or limb) cross section can usually be obtained from a local
tree-trimming service, forest industry, or utility company that is
clearing or trimming trees for power or telephone lines.
See also PLT Resources section.

ENVIRON1\1ENTAL LITERATURE
EE SUBGOALS: Awareness/Knowledge
OBJECTIVES: After listening to the stories, The Great Kapok Tree, Animal Homes,
Heads, How Leopard Got Its Spots, 50 Simple Things Kids Can Do To Save The Earth,
students will participate in discussions about plant and animal habitats and the impact of
human activities upon them.

MATERI....\LS: The Great Kapok Tree by Lynne Cherry, Animal Homes by Tammy
Everts, Heads by Ron a_qd Na_qcy Goor, How The Leopard Got Its Spots by Rudyard
Kipling, 50 Simple Things Kids Can Do To Save The Earth by Earth Works
Group/Andrews & McMeel, environmental e.duc.ation journals, pencils
PROCEDURES:
1. Read each story on the given day as follows:
Day One The Great Kapok Tree
Day Two Animal Homes
Day Three Heads
Day Four How The Leopard Got Its Spots
Day Five 50 Simple Things Kids Ca11 Do To Save The Earth.
2. Discuss with students the similarities and differences between plant and animal habitats
and the impact of human activities upon them.
3. Ask questions sL1llilar to the followi.ng:
Day One:
What was the man's goal in the beginning of the story?
How do you thLnk the a..1'lirnals felt about having their homes chopped
·dov.n?
What did the man decide to do at the end of the story? Why?
Day Two:
Describe one animal's habitat.
What were some needs all the animals had?
How are the anin1als' needs sinillar to our needs?
Day Three:
Describe adaptation.
Give an e:,r..a.mple of an a_1'lirnal that has adapted to its environ..tnent.
Day Four:
Define c.amouflage.
Name one or two aniinals t-liat have protective c-0verLrig.
Day Five:
Na..rne two ways people ca..11 help protect the earth.
Na.me two ways people harm the earth. Then explain ways people can
change the ha..rmful activities and make them better for the environment.
In journals list five things you can do to help save the earth.
EVALUATION: Student pa_rticipation.
EXTENSION: The students could ·write and illustrate their reactions to the stories.
Students c-0uld rese.arch the topics and report to others on their findings.
SOURCE OF ACTIVITY: Introduced in a class and expanded upon.

Trees· as Habitats

OBJECTIVE
Students will be able to portray and discuss interrelationships
between trees and the animals that inhabit them.

ACTIVITY
Ask students to observe their adopted tree for evidence of animal
inhabitants (insects, birds, small mammals). Ask them to draw as
many animals as they can find which either live in or visit their
adopted tree. Then, post these pictures on the bulletin board and have
students attempt to find out (through personal observation and/or
library research) the role that trees play in each of these animals' lives.
Then, ask the students to draw a large tree, and illustrate the
animals which contribute to changes in the tree. Discuss with students
which changes may be beneficial or detrimental to the tree.

VARIATIONS
1. Take magnifying hand lense~ outside with you for students to use to
help them in drawing living things that are using their adopted
tree. Ask students to make two columns on a piece of paper, one for
drawing the animals they see and the other for recording the
number of each kind (species) of animal they observe. A sample
data sheet might look like this:

Compile this information for all the adopted trees and post the
chart in the classroom. Ask the students to recheck the trees over a
period of several months and record the species and number
changes. Other information might also be collected such as
temperature, time of day, and general weather conditions (sunny,
light rain, heavy snow).

SUBJECTS
Science
Mathematics
GRADES
K-6

PLT PRINCIPLES
6. Life-Support
Systems
5. Management and
Interdependence of
Natural Resources
CONCEPTS
6.11 Dynamic Forest
Community
6.5 Interdependence
of Living Things
and Their
Environment
6.4 Biological Needs
6.41 Dependency on
Environment
6 .42 Carrying
Capacity
6.421 Limiting
Factors in
Environments
5.1 Interdependence
of Resources
5.2 Depletion Dangers
SKILL
I. Gaining
Information

(Continued)

Discuss:
Does the animal population remain constant on trees? If not, what
variations did you find?
For what purposes were the various animals using the tree?
Is the tree being helped or harmed by the animals? How?
How does the weather influence the number and kind of animals
present on the tree?
What did you observe about different kinds of animals on different
species of trees?
Do some animals seem to prefer one tree species over another tree
species? Give examples.
Do some animals appear to be helping some tree species but hurting other tree species? Give examples.
2. Repeat the process described in Variation 1 using a standing dead
tree (snag). Then discuss:
Are live trees used by different animals than those which use dead
trees? Give examples.
Which animals prefer live trees to dead trees?
What value might dead trees have in a forest?
How are dead trees similar to live ones? How do they differ?
3. Ask the students to mark off two square areas of equal size with
string, one in the shade of their adopted tree and the second nearby
in the sunshine. Ask students (in small groups) to count as many
insects as they can find within each area. Hand lenses may be
desirable for this activity.
Ask students to compare the total number of insects found in the
shade with the total found in the sun. Math terms such as "equal
to," "greater than," and "less than" may be introduced or reinforced.
Discuss:
What influence does the shade have on the number of insects
found?
Do insects appear to prefer to work in the shade or the sun; or do
they appear to have no preference?
What influence does the shade have on the activity of insects observed?
Would you say they were more active, less active, or about the same
in the shade as in the sun?

(Continued)

Some students might also be interested in determining if there is a
difference between the species present in the sun and those present
in the shade. One means they might use is the process described in
Variation 1.

EXTENSIONS
1. Take a walk and try to locate a bird's nest. It is important to discuss
with students the importance of not disturbing these nests, of
showing concern for the young birds and eggs. Never disturb birds
and their nests during the nesting season.
At some times of the year it is possible to find a bird's i:iest which is
no longer in use - taking care to be quite sure it is no longer in use!
This nest may be placed in a shallow pan of water. Keep the nest in
this pan of water for a period of time. Watch for seeds to sprout.
What did the bird eat? What was its favorite food? Did any of the
nesting material start to grow? What was the nest made of? Where
did the bird get it?
.
Build a birdhouse and hang it where you can observe bird ac~ivity
during school hours.
You and the students can build a bird feeder, keeping it supplied
with seeds and suet. If this is done, also discuss the responsibilities
and implications of making birds dependent upon the feeder for
their food.
2. Scout your school surroundings to look for insect homes in trees:
willow galls, oak balls, borings in bark, tent caterpillars, bag
worms, leaf rollers, carpenter ants.
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A Rottin' Place to Live

m

ave your kids take a close-up
look at a dead log to learn
about decomposition. Before you begin . collect some
leaves, twigs, bark. and any other tree
materials you can find. Put all of one kind
of material into the same paper sack. (For
example. put all of the leaves in one paper
sack, all of the twigs in another. and so
on.) Then spread out some newspaper in
an area where all of the kids can gather
around it.
Explain that as a tree grows it collects
minerals and other nutrients from the soil
and. air around it. These nutrients--carbon, nitrogen. phosphorus. and some
others--are used by the tree to make new
bark, roots. leaves. twigs. and wood.
When the tree dies the nutrients become

Examine a decomposing log and then make a
log mural.

Objectives:
Define decomposition.
Explain how dead trees
are important to
trildlife.
Ages:
Primary, Intermediate,

and Advanced
Materials:
• paper sacks
• leaves, twigs, and
bark
• newspaper
• pencils and paper
• clipboards or pieces
of sturdy cardboard
and rubber bands
• magnifying glasses
( one per person)
• jars with lids or "bug"
boxes
• field guides
• easel paper

available for animals and other plants to
use. And as the nutrients are used. the tree
is slowly broken down into humus. a dark
rich layer of soil. The process of breakin~
down a tree into its nutrients is called
decomposition.
Now ask the kids what parts of a tree
might become part of the soil. (all parts) As
they give their answers. sprinkle ·your
samples onto the newspaper. (For ex ample, if someone says "leaves" you can
pour the leaves out of the paper sack and
onto the newspaper.) When you have
piled up all of your samples. ask the kids if
they think the mess on the newspaper is
soil. When they say "no" ask them if they
know what is needed to turn it into soil.
Then use the following information to
explain how decomposition works.
( continued next pa!Jt'}
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construction paper
scissors
glue or tape
markers or crayons
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Subject:
Science
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-----------=---==--------------'"----FROM DEAD TREE To SOIL
Many things depend on dead trees for
food, shelter, and/or nesting sites. Fungi,
bacteria, and wooa-eating insects suclr as
termites and some beetles are usually the
first to "mov~ into" a dead tree.'As they
feed on the tree they help soften the
wood, and the tunnels of the wood-eating
insects provide access routes through
which water and other fungi, bacteria, and
small animals can enter the tree. Some of
the animals lay their eggs in the soft
wood and the larvae feed on the wood
when they hatch. Others feed on the fungi
or animals already living in the dead tree.
And some animals make their nests or
seek shelter inside decaying trees. As all of
these animals excavate, eat, and burrow
through trees, they help to break them
down. It takes a long time to tum a tree
into humus.
Now tell the kids that they are going to
see decomposition in action by examining
a rotting log. Before you take the group
out, scout around and find an area that
has several logs (or _large fallen limbs)
close together. Then divide the kids into
groups of three or four. Give each group
some magnifying glasses (one per person,
if possible), four or five "bug" boxes or
jars with lids, a pencil, markers or crayons,
one or two sheets of paper, a clipboard,

and some field guides (to insects, spiders,
reptiles, and amphibians). (If you don't
have clipboards, have the kids use tape,
glue, or rubber bands to attach the sheets
of paper to pieces of sturdy cardboard.)
Explain to the kids that as they examine
the log they should try to find at least one
creature from each of these regions: on
top of the log, under the bark, and underneath the log or on the ground nearby.
They should use the blank sheets of paper
to draw the plants, animals, and fungi that
they find and write down where on the log
they found each one. (Have the kids put
the animals they find into jars with lids so
they can observe and draw them.)
Then take the kids outside and let each
group choose a log to study. (Or let
several groups work together on one log.)
Explain that they'll be using their drawings
later to make a mural. Note: Before taking
the kids out, be sure to set your own safety
guidelines, such as: "Do not stick bare
harids into dark holes, release all of the
animals after observing and sketching
them, and replace the log in its original
position after examining it"
Afterward, go back inside and have
each group explain what they found.
Then set up a log mural. Here's how:

MAKING A LOG MURAL
1. Tape several large pieces of easel
paper together, draw a log on the
paper, and then hang the picture on a
bulletin board or wall.
2. Cut out the drawings the kids made
outside, and glue them onto separate
pieces of construction paper.
3. Tape the drawings around the log and
then use pieces of yarn to connect each
picture to the area on the log where the
animals were found (see diagram).
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to the bock of the door so th,it 1 .•
inch ( 1.25 cm) hangs free and forms
a tab. (Be sure to tape the piece of
paper to the back of the door edge
opposite the uncut side.) You can
use the tabs to keep the doors closed
by tucking them under the cut edges.
4. Put sheet A on top of sheet B and
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the bottom.
5. Then open the d1,,,i, l<J ~•..:c· w\1,11"
underneath tht: k<1V(:, ,11Hl l•,11\.; ,111d
around the roots'
6. Under the door t,.:itl1 111,· clnp111u11k
on it. draw a picturl' of <1 c1v.it111,·
that might live in or on ,1 rottin~ lo'.J

Play a running game to
leam what a tree seed
needs to sprout and
grow.

Objective:
Dl•cuss the different
factors that help or
hinder the growth of
tree seeds.
Ages:

-

Intermediate
Materials:
• paper and a pencil or
pen

Subject:
Science

FAVORABLE
CONDITIONS:
good soil (4)
sunlight (4)
wartJ} spring days (4)
water (4)

HA2ARDS:
drought(l)
hungry deer (1)
lawn mower (1)
poor soil ( 1)
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ree seeds are adapted in
many ways that increase
- their chances of sprouting.
Most, for example, have
speciai ways of getting to a place where
they might be able to grow. Yet whether a
seed ends up in a place where it can sprout
and grow is really a matter of chance.
That's why, out of the millions of seeds a
tree may produce during its lifetime, only
a small percentage will ever become trees.
Your kids can get an idea of how
"chancy" a tree seed's existence is, and
also learn about the things seeds need to
grow, by playing "Maple Seed Mix-Up."
But before you begin, write the favorable
conditions and hazards listed in the margin
on small slips of paper. Also write the
words r;RQfiT"e see_?!)on at least two slips.
Then put all of the slips into a hat. (Note:
The numbers in parentheses after each
word are examples of the number of slips
you can make for each hazard or favorable condition. You may need to adjust
these numbers, depending on the size of
your group. But don't add a lot of hazards-too many of them will make the
game too hard to win.)
Next lead a discussion about the things ·
most tree seeds need in order to sprout.
(water, sunlight, good soil, and warm
spring days) Explain that most seeds never
sprout because they land in an area where
the conditions aren't right. (See page 25
for backgrounci information.) Even if a
seed does land in a place where it can
sprout, the seedling may not survive for
very long. A deer may eat it, joggers may
crush it as they run by, and so on.
Now tell the kids that they'll be playing
· a running game. In the game two or mor~
peo le wil I the ·art of maple seeds.
Everyone else will play the part of eit er a
favorable condition or a hazard. (Read the
fist of favorable conditions and hazards to
~group and discuss which are-wmch.)
:lain that the object of the game is for
the "maple seeds" to "I.and" in a place
that's free from hazards an~:U1as the_£Q!}~!!_ions maple seeds need in order to
5£!'._0Ut and grow. But,justas wit~!

maple seeds in nature, the places whe1
the human maple seeds land will be
matter of chance.
When you're ready to play, take ti
kids to a large open area (either a big roo:
or an area o u t s i d e ) ~
_!bat are located eq, 1al dist~apart. ,
You're n!aying inside, the corners of
:----room will work well.) Then have ea,
child draw a slip of paper from a hat to fit
out what role he or she will be playing
the game. Tell the kids to keep their role!
secret, and have them hang onto the sli
so you can use them again later.
Now the fun begins! Slowly count
ten and have the cniidren run around ti
·bases (lneitfierdirection) as you cou1
Wnen-you get to ten, eacnc:nlldsnoL·
stop, then quickly go anasfand -near ti
-b_a~:e}le_ orshe fs clqs.~st to.·· (Make su
they don't all bunch up around one or t\
of the bases.)
Once the kids have settled into pla<
ask the ones playing the parts of ma1
seeds to raise their hands. The group
groups without maple seeds ca1
win-they represent sites the seeds c
not land on. Next have the other kids
the groups containing maple seeds rev,
what parts they're playing. (It's OK if b<
of the seeds end up in the same group.
a group includes one or more hazards, t
-groupdoes not win. But if a grouphas ·
-hazards and includes--aTTeasConeofet .
. of the favora6Teconcfftfons, tne·n- 1
grof1p-fa a· wfrmer. When a grqup wi
J:>01ntout-the--facttha(theper~:On- play
--the part of the maple seec,iJ9_oded LD 1
rightsi5-9I pi.miri§:c}1~nce. The Sal
thing happens to seeds in nature.
You may have to play the game sevc
times before a seed ends up in just
right group. Before you play a new gar
have the kids put their slips back into
hat; then have them draw new parts
play. (To make it easier for a group to v.
you might want to delete one or two of
hazards and add a few more favorc
conditions.)

' f j.-L 1.?.· I
to the back of the door so th.it
inch ( 1.25 cm) hangs free and forrns
a tab. (Be sure to tape the piece of
paper to the back of the door c~dge
opposite the uncut side.) You can
use the tabs to keep the doors closed
by tucking them under the cut edges.
4. Put sheet A on top of sheet B and
1.:•

staple them l<1~!1'111,·r rll 111,· I• •p ,111.l
the bottom.
5. Then open the de" ;h 10 ~•.:'-· wh,11 1-.
underneath the ll'c1ve-. ;,,ul I ,,irk ,md
around the roots'
6. Under the door 1.1.:itli till' d11111111111k
on it. draw a picture of " Cll',111111·
that might live in or on a rottin~ lo~.
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We'o of Life
INTRODUCTION ~~
In an ecosystem, everything-living
and inanimate-has a role. When
one element is removed-perhaps by
erosion, overhunting, habitat destruction, disease-the effect is felt
throughout the system. As more elements are removed, the system
becomes impoverished.
MATERIALS
String or yarn; cardboard
PROCEDURE
Choose a habitat common to your
region and write its name on the
board, e.g., woodland, wetland,
desert, meadow. Ask students to
name 20 plants or animals they can
think of that might live there and list
them on the board. Remind them to
name small plants, reptiles, amphibAON>Tto FIIOM NA1Lflf WIIH CHII.DIIEN,
DAWN PUf!I.ICATIDNS. II00-5"5-7•75.

**

ians, and invertebrates, such
as earthworms and beetles,
as well as mammals and
birds-where appropriate.
What else can be found in
the ecosystem? Add sunlight,
water, rocks, soil, air.
Now choose volunteers and
have them stand in a circle. Give
each a sign labeled with one of the
words listed on the board. Give the
ball of yarn to "soil," and ask: "What
grows in soil?" "Soil" passes the ball
of yarn to a student labeled as a
plant-let's say it is clover. Ask:
"What eats clover?" Attach clover to
a rabbit or other grazer. Ask: "What
does a rabbit drink and breathe?"
Continue until you have linked the
whole class in a giant web of chil-

dren and yarn-an ecosystem.
Now, ask what happens if your
habitat experiences soil erosion.
Remove soil from the ecosyster,:i.
What happens to the web of life?
Have the students suggest various
scenarios-diversion of water, air
pollution, a devastating virus. What
would be the effects?

av JOSEPH CORNELL,

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHY AWARENESS WEEK 1994
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1. Ho\:v does a deco1nposir1g
log l1elp pr,.ovide food
a11d sl1el te1.,. f 01.,. ii vi11g ·

01.,.gri lll~ITIS.?
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2. What . 11.elps a11.d/ 01.,.
l1.i11der,.s t1.,.ees > g1.,.o"\-vil1.?
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WHATAMI?
EE SUBGOALS: Awareness/Knowledge
OBJECTIVES: After discussing endangered species, students will define endangered,
threatened and extinct. They will describe several characteristics that make an animal
extremely susceptible to extinction. Then, by participating in an ice-breaker activity called
"What Am I?", students will be able to identify photographs of endangered species.
MATERIALS: String, photographs of different flora and fauna that are endangered
found in National Geographic Magazines, Zoobooks, and Ranger Rick magazines,
construction paper and glue.
PROCEDURE:
1. Discuss with students what circumstances leads to a species becoming threatened,
endangered and or extinct. Focus on "steno" species(dependent upon one food source or
type of habitat), habitat destruction, poaching, overuse (fishing) and species decline due to
low birth rates.
2. Pass out magazines and allow the students to find species that have been identified as
endangered or threatened· and cut out and paste onto pieces of construction paper. Punch
holes so that string can be strung through to wear like a necklace.
3. Students give one of the pictures that they found to another student without letting the
student see what the picture is and they wear it around their neck with the picture on their
back.
4. Students ask three yes or no questions regarding their species picture. The questions
could include: Am I a mammal? Is my habitat a desert? Do I eat only one kind of food?
5. Once the species picture has been identified, the students are able to go and help others
having difficulty identifying their pictures.
EVALUATION: Student participation
EXTENSIONS: The students could be grouped by type of species: plant, mammal,
insects.
Research could be done on individual species to see what changes we could make to help
save the species involved.
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EVERYBODY
NEEDS A HOME
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Objective

Students will be able to
generalize that people and other animals share
a basic need to have a home.

Method

Students draw pictures of
homes and compare their needs with those of
other animals.

Backarou nd Humans and other

animals-in'§'uding pets, farm animals, and
wildlife-have some of the same basic needs.
Every animal needs a home. But that home is not
just a "'house" like people live in. Home, for many
animals. is a much bigger place-and it's outdoors. The scientific term for an animal's home
is "'habitat." An animal's habitat includes food,
water, shelter or cover, and space. _Because
animals need the food, water, shelter. and space
to be available in a way that is suitable to the
animals' needs. we say that these things must
be.available in a suitable arrangement.

The major purpose of this activity is for students
to generalize that animals need a home. Homes
are not just houses. A house may be considered
shelter. Peopl"e build houses, apartments. trailers,
houseboats, and other kinds of shelter in which
to live. Animals don't need a home that looks like
a house-but they do need some kind of shelter.
The shelter might be underground, in a bush, in
the bark of a tree, or in some rocks.
Everybody needs a home! And "home" is bigger
than a "house." Home is more like a
"'neighborhood" that has everything in it that is
needed for survival.

Age: Grades K-3
Subjects: Science, Language Arts. Art
Skills: analysis. comparing similarities and differences.
discussion. drawing, generalization. visualization
Duration: :30 minutes or longer
Group Size: any: however. no more than 25 students
is recommended
Setting: indoors or outdoors
Conceptual Framework Reference: I.A.. I.A.4., I.C.1.,

I.C.2.

Key Vocabulary: differences. similarities. survival
needs. habitat
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Materials

drawing paper, crayons

or chalk

Procedure

.1. Ask each student to draw a picture of where
he or she lives-or to draw a picture of the place
where a person they know lives. Ask the
students to include pictures in their drawing of
the things they need to live where they do: for
example, a place to cook and keep food, a place
to sleep, a neighborhood.
2. Once the drawings are finished, have a discussion with the students about what they drew.
Ask the students to point out the things they
need to live that they included in their drawings.
3. Make a "gallery of homes" out of the drawings. Point out to the students that everyone has
a home.
4. Ask the students to close their eyes and imagine: a bird's home, an ant's home, a beaver's
home, the President's home, their home. OPTIONAL: Show the students pictures of different
places that animals live.
5. Discuss the differences and similarities among
the different homes with the students. Tulk
about the things every animal needs in its home:

food, water, shelter, and space in which to live,
arranged in a way that the animal can survive.
Summarize the discussion by emphasizing that
although the homes are different. every
animal-people, pets, farm animals, and .
wildlife-needs a home. Tulk about the idea that
a home is actually bigger than a house. In some ways, it is more like a neighborhood. For animals,
we can call that neighborhood where all the survival needs are met a "habitat." People go outside their homes to get food at a store. for
example. Birds, ants, beavers. and other animals
have to go out of their "houses" (places of
shelter) to get the things they need to live.

Extensions

1. Draw animal homes. Compare them to places
where people live.
2. Go outside and look for animal homes. Be sure
not to bother the animals-or the homes-in the
processl

Evaluation

Name three reasons why people need homes. and
three reasons why animals need homes.
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NATURE WALK/COLLAGE
EE SUBGOAL: Awareness
OBJECTIVES: Students will use various natural objects to create a collage to reinforce
the idea of the interconnection of plants and animals. Students will be able to discuss
nature as a source of art materials and inspiration for people.
MATERIALS: Tree cookies, small paper bags, natural objects, such as leaves,
pinecones, bark, etc., glue sticks and/or hot glue gun with glue sticks.
PROCEDURES:
1. Discuss the concept of natural objects and a collage.
2. Generate a list of small objects found in nature that could be used to glue on a tree
cookie.
3. Before participating in the activity, please talk with the students about the importance
of taking care not to do damage to the environment in the process of gathering the
materials to be used and use this time as an opportunity to discuss conservation practices
in collecting. Take the students on a short nature walk outside and ask them to collect
four or five small objects to glue on their tree cookies.
4. Discuss with the students the concept of nature as a source of art materials and
inspiration for people. Also discuss with them such things as the potential impact of use
of the environment for art materials including negative effects through misuse.
5. Have the students arrange their objects on the tree cookie and glue them down.
6. Share the art and materials used with other students in the camp.
EVALUATION: Student participation and collage.
EXTENSIONS: Students may write a descriptive story about the objects glued onto
their tree cookies. Students may find natural objects in a variety of colors and display
them on a large bulletin board. Classify the materials and explain why they placed each
object in a certain category. Use natural objects to create a mobile or scene. Make
crayon rubbings or charcoal rubbings using various textured natural materials such as
bark, leaves, seeds, rocks, and sand.
SOURCE OF ACTIVITY: "Natural Art" from Project Learning Tree and "A Collage"
from Taking Time MacMillan Primer and expanded upon.
·
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TRACKS!
Objectives

Students will be able
to identify common animal tracks.

Method

Students make plaster casts

of animal tracks.

Background

LDoking for evidence of wildlife is one method of determining
what types of animals are around. Signs such as
burrows. nests. droppings. or food litter can be
identified-but the easiest signs to interpret are
animal tracks.
Animal tracks can be the basis for several types
of investigations. Identifying the tracks you find
will help fill in a species list of those animals
found in your area. Wildlife population estimates
can be made from observing the number of
tracks found during a specified length of time.
Habitat requirements of individuals can be determined by finding their tracks in certain areas and
not finding them in others.
Track hunting is really very easy. Just find a spot
of level ground wlth fairly soft;. fine. textured
soil. Smooth it over, and come back later to see
what has been there! Obvious places for your
smooth spot would be near water or on well
worn trails. Larger animals will use the more
open areas. while a small spot the size of your
hand cleared under some bushes will reward you
with many different little tracks of mice, shrews.
and reptiles .
Tracks can be preserved and collected by making
plaster casts of them. This simple procedure will
allow you to "collect" tracks and add them to
other evidence like bones. nests. or scats that
you already may have collected.
Once these tracks have been observed or preserved.· a lot of information about the animal
that made them can be discovered. For example.
all mammals have basically the same foot structure. They just use the parts in different ways.
If we look at an animal's foot in relation to the
human hand. we find that some animals walk
on their hands-like raccoons and bears. Others
walk or run on their toes. like cats and coyotes.
while some walk on their ··toenails" or hooves
like deer and elk.

By looking at a track. we can make some determinations about how that animal lives. We can
notice what part of the foot it· walks on.
whether claws are present. and how many steps
are taken in a measured distance.
The major purpose of this activity is for students
to become sufficiently familiar with evidence of
wildlife to be able to identify a few animal tracks
common to their area.

Materials

plaster of Paris. containers for mixing. spray shellac or plastic. vaseline. cardboard. knives. sandpaper. loops of wire
(optional). black ink or paint

Procedure

1. Toke your class on a field trip to a nearby lake.
stream. or wildlife refuge area-somewhere
where there will be lots of tracks!
2. Divide into small groups to find tracks. You
may want to divide the students into groups
according to areas in which they will look for
tracks: e.g .• one group under bushes. one group
at a meadow's edge. one group near a pond's
edge. Prepare the students in advance to assist
them in looking carefully and responsibly.
3. Once a track is found. clean it of loose particles
of soil. twigs, leaves. and other litter.
4. Spray the track with shellac or plastic from
a pressurized can if available.
5. Form a two-inch wide strip of cardboard or tin
into a ring surrounding the track. Press firmly
into the ground to give support. but allow at
least one inch to form the edge of the mold for
the plaster. Square forms can be made by cutting milk cartons horizontally-one of the
easiest ways to make the forms!

Age: Grades 4-7
Subjects: Science. Art
Skills: analysis. application. comparing similarities and
differences. psychomotor development. synthesis
Duration: two 45-minute periods or longer
Group Size: small groups of two to five
Setting: outdoors
Conceptual Framework Reference: 1.8.. 1.8.1 .. 1.8.3..
1.8.4.
Key Vocabulary: tracks. evidence
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6. Mix about two cups of plaster of Paris in a tin
can or plastic bowl, adding water slowly until it
is about as thick as heavy cream. Pour carefully
into the mold until the plaster is about to the
top. Allow plaster to harden at least 15 minutes
before lifting it out of the track. If the soil is
damp. hardening may take longer.
7. When the cast is hardened, lift the cast out,
remove the ring. and clean the cast by scraping
it with a knife blade and washing.
8. Back in class. apply a thin coating of vaseline
to the track and surface of the cast. Place it on
a flat surface and surround the casting with a
two-inch strip of cardboard or tin as before.
9. Mix plaster of Paris and pour into the mold,
making certain that the top surface of the
casting is smooth and level with the mold. If you
plan to use the casting as a wall plaque. place
a loop of wire in back of the casting while the
plaster is still soft. Allow two hours for plaster
to harden.

10. Carefully remove the mold when the plaster
is dry. Separate the two layers and wipe the
excess vaseline from the face of the cast and
track. Scrape any rough places with a knife blade,
or use fine sandpaper to smooth the surface.
Wash the completed cast in running water.
11. When the cast is thoroughly dry. paint the
inside of the track with India ink or black poster
paint. Label each cast with the name of the
track, and the student's name. A coat of clear
shellac or clear plastic may be applied to protect
and preserve the casting.

Evaluation
Draw and label tracks of animals common to
your area.

'f.~•n-t ~e .fn,,s'ried
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HABITAT LAP SIT
Objectives

Students will be able
to: 1) identify the components of habitat: 2)
recognize how humans and other animals depend upon habitat: and 3) interpret the
significance of loss or change in habitat in terms
of people and wildlife.

Method

Students physically form an
interconnected circle to demonstrate components of habitat. ·

Background

See "The Beautiful
Basics," "Everybody Needs A Home:· "What's
That, Habitat?;' '"Habitracks," and O'Habitat
Rummy" for activities with similar purposes.
People and other animals share some oas1c neeas.
Every animal needs a place in which to live. The
environment in which an animal lives is called
"habitat." An animal's habitat includes food,
water, shelter. and adequate space in an arrangement appropriate to the animal's needs.
If any of these components of habitat are missing or are affected significantly so that the
arrangement for the individual animal or population of animals is no longer suitable, there will
be an impact. The impact will not necessarily be
catastrophic. but can be. There are a great many
additional limiting factors beyond those of suitable food, water. shelter. and space. For example.
disease, predation. pollution, accidents. and climatic conditions are among other factors which
can have impact.
All things are interrelated. When we look at a
biological community. we find interrelationships
and interdependencies between plants and
plants. plants and animals. as well as animals and
animals. These interrelationships and interdependencies are important.
The major purpose of this activity is for students
to become familiar with the components of habitat, and to recognize that it is not sufficient for
there to be food, water, shelter, and space in
order for animals to survive-those components
of habitat must be in a suitable arrangement.
NOTE: This activity was inspired by a "New
Game," and adapted to teach concepts related to
wildlife.

Materials

none needed

Procedure
1. This activity takes very little time-lJut has
a lot of impact! Ask the students to number off
from "one" to "four:· All the "ones" go to one corner of the room. the "twos" to another, etc.
2. As the students move to their corners. clear
a space in the center of the room. Better still,
go outside to a clear. grassy area. The '"ones"
should sit or stand together. "twos" together,
etc.
3. Assign each group a concept as follows:
"ones" =food. "twos" =water, "threes" =shelter,
"fours" =space.
4. Now, it's time to form a circle! This is done by
building the circle in chains of food. water.
shelter. and space. A student from each of the
four groups walks toward the cleared area. The
four students stand next to each other. facing
in toward what will be the center of the circle.
Four more students-one from each group-join
the circle. Keep adding to the circle in sets of four
until all the students are in the circle.
5. All students should now be standing shoulder
to shoulder. facing the center of the circle.
6. Ask the students to turn toward their right,
at the same time taking one step toward the
center of the circle. They should be standing
close together. with each student looking at the
back of the head of·the student in front of him
or her.
7. Don't panic-this will work! Ask everyone to
listen carefully. Everyone should place their
hands on the waist of the person in front
(?f them. At the count of three, you want the
students to sit down . .. on the knees of the person behind them, keeping their own knees
together to support the person in front of them.

Age: Grades 4-9 (also younger and older)
Subjects: Science. Physical Education
Skills: discussion. generalization, kinesthetic concept
development. small group work
Duration: 20 minutes
.
Group Size: 15 to 45 students.
Setting: outdoors pref~rred; indoors possible
Conceptual Framework Reference: IA. I.A.2.• 1.A.4.• LC.,

I.C.1.. I.C.2.. I.C.3 .• 1.C.4.• 1.D.• 111.B.
Key Vocabulary: habitat. food, water. shelter. space.
arrangement
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You then say. "Food, water. shelter. and space-in
the proper arrangement (represented by the
students· intact, "lap-sit" circle)-are what is
needed to have a suitable (good) habitat."
a. The students at this point may either fall or
sit down. When their laughter has subsided. talk
with them about the necessary components of
suitable habitat for people and wildlife.
9. After the students understand the major
point-that food. water. shelter. and space are
necessary for any animal's survival. and in their
appropriate arrangement comprise a suitable
habitat-let the students try the circle activity
again! This time ask them to hold their lap sit
posture. As the students lap-sit-still representing food, water. shelter, and space in their appropriate arrangement-identify a student who
represents "water." Then say. "It is a drought
year. The water supply is reduced by the drought
conditions." At this point, have the student who
was identified as representing "water" remove
himself or herself from the lap-sit circle-and
watch the circle collapse. or at least suffer some
disruption in arrangement. You could try this
in several ways-removing one or more students
from the.circle. Conditions could vary: pollution
of water supply, urban sprawl limiting availability
of all components. soil erosion impacting food
and water supplies. etc. Since animals' habitat
needs depend upon food, water. shelter. and
space. in their appropriate arrangement.
"removal'' of any will have an impact.
10. Ask the students to talk about what this
activity means to them. Ask the students to
summarize the main ideas they have learned.
They could include: a) food. water. shelter, and
space. in their appropriate arrangement. can be
called habitat: b) humans and other animals
depend upori habitat: c) loss of any of these
elements of habitat will have impact on the
animals living there: and d) the components of
habitat must be in an arrangement suitable to
the needs of the individual animals or populations of animals in order for the animals to
survive.

Variation
Have students form a circle. holding hands. Walk
around the circle. first naming one student as
an animal of a particular ecosystem. Name the
next four students in the circle as food, water,
shelter, and space for that animal. Repeat the
process until all the students are involved. Any
--extras·· can be identified as elements of habitat.
e.g .. resulting from a particularly good year for
habitat needs for the last animal named. When
all of the students have been designated as an
animal or as components of an animal's habitat.
comment on the fact that they are holding
hands. This represents the idea that all things
in an ecosystem are interrelated. Briefly discuss
the idea of interrelationships. Then move the
students into position to do the "lap sit" described in the Procedure above. Remind the students that they noticed all elements of the
ecosystem were interrelated when they were
holding hands. Now they are going to find out
that they all are dependent upon one another
as well. Do the "lap sit." Discuss interrelationships and interdependencies in ecological
systems.

Evaluation
What are the five essential components of
habitat?
Explain how the arrangement of food. water.
shelter. and space is important to humans and
other animals.
What would probably have the greater long-term
impact on the wildlife living on a farm in Iowa?
A severe winter which killed many animals or the
development of part of the farm into a commercial shopping center?

,.
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Thctmbless Relay
Run a thumbless relay
race.

Objective.-.:
Describe Jihat an opposable thumb is. Talk
about some of the ways
opposable thumbs are
useful to people and
other primates.
Ages:
Primary and
Intermediate
Materials:
• wide masking tape
• yam or string
Subject:
Science

male chacma baboon

hat would life be like without
opposable thumbs? Your
kids can find out by running
a special kind of relay race.
Before you begin the race, talk about
opposable thumbs using the background
information on page 3. To help the kids
visualize just what an opposable thumb is,
have them touch one of their thumbs to
the tip of each finger on the same hand.
Then explain that this ability to swing the
thumb across the hand helps people and
the other prltnates who have an opposable thumb perform a lot of tasks that
would otherwise be very difficult-or even
impossible. Ask the kids if they can think
of some things they do every day that
would be a lot harder without opposable
thumbs. (getting dressed, writing, holding
onto eating utensils, playing certain
sports, and so on)
Next point out that, like people, other
primates also use their opposable thumbs
in specific ways. Thumbs are a big help,
for example, during grooming sessions.
Without them, many apes and monkeys
would have a hard time picking dirt, insects, and ticks out of each other's hair.
After your discussion, tell the kids that
they're going to get to see for themselves
just how useful opposable thumbs are. To
do this, they'll need to become "thumbless" for awhile. Tape the kids' thumbs to
their palms with wide masking tape-or, if
you're working with older kids, have them
work in small groups to tape each other's

~

thumbs. (Make sure the thumbs a
cu rely taped and can't work their wa
The "tapers" may need to run th
completely around the kids' ha
couple of times.) Then divide the
into two teams, give each team a tw
(60-cm) piece of yarn or string, an
everyone outside.
Set up your relay lines so that t
about 50 feet (15 m) from a fence,
rack, a tr.PP with ·1ow branches, or
• other object that me 1<rcts can reac
plain that each team member, in tu
have to run up to the object _and ti
· piece of y~rn..ar string to it. (You can
the kids tie either simple half knots
hitches] or bows, depending on their
and skill levels.) !h,:m the team me
1must untie the vam or string and bri
· back to the next person in line. The wi
of the relay is the first team w
members all successfully tie and unti
yarn.
After the race, carefully remove
tape from the kids' hands. Talk a
what it was like to be thumbless.
have the kids speculate about what
have happened if people had n
evolved the adaptation we call oppo
thumbs. ~o they think the world would
just the same as it is today? Would pe~
have been able to develop aspects
culture such as written language, ,
music, and technology?
Of course, these questions can't re
be answered with any certainty. Point
that the human brain is the main fa<
responsible for the way our cultures <
societies have developed. Also bring
the possibility that if people hadn't ,
veloped opposable thumbs, some otl
adaptation might have evolved that co1
have served a similar function. For 1
ample, point out that spider monk<
don't have thumbs at all. But the und
sides of the ends of their tails are equip1:
with a super-sensitive, fleshy pad. T
pad helps them to grasp objects as big a
tree limb or as small as a piece of gra
Having such a dextrous tail seems to co:
pensate for the spider monkey's lack o
thumb.
1

MUSEUM SEARCH

FOR WILDLIFE

0 bj ectives

Students will be able
to: 1) identify wildlife portrayed in an art form:
and 2) generalize that wildlife has sufficient
aesthetic and spiritual value to inspire art.

Method

Students visit a museum or.
another source of artifacts.

Background

Human relationships to wildlife are often expressed through
painting. sculpture. drama. dance. literature.
pho~ography. and other means of creative expression. Wildlife has served as an inspiration for
art throughout human history.
The major purpose of this activity is for students
to recognize one aspect of the value of wildlifeits impact as a source of inspiration for varying
art forms.

Materials

none needed. however
activity requires trip to local museum or other
source of artifacts: recommend combining this
activity with a scheduled field trip to such a site.
if possible

Procedure
1. This is a field trip! It requires a trip to a local
art. natural history. or anthropological museum.
NOTE: This activity can be added to a field trip
already planned as part of a social studies unit.
for example. (If no museum is available. use
reference materials.)

2. Check your local community to see which
museum. if any. would be appropriate. Make
arrangements for your students to visit.
3. Before the trip, discuss different kinds of art
that people have created throughout human
history-including cave drawings. pottery,
baskets. costumes. paintings, sculpture. drawings. dances. photography. literature. and music.
Ask the students what might inspire art.
4. At the museum. ask each student to find examples of wildlife represented in art. What kinds
of wildlife? What kinds of art? Encourage the
students to look closely, since sometimes the image can be so stylized that it is hard to recognize.
Ask each student to identify the art form. and
the wildlife-and to make a small sketch as a
reminder of what they saw. (See "Wild Words."
The students can put their sketches in their personal journals.) Or. use a worksheet. For example:
Select one animal you saw represented at least
three times. How did the artist portray it?
5. As a follow-up. discuss the students' observations with them. Identify which kinds of art
seem to include the most images of wildlife
(painting. pottery. sculpture. etc.). Compare how
one animal-like a deer-might look in different

Age: Grades 3-6
Subjects: Social Studies. Language Arts, Art
Skills: analysis. application, discussion, comparing
similarities and differences, drawing generalizations,
observation
Duration: 30 minutes if in class using reference
materials; 45 minutes or longer if at museum
Group Size: any size. up to 30
Setting: indoors
Conceptual Framework Reference: II.A .. 11.A.1., 11.A.2..
11.A.3.• 11.A.4.• 11.B.3.. 11.C.1 .• 11.D.2., 11.F
Key Vocabulary: art. artists, inspiration, wildlife
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Museum Search For Wildlife Chart
Put a check after the name of the animals you find .

Animal Family

DOMESTICANIMALS (TAME)

art works. Tulk about the varying ways artists
portrayed wildlife, and some of the students·
favorites. Talk about ways wildlife was portrayed
during different historical periods. Tulk about the
relationships between people and wildlife during different periods. What are the clues? What
if there were no wildlife?
6. Encourage the students to generalize that
wildlife can serve as an inspiration and has
aesthetic value.

Variations and
Extensions

1. Portray wildlife in an art form of your choice!
2. Make your own wildlife art museum in the
classroom. Collect photos or copies of paintings,
sculpture, pottery, petroglyphs, weaving, etc. Or,
make your ownl

WILDLIFE (UNTAMED)

Evaluation
A group of people were discussing endangered
plants and animals-that is, those that are very
close to becoming extinct. Some of the people
felt that we should preserve and protect all kinds
of plants and animals because we might learn
that they could be very useful to us for chemicals, medicine, foods, and clothing. and as intrinsically valuable parts of our environment. Other
people said that we do not need all those animals
and plants, and we shouldn't worry about them.
Suppose you are an artist in the group, and you
want to express your opinion about the importance of plants and animals. What will you say?
Would your opinion change if you were not an
artist? If yes, why? If no, why not?
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Bird 'n' Worms

SUBJECTS
Science
Mathematics ·

GRADES

OBJECTIVE
Students will be able to describe the value of protective coloration to
living organisms.

3-6

PLT PRINCIPLES
6. Life-Support
Systems
5. Management and
Interdependence of
Natural Resources

CONCEPTS
6.22 Changes in
Living Things
6.2 Constancy of
Biological Change
6.3 Interdependence
of Living Things
and Their
Environment
6.32 Heredity and
Environment
5.22 Wildlife As a
Renewable
Resource

SKILLS
I. Gaining
Information
IV, Critical Thinking

ACTIVITY
Introduce students to the meaning of the words "camouflage" and
"protective coloration."
'
Obtain colored (green, red, blue, yellow, brown) pipe cleaners from
a local store or craft shop. Cut each cleaner into three pieces. Ask the
students to twist or bend these into "worms."
Scatter a known number of pipe cleaner "worms" of each color over
an area on the playground, in the grass, on the parking lot, or on bare
soil. Give each student the name of a bird to impersonate. Suggestions
are: robin, thrush, meadowlark, bluebird, flicker, and crow.
Then, one at a time, call out the names of these birds. As each
species is called, the student representing the species can "fly" out over
the area where the "worms" were scattered and pick up the first worm
which catches the "bird's" eye.
As students return from their flights, ask them to lay out on a large
piece of white butcher paper their worms in the order picked up.
Repeat this process until . all the students have made at least one
"flight" returning with the first worm they see.
Then ask the students to consider the color sequence of the "worms"
captured and placed on the paper. Discuss with them any trends or
patterns that occur. For example, if the worms were scattered on grass,
one would expect the green "worms" to be picked up toward the end of
the game rather than in early flights. If the "worms" appear to be too
visible, you may wish to conceal them deeper in the grass rather than
just on its surface. Be sure the students discuss the relationship between coloration and the usual habitat of the worms. Can they suggest
similar relationships for other animals? After some discussion, ask each
of the students to describe the value of protective coloration to living
organisms.

(Continued)

VARIATIONS
1. After explaining to students how to play "Bird 'n' Worms," ask
them to predict what colors they think will be picked up first. Then
play the game as described and compare their predictions with
what actually occurs.

2. This activity can also take place in a classroom. One way is to use a
hole-punch to make a number of small circles of bright- and
muted-colored paper, or cut small strips of different colored paper
with a scissors. Scatter these different paper "worms" on the
classroom floor, and proceed as described above.
·
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Sounds in City and Forest

SUBJECTS
Social Studies
Language Arts and
Humanities

GRADES

OBJECTIVE
Students will use their sense of hearing to determine differences
between urban and forest environments and be able to describe these
differences.

K-6

PLT PRINCIPLE
I. Environmental
Awareness

CONCEPT
I. 12 Need for Beauty
and Quiet

SKILL
I. Gaining
Information

ACTIVITY
Take your class out to the school grounds and ask the students to
close their eyes and listen silently for ten minutes. (The students may
use blindfolds, if they wish.They might also divide into pairs, with one
student wearing a blindfold and the other being a guide, taking turns
leading each other on a "sounds walk.") .
When the ten minutes are up, ask the students to write down what
they heard and how it made them feel. How many sounds did they
distinguish? Ask the students to share the feelings they had when
listening.
Repeat the exercise in a city park and in a wooded area. Suggest
that the students, alone or with a partner, repeat the activity at different times of the day and seasons of the year.
Discuss in class:
The number and kind of different sounds you heard.
·Similarities and differences between sounds heard in the three
locations - the school grounds, the city park, and the wooded area.
What these sounds might tell you about the school grounds, the city,
and the forest as environments for human and wildlife habitation.
The feelings you had not talking for ten minutes in the presence of
others.
The relationships between sounds, talking, and communication.

EXTENSIONS
1. Make your own musical instruments and music to represent the
sounds of school grounds, cities, and forests.

2. Pick and listen to records that represent different sounds you have
heard in school grounds, cities, and forests. Draw pictures of these
sounds.
3. Make lists of the sounds you have heard in the school grounds, the
city, and the forest. Pick colors to represent each of the sounds.
Pick numbers to represent each of the sounds and add and subtract
them.
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THE THICKET GAME

Objectives

Procedure

Students will be able
to: 1) define adaptation in animals: and 2)
generalize that all animals make some adaptations in order to survive.

Method

Students become "predator"
and "prey" in a version of "hide and seek."

Backaround

Animals are
adapted to t~ir environment in order to survive.
Animals may be adapted -to changes in their
habitats. For example. snowshoe rabbits have a
white winter coat to blend with a snowy environment and a tan summer cqat to blend with summer ground and vegetation colors. Chameleons
change color to blend with their surroundings.
The walking-stick insect can look like a twig or
stick. Fawns have spotted hair that resembles
dappled light on the forest floor.
The major purpose of this activity is for students
to understand the importance of adaptation to
animals.
NOTE: See "Seeing is Believing" and "Surprise
Terrarium" for other elementary-age adaptation
activities.

Materials

blindfolds: outdoor area
like a thicket or other vegetated area where
students can safely hide

•

1. Toke the class to a "thicket."
2. Blindfold one student who will be the
"predator." The predator counts to 15 slowly
while the others hide. The students hiding must
be able to see the predator all the time.
3. After counting, the predator removes the
blindfold and looks for "prey:· The predator can
turn around, squat. and stand on tip-toes-but
not walk or change location. The predator should
see how many students he or she can find. identify them o_ut loud and describe where they are.
When identified. they come to the predator
because they have been "eaten." These prey now
become predators.
4. When the original predator cannot see any
more students. all the predators now put on
blindfolds. The original predator counts aloud to
ten. All the remaining prey are to move in closer.
but still try to be "safe" and hidden. All the
predators remove their blindfolds and take turns
naming students they can see.
5. Repeat the process if several students are still
hidden. When only one or two are left hidden.

Age: Grades K-6
Subjects: Science. Physical Education. Language Arts
Skills: analysis. application, description. discussion.
generalization. kinesthetic concept development.
observation. psychomotor development
Duration: 30 minutes
Group Size: minimum of five students
Setting: outdoors
Conceptual Framework Reference: 111.D.• 111.D.1 .. 111.D.2.
Key Vocabulary: adaptation. predator, prey

© 1983. 1985 Western Regional Environmental Education Council.
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have them stand up and identify themselves: it
may be surprising how close these prey were to
the predators-an example of successful adaptation because of how well they blend with their
environment in order to survive. Introduce the
term "adaptation."
6. Play the game again one or two times.
7. Discuss what would have made it easier to be
the last one or get very close to the predators.
Some ideas that may come out are: changing color (clothes): wearing clothing that doesn't stick
to plants: being of smaller size: climbing a tree.

8. Ask the students to summarize what they
have learned. See if the students can think of
other examples of adaptation in animals.
Generalize that all animals are adapted to
survive.

Evaluation

Describe the importance of adaptation to
animals. Give at least two examples of animal
adaptation.
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GRAPHANANIMAL

Obiective

Students will be able to
identify characteristic life forms in two different
environments.

Method

Students create picture collections of animals in two different habitats. and
then "visit" the habitats by going on a "nature
walk" in their classroom. where they tally the
number of animals they see and then graph and
compare the results.

Backgro unct

Different kinds of
animals are found in different environments.
Each environment is suitable to animals that are
adapted to its climate. soils. water, vegetation.
and other ecological factors. Just as people need
food, water. shelter. and space in which to live.
so does wildlife.
The major purpose of this activity is for students
to recognize that each environment has
characteristic life forms.

4. When the students are out of the room. place
the animal cards in their "environment." Label
one part of the classroom as forest. and the
other as plains. Put the animals where they live.
Some animals may be in both environments. Put
the animal pictures in all sorts of places-by a
table leg. on a window ledge, etc:-to simulate
where they might actually live. If possible. check
with fish and wildlife officials in your area to see
what the actual proportions of animals are in
each of the chosen environments. and use the
animal cards accordingly. These people may also
have wildlife· pictures for various habitats!
5. Bring the students to the "forest" and the
"plains" for a "nature walk:' Let the students use
their lists to tally the animals they see in each
place. At the end of the walk, students should
total their counts and write that number on
their lists. Have the students take turns walking along the ."path." A sample list and tally
might look like this:

R2ESJ""

Materials

photos or pictures of
animals (from magazines). cardboard for mounting photos. notebook paper. graph paper. pencils
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Procedure

1. Pick two environments in your state. such as
the plains and the forest. Ask students to make
a collection of animals for each place. They can
draw pictures or cut out magazine photos. Each
student should find two animals. Glue the pictures onto heavy paper or cardboard.
2. Ask the students to tell where their animals
live. Make a pile for each place and ask the
students to put their pictures in the place where
their animals live.
3. List the animals in each pile. Some animals will
appear on both lists. Ask the students to copy
the two lists.

Age: Grades 2-6
Subjects: Science. Math (tally. addition. graph-making

and use). Language Arts (word recognition and
spelling)
Skills: analysis. classification. computation. kinesthetic
concept development. listing. media construction
(making and using simple bar graphs). observation.
psychomotor development. reading. writing
Duration: two 30-minute periods; one 40-minute
period if teacher prepares wildlife pictures
Group Size: 15 to 30 students
Setting: indoors or outdoors
Conceptual Framework Reference: Ill.A .. 111.A.1 .. 111.A.3
Key Vocabulary: environment. habitat. graph (as well
as many different animal names)
© 1983. 1985 Western Regional Environmental Education Council.
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6. Show the students how to make a bar grapn
for each of the environments:

2. Use the strategies for the nature walk when
taking any field trip to areas where real animals
can be observed.

Evaluation
Name five animals that might be found in each
of the following areas: forest. desert. plains.
stream. pond, ocean. seashore. park. (Note to
Teacher: Please select two areas common to your
state.)

Give the students graph paper and show them
how they can fill in each square for the number
of each animal they saw.
7. Using the graphs, ·compare the two environments: Which animals were seen the most?
Which animals were seen the least? How could
some animals live in both places? Why can't all the animals live in both places?

Variations

1. Skip having the students collect the animal
pictures. If the teacher collects the photos. the
activity may begin with the nature walk.

lwo scientists went to separate parts of the
world and studied the animals there. They made
these graphs to show the kinds and numbers of
animals they found. Do you think they were
studying places which were similar or different?
Why?
Scientist 1
Seals
Whales
Polar Bears

Number of Animals

Scientist 2
Lions
Zebras
Antelope
Rhinocerous
Hippopotamus-

1111

WILD WORDS. • •
A JOURNAL-MAKING
ACTIVITY

237

Objectives

Students will be able
to: 1) observe and describe their surroundings,
particularly in out-of-door settings; and 2) record
their observations and descriptions in a written
and visual form.

Method

Students go into an outdoor
setting to make and write in journals they
design.

Background

NOTE: This
journal-making activity can be used effectively
as a means to record data and personal observations in combination with many Project WILD
activities.
A naturalist is a person who studies nature,
especially by direct observation of plants,
animals, and their environments. Naturalists ·
often spend a lot of time in the out-of-doors, and
they often record their observations in some
form-from sketches. drawings. paintings, and
photos. to poetry and prose. Each person's
motivation will be unique, and may include sheer
joy in learning more about natural systems. interest in contributing to scientific research. love
for the art of writing as literature. and simple
satisfaction in being outside.

People benefit today from the insights and
observations of people who have delighted in.
and been fascinated by. the wonders of the
natural environment. Henry David Thoreau. Walt
Whitman. Enos Mills, John Muir. and today"s
Edward Abbey and Annie Dillard are among those
who have captured their insights in words and
offered them to others.
Most of the naturalists who put their observations in poetry and prose carry with them a small
journal as they wander the woods, streams.
lakes, oceans, deserts, and other natural
environ.ments.
The major purpose of this activity is for students
to make their own journals, and to acquire experience in using a journal to record their observations in out-of-door settings.

Age: Grades 4-12
Subjects: Language Arts, Science
Skills: application, description. discussion, drawing.
media construction. observation, visualization. writing

Duration: one 20-45-minute period; recommend using the journal produced through this activity as a
place for recording data. observations. images. etc.• in
other activities
Group Size: any

Settlng:outdoors
Conceptual Framework Reference: II.A.. I1.A.2., I1.A.3..
11.A.4., 11.B., ll.B.3.. I1.E., ll.E.1 .. ll.E.3 .. 11.F., IV.D.2 .• lV.E.2..
V.A., V.A.4.. V.A.5, V.A.6.
Key Vocabulary: journal, observation. naturalist
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IVlaterials

construction paper for
journal covers. mimeo or other un-lined paper
(preferably white). staples and stapler. marking
pens. crayons. pencils

Procedure

1. Go outside to some pleasant outdoor setting.
It might be an open area on the school grounds
with clear sky above, near a large and inviting
tree in a park that shades the earth on a hot day.
or· any outdoor setting from the immediate
school grounds to a remote. wilderness setting.
2. Ask the students to sit quietly. listening
carefully for any sounds. Ask them to look with
"soft eyes'!__that is, eyes that do not focus
specifically on any one thing, but broadly sense
what is in the environment. The students may
move their heads at first in a scanning motion
until they are accustomed to seeing without
focusing on one thing at a time. "Hard eyes" are
good for looking closely at a squirrel running up
a tree. "Soft eyes" are good for seeing all the
trees. the sky, the ground in an area-noticing
the squirrel moving out of the corner of one eye,
a bird moving skyward out of the corner of the
other eye. and feeling the warmth of the sun
from above. Encourage the students to try both
"hard" and "soft" eyes, trying to notice the differences in how they feel and what they see.
Both ways of seeing are useful.
3. Tulk with the students about what they see.
feel. and notice. A "guided imagery" (where the
students close their eyes and you ask them to
visualize what you describe) can be useful at this
point. with the students sitting quietly-now
with eyes closed-while you ask them to imagine
different things that will enhance their
awareness of the outdoor setting. For example.
"You are a tall tree standing in the forest. Feel
your roots digging deep into the soil. Feel the
water from a recent rainstorm seeping into the
earth around you. Feel that large rock tangled
in your roots. Feel your branches swaying in the
breeze. warmed by the sunlight."
And. or. read an excerpt from the writings of
some naturalist.
A children's book for young and old students.
Another Way 1b Listen, by Byrd Baylor and Peter
Parnall (Charles Scribners Sons. New York. 1978)
is an excellent way to set a mood and encourage
greater awareness of natural surroundings. It
includes:

"I used to know an old man who could walk by
any corn field and hear the corn singing ... Were
you surprised to hear it?,' I always had to ask.
He said. Not a bit. It seemed like the most natural
thing in the world:"
For older students. any excerpts from, The
Wilderness World of John Muir, edited by Edwin
Way Teale (Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston.
1954) are good. For example, the chapter. "Windstorm in the Forest,'' is Muir's accounting of
climbing a tall tree during a windstorm:
"It occurred to me that it would be a fine thing
to climb one of the trees to obtain a wider
outlook ... Under the circumstances, the choice
of a tree was a serious matter ... Being accustomed to climb trees in making botanical
studies, I experienced no difficulty in reaching
the top of this one, and never before did I enjoy
so noble an exhilaration of motion. The slender
tops fairly flapped and swished in the passionate
torrent. bending and swirling backward and forward, round and round. tracing indescribable
combinations of vertical and horizontal curves.
while I clung with muscles firm braced. like a
bobolink on a reed." (page 186)

4. Get out construction paper and white typing
or mimeograph paper for the students to make
their own journals. Simply fold the paper in half
with the construction paper on the outside and
the white paper inside. Staple along the seams
so that the booklet stays together. Provide marking pens and crayons so the students can put
their name, a title, and a drawing on the cover
of their book. Or, make or buy more durable journals before going outside to start using them.
5. Give the students some time-about 15
minutes is fine to begin-to start getting accustomed to using their journal. Structured activities can be inserted at this point, or, each can
find a quiet place to make a drawing of something they see. They could begin to write a few
words of description, or a poem about their feelings in being outside in that place at that time.
The important thing to stress is that the journal is theirs-for them to fill with whatever they
choose. It is not the same thing as a diary that
might be written in every day. It is a special way
to keep memories and ideas about things in the
natural environment. Encourage them to take
their journals with them sometimes when they
are outside, and regularly if possible- perhaps
tucked in a backpack or a ·purse. It is especially
good for those times when they are alone
outside-perhaps walking to and from school, at
a park over a weekend. on a camping trip with
family members. etc. One of them may be the
next John Muir or Annie Dillardl
6. Discuss the value of journals. In addition to
recording impressions, feelings, and observations, a journal can become a log of important
data to be referred to later. It can reflect changes
in ecosystems, vegetative types, animal
populations-as well as attitudes about things.
It can hold images as well as words.

Extensions

1. See ''Animal Poetry:·
2. Select an animal habitat. Find a spot within
that habitat. (The students should literally experience the habitat as closely as possible to the
perspective of the animal they choose to be: e.g.,
lying down on their backs looking skyward. They
should not damage the animars habitat. and
they should still be near enough to you to hear
your instructions.) Write one word that describes
the animal you have chosen to be. On the next
line write two words that describe what you look
like. On the next line write three words that
describe how you move, or where you live. On the
next line write two words about how you contribute to the ecosystem where you live, or how
you live. On the last line. write another word that
describes who you are. For example:
Bird
Large, Strong
Soaring, Diving, 1\Nisting
Predator, Hunter
Red-Toil

Evaluation

Write a description of some place that you like,
but that you have not visited in a long time. Include details about what it looks like. how you
feel when you're there, and what you like about
it.
Go outside. Find a very small living thing. Look
at it as closely as possible, without harming it.
Write a short description or poem about this
small living thing.

© 1983, 1985 Western Regional Environmental Education Council.
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CRAYON RUBBING
EE SUBGOAL: Knowledge
OBJECTIVES: After participating in a discussion on camouflage, students will create a
crayon rubbing of a habitat. They will create an animal that when placed on the crayon
rubbing is camouflaged by the habitat.
MATERIALS: crayons, papers, natural objects, scissors, glue
PROCEDURES:
1. Discuss camouflage and ways animals, birds, and insects camouflage.
2. Have students take a piece of paper and some crayons to an outdoor area. Make a
crayon rubbing of a habitat using natural objects under the paper.
3. Create an animal so that when placed on the crayon rubbing is camouflaged by the
habitat.
4. Share the rubbings with each other.
EVALUATION: Student participation and crayon rubbing
EXTENSIONS: Students could write a story about their camouflaged animal taking
cover from a predator or catching prey.

Healing Wounds

OBJECTIVE
Students will be able to recognize damage to plants and also the
ability of trees to heal themselves.

ACTIVITY
Take your class on a field trip and have students look for different
forms of damage or injury to trees, such as scars and broken branches.
Ask them to attempt to identify the obvious damage and determine
what caused it (vehicles, insects, wildlife, fires, · wind), differentiating
between recent and old damage.

SUBJECTS
Science
Health

GRADES
g.5
PLT PRINCIPLES
5. Management and
Interdependence of
Natural Resources
6. Life-Support
Systems

CONCEPTS
5.21 Plants as
Renewable
Resources
6.1 Dynamic
Biological Systems
6 .11 Dynamic Forest
Community

SKILL
I. Gaining
Information

At appropriate times during the trip, discuss some of these
questions:
What are the differences between old and new injuries?
In what ways do some plants and trees recover or heal themselves?
What causes globs of pitch to form on a pine tree or sap to run from a
cut in the bark?
How does this compare to the scab which forms when you cut your
finger?
What happens to trees that have been trimmed to clear utility lines?
What happens to trees and other plants that we prune and trim in our
own gardens?
·
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PLAYING LIGHTLY
ON THE EARTH

Objectives

Students will be able
to: 1) distinguish between games that are
damaging and not damaging to the environment: and 2) invent games with a benign effect
on the environment.

Method

to consciously experience games that have a
benign effect on the environment. The activity
is designed for students to experience success,
at a personal and immediate level, in maintaining and improving the quality of their own
environments.

Students look for evidence
of games that harm the environment: and then
invent and play games with a benign effect on
the environment.

Materials

Backaround

_Age: Grades K-8
Subjects: Social Studies. Physical Education, Science
Skills: analysis, comparing similarities and differences.

Personalchoicesof
all kinds can~ave an effect on the environment.
Young people can look at the games they play
outside-and choose those which have little or
no damaging impact on the environment, rather
than those which leave scars-aesthetically and
ecologically.
The major purpose of this activity is for students
to become actively aware of the choices they
make each time they play a game outside, and

access to going outside

evaluation. invention, psychomotor development.
problem-solving. small group work. synthesis
Duration: one 30-45 minute period
Group Size: any
Setting: outdoors
Conceptual Framework Reference: I.D.. VII.A., VII.A.1 ..
Vll.A.2., VII.A.3., VII.A.4., VII.B.. Vll.8.1 .. Vll.8.2., Vll.8.3 ..
Vll.8.7.
Key Vocabulary: game. harm

© 1983, 1985 Western Regional Environmental Education Council.
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Procedure

1. Most of us like to play. In fact, playing is an
important way to learn-as well as to have a
good time. Ask the students to think of examples of ways to play outside that do no serious
.or permanent damage to the environment. and
ways that are damaging. The damage might
affect non-living things-like putting graffiti on
cement walls. It might be damaging to plants
:and animals-like carving initials on tree trunks.
Both are damage. Are there any games we can
play that do no damage? There may not be. but
we can think about how much damage, how permanent it is. and what it affects.
2. Go outside on the school grounds and look for
evidence of games that have damaged the environment. Ask students what could have caused
the damage and how · it might have been
prevented.
3. Introduce the concept of playing games that
do not seriously harm the environment.
4. Ask the students to work together in small
groups-from two to seven or eight-to invent
a game that does no serious harm to the environ-

ment, including the plants and animals living
there. The students could also try to invent
games that could make this a better environment in some ways. Give the students about
15 minutes to invent their games.
5. Ask each group to present their game to the
other students. Play each of the games. Ask the
students to talk about their feelings about the
importance of playing games that do little if any
damage to the environment.

Extension

For older students: Analyze a variety of kinds of
recreation for their impact on wildlife, vegetation. other natural resources. etc.

Evaluation

Keep a record of the games you play outside for
one week. Identify which, if any, are harmful to
the environment. For one week. or longer. play
only games that do no harm to the environment.

Name

-------------
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SUPPLY LIST FOR PRIMARY CAMP
pencils
crayons
markers
scissors
masking tape
glue bottles or sticks
hot glue gun and sticks
extention cord
stapler and staples
string
pictures of plants, animals, insects on index cards with string attached like a necklace
orange cones or marking objects for game Maple Seed Mix-Up
tree cookies
magnifying lenses
bug boxes
typing paper
white construction paper
white butcher paper or newspaper
small paper bags
green, red, blue, yellow, brown pipe cleaners cut into thirds
decomposing log
environmental education journal-see sample
Ask Me Sheets-see samples
Wausau School Forest Museum sheet-see sample
Name and Species sheet-see sample
water
plaster of paris
milk cartons or cups
Vaseline
cardboard strips
paper clips
natural sticks
plastic knives
blindfold

SNACK SUPPLIES
bananas
oranges

strawberries
apples
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M&M's
peanuts
raisins

dirt cake-pudding
cookies

milk
whipped cream
gummy worms
animal crackers
Butterfly Bites: celery
peanut butter
curly pretzels

BOOKS
The Great

Kqok

Tree

by Lynne Cherry

Animal Homes by TammyEverts
Heads by Ron and Nancy Goor
How The Leopard Got Its Spots by Rudyard Kipling
50 Simple Things Kids Can Do To Swe The futh by Earth Works Group/Andrews and
McMeel
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FebruTy 22,1995

Hellol
lVe would appreciate your help. lVq are currently workiqg toward aMasters Degree in
Environmental &fucation ornMasters project is mEmrironmental Strnmer Sshool
Camp Progum, and we would like you to place &e fottowiag informdion in your school
newsleter as gootr as possible. We are advertising &e camp to enflre maximum
enrolLnent The surmer school booklet is goiqg to be diskibrfed on Mrch 27th, so
please inslude 6e attached information in your newslefrers prior to 6d dde.
Ifyou harre
please
contact
Deb
Woller
Westions,
at
Horace
Mur
or
Jodie
Piotaschke at Lincoln
SY
Thank youl
Sincerelyyourq
LindaS. Birl&olz
Jodie Piobaschke
Deb lffoller
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SCHOOL FOREST
ENVI RONMENTAI- SiCIENCE CAMP
Animaf Crackers and Plant Kabobs
Grades 1 and

2

Dates: June 19 - 23

FEE:
8:50

$5.00

- 11:30

a.rTl.

Calling all critter lovers and plant preservers. Join us in a nalure adventure week at the Wausau
School Forest. We will be tracking critters and investigating animal and plant habitats. Come
and learn all about the environment!!!
Instructors: Linda Birkholz and Jodie piotraschke

TURTLE HURDLES AND OTHER AN1IVIAL OBSTACLES
Grades 3 and 4

FEE - $5.00

Dates: June 13 -' 1O

8:50

-

11:30 a.m.

Join

us- for an_exciting week out at the Wausau School Forest exploring endangered
species
and.trying to figure out what's fishy there. lnvestigate living organismJin theiriab1ats
on
land, in the water, and ihe air. The environment il for eveion-ettt

Instructors: Linda Birkholz and Deb Woller

AQUATIC ACTION ADVENTURE
GRADES 5 &

5

Dates: June5-g

FEE - $5.00
9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

lf you have been wondelng how to spend a great week this summer, sTop
RIGHT Now!! we
have an exciting week planned for you to experience the environment and
think about it
in ways that you never have before. We wili use Horace Mann's computer
lab, video equipment,
and the nalural suroundings of the Wausau area to explore environmental
issues. our grand
finale will be a trip down the Wisconsin River to appreciate what narure
has to offer.
Sign up now!!
lnstructors: Jodie Piotraschke and Deb Woller
Horace Mann and the Schoof
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April28, 1995
Dear Third and Fourth Grade Teachers,

We are offering a new program this summer that is included in the summer school information
packet but we realize now that some details were not clearly explained. We still have quite a
few openings in our Turtle Hurdles and Other Animal Obstacles environmental camp. We would
appreciate it if you would announce the following information to your students, and encourage
them to sign up, if they havent already.

Dates:

June 13-16

Time: Leave Lincoln School at 8:00 a.m. and return at 12:00 noon
Location: Wausau School Forest
Fee: $5.00
Join us for an exciting week out at tre school fiorest (except for the day we take our field trlpsll
We will explore why some animals are endangered and leam about ways all of us can help
them. We'll also play games, eat snacks, and learn new things related to a different theme
each day. Bring home a plaster cast of a witd animal track to remind you of your fun-filled week.

We have enclosed a copy of the summer school registration and transportation forms in case
your students need one. Fonns and fees should be sent to Mr. Tranberg at Lincoln School, and
we wlll accept late regisbations. Thanks for giving us a helping handl
Sincerely,

DebWoller
Linda S. Birkholz
Jodie Piotraschke

Appendlx
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DerPrenb and Shrdenb:
We will be gorqg to fire Wausau

School Forest on Thursday, June E, to do a pond
sardy and erylore &e nunal environnrenf. On Friday, Jtme 9, please be at Horace Mann
by 8:45 a.rl 80 we are able to tour the Wisconsir Valley Irryrovement laboratory at 9:00

aru From &era we will tavel

by school bus to Blue Gill Bay Park and ride on apontoon
for some water testingend sight-seeing. Ifyou have a life vest, please bring it to school by

Thursday so we know how many we need to get Bottr days youwill need your regular
transportation to and from Horace Mam, and don't forget yonr lunch.
Please sign tre permission slip below and retunr it as soon as possible; we dont
want anyone left behindl
Thank you,

ftl,Lt

JJNQ,,\)

fluCI

fl

Mrs. Woller and Miss Piotrasctrke

permission to attend tre Thnsdsy arrdFriday
tp'

June 6, 1995

Dear Parents and Shrdenb:
We will be gourg to the Wausau School Forest onThtrsday, June 8, to do apond
sfitdy and erylore lhe nafiral environment On Friday, June 9, please be at Horace Mann
by 8:45 arl so we are able to tour &e Wisconsin Valley Improvement laboratory at 9:00
am From there we will tuvel by school bus to Blue Gill Bay Park and ride on apontoon
for some water testurg and sight-seeing; Ifyou h$re a life vest, please bring it to school by
Thursday so we know how may we need to get Bottr days you will need ylur regular
tsansportation to and Aom Horace Mann, and don't forget yorn lunch"
Please sign ffre permission slip below and return it as soon as possible; we don't
want anyone left behind!
Thank yoq

/n,4/. lnj

o{Qo.o

fllh,D fl

Mrs. Woller and Miss Piotrasctrke

end $re Ttnrrsday and Friday

(p

F

2r3

May 20th, 1995

Dear Parents and Environmental Educatlon Campers,

We hope you are as exclted as we are to begin our Environmental
Science Camp ealled Turtle Hurdles and Other Animal Obstactes. lF{e have a
few reminders before we start camp.
LOCATTON: Sftrdents meet at Lincoln $chool and then
from the School Forest- raln or shlne.

wiil lre bused to and

TIME: Bus will leave Lincoln School at8:f 5 a.m. and return by f 2:00 p.m.
DRESS: Remember we are spending our rnornings outside, so be sure to
wear a llghtlacket and good walklng shoes (tennls shoes are greatf. Watch
the weafirer tre nlght before in case of ralnl
EXTRA II{FORMATION : We are planning a field trip during the week. We
will be going to Industrial Recyclens of Wl. and to County lfiarket. Please
retum tlre enclosed permisslon slip on the flrst day of summer school.
Transportatlon wlll be provided for the fleld trlp.

lf

you have any guestlons or concerns, Dlease don't hesltate to call us.
Thanks for iolnlng us for a week of funll

-J'aiU4
x(bJ
Slncerely yourg,

t'6ilwd

M

Llnda S. BlrkholZ- 675€284
Deb Woller€48{I132

Jodie Plotrcschke€42-4668
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S EC ON

DARY/INSTRUCTI

O

NAL ARRANG EMENTS

Activity:
Location:
eler
Dates of Activitf
Time Leaving:
Approximate Time Return ing:
Transportation
School
Name of Lodging Site:
Address:

Days:

bp

Citr

'

State:_

phone:

' The goatof the wausau sctrool Board is provide
to
opportuniti"" foritudents to
experience a variety of leaming situation"
avaitabie outside of the building- To
promote maximum leaming and enjoyment
participation
t"om
in nese tnavel activities, it is
necessao/ to identify proper student -behavior
aniconouct of all participants- These rules of
conduct are districf policies that wiligorr
Ln"uior during all aspects of the trip. ptease
rememberthat violations of thesenrtismay
ardthe group in futgre trips. students are
a manneru,trere trLi*rii-*pr*enttheirfamiry;
*rrunity
ffi"X*,"q-Tmil:in
"dnoo[ "nJ

n"iii

RUI.ES OF CONDUCT
'

1' Dressappropri?lllTthuacrivityBeinassenedroom
Z Be ptrnctualiordeparturs, me"ti,rgs, breaks, 10. aFoflowa[curfewrutes.
and
stay
there.
Do not allow other
etc' Do not leave meetings, eti untiRnl*,"d.
T{o"
3. Radios/boomboxesm/naf
Frticipants lnto tire room aflerc'rferrand otherdiinacti,ng

4'

pttdrinsnruments

Cevil;-;;

n&

"U*r"A. be
advlsorapprovat.

Unnecessary noises are prohib?ted. The
hotel

rooms_may be tnspected at any time to
ensure
gqpriancL wtttr ui" n"H Trip poficy and other

walkmanq miniatuL ."oioi-*iir, iiJaoprrones
may
permitted, with
DFtrict rules.
Profanity, ahrsive tanguide. oo"""n" gestures,
11.
Rooming
and visitation privireges
suggestive slogans on apparel oraccessories
"-ring"rnents
determined
by advisorneverallowed.

is

t''
tobac@, orcontrolted
s- st"*" p""i-u"e atritude. be respecrfur and
!|"0$ff:::"rfffiffi?
@urteotls' and use
sense at all times. 13. itre acviso,
ruJ o" informed of any partidpant
6. Followall rules/polides
"ornrnon
oiGnsponifi.g,l, to*lng '-'
presqibed
scttool distrr'c( silate and
otf"i pofi
establlshed by others incfuding
"nV

!8'
9.

f!"

suienuparent

re.

att"'o-"r'Lc{ivilies. evenrs. and meerinss..

,r.
'-'

nandbook

Do not teave rhe rabrti*
visitors without the cor*ent of rhe
Use the "buddy system- and do not go

arone.

on
meOicafion oranyexisiling ittness
in acvance of the trip.
to property of others witl

b"r"g";;;il;il

m"*:ffirs:lgr"Iffi.x*gr*1,.1

permitred.

";h;;;;;",,r-horized
advisoc
1e. bhaperones
any,vhere ruleVpoticies.have fufl authority to enforce atf
,i.o;.HEffi6iiarEs
18.

(Pfease cornplete reverse

,id")

AFFEcTNG rHrs rRrp

Page 2

Conduct for f:ielcl Trips/Activities/Travel

-:

'1*j.
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.r.

r.

PosstBLE CottsEouENcEs

HOLO HNRMLESS CI-AUStr

Conference with advisorLoss of further field trip priviteges.
3. Parents will be calfed and student sent
home at studenUpa.ent expens€. with the
understanding that the student will not
be accompanied by a District ernployee or

lArl/e waive any damages and will hold the Wausau School
District, their agents, and employees, harmless from
any damages or liabilities arising whatsoever in any
action or proceeding brought by ourselves or on behalf
of our sorVdaughter or by a third party relating to
ads of our sor/daughter based upon any and all acts
and events occuning during the trip.

1.

2.

4.
5.

6.

other aduft supervisor. t
Suspension from scfroot.
Potice refenal wtren necessary
Further disciplinary action as determined by

MEoICAL STATEMENT

I hereby autfrorize the sctrool district fls officers,
agents, Bd employees to call or drive my cfiild to the
phystciso. dentist or hosprtal if a need for emerge{tcy

the advisor, adivities director. principal, 8nd
Boad of Education.
Penelrrs/GUARDTANS

or

Please revievr these policies with yourson
daughter and ask for histher cooperation. They
ane to rnake no essump{ions. lf not srre of the
policy, ask the advlsor/teacfier or cfrafttxte.

Thankyouforyoursupporl

' .

'

'

''

care exi$s. An ambulance may be called if necessary.
I do hereby authorize the treatment by a licensed
physidary'dentrst of my cfiild in the event of a medical
emergency vytlicfi, lo the opinion of the attending
pfry$dan/dedFq may endanger his/trer life. cause
disfigurement physrcal lmpalrment, or undue discomfort
tf

dblaybd

'

PERMISSION FOR FIELD TRIP AND EMERGENCYTREATMENT
,f

Student Signature
Home Phone:
Emergency

Phone:_

- ,rr""rr"tm

V
f,.
'

Guardian Signature
Work Phone:
Datg Sigped:--..__..'_-.
Advis

a

r , ,f-

|

r{qacl'r e ( S i g n atdne

Activity Director Signature (if applicable)

The Wausau School District does not discriminate against pupils on the basis of sex,
race, national origin, ancestry, creed, pregnanc% marital or parental status, sexual
orientation, or physical, mental, emotional, or leaming disability or handicap in its
education programs or activities. Federal law prohibits discrimination in employment
on the basis of age, race, color, national origin, sex religion, or handicap.

,.

:3
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Mal1 22,1995

Dear Principal:
Please distsibrle the enclosed summer school welcome lefiers for those sfirdents afiendiug
from your school. We really appreciate your help in &is maffer.

Sincerely,

Linda S. Birl&olz
Deb Woller
Jodie Piotaschke

c{5q

May 22,1995
Dear Middle School Science Camper,

lfie have been really busy planning our activities for your week of aquatic adventures!
Here are a few reminders for you before we start camp.

TOCATION:

Each morning, students meet at the Horace Marur playground

of

of Sell

Sheet and are picked up frrere in the afternoon.

IIME :

9:00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M.

T)RESS : Please watch he weafter forecast every

ni$t

so you can dress appropriately

for

being orilside.

EXIRA INFORMATION: You will

need to briqg a sack lunch each day. You may

orjuice for $.65. Ifwe are going on afield fip, remember to
puchase your beverage ri$t away urhen you anive at school.
purchase sodafor $.50

Ifyou have any questions or concerns, please don't hesitate to call us. We look forwud to
seeing you for aweek offur.
Sincerely

yoffi,

Mrs. Woller - 848-0132
Miss PioFasctrke - 842-4668
Mrs. Birl& olz -67 5-3284

ir)!.,

-rti€-s-F--k+-

,G*

Appenflix
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SAT,TPT.E

three Environnrental Science

NET{S EEI,EASE

are befue held this

Canrrc

District-

tlrrough the wausau school

The goal.

$unmen

is to pronote

a bet,ter understanding <lf how we as indi.viduals i-urpact our
environfnent

-Insitively

aud

negatively-

The camps run as

frrllows:

tt- Aguatie Adventures-lriddle school-6th and zth

location:

Horace Mann

tliddle

grad.es

School

gth 8:00- 2:3O
person: Deb t{oller (S4B-OlgZ)

Ti,ne: June 5th- June
Contact

B- rlrtre lrtzdLes

and other Aninaf obstacre*4th and bth

gcades

Iocation:

f{ausau School Fonest

Ti.me: June 13th-June

16th

Oontait I'erson: Linda S-

c- Ani^r

cYackers and

Iocation:

8:0G-12:00

Birkholz

(675-A?94)

praat Kafubs- znd and 3rd. grades

Wausau Scbool Forest

Ttute: June 19th

-

June

23nil

g:00-12:OO

Coutact Person: ti-uda Birliholz (6?5-gZ14)
t{ore detaired i.rrfornation can be found. on the forlowi.ng

pages- thank-you for your consideration-

:
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NEWS RELEASE TO ACCOMPANY BASIC CAMP SCHEDULES

These camps are being held through the Wausau School District's summer school program

focusing on Environmental Education and learning how we impact our environment.
Deb Woller, Jodie Piotoschke and Linda Birkholz created these three.week Environmental
Science Camps for their Masters Project In Environmental Education through

[MSP.

AOUATIC ADVENTURES

This camp will be held from June 5th - June gth and focuses on the use and misuse of our

water resources

. Sixth and 7th grade students will examine career opportunities related to

aquatic environments.

June Sth- Technology and the environment-The Great Ocean Rescue
June 6th. Environmental Ethics and pollution skits
June 7th- Watershed project and Science 2$X)*omputer use
June 8th-Wausau School Forest.pond study
June 9th. Field trip on Lake Wausau and touring Wausau Valley lmprovement Lab
Times for trips:

'1.

Tour lab

I - {0 am.

2. Lafte study. BluegillPark,l(}:$a,m. -12 p.m. using a pontoon

TURTLE HURDLES AND OTFIER ANIMAL OBSTACLES

We are focusing on lifestyle choices in which to help the environment

. We will be out at

the school forest wtth 4th and 5th graders for the entire week of June {3th- June l6th
mornings only.
June l2th. Composting
June l3th- RecyclinglPackagingfield trips to Industrial Recyclers€:30 until {0:00
County Market from l0:O to

1l:$ to focus on packaging and make choices to help reduce

landfilluse
June I 4th.Wausau School Forest+fiect on wildlife

June{SthfersonalPledges to be published in nesrspaper
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ANIMAL CRACKERS AND PLANT KABOBS

This environmental camp runs from June {9th- 23rd for 2nd and 3rd graders. This is a
nature adventure week to introduce children to the environment and emphasize how they
affect their environment.

June l9th.Nature collages
June 20th.Plaster cast demonstration
June 2lst. Animal Adaptation
June 22nd.Animal Camoflauge
June

8rd60

Simple Things Kids Can Do to Save the Earth.
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SCHOOL FOREST

F|tvf BoNtvrENTAL SCtENCE CArVrP

Animaf Crackers and plant Kabobs
Grades 1 and

2

Dates: June 19 - 23

FEE:

$5.00

8:50-11:30a.m.

Calling all critter lovers and plant preservers. Join us in a nature adventure
week al the Wausau
school Forest. We will be tracking critters and investigating a;im;t and ptant
nabiiati.- come
and leam all about the environment!!!
Instructors: Linda Birkholz and Jodie piotraschke

TURTLE HURDLES AND OTHER ANIMAL OBSTACLES
Grades 3 and 4

FEE - $5.00

Dates: June 13 - 16

8:50 - 11:30 a.m.

Join.us.for.an-exciting week out at the Wausau schoot.Forest
exptoring endangered species
and.lrying to figure out.what's firhy there. tnvestigate riving
;rg;lisms in their habitats on
land, in the water, and the air. ThL environment ii

ror.t;tn;ii!

Instruclors: Linda Blrkhotz and Deb Wolter

AQUATIC ACTION ADVENTURE
GRADES 5 & 6

FEE - $5.00

Dates: June5-g

9:00 a.m. - 2:Q0 p.m.

lf you have been wondelng nqry to spend a great
week this summer, srop RIGHT Nowt! we
have an exciting week planied ror ydutJexferience
tt," lnuiriinrent and think about it
in ways that you never have before. we wiri
use noraCe rr,|.nn;i'rorputer rab, video equipment,
and the natural sunoundings of the wausau
area to explore environmental issues. our grand
finale will be a trip down thl wisconsin niver
to appreciate what nature has to offer.
Sign up now!!
Instructors: Jodie piotraschke and Deb Wolter

I3
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PLEASE RE{D TuESD.A.Y, WEDI\IESDAY, THLIRSDAY, AIYD XRIDAY

This is an announcement for all sixth grade shrdents who are interested in having
firn while learning more about the environment. Mrs. Woller

will

be teaching a one-week

sunmer school camp called the Aquatic Action Advenfure. The theme
the camp

will

will

be water, and

use Horace Mann's computer lab, laser disc player, video equipmenf the

Wasat School Forest, andalocal park on the Wisconsin River. It will

be held the week

OfJnne 5th throu$ the 9th, and the cost is five dollars. This is not a part ofthe College
Camp '95 program. See Mrs. Woller for more information ifyou are interested.

Appendix
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}.lAlvE

AO UATIC ACTI

1.)

ON

ADVENTURE EVAL I.'[ATIO

ldcntifftwo common rccrcational activities and exphin

horu

N

lhcy can bc harmful or hepfulto

the erwironment.

l.
2.

2.1

Name four careers related to the erruironment and the ocean.

l.

2.

3.

1,

3.) Name tun or more unys to test the quafty of hke u{ater.
1.

2.

1.)

Namc threc nntcrshed surfaces and thc probhms or bencfits associaled vdth cach.

1.

PIB

2.

PIB

3.

PIB

5.) Name three or more t),pes of aquatic pofution and their sources.
P.

S.

P,

S.

?,64 .,.- r']
6.)

Describc three or morc probhms created by aquatic pohttion.

f.
2.

3.

?.)

Name thp or more ways rctlands are important.
1.

2.

S.) Name three things that peoplc can do lo raduce or prevent

damage to aquatic environments.

1.

2
3

g.)

a

a

List thrae or more rrays that

pu

directly or indirectly contributc to an emironmental

probbm.
1.

2.
3.

10.) tdentiffthree or more chang.s )fou are raifing to make in your [fes$/e thal vSI hep thc
environment.
1.

2.

3.

25>
INTERMEDIATE EVALUATION

{)

What is compost?

2) Name three items that are recycled.
t

3) Describe three ways to reduce/reuse items you use everyday.

4) Describe a simple food chain.

5) Describe three problems that are caused by litter or other types of pollution.

6) Describe two actbns that you and your classmates can take to have a ctean and

healthy environment.

266',,.,
Name

PRIMARY EVALUATION

l) Plant and animal habitats are needed for the earth.
2)

Trees are only useful for making paper and building

3) Ifwater

is missing from a plant or animal habitat, it

T

F

houses. T F

will

T

F

survive.

4) If you see an animal

area. T F

track, the animal's habitat is in that

5) A rotting log helps provide food and shelter for plants and

T

F

to

T

F

oftheir

T

F

animals.

6)

People's actions could cause plants'and animals'homes
change.

7)

Change occurs in all plants and animals because

surroundings.

8) Food chains are important for the environment.

TF

9) Nature provides a wide variety of materials for games.

T

F

10) It is okay for someone to come in and cut down all of the trees in a forest area to build
a shopping mall. You

strongly

agree

strongly

I l) It is okay ifyou find out your friend
teeth. You
strongly

t

:,

4914

agree

disagree

undecided

leaves the water on while brushing his or her

strongly

disagree

undecided

